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Introduction to Volumes 1 -3

The New Mexico Bureau of Land Management's Cultural Resources Manage-
ment publication series will be greatly enhanced by the release of this three

volume set, titled Archeological Investigations in West-Central New Mexico. This

current report evaluated the range and significance of cultural resources located

in a specific geographical area which may be affected by coal mining. A final

decision on whether or not to approve coal mining in this area will not be made
until the mid- 1990s.

The cultural resource investigations addressed two basic areas of inquiry. The
first concerned archeological remains. Were there either any single complex sites

or dense concentrations of sites whose mitigation costs may be so great as to render

coal development unprofitable for a given lease tract? The Bureau sought to

provide industry with accurate data concerning the costs ofcompleting inventories

and data recovery within different zones of the San Augustine Coal Area.

The second subject investigated concerned historic cultural resources. The
American Indian Religious Freedom Act mandates that federal agencies consider

the effects of planned undertakings on the ability of Indians to practice their

religion within the project area. In addition, historic documentary resources were
investigated and ethnographic interviews conducted because on the ground iden-

tification and evaluation of historic archeological sites are difficult to perform ac-

curately.

Taken as a whole, the three volumes successfully accomplished the tasks for which
they were designed. We can now predict, for example, that there are no single huge
complex sites for which data recovery would be prohibitively expensive. At the

same time, Kayser and Carrol point out in Volume 3 that, when taken as a whole,

the density of sites within the moderate coal production area examined by this

study is approximately three times higher than the average in New Mexico. More
importantly, when individual coal leases are drawn up, data provided in these

volumes will allow for a rough calculation of the types and densities of prehistoric

and historic archeological remains within a particular lease tract.

Much more was accomplished by these studies than merely complying with legal

mandates governing planning for federal coal leasing. The three volumes
published here, in addition to providing data critical to analyzing the environmen-
tal impact of such an undertaking, make solid contributions to the general body
of anthropological knowledge in west-central New Mexico. Detailed descriptions

have been presented on the various ways archeological materials have been



categorized into "functional" site groups and how these categories relate to pat-

terns in the context of inventoried assemblages. The strengths and biases of ar-

cheological and historical methodologies used to identify and evaluate cultural

resources are revealed and compared. Detailed syntheses of ceramic studies offer

a comprehensive scheme for classifying ceramic materials for this region of New
Mexico.

To the credit of the authors, limitations of these studies and methodological weak-
nesses are freely admitted and openly discussed. The difficulties in sustaining

long-term research projects in the federal government resulted in some inconsis-

tencies in approach between the inception and conclusion of this project. Readers
should note that the first chapter of the third volume discusses how data were col-

lected under an evolving research design. The strength ofthe results and its limita-

tions for statistically valid predictive modelling should be kept firmly in mind.

Limitations aside, the release of this three volume set provides a wealth of new in-

formation about a poorly documented region ofNew Mexico. Located between the

better known Mogollon cultural tradition to the south and west and the Anasazi
tradition to the north, the complexity and richness of cultural resources in west-

central New Mexico are only now being appreciated.

Stephen L. Fosberg
and LouAnn Jacobson,
Series Editors
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Abstract

From June 1983 until April 1, 1984,

the Socorro Resource Area in the

Las Cruces District of the Bureau of

Land Management conducted an ar-

cheological survey and reconnais-
sance within the San Augustine Coal

Area (SACA) in west-central New
Mexico. The work was done in con-

junction with analyses of the impacts
that would occur as a result of the

selection of alternatives for public

lands that would be acceptable for in-

clusion in the federal coal leasing

program.

This report describes the cultural and
historical resources lying primarily

within three cultural resource inven-

tory areas within the SACA. A total of

303 archeological and historical site

proveniences reflecting a very inten-

sive and complex history of use of the

region were recorded.

The archeological survey data com-
prise a six percent sample of cultural

resource inventory areas as well as a
record of all known large architectural

sites within the SACA.

In this volume, data are presented in

studies of ceramic, lithic, and architec-

tural variation among prehistoric site

locations and evaluated with models
outlining several occupational his-

tories that could be applied to ar-

cheological sites.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Intensive archeological survey and recon-

naissance of the San Augustine Coal Area
(SACA) were undertaken in 1983 and 1984 by
the Socorro Resource Area in the Las Cruces
District of the Bureau of Land Management.
Located in west-central New Mexico, the SACA
comprises approximately 450,000 acres in

northern Catron and southern Cibola counties

north of the town of Quemado and south of

Fence Lake, New Mexico (Figure 1.1). Cultural

resource surveys were initiated to determine

which lands within the SACA were acceptable

for inclusion in the federal coal leasing

program. Under a maximum production alter-

native, 121,521 acres offederal coal within the

SACA would be considered for further tract

delineation; a moderate production alternative

considered 34,271 acres of federal coal (USD1
BLM 1984). Cultural resources were recorded

by an archeological reconnaissance in the

form of a widely-spaced transect survey cover-

ing 10 sections and a 10 percent sample of 40-

acre quadrats selected for intensive
archeological survey from within three cul-

tural resource inventory areas (Figure 1.1).

Transect and quadrat surveys focused on
lands most of which are encompassed by the

area considered under a moderate production

alternative.

This report describes surveyed archeological

resources within the Moderate Production

Area and known historical resources within

the entire SACA. Data recovered by arche-

ological in-field recording procedures form the

basis for description of patterned variation in

site assemblages and for analysis of occupa-

tional histories of archeological sites (this

volume). Historic sites recorded by the ar-

cheological quadrat survey were studied using

oral histories and ethnohistoric documen-
tation enabling comparison of in-field record-

ing techniques with the actual use-histories of

historic sites (see Volume 2, Kelley 1988).

Goals of both analyses are to demonstrate the

complex use-histories of places used in the

past and the need for survey data acquisition

techniques which will intensively document
resources at the time of their discovery as well

as during later stages of field research.

Physiographic Setting

The SACA is situated within the Datil Section

ofthe Colorado Plateau on the Mogollon Slope.

The Mogollon Slope is the structural unit on
the southern part ofthe Colorado Plateau com-
posed of sedimentary strata which dip gently

to the south. The major topographic features

in this unit are due mainly to volcanic rock

which overlies the older sedimentary rocks

(Fitzsimmons 1959:115). Within the ar-

cheological survey areas Mancos shales and
Mesaverde Group sandstones are overlain by
volcanic rock of Tertiary age and Quaternary
basalt. Differential erosion of these sediments

has resulted in a landscape characterized by
sandstone and shale escarpments and basalt-

capped mesas.

Late Cretaceous continental sedimentation is

represented by the Mesaverde Group consist-

ing of interbedded sandstone, siltstones,

mudstones, claystones, and shales. A purple

and red zone of oxidized sandstone averaging

90 feet thick is stratigraphically situated

within the uppermost portion ofthe Mesaverde
Group. The Baca Formation, a red bed se-

quence of sandstones, conglomerates, clay-

stones, and mudstones (Johnson 1978)

l-i



5 KILOMETERS

Figure 1.1: Cultural Resource Inventory Areas Within the SACA

overlies the Mesaverde Group strata. Baca
mudstones outcropping to the northwest of

Mesa Tinaj a have yielded clay samples suitable

for ceramic production. Together these units

form the mesas, buttes, low benches, and
knolls ringing the bottomlands.

Mariana Mesa and the uplands along the Con-

tinental Divide are capped by later volcanic

wackes, claystones, and sandstones and often

by basalt conglomerates. Elsewhere, thick ba-

saltic lavas of possible Pliocene and Quater-

nary-Tertiary origin cap mesas and buttes; the

preserved thickness of the older basalts range

from five to 50 feet on Tejana Mesa. Basalt

blocks and boulders from these lavas and from
older basalt conglomerates form talus deposits

on mesa slopes. The broad bottomlands be-

tween ridges and hill slopes are filled with late

Pleistocene to Holocene alluvial deposits ofun-

consolidated sand, gravel, and mud.

Centered between Inventory Areas I, II, and III

is Cerro Prieto, a topographic prominence
whose volcanic caprock has resisted erosion.

Surrounding this feature is a broad expanse of

bottomland filled with Quaternary alluvial

sediments through which flow ephemeral

1-2



drainages. Bottomlands that average 6.600
feet in elevation are flanked on the south, east,

and west by mesas with steep vertical scarps
and on the north by smaller mesas and ridge

systems at the base ofuplands reaching eleva-

tions of7,600 feet on and west ofthe Continen-
tal Divide. Mariana Mesa on the east, Tejana
Mesa on the south, and Santa Rita Mesa on
the west are three such major features. Max-
imum elevations on these mesa scarps reach

7,400 feet. Draining the area bounded by
these features are Nations Draw, Tejana Draw,
and French's Arroyo, some of the easternmost
watercourses in the region drained by the Lit-

tle Colorado River.

Soils formed in alluvium characterize swales

and drainageways with slopes of less than Ave

percent. Rolling hills and fans in inventory

areas are also distinquished by deep, well-

drained soils formed in alluvium. On bedrock-
controlled plains and mesas in the uplands
soils are formed in residuum, derived
dominantly from interbedded shale and
sandstone, and in volcanic ash and cinders

over residuum. Soils on the slopes of mesas,
canyons, and intrusive dykes are formed in

colluvium and alluvium from mixed sources.

Vegetation supported by alluvial sediments in

bottomlands includes grasses, annual forbs,

and mixed grassland-shrub communities.
Major grass species in shortgrass and
midgrass vegetation types (USDI BLM 1984)

are Bouteloua gracilis, Sitanion hystrix, Sporo-

bolus airoides, and Agropyron smilhiL Vegeta-

tion types dominated by rabbitbrush
[Chrysothamnus nauseous) and fourwing salt-

bush [Atriplex canescens) intermixed with

grasses and snakeweed [Gutierreziasarothrae)

occur along drainageways.

In the northeastern portion of the study area

at the base of the mesa scarp following the

Continental Divide an open pinon-juniper

woodland of Pinus edulis and Juniperus

monosperma occurs. Pinon-juniper wood-
land, characterized by a canopy cover ranging

between 15 and 60 percent, is found on the

upland drainage divides. The understory here

can be sparse or moderate with a diverse

species composition. Major understory shrub
species on uplands are snakeweed and moun-
tain mahogany (Cercocarpus montanus).

Within the SACA area the frost-free period ran-

ges from about 100 to 130 days depending on
elevation and averages 120 days (Tuan et al.

1973:Figure 38). Quemado, at an elevation of

6,879 feet, experiences the last killing frost

about June 7 and the first killing frost around
September 24, the growing season averaging

109 days (Maker et al. 1972). A mean maxi-

mum temperature of 66 degrees Fahrenheit

and mean minimum temperature of 26
degrees F. have been recorded for the 28-year

period prior to 1960 at Quemado (Maker et al.

1972). Precipitation occurs mainly during

summer months with moisture arriving from

the Gulf ofMexico in the form of localized, high

intensity, short duration thunderstorms.
Average annual precipitation varies from
about 12 to 15 inches with growing season
precipitation averaging seven inches (USDI
BLM 1982b).

Previous Archeological Studies

Accurate assessment of the types of ar-

cheological remains and their distribution in

the SACA cultural resource survey areas,

based on previous work, is difficult, even
though many archeological survey and recon-

naissance projects have recorded sites within

the Quemado region. Previous work presents

problems due either to its unsystematic nature

or its restricted location. Early surveys were
in the form of unsystematic reconnaissance

along restricted topographic features, while

later, more systematic efforts focused on tran-

sects or corridors outside the present study
areas. Recent work as well as earlier work has
attempted to Identify components of past sys-

tems through reconstructions ofpast behavior

based directly on site content without an
evaluation ofthe cumulative histories of "sites"

in this region, the surface manifestation of

which consists of continuous overlays of ar-

tifact, structure, and feature distributions.

Initial archeological work in the Quemado
region was conducted by Harvard University's

Peabody Museum (Brew and Danson 1948) in

the summer of 1947 (Upper Gila Expedition),

during reconnaissance of 13 areas in east-

central Arizona and west-central New Mexico.

Examination of ceramics at sites in the Pie

Town-Adams Diggings-Salt Lake Area, which
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coincides with approximately the eastern two-
thirds of the SACA, enabled Brew and Danson
to offer an initial temporal classification of

materials within this region. The recognition

that gray and brown ware ceramics occurred
together in surface ceramic assemblages
within the region presented problems for

recently formulated cultural-historical
frameworks, since previously devised
chronological sequences had been based on
associations of gray and black-on-white wares
or of red and brown wares. These problems
were further discussed in subsequent studies

from the perspective that intercultural

relationships ofsome sort were structuring the

archeological record at sites in the Quemado
region.

The identification of the exact nature of the

relationships between the Anasazi and the

Mogollon, thought to be represented by dif-

ferent ceramic wares, was seen as dependent
upon the accumulation of further information

through intensive reconnaissance and excava-

tion during the succeeding years of the Upper
Gila Expedition.

During 1949, 75 square miles were surveyed

in conjunction with the Upper Gila Expedition

excavations near Mariana Mesa. This recon-

naissance succeeded in locating and recording

157 sites in the Mariana Mesa area (Danson
1957:4). Survey was concentrated along the

upper reaches of Nations Draw in areas north,

east, and west of the northern one-third of

Mariana Mesa. Reconnaissance was also un-

dertaken along Largo Creek to the northwest

of Tejana Mesa and on the volcanic plug that

Bullard (1962:5) was later to name "Cerro

Colorado." Based on this work, Danson of-

fered a listing of sites in chronological order.

The ceramic assemblage composition ex-

tended from pre-Pueblo I-IV.

Seven sites were selected for excavation in the

Mariana Mesa area. With one exception

(UG486) consisting of highly eroded cobble

foundation alignments, excavation centered

on adobe or masonry roomblocks. A majority

of the locations were dated ceramically to late

Pueblo II (AD. 1000- 1 100) and Pueblo III (AD.

1100-1300) times. In addition, the Williams

site (UG636) located approximately seven

miles south of Quemado on the eastern side of

the valley of Largo Creek was excavated in

1951 byWatson Smith as a part ofthe program
of the Upper Gila Expedition.

The Cerro Colorado site was excavated in 1953
and 1954 under the direction of J.O. Brew.
Four main groups of architectural features at

this site were intensively investigated by the

Upper Gila Expedition (Bullard 1962). In all,

15 pithouses were excavated during the 1953
and 1954 field seasons. Dates obtained from
tree-ring samples were published in 1970 by
the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research (Ban-

nister etal. 1970). Berry (1980: 156) notes that

the tight clustering of tree-ring dates, from
well-controlled proveniences, makes the Cerro

Colorado site one of the best dated sites in the

Southwest. The majority of dates from the site

clustering within a restricted period indicate

that most construction activities took place be-

tween A.D. 626 and 675 (Berry 1980:756).

Subsequent to the investigation of the Que-
mado region by the Upper Gila Expedition,

surveys undertaken by a variety of agencies,

institutions, and private corporations from
1960 to 1980 concentrated on relatively

restricted corridors through the SACA. Ar-

chitectural sites were located and recorded on
or near State Road 1 1 7 in conjunction with the

Wetherill Mesa Project, sponsored by the Na-

tional Park Service (Winkler 1961). The objec-

tive of this project, to locate architectural

features and ceramics similar to those of the

Mesa Verde area in southwestern Colorado,

was not realized within the study area. Eleven

sites were inventoried along State Road 117
and State Road 36 between Quemado and
Fence Lake by the Museum of New Mexico as

a part of the inventory of cultural resources

undertaken jointly by the New Mexico State

Highway Department and the Museum of New
Mexico. These sites include several contain-

ing masonry pueblos which had been pre-

viously recorded by the Upper Gila Expedition.

During the summer of 1963 archeological re-

connaissance was undertaken along the route

of an underground trans-continental com-
munications cable across central New Mexico
from border to border (Hammack 1964). Three
proposed Tucson Gas and Electric Company
transmission line corridor routes were also

surveyed through the westernmost portions of

the SACA between 1972 and 1978 by Wilson
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(1972, 1976, 1978). To the south of the study
area proper the nearest systematic survey and
excavation has been undertaken along New
Mexico State Highway 32 beginning about
seven miles south of Quemado and ending at

Agua Fria Creek. Between 1972 and 1976. 27
sites were located within the Largo Creek val-

ley and a single site onAgua Fria Creek (Kayser

1973, 1976).

The only reported excavation in addition to

the work of the Upper Gila Expedition (Mc-

Gimsey 1980), is Barnett's (1974) excavation

of the Sandstone Hill Pueblo (NA1 1,233). The
site is located on the Hubbell Ranch ap-

proximately 22 km north of the town of

Quemado in the foothills of the Continental

Divide. Excavation of the 18 room pueblo, an
adjacent ramada, and a burial located in the

vicinity of the pueblo was undertaken in 197 1

.

The pueblo consists of a linear alignment of

square and rectangular simple masonry rooms
with a maximum depth of three rooms. The
maximum dimension of the largest room does
not exceed 3.5 m. Occupation of the site has
been ceramically dated to between A.D. 1115
and 1300 (Bamett 1974:1). Both brown and
gray utility wares occur in the ceramic as-

semblage with decorated wares making up the

highest proportion of items (Barnett 1974:32).

Recent surveys for private corporations have
concentrated in the northeastern portion of

the SACA in Ranges 15W-17W. Surveys of

drilling areas and access routes conducted by
the Office of Contract Archeology (OCA) and
the Division of Conservation Archaeology
(DCA) located and recorded 76 sites in 1982
and 1983. In all, three separate surveys were
undertaken by OCA (Eck 1982; Elyea 1983;

Hogan 1 983, 1 985) and a single survey by DCA
(Moore et al. 1983). The data recovered by this

set of surveys constitutes a major source of in-

formation concerning site location, distribu-

tion, size, and period of occupation for areas

which are within a four-mile radius of the con-

fluence of French's Draw and Nations Draw.
The DCA survey area extends outside this

radius another four miles east.

Surveys for the Salt River Project conducted by
Eck (1982) and Hogan (1983, 1985) centered

on the 6,400 acre Fence Lake coal lease area.

Cerro Prieto lies just to the north of the lease

boundary and Tejana Mesa to the south. The
confluence of French's Draw with Nations

Draw occurs in the central portion of the lease

area. Eck's survey centered around drill hole

locations and road rights-of-way; later the

projects (Hogan 1983, 1985) involved quadrat

and block surveys within the same lease area.

Elyea's (1983) survey concentrated on drill

hole locations and access roads in a 7,100-

acre addition to the original lease area. Sur-

vey areas were located adjacent to all but the

northeastern boundary of the original lease

area. This survey area covers the talus slopes

and ridges at the northern tip of Tejana Mesa
and the upland ridges and tributary drainage

valleys bordering major lowlands to the north

and south of the confluence of French's and
Nations draws. The DCA survey was located

in similar areas with the addition of sites in the

upper reaches ofFrench's and Lee draws at the

base of the Continental Divide.

The types and proportions of features and
components recorded for these surveys are

generally similar; however, several exceptions

should be noted. These exceptions involve dif-

ferent criteria for identifying Archaic com-
ponents and the location of pithouses by the

Elyea survey. Archaic sites were recorded in

all surveys. The designation of an Archaic

component was based on the presence of

projectile points similar in style to those

recovered from pre-A.D. 400 occupations else-

where in New Mexico and Arizona. In addition,

both Elyea and Hogan relied on the presence

of bifacial reduction debris in lithic as-

semblages to indicate Archaic occupations. In

contrast, an Archaic designation was applied

to lithic scatters by Eck (OCA survey) and
Moore (DCA survey) only if the appropriate

projectile point types were present in an as-

semblage. The absence of sites containing

pithouse features in all but the areas surveyed
by Elyea may be related to the more frequent

occurrence of these features in upland set-

tings. A major portion of most lease areas is

characterized by lowland valleys, while most of

the Elyea survey area is located in the uplands.
Since all but one of the surveys was organized

around point or transect specific survey areas

rather than randomly distributed sample
areas, it is not possible to assess accurately

the differences in the proportions of feature

types among them.
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A 1979 Class II survey by the University of

Tulsa (USDI BLM 1979) focused on a random-
ly selected 10-percent sample of the Quemado
Planning Unit. In terms of the area surveyed
and number of sites recorded, it is the largest

single survey within the SACA. The survey
was designed to retrieve a representative

sample of archeological remains from 61 sec-

tions, the sample to be distributed on the basis

of a soil associations stratification. Thirty sec-

tions, most of which are concentrated in the

western two-thirds of the study area in Ran-
ges 18W-21W, were surveyed. Components
representing occupations designated as Paleo-

Indian, Archaic, Anasazi, Navajo, and Un-
known were located. As with previous
surveys, the majority of components recorded

were given a Pueblo II period designation (A.D.

900-1100). Relatively high percentages of

Pueblo II-III occupations were also docu-
mented (USDI BLM 1979). Common features

present at Archaic components are lithic scat-

ters and hearths. Features at later prehistoric

occupations include artifact scatters, mid-
dens, mounds, jacal structures, masonry
structures and roomblocks, and hearths.

Prior to the present survey, archeological

reconnaissance was implemented in areas

peripheral to the present cultural resource in-

ventory areas by the San Augustine Coal
Project in order to develop management plan

recommendations. The reconnaissance, in

the form of a transect survey, was designed for

rapid evaluation of large areas and for detec-

tion of monumental architectural remains.

Ten sections, a majority of which are situated

to the west ofTejana Mesa along Largo Creek,

were surveyed at 200-meter intervals. Tran-

sect inventories contain a total of 36 archeo-

logical sites and 47 isolated artifacts (USDI

BLM 1979). Artifact, feature, and site environ-

mental data at these locations are integrated

into the studies presented here.

Known Sites Inventory

Sites recorded during the course of the pre-

vious archeological fieldwork in the SACA in-

clude 506 locations recorded by the Museum
of New Mexico's Laboratory of Anthropology

Archaeological Records Management System
(ARMS). Most of the locations occur in the

northeastern portion of the SACA or adjacent

to the cultural resource Inventory Areas I, II,

and III. They include all sites located and
recorded during the course of reconnaissance

and quadrat survey undertaken to date by the

San Augustine Coal Project. Neither the sites

described by Danson (1957:4) nor those

described by McGimsey (1980) in the Mariana
Mesa area and along Largo Creek are included

in the ARMS listing, unless subsequently
recorded by another institution.

There were 637 components identified at pre-

viously recorded sites (Table 1.1) on the basis

of artifacts, features, and structures repre-

senting temporally discrete occupations. Pre-

historic archeological cultures, thought to be
represented by these components, have been
characterized within broad time ranges, i.e.

Paleolndian, Archaic, and Anasazi. Historical-

ly, site use has been attributed to modern, eth-

nically distinct occupants of the study area,

i.e. Navajo, historic Pueblo. Hispanic, and
Anglo groups.

Table 1 . 1 : Previously Recorded Site

Components in the SACA

Culture
Paleolndian

Frequency
2

Percent
.30

Archaic 81 12.72

Anasazi 361 56.67

Mogollon
Navajo

Anglo
Hispanic

Historic Pueblo

9
1

20
5

1

1.41

0.16
3.14

0.78

0.16

Other 1 0.16

Unknown 156 24.49

TOTAL 637

The designation of sites to Paleolndian and Ar-

chaic occupation categories is tenuous for a
number of reasons. Sites are thought to have
been used during Paleolndian times due to the

presence of fragmentary parallel-sided dart

points in two of the lithic assemblages;
however, the morphology of these bifaces does
not necessarily conform to projectile point

styles from securely dated pre-5000 B.C. con-

texts. In addition, since they are fragments, a

complete repertoire of morphological at-

tributes of each artifact cannot be examined.
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The present inventory of recorded sites con-

tains 8 1 locations which have been assigned
to a pre-A.D. 500 category. Projectile point

styles which include those identified for the

Cochise culture (Haury 1950; Sayles and An-
tevs 194 1) and the Oshara tradition (Irwin-Wil-

liams 1973) have been used as chronological

indicators for sites and assemblages. In recent

years a number ofadditional criteria have been
used to place sites and assemblages into early

portions ofthe chronological sequences ofNew
Mexico and east-central Arizona. These in-

clude the lack of ceramics in assemblages, the

presence of a high frequency offormal tools (fa-

cially flaked implements) in lithic assemblages
(Eck 1982), the lack of hammerstones and
groundstone implements in tool assemblages
(Wilson 1978) and the presence of a high

proportion of bifacial reduction debitage in as-

semblages (Elyea 1983).

The absence or low frequency of hammer-
stones and grinding implements in tool assem-
blages has been noted by Wilson (1978) for

sites in extreme west-central New Mexico and
by Wendorf and Thomas (1951:11) for Concho
complex assemblages in east-central Arizona

to the west of the study area. Wilson and a
number of other investigators (Irwin-Williams

1968:52; Longacre 1962:158. 160; Martinet
al. 1962:132 ) have also noted the relatively

high frequency of bifaces in assemblages.
These implements include roughly flaked

blanks or preforms as well as finely pressure-

flaked blades. A number of bifaces classified

as finished implements and bifacial blanks are

illustrated by Wilson (1978:Figure 35) who
notes that similar artifact forms are also as-

sociated with later Puebloan occupations.

Chronologies based on projectile point sequen-

ces derived from excavated contexts in the

west-central New Mexico region have recently

been criticized. Gossett (1984) reviews the tool

assemblages at sites in the Reserve area noting

that "Archaic" Chiricahua and San Pedro
projectile points have been found in all

stratigraphic levels including those containing

ceramics. In addition, point types thought to

be indicative of San Pedro and En Medio
phases have been found associated with late

Archaic period and ceramic occupations in

both northern and southern New Mexico (Gos-

sett 1984).

A number of different projectile point forms

were identified by the Class II survey. These

include Agustin, Chiricahua, San Pedro, San
Jose, Jay, Bajada, Armijo, and En Medio (Bas-

ketmaker II) types (Quemado Planning Unit

Class II Survey Site Files). Lithic assemblages

yield these types in all combinations as well as

in association with late period projectile point

forms and ceramics. Given the confused state

of projectile point chronologies and the fact

that the absence of ceramics is not an ade-

quate criterion for placement of assemblages

into a pre-ceramic occupation category, much
additional investigation is required for deter-

mining the character ofArchaic period occupa-

tions and settlement systems within the study

area (Berman 1979:18).

Because criteria thought to be diagnostic ofAr-

chaic occupations have been applied ex-

clusively to undated surface assemblages
within the study area, the value of projectile

point and other criteria as chronological in-

dicators has yet to be determined. Since there

exists a potential for similar technological

strategies to be employed within the context of

different subsistence-settlement systems, it

may be that present criteria used for culture

and phase differentiations obscure rather than
delimit early subsistence-settlement patterns

within the study area. For example, lithic as-

semblages and point morphologies that appear

to be similar may represent portions of a tech-

nology implemented in the course of particular

resource procurement strategies irrespective

of the adaptation. If assemblages defined as

Paleolndian represent the implementation of

technological strategies by specialists as op-

posed to those of generalist foragers as posted

for Archaic times, a number of dissimilarities

with the content ofArchaic assemblages could

be expected. It may be that many Paleolndian

and Archaic assemblages identified within the

study area are the archeological manifesta-

tions of planned vs. unplanned technologies,

the use of which crosscuts adaptations
thought to have characterized Paleolndian, Ar-

chaic, and later Puebloan times. While it is not

possible to extrapolate subsistence-settlement

patterns from the few Paleolndian remains
recorded within the study area\ an analytical-

ly based comparison of assemblages yielding

projectile points stylistically similar to Paleo-

lndian types with assemblages yielding later
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point styles would contribute much to under-
standing this issue.

The majority of previously recorded sites with-

in the study area have been assigned to the

Anasazi archeological culture. The Anasazi
classification is based on the presence of cer-

tain decorated white and red wares and the

presence of graywares in ceramic as-

semblages, as well as on architectural styles.

In contrast, few sites have been given a Mogol-

lon classification. A review of each of the nine

sites assigned to a Mogollon occupation indi-

cates that the ceramic assemblages and ar-

chitecture at these locations are essentially

indistinguishable from those of a majority of

locations designated as Anasazi.

One reason for the application ofAnasazi and
Mogollon labels to similar ceramic as-

semblages may derive from the fact that a
majority of the sites designated Mogollon were
recorded in the 1960s and early 1970s when
relatively little was known about variability in

ceramic assemblage content within the study

area. In these cases, the presence of

brownwares in ceramic assemblages was ini-

tially thought to indicate occupation of the

locations within the study area and of areas to

the south by similar groups of people.

If diffusionist explanations for ceramic styles

and those based on population migrations are

discounted, the occurrence of ware "mixes" at

sites becomes a problem that requires an al-

ternative explanation. Recent analysis of

ceramic samples from Cox Ranch Pueblo (LA

13681), which is listed as a Mogollon site in

the ARMS inventory, has indicated, for ex-

ample, that equal numbers of Anasazi gray-

wares and Mogollon brownwares are present

(Stuart and Gauthier 1981:163).

Local manufacture of both brownwares and
graywares prehistorically raises the possibility

for other, functional determinants for

brownware and grayware proportions in

ceramic assemblages. Stuart and Gauthier

( 198 1 : 1 68- 1 69) list a number of determinants

for production ofbrown and gray wares. These

include source clays, production technique.

and type and quantity of fuel available to ac-

complish firing. The authors note that the pat-

terned variability in ceramic assemblage
content within the west-central New Mexico
region must be documented prior to pursuing
explanations for assemblage variation due to

differences in the organization ofceramic tech-

nology. Documentation of this kind of

variability has yet to be accomplished for the

study area. In terms of traditional ceramic

typologies, documentation of the range of

variability in ceramic assemblage content

would clarify the propriety of phase schemes
based on ware and type proportions for

describing archeological remains within the

study area.

Numerous phase designations, primarily of

the Pueblo II period (A.D. 900-1100), have
been applied to sites or site components within

the study area. The Red Mesa phase as un-
derstood for the Zuni, Acoma, and Puerco
River culture provinces (Museum of New
Mexico 1983:21-23) and the Reserve phase
used to describe areas in southern Catron
County, New Mexico (Berman 1979:44) have
both been used as phase designations within

the study area. These Pueblo II phases as well

as the Pueblo III Tularosa phase apply to the

most frequently occurring Anasazi com-
ponents. The fewest sites or site components
are listed for the Basketmaker III and Pueblo I

periods (A.D. 500-700) and for the Pueblo III

period (A.D. 1 100 to about 1350).

Prior to 1983, relatively few historic sites and
components were present in the site inventory

of the area. The lack of attention to historic

material during earlier archeological surveys

of the area may in part account for the rela-

tively low number of documented historic

sites. The single "historic long-term" site listed

in Museum of New Mexico site records is Zuni
Salt Lake (see Volume 2). The single Navajo
site listed was recorded by the San Augustine
Coal Area reconnaissance survey and contains

a sweatlodge attributed to a Navajo occupa-
tion. Native American, Hispanic, and Anglo
occupations and historically used locations in

the SACA are documented in Volume 2.
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Chapter 2

Prehistory of the Quemado Area

Prehistoric remains from all known ar-

cheological cultures were identified for

this portion ofthe Upper Little Colorado region

and described in several cultural resource

overviews. The San Augustine Coal Area
covers the southeastern portion of Tainter's

Southwestern Subarea, although the few sites

recorded there are not directly addressed in his

overview (Tainter and Gillio 1980). The Cul-

tural Resources Overview, Socorro Area, New
Mexico (Berman 1979) describes the history of

work, site location, inferred demographic pat-

terns, and the material culture of the
Quemado Planning Unit. Portions of the coal

study area north of State Highway 60, west of

State Road 117, and south of the intersection

of State Road 117 with State Highway 36 lie

within this planning unit. Additional descrip-

tive summaries of the regional archaeology are

presented by Stuart and Gauthier (1981) and
Marshall (1976).

Paleolndian & Archaic Periods

Understanding general environments and po-

tential prehistoric economies during Paleo-

lndian and Archaic times is important for

interpreting archeological remains in the
study area attributed to these periods. Be-

tween 9000 B.C. and 6500 B.C.. New Mexico
and most of Arizona were occupied by Paleo-

lndian groups (Irwin-Williams 1979). During
this time a trend toward decreased effective

moisture may have occurred throughout the

Southwest and may have been reflected in a

decreased occurrence of Paleolndian remains
in the eastern plains ofNew Mexico (Irwin-Wil-

liams 1979; Judge 1979). The earliest Clovis

adaptations (9000-9500 B.C.) were character-

ized as having a generalist or broad spectrum

subsistence strategy by which a variety of

megafauna was exploited (Judge 1979).

About 8500 B.C. and 6500 B.C. climatic fluc-

tuations in the Southwest are paralleled by an
increase in the frequency of sites attributed to

the Folsom complex and by an increase in the

extent of the distributions of sites attributed

to Folsom and Cody complexes (Irwin-Williams

1979). By about 8500 B.C. several species had
become extinct, including mammoth that were
exploited during earlier times. After this time

conditions favorable to the exploitation of large

herds ofbison have been inferred by Irwin-Wil-

liams and Haynes (1970). At 8500 B.C. Fol-

som and later Paleolndian groups are thought

to have had a specialized economy adapted to

a single genus. Bison.

Parallel-sided, straight-based dart point frag-

ments thought to represent late Paleolndian

components have been recovered from several

sites in the SACA. LA 3734 1 is situated at the

base of a hill bordering the tributary valley on
the south side of Nations Draw. LA 27227 is

located to the west ofZuni Salt Lake in an area

also yielding a variety of Archaic point styles.

An additional site, LA 8066, located near Red
Hill on the southern border of the study area,

has yielded 12 projectile points described as

"within the range of late Paleolndian and early

Archaic types; most are basally ground, are

foliated in form, and have either concave or

convex bases" (Honea 1969). Lithic materials

at LA 8066 consist predominantly of small

quantities of a yellow quartzite and a tan to off-

white chert (Marshall 1976).

After about 6500 B.C. two Archaic manifesta-

tions, the Cochise, first described for
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southeastern Arizona and southwestern New
Mexico, and the Oshara, identified in north-

western New Mexico, have been reported for

the Quemado region. The Cochise tradition

(Sayles and Antevs 1941) known from sites in

southeastern Arizona and southwestern New
Mexico was interpreted as a hunting and
gathering economy adapted to northwest
Mexican environments (Dick 1965). Remains
of the Sulphur Springs (7500 to 3500 B.C.)

phase of the Cochise were recovered in as-

sociation with bones of extinct fauna includ-

ing horse, mammoth, bison, and dire wolf. At
about 2000 B.C. materials characteristic ofthe

Chiricahua stage (3500 to 1500 B.C.) appear
in west-central New Mexico (Irwin-Williams

and Haynes 1970:67). These include tools

which represent "a well developed ground-
stone assemblage dominated by shallow basin
milling slabs and cobble manos" (Irwin-Wil-

liams 1979:67). Remains of the later Cochise

period, termed the San Pedro phase (1500 to

200 B.C.) are thought to reflect considerable

population expansion, reliance on horticul-

ture, and continuous local shifts in settlement

pattern (Irwin-Williams and Haynes 1970).

The stages of the Oshara tradition have been
given similar interpretations with respect to

trends in the subsistence economy and in-

clude the Jay complex (5500-4800 B.C.);

Bajada complex (4800-3200 B.C.); San Jose
complex (3000-1800 B.C.); Armijo complex
(1800-800 B.C.); En Medio complex (800 B.C.-

A.D. 400); and the Trujillo complex (A.D. 400-

600) (Irwin-Williams 1973). Irwin-Williams

(1973:5-6) notes that a broad spectrum ofsub-

sistence activities is responsible for much of

the early Oshara sequence. In the Arroyo

Cuervo area of northwestern New Mexico, the

earliest practice ofmaize agriculture was dated

between 1800 and 800 B.C. Reliance on horti-

culture, seasonal storage of foodstuffs, and in-

creasing seasonal differentiation among sites

mark Late Archaic occupations after 800 B.C.

Ceramic Periods

Longacre (1962) recognized several major
changes in the Archaic adaptive system at ap-

proximately A.D. 275 in the Upper Little

Colorado region. These changes include the

beginnings of agriculture, domestic architec-

ture, use of storage facilities, and settlement

patterns indicative of relatively permanent lo-

cations of habitation. Among the major tradi-

tions or archeological cultures distinguished

at this time in the Southwest, the Mogollon,

centered in the mountainous areas of the

Mogollon Rim country of Arizona and New
Mexico, and the Anasazi of the Colorado
Plateau have been described for the Upper Lit-

tle Colorado region.

The study area was viewed as "transitional" be-

tween Anasazi and Mogollon culture areas

(Danson 1957). Traditionally, the recognition

of separate archeological culture areas has
been an outgrowth of tailoring chronological

sequences to clusters of similar material at-

tributes within relatively restricted regions.

The mixing of traits that characterize separate

areas presents unexpected, and unexplained,

variability in the archeological record when
viewed with a culture area or normative model.
Explanations of changes observed in the ar-

cheological record which are based on the con-

cept of culture areas logically involve several

possibilities: (1) individual or idiosyncratic be-

havior contributes to change in the material

culture of a group; (2) movement of groups
with different social patterns into an area may
be responsible for more radical rates ofchange
in material culture; and (3) in some cases, only

contact need be made among groups for the

introduction of ideas and cultural products

into a system to occur.

While accepting that shared ideas, population

movements, and norms did exist in the past,

these factors are no longer viewed as explana-

tions of archeological phenomena in and of

themselves. Rather, a major problem focus is

the explanation of the patterned variability

that results from the formation of the ar-

cheological record itself. Since many, if not

most, archeological sites may represent com-
posite distributions ofdebris from separate oc-

cupations that are widely spaced in time,

spatial concentrations of materials tradition-

ally termed "sites" cannot be viewed as repre-

senting discrete episodes of activity, e.g.

campsite, processing site, habitation, etc. The
interpretation of the archeological record,

thus, necessitates questioning the historical

composition, or occupational history, of ar-

cheological distributions commonly recog-
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nized as "sites." In asking such questions the

implication is that the functions and historical

composition of field-recorded archeological

sites are largely uninterpretable with a stand-

ard trait list approach. Since interpretations

cannot be based solely on the spatial associa-

tion of items, the problem of using inferred

temporal clusterings of site attributes is espe-

cially applicable to areas like those in the SACA
that were subject to intensive prehistoric use.

The following review of pithouse and pueblo
occupations summarizes the published data
concerning excavated and surveyed sites in

four general occupation periods. Two more
specific chronological classifications were ap-

plied to the area and will be referenced.

Berman's chronological sequence (1979) is

made up of four periods: the Formative from
A.D. 1 to 900; Pueblo II from A.D. 900 to 1 100;

Pueblo III from A.D. 1 100 to 1300; and Pueblo
rVfromA.D. 1300 to about 1600. A Pecos clas-

sification of Basketmaker through Pueblo
stages applies when relative dates are assigned

to sites based on ceramic type inventories.

Occupation Period 1

Period 1 includes early and late pithouse oc-

cupations, i.e. Berman's Formative period and
Basketmaker II through Pueblo I periods in the

Pecos classification. Excavated sites in the

study area include Cerro Colorado (LA 25894)
(Bullard 1962) and UG486 (McGimsey 1980).

The pithouses at Cerro Colorado are situated

on the summit and lower slopes of the south
side of a butte which rises 200 feet above the

surrounding landscape. Cerro Colorado tree-

ring dates place the majority of the construc-

tion activities at the site between A.D. 626 and
675 (Berry 1980:156), although cutting dates

range from A.D. 604 to 687. Berry has sum-
marized the pithouse architecture from
Bullard's (1962) description as follows:

Shape and size: Virtually the whole
gamut of house shapes occurred at the

site including round, oval, D-shaped,
and rectangular with rounded corners.

Circular to oval examples varied from

5.0 to 7.1 m in diameter with a mean
of 6. 1 m. The two D-shaped houses
(Structures 402 and 405) were 4.7 m
along the greatest transverse measure-

ment parallel to the flat side of the "D"

... The rectangular houses ranged from
3.2 to 7.3 m in length and from 2.9 to

5.3 m in width ...

Depth: These were true pithouses

ranging, in depth from 0.6 to 2.0 m,
with a mean of 1.3 m.

Floors: The most common type of floor

was unaltered native earth or bedrock.

Two structures had clay plaster floors.

Firepits: Firepits were circular to oval

in plan.

Other floors features: Additional floor

features included post holes, parti-

tions, storage bins, floor cists, heating

pits, and deflectors.

Entryway/antechamber: Three of the

houses ... lacked both antechambers
and vent shafts and had no discernible

means of entry. These were presumab-
ly entered through the roof. The rest

of the structures had either trenched

entryways, trenched entryways con-

necting the main portion of the struc-

ture to an antechamber, or a ventilator

shaft and tunnel.

Benches: Four of the houses had
benches ... Benches varied in width
from 0.5 to 1.2 m and in height from
0.65 to 0.75 m (1980:161-165).

Although the locations of early pithouse vil-

lages in west-central New Mexico and east-

central Arizona were described as elevated

landforms (Berman 1979:30), Basketmaker III

pithouse locations in the SACA do not lie ex-

clusively on high inaccessible ground. Other
sites attributed to the later part of the early

Formative period (A.D. 500 to 700) in the SACA
include artifact scatters and two pithouse vil-

lages located during early archeological sur-

veys of the area (Museum of New Mexico Site

Files). In addition to the above sites, a large,

multiple pithouse site originally described by
Bullard (1962:7) was relocated by the San
Augustine Coal Project. Designated Site 335
by the present project, it is situated on a series

of low benches above the confluence of two
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of low benches above the confluence of two
drainages. Ten to 20 plthouse depressions
were observed on low benches above the
drainages at this location, in association with

a sparse artifact distribution. Twenty to 30
pithouse depressions and a dense surface ar-

tifact distribution were found on the upper
benches. Three spatially discrete roomblocks,
each consisting of three to six rooms of basalt

cobble construction, were also observed on the

westernmost finger of the second bench above
the floodplain. The pithouse features were
dated ceramically to Basketmaker III (A.D.

500-700) and the roomblocks to Pueblo I (A.D.

700-900). The Museum of New Mexico site

records list five components for the Pueblo I

period within the study area. Sites recorded

by Danson (1957) for the Pueblo I period (A.D.

700-900) include sherd areas, jacal units, and
small boulder pueblos offrom two to six rooms.
Danson places the majority of the site loca-

tions on ridges where many have undergone
considerable erosion. This is the case for Site

UG486, which consisted of highly eroded con-

centrations of lava cobbles representing house
foundation alignments; the site was excavated

by the Upper Gila Expedition (McGimsey
1980:286). Cobble alignments at this site

were severely eroded. Occupation ofthe struc-

tures was placed by McGimsey between A.D.

850 and 900 (1980:268). Occupation of LA
4032, described by Wilson (1972) as a series

of slab-lined surface rooms, pithouses, and six

scattered masonry rooms, is also placed in this

period (Stuart and Gauthier 1981:163).

Excavated pueblos include UG601 and
UG188. UG601 is a single row of masonry
rooms in a U-shape with a large circular

depression located 2 1 m to the northeast of the

unit. McGimsey (1980:250) places occupation

of the site between A.D. 1000 and 1 100 based
on the presence of Red Mesa and Escavada
Black-on-white, the principal painted types.

UG188 is a unit of two rectangularjacal struc-

tures. A single tree-ring specimen and the

presence ofRed Mesa Black-on-white occur in

the ceramic assemblage (McGimsey
1980:259).

The impression from early survey data of the

period A.D. 900-1100 is one of densely dis-

tributed, small to moderate-sized masonry
pueblos; however, site data from Marshall's

(1976) site inventory for the Quemado region

and from the preliminary findings of the San
Augustine Coal Project indicate that relatively

large architectural sites in the region have

been dated ceramically to Pueblo II times.

These sites include Cox Ranch Pueblo, a 300-

plus-room masonry pueblo with a walled

plaza; Cerro Porno Pueblo, a roomblock of 35-

45 rooms, two large kiva depressions, and ex-

tensive midden deposits; LA 3918, a multiple

story roomblock of 30-50 rooms and multiple

kiva depressions; Site 331 (San Augustine
Coal Area), a multiple-story roomblock, a
masonry plaza/kiva, three discrete middens,

and an extensive complex of earthworks
(Figure 2.1); and LA 8072, a stone masonry
roomblock of 50-plus rooms.

Occupation Period 2

Danson (1957:70) described 138 sites which
were occupied either wholly or in part during

A.D. 900 to 1100. Sites attributed to this

period are densely distributed on benches and
ridges along main and tributary valleys. Bul-

lard (1962) names Largo Creek, tributaries of

French's Draw and Nations Draw, and areas

around the base of Mariana Mesa as places

where surveyed Pueblo II sites were found.

Single and multiple-room masonry units are

common features of Pueblo I-II and Pueblo II

sites. Danson (1957) describes the majority of

sites as averaging two to five rooms of basalt

masonry construction. Larger sites contained

units of from six to 20 rooms with an average

of slightly fewer than 10 rooms.

The Danson (1957) survey data do not include

this type of architectural unit, in part because
the large, architectural sites listed above were
undetected by Upper Gila Expedition surveys

which were concentrated in the Mariana Mesa
area. In addition, monumental architecture

may have been assigned by early surveyors to

later periods of occupation based on architec-

tural rather than ceramic criteria.

Another problem in inferring the period of oc-

cupation from architectural remains concerns
distinguishing between Formative (Basket-

maker Ill-Pueblo I) and later period occupa-

tions based on the presence of pithouse
structures. Sites containing burned jacal

scatters and surface evidence of multiple

pithouses have been recorded in association
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Figure 2.1: Complex of architectural units and features at LA 48030 (Site 331) with core and
veneer and compound masonry roomblocks constructed of sandstone slabs, masonry, and
jacal. The mounded earthwork construction at this site was not noted elsewhere in the SACA.
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with ceramic assemblages indicative of oc-

cupations dating between A.D. 900 and 1300
in the study area. These associations may
result from the complex occupational histories

of places and from use ofsubterranean domes-
tic architecture during later periods. Mc-
Gimsey (1951:302) has reported on the
excavation of three square pithouses at Site

UG616, a 500- to 600-room Pueblo II-III

pueblo, and presents evidence for the contem-
poraneous occupation of the pithouses and
surface rooms.

Other excavation data from the Quemado
region also point to problems associated with

the use of architectural forms to assign oc-

cupations to particular time periods. Two oc-

cupations interpreted from excavated
architectural remains at the Williams Site

(Smith 1973) were dated to a period spanning
the transition from the Three-Circle to Reserve

phases or A.D. 900- 1000 (Smith 1973:15). In-

complete tree-ring samples obtained from the

excavation indicate dates of construction ac-

tivity for pithouse rooms 1 1 and 1 5 sometime
after A.D. 1012 (Bannister et al. 1970:17).

Dated tree-ring specimens from a single

masonry surface room. Room 4, place the con-

struction date of this room at A.D. 1015 (Ban-

nister et al. 1970:17). Of the 10 specimens
submitted for dating from Room 4, six samples
were assessed to have outside rings within a

very few years of the cutting date or exhibited

an outermost ring. Dates from these samples
clustered between A.D. 1012 and 1015. If

these samples represent separate beams and
not portions of a single scavenged timber, then
the dating of construction activities for Room
4 is relatively sound.

The similarity between dates obtained for

pithouse and masonry structures brings into

question the assignment of the pithouses and
surface rooms to separate phases of occupa-

tion. Given the extremely close dates obtained

from structural timbers in pithouses and sur-

face rooms at the Williams Site, interpretations

of the occupational history of the site might,

for example, include construction of relatively

temporary structures (pithouses) to ensure

winter shelter in one season, followed by con-

struction of permanent habitations (masonry

rooms) in later seasons by the same residen-

tial group.

Occupation Period 3

Berman (1979:58) describes known locations

of Pueblo II-III (A.D. 1050-1300) and Pueblo III

(A.D. 1 100-1300) period sites at Carrizo Creek,

Largo Creek, and in the Mariana Mesa area.

The pattern of site distribution during these

times, as interpreted from Upper Gila Expedi-

tion surveys, is one in which later occupations

tend to be located along the eastern tributaries

of French's Draw and Nations Draw near the

Continental Divide (Bullard 1962:7).
Danson's survey recorded several classes ofar-

chitectural sites: (1) small units composed of

fewer than 10 rooms constructed ofbasalt cob-

bles; (2) coursed sandstone masonry units in

L, rectangular, or U shapes; (3) multiple

masonry units positioned around a large kiva

depression; and (4) rows of masonry rooms
situated around a square plaza.

Excavated sites that conform to these architec-

tural and locational patterns include UG494,
UG481,UG616, and UG143(McGimsey 1980).

UG494 consisted of two units each of which
was composed of a double row of masonry
rooms associated with a roughly rectangular

subterranean structure located to the south-

east of each unit (McGimsey 1980:227-247).

The northern unit consisted of a unit of four

rooms and an adjacent subterranean struc-

ture. Eight surface rooms and an associated

subterranean structure comprised the

southern unit. All structures were excavated

in their entirety. Based on co- occurring

ceramics types at Site UG494 and other ex-

cavated sites in the Mariana Mesa area, Mc-
Gimsey (1980:229) estimates that occupation

of the site occurred around A.D. 1120 and
lasted for some 20 to 30 years. Site UG 143 is

represented by five spatially discrete, mason-
ry roomblocks ranging in size from 1 2 to 50 or

more rooms each. These units are arranged in

a rough circle around a large depression

measuring about 20 m in diameter. Three ad-

ditional smaller depressions are located ad-

jacent to the masonry units. Excavation of the

large central depression revealed a circular

floor with a ramp entrance to the south-

southeast side (McGimsey 1980:173). Op-
posite this ramp were situated two rooms or

walled areas connected to the floor of the

central area with a masonry stairway. This

feature is Interpreted by McGimsey ( 1 980: 171)
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as a central plaza designed for the public per-

formance of ceremonial activities. Based on
the ceramic assemblage, the entire site was es-

timated as occupied during the 1200s (Mc-

Gimsey 1980:173). Site UG481 was a triple

unit of 34 masonry rooms in an L-shaped
ground plan with a kiva situated in the area

enclosed by the wing of the L. Excavation
focused on all or portions of the 34 rooms and
the kiva. Outer-ring dendrodates range be-

tween A.D. 1248 and 1271 (Bannister et al.

1970:14). The Shipman Site, UG616, is the

latest occupied pueblo documented in the

region. Multiple rooms of adobe and jacal at

this site enclose a large rectangular plaza mea-
suring roughly 200 by 250 m. The plaza con-

tained several all or partially subterranean

rooms and a large excavation entered by an
earthen ramp interpreted as a walk-in well.

Dates provided by tree-ring specimens,
ceramics, and architectural styles have indi-

cated initial occupation around A.D. 1 100 with

occupation terminating about A.D. 1300.

Reconnaissance by the San Augustine Coal

Project in northern tributary valleys of Nations

Draw to the east of Santa Rita Mesa provides

contrasts to locational and architectural pat-

terns outlined for the Pueblo III period by Dan-
son (1957). Extensive complexes of

architectural features and locations contain-

ing large masonry roomblocks dated cerami-

cally to Pueblo II-III and Pueblo III are found
in this area (Figures 2.2a-2.2c). Rather than

MASONRY ROOMS

E 6

MASONRY ROOMS

LA 48056

NEW COX RANCH PUEBLO
PROVENIENCES 4-7

TN

20 METERS

MASONRY ROOMS

DEPRESSION

DEPRESSIONS
SCATTER /

Figure 2.2a: LA 48056 (Site 472) — compound masonry structures of 4 to 10 rooms and as-

sociated features at proveniences 4, 5, 6, and 7.
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Figure 2.2b: LA 48056 (Site 472) — compound and core and veneer masonry roomblocks of 30
to 40 rooms at proveniences 1 , 2, and 3.
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being situated in the foothills of the well-

watered Continental Divide, sites are located

on ridge tops and isolated mesas surrounded
by relatively barren aggraded valleys. An ad-

ditional architectural pattern is evidenced by
other sites in this area as well. Site 333 (Figure

2.3) which has yielded one ofthe latest cerami-

cally-based dates in the area (D. Ford, per-

sonal communication 1984) is an example of

such a pattern. Over 25 two to seven room,

single story, sandstone masonry units at this

site are densely distributed across an isolated

mesa covering approximately 25 acres in area.

The ceramic evidence suggests that while units

may not have been contemporaneously oc-

cupied, all were utilized within a relatively brief

time span.

Occupation Period 4

Danson (1957:74) refers to 25 sites which, on

the basis of ceramic evidence, may have been

occupied into the A.D. 1300s in the Mariana

Mesa area. Three of these sites (190, 152, and

616) are large masonry or adobe quadrangles

constructed around open plazas. Tree-ring

specimens from Site 616 (Bannister et al.

1970:16) place the latest construction ac-

tivities at this site sometime after A.D. 1286.

There are no Pueblo IV period (A.D. 1300 to

1600) sites listed in the Museum of New
Mexico's site records for the SACA, nor were

ceramic complexes dated to this period dis-

covered during the present survey.

LA 48056
NEW COX RANCH PUEBLO

PROVENIENCES 8-10

20 METERS

Figure 2.2c: LA 48056 (Site 472) — simple masonry and subterranean structures at proveniences

8, 9, and 10.
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Figure 2.3: Rooms and small roomblocks on mesa top at LA 48031 (Site 333).
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Chapter 3

Survey Procedures and Goals

This chapter reviews the process for selec-

tion of sample survey units within the

SACA cultural resource study area. As part of

this review, a topographic stratification of

three survey areas designated Cultural
Resource Inventory Areas I, II, and III is

detailed and the sample selected for ar-

cheological survey described.

Field survey methods are outlined and the

general objectives of in-field artifact recording

procedures and subsequent analyses of

recorded artifact, feature, and architectural

data are discussed in the final section of the

chapter.

Sampling Methods

Sampling is the careful inspection of a small

amount of representative area for characteris-

tics or parameters which are of concern, and
which can later be projected to a larger area.

The key term here, of course, is "repre-

sentative."

As Ebert and others (1983b: 1254) point out:

Sampling ... allows the researcher to

control explicitly for the many factors

other than the actual resources that

condition what is found during survey

(e.g. vegetation cover, soil erosion, sun
angle, weather, and the purpose of the

survey) by accordingly adjusting sam-
pling intensity and the parameters
sampled ... an explicit sampling ap-

proach to cultural resources assess-

ment can serve as a remedy to the use

of uniqueness and site-size as sig-

nificance-criteria by allowing con-

centration on the range of resources

within areas sampled, rather than on
an extensive search for the most "sig-

nificant" sites in a large tract.

The reasons of sampling for archeological

remains in the SACA are practical as well as

advantageous for comprehensive data collec-

tion procedures. Obviously, sampling re-

quires less manpower and enables data
collection procedures to be carried out more
quickly than would survey of the entire area;

however, also important are the opportunities

for more comprehensive, and controlled data

collection procedures than would be possible

with a total survey.

Standard sampling procedures begin with a
sampling frame (Taylor 1977:74) in which ob-

jects to be sampled are placed in some type of

specified order. In the case of archeological

remains, the character of the target popula-

tion, in this case surface distributions of ar-

tifacts and features, is largely unknown.
Hence, sampling procedures entail not only

the collection of information from archeologi-

cal distributions, commonly referred to as
"sites," but discovery of the sites as well. Map
coordinates serve as the sampling frame for

surveys, since it is area not archeological sites

being directly sampled. In cluster or area sam-
pling (Blalock 1960; Holmes 1967) samples
consist not of elements, artifacts or sites, but
of units of plane or 3-dimensional space (e.g.,

transect or quadrats) within which data collec-

tion procedures are concentrated (Judge et al.

1975).

Sampling of the archeological survey areas

delineated for the San Augustine Coal Project
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Involves survey of randomly distributed 40-

acre parcels within four topographically
defined strata. Selection of 40-acre sample
units was determined by logistical considera-

tions, primarily by the feasibility oflocating the

units, travel time between sample units, and
by the need to position survey areas within

legally described land parcels whose boun-
daries are easily replicable. Forty-acre sample
units are also more easily contained within

topographic zone boundaries than are larger

quadrats.

The result of a sample survey consists of

sample estimates which are distinguished by
two properties — accuracy and precision

(Berry and Baker 1968:92). Accuracy refers to

how closely sample estimates agree with a
population value. Consistent over- or under-
estimations result from biased sample es-

timates. A range of estimates around the

actual population value is referred to as
sample precision. Commonly, the results of

the discovery phase ofarcheological survey are

viewed as the main goal of a sample survey;

however, without a second goal of intensive,

controlled data collection procedures at sites,

the utility of survey results will remain largely

untestable. Testing for sample precision re-

quires a data base from which population

values can be estimated. In the case of ar-

cheological survey, the problems of estimation

are compounded by the fact that the values ar-

cheologists wish to estimate are not directly

quantifiable. These values are the properties

of prehistoric systems, e.g. the number and
type of activities carried out at locations and
the function of a location in past settlement

systems. As such, these properties are not

directly observable and must be inferred from
surface remains. Reliable evaluation of

sample precision, therefore, requires analysis

of data collected at sites and correct inference

of what these data represent in terms of past

systems.

Survey Area Stratification

Stratification procedures involve dividing the

study area into subareas from which a num-
ber of small samples are in turn drawn to en-

sure that the highest possible sample
precision is obtained from a distribution of

sample units across the study area. Nonar-

bitrary or informed stratification enhances the

sampling ofnonrandom parameters and invol-

ves the presampling division of a population

based on supplementary information in order

that the parameter observed is more uniform
within a stratum (Judge et al. 1975:89). As
Judge and others (1975:89) point out, the gain

in precision from stratified sampling is de-

pendent on the magnitude of variation be-

tween stratum averages. Since
under-sampling of internally diverse strata

can seriously influence sample precision,

strata should be devised to be as different as

possible and to have the smallest internal

variance as possible.

Three tracts within the SACA (Cultural

Resource Inventory Areas I, II, and III) com-
prising approximately 43,000 acres were
selected for archeological survey. Stratifica-

tion of the survey areas relies on topographic

variability within the survey tracts. Prior to in-

itiation of the survey, a topographic stratifica-

tion was designed by the Socorro District

Office.

Although previous survey and reconnaissance

of the SACA have indicated where some types

of remains are more likely to occur than
others, without an intensive survey the actual

variability in archeological remains present in

different topographic settings is unknown.
This presents a problem for archeological sam-
pling strategies since obtaining a repre-

sentative sample requires that the variability

of remains within strata be known in order to

determine an adequate amount of area to be
surveyed. Determining a proper sampling
fraction is a fundamental problem with ar-

cheological sample surveys and has been
recognized by Ebert and others (1983b: 1254):

One problem ... is, the proportion ofthe

total area that must be surveyed in

order to accurately model the total

population. In practice and In the

literature, sampling fractions ranging

from 10% to 50% or more have been in-

voked, in no instance with much logi-

cal justification. Unfortunately,
neither for random samples nor for the

sorts of stratified samples discussed
above, can a "proper" sampling fraction

be determined. This is because there
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is nothing against which the adequacy
of a sample can be tested. Although
several archaeologists have attempted
to test a post-inventory sample against

total-area site lists (Plog 1968; Judge,
Ebert and Hitchcock 1975), purely in-

ductive samples cannot be tested.

Thus, a presampling stratification of archeo-

logical areas can be Justified only by a belief

that the criteria used to stratify a survey area
will be relevant to understanding the distribu-

tion of archeological remains in that area.

Since the nature of the archeological record as
seen by archeologists today depends as much
on what happens to sites and materials after

they are discarded as it does behavioral

processes, topographic stratification can be
justified in part through expectations for how
post-depositional processes affect the visibility

of archeological remains. Regional sequences

oflandscape, soils, and geological and geomor-
phological unit formation and alteration can
reveal general expectable patterns of ar-

cheological visibility to which densities of sur-

face remains may be referred. This generally

appears to be the case in comparisons of

topographic strata described below.

Topographic Strata

Four topographic zones were delineated within

the survey area (Figure 3. 1) by coal team per-

sonnel: Zone A, Isolated mesa and ridge tops;

Zone B, Steep talus; Zone C, Foothills and

TOPOGRAPHIC ZONES

|
ZONE A

[D ZONE B

Hi ZONE C

]
ZONE D

2 MILES

2 KM.

Figure 3. 1 : Topographic zones within the SACA cultural resource inventory areas.
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ridges; and Zone D, Alluvlated flats. Each
zone was manually (visually) delineated on 7.5

minute USGS quadrangles.

Recognition of zone boundaries is directly de-

pendent on map scale which, in this case, is

1:24,000. Visual interpretation has also

resulted in generalized zone boundaries and
the inclusion of small but different areas
within large, homogeneous ones. This is not

necessarily an unwanted result of a visual

stratification, in fact it is desirable; if maps
were not generalized to some extent theywould
be impossible to utilize in any practical way.
The areas of each zone are listed in Table 3. 1

.

Criteria for zone delineation relied primarily on
differences in slope as measured by percent

grade with a USGS slope indicator, and on
landform.

Table 3.1. Acreage in Four

Topographic Strata.

Topographic Zones Acres Percent
A 232 0.005
B 934 0.022

C 27,447 0.637
D 14,467 0.336
TOTAL 43.080

Zone A:

This zone comprises elevated areas, relatively

flat mesa tops or the tops of ridges and buttes,

which are surrounded by steep talus. A very

small portion of the inventory area, ap-

proximately 230 acres, is contained within this

zone. Small, isolated mesas occur primarily in

Inventory Area I and include a small mesa in

the upper reaches of Pascual Draw, Flattop

Mesa, and a series of smaller mesa tops in the

upper reaches of tributary drainages to Na-

tions Draw on the eastern border of Santa Rita

Mesa as well as lower benches of Santa Rita

Mesa itself.

In Inventory Area II isolated mesas and small

buttes are located between the upper reaches

of French's Draw and Long Canyon at the base

of the Continental Divide. Inventory Area III

contains the least amount of area in this zone

with a small isolated mesa located in the al-

luvlated valley of Nations Draw and elevated

benches at the eastern end of Tejana Draw.

Soils in Zone A include those derived from

mixed sources with soft calcareous sandstone

at a depth of 12 inches. Vegetation in these

areas includes blue grama, Indian ricegrass,

needlegrass, muttongrass, mountain
mahogany, pinon, and juniper. Other areas

lacking vegetation include outcrops of un-
weathered basalt, sandstone, or tuff and side-

slopes ofunconsolidated volcanic sediments of

soft shale.

-Zone B:

Zone B comprises localized areas of relatively

steep talus slopes characterized by a slope of

20 percent grade or greater. This zone in-

cludes areas surrounding Flattop Mesa and
other nearby isolated mesas and areas on the

eastern edge of Santa Rita Mesa, the north-

eastern periphery of Tejana Mesa, and at the

heads of canyons at the base of the Continen-

tal Divide. Soils and vegetation are similar to

those of Zone A. In Inventory Area II soils also

include those formed in residuum, derived

dominantly from basalt with basalt bedrock at

a depth of 19 inches. Vegetation in these areas

includes pine dropseed, Arizona fescue, moun-
tain muhly, arid sideoats grama in the under-

story. Present in the overstory are pinon,

alligator juniper, oaks, and scattered
ponderosa pine at higher elevations.

-Zone C:

The topography of the majority of each inven-

tory area is characterized by slopes between a

six and 20 percent grade in this zone. This in-

cludes low ridge systems and rolling hills that

separate all major aggraded valleys. Ridges

and buttes in this zone are eroded remnants
of late Cretaceous strata, soils derived from in-

terbedded shales and sandstones. Blue
grama, Indian ricegrass, western wheatgrass,

and widely scattered one-seed juniper are in-

cluded in parkland communities. Woodland's

contain pinon, juniper, galleta, and bot-

tlebrush squirreltail as well.

Zone D:

Areas characterized by less than a six percent

grade surrounding main and tributary water-

courses were designated Zone D; drainages in-

clude Nations and French's draws and their

tributaries. Approximately one-third of the

total inventory area, or 14,467 acres, is in-

cluded in this zone. Soils in drainages are
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formed in course and broad textured alluvium.

Shrubs include rabbitbrush in upper and
fourwing saltbush in lower reaches of the
drainage valleys. Annual forbs dominate the
low-lying areas.

The Selected Sample

Sampling naturally bounded topographic
strata with legally defined sample units
presents additional sampling problems since

many 40- acre parcels will inevitably be
situated over more than a single topographic
zone. Deletion of these quadrats from the

sample population would exclude a majority of

the area within each inventory unit, thus a
sampling design which takes multi-zone quad-
rats into consideration was used. Each
sample unit was coded for zone and zone com-
binations and these tallied for all three inven-

tory areas. Tallies ofsample units in each zone
or zone combination and number of units ex-

amined in order to achieve a 10 percent sam-
pling fraction are listed in Table 3.2. In all,

110 sample units were selected for survey.

Table 3.2. Single & Multi-zone Sample Units in

the Inventory Areas and the Selected Sample

Zone
A/B
A/C
A/C/D
A/B/C
A/B/C/D
B
B/C
B/C/D
C
C/D
D
TOTAL

Total

Number
Units

3
11

8
14

14

1

39
7

335
534
107

1073

No. Selected

Sample Units

(10% rate)
l

l

l

2

2

1

4
1

34
53
10

110

This procedure enables survey coverage of the

total inventory area and assessment of the ar-

cheological "sensitivity" of topographic strata

through comparison with site parameters tal-

lied by topographic zone as well as by single-

zone sample units.

The actual acreage and percentage of each

topographic zone to be sampled with the above

outlined procedures are listed in Table 3.3.

Total acreage figures differ slightly between
Tables 3.2 and 3.3 because of the elimination

of lots measuring fewer than 40 acres from the

sampling universe as presented in Table 3.2.

Approximately, 10 percent of the total acreage

contained within the inventory areas was
selected for survey. The sampling fraction for

topographic Zones C and D is 10 percent.

Zones A and B, however, were slated for sam-
pling at a higher rate for the following reasons:

first, since these zones are relatively localized

as linear areas of talus or isolated mesa and
butte tops, they are likely to occur in combina-
tion with other zones in a 40-acre survey quad-

rat. Most multi-zone quadrats in fact contain

portions of either Zone A or B (Table 3.2);

Secondly, since each zone is represented by a

small amount of acreage within the inventory

areas, selection of even a few quadrats con-

taining portions of these zones results in a

relatively high percentage of each in the

sample.

Table 3.3. Zone Acreage in Inventory Areas
and Selected Sample

Total Acres (%) in

Zone Acres Selected Sample
A 232 56.6 (24.40)

B 934 129.5 (13.87)

C 27,447 2,816.0 (10.26)

D 14,467 1,397.9 (9.66)

TOTAL 43,080 4,400.0 (10.21)

Sample units located within a single zone are

comparable and can be used to evaluate the

survey results statistically. Sample units that

include variable portions ofmore than a single

zone, while not similar with respect to the

proportions of different kinds of topography

they contain, can be delineated. Assessing

survey results with these multi-zone units

relies on site and provenience tallies by
topographic zone, rather than by sample unit.

Field Techniques

Survey methods involved field crews of three

or four individuals walking parallel to each
other across quadrats. Surveyors were spaced
20 m and 30 m apart, the spacing dependent
on the topography and vegetation of sample
units. Each sample unit was recorded using
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a unit description form and siteswere recorded
using a Laboratory of Anthropology, Museum
of New Mexico archeological site survey form
(Appendix I). Site maps were sketched and all

sites were photographed and tagged. All site

locations were recorded on 7.5 minute USGS
quadrangles. These include Fence Lake SW,
Cerro Prieto, Techado, Mariano Springs, and
Tejana Mesa quadrangles.

An in-field analysis of ceramic and lithic ar-

tifacts was accomplished for each recorded

location. On-site analysis techniques and ar-

tifact and architecture recording formats are

detailed in Chapters 5, 6, and Appendix II.

General observations taken at sites were also

coded as part of the site/architecture coding

format (Appendix I). These observations in-

clude sample and provenience unit numbers,
topographic zone, vegetation, and terrain

categories as listed on the Museum of New
Mexico site form, and provenience elevation,

exposure, and size measured in square
meters. In addition, the type and number of

prehistoric and historic surface features

present at each provenience were coded.

Research Issues

Major research issues involve identifying the

functions, temporal placement, and occupa-

tional histories of archeological distributions,

and are concerned with the nature of pre-

viously inferred adaptations within the region.

The following brief discussions consider the is-

sues of recognizing the past use histories of

places and interpreting past technological be-

haviors.

Recognizing Site Occupational History

The focus of archeological fieldwork in the

Quemado region, as well as in the rest of the

Southwest, has been the archeological site. A
major criterion for identifying archeological

sites with significant information potential has
been site size, as measured by areal extent of

scatter, amount of artifactual material, or

number of structures and features at a loca-

tion. The rationale behind the use of these site

characteristics to decide which archeological

remains have research potential is that larger

sites are supposedly more likely to inform

about prehistoric adaptations within a region

(James et al. 1983). However, relatively large

distributions of artifacts and features may rep-

resent spatial composites of debris which re-

sult from several temporally discrete

occupations, making identification of the

remains that represent specific adaptations or

occupations difficult if not impossible.

An occupation is defined as "the uninterrupted

use of a place by participants in a cultural sys-

tem" (Binford 1982:5), and the purposes for

which a place was used in the past and the

number of separate uses of that place com-
prise its occupational history. It is the repeti-

tive fashion in which groups locate their

settlements and task-specific sites on a
landscape that determines the occupational

history of places, and can be this history,

rather than a single episode of behavior, that

determines the content of archeological dis-

tributions or sites.

Viewing sites in this way, criteria used to as-

sign spatial composites of debris to particular

prehistoric periods or to particular functional

classes may prove to be unreliable indicators

ofboth period of occupation and site function;

that is, diagnostic materials may be spatially

associated with other items which did not

necessarily result from the occupations that

produced those diagnostic items. Thus, the

composition and structure of assemblages at

many sites may not directly inform about in-

dividual occupations indicated by diagnostic

criteria. The spatial association of functional

and temporal criteria, in the form of artifact

types and features, can be viewed, therefore,

as an inadequate basis for assessing the func-

tion and period of use ofmany if not most ar-

cheological sites.

Temporally or functionally diagnostic
materials at composite archeological distribu-

tions provide ambiguous evidence for the func-

tion of any single occupation contributing to

the composite. With this problem in mind, one
recourse would be to record and analyze ar-

tifact and feature distributions at an ap-

propriate scale for identifying activity area or

the simple activity area composites of a single

occupation. The spatial scale necessary to

represent the single activity episodes sug-
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gested by recent analyses of ethnographic
(Binford 1983; Camllli 1983; Nelson 1983; Yel-

len 1977) and experimental (Newcomer and
Sieveking 1980) data is a relatively large one,

relying on a maximum grid size of one-by-one
meter. With the use of a systematic method
for delineating spatial associations at this

scale, many small, relatively discrete distribu-

tions of surface remains could be identified

that are commonly included in far more exten-

sive distributions of artifacts and features,

termed "sites." The occupational history and
composite character of artifact and feature dis-

tributions recorded as "archeological sites," is

the focus of the present study.

Identifying and Interpreting

Behavioral Strategies

A central concern for inferring temporal place-

ment from stone tool production techniques as
has been done for the Archaic, is the fact that

production techniques as reflected in patterns

of tools and debris may not demarcate par-

ticular prehistoric groups or time periods.

Specifically, bifacial reduction techniques as

represented by flake attributes may not neces-

sarily be indicative of any particular ar-

cheological culture or temporal period.

Production techniques may instead represent

technological strategies that crosscut adapta-
tional shifts from seasonally mobile to more
sedentary settlement systems, as has been
modeled for Archaic and Puebloan occupa-
tions in the study area.

The composition of some lithic assemblages,
in particular those generated during the im-

plementation of special-purpose activities

such as hunting, may reflect something other

than general systems within the region. While
the importance of hunting or other special-

purpose activities indicated by tool production

technique may have changed during the

prehistoric occupation of the region, the ar-

cheological manifestation of such special-pur-

pose activities may not vary significantly

through time. This possibility calls into ques-

tion the assignment of sites to particular adap-

tations, cultures, or time periods on the basis

of lithic production techniques and biface style

criteria.

The issue of archeological phenomena as

manifestations of strategies rather than adap-

tations is directly related to the interpretation

of Archaic and Puebloan subsistence-settle-

ment patterns within the SACA. If sites com-
monly identified as "Archaic" on the basis of

inferred production technique and biface style

criteria represent the remains of particular

resource procurement strategies rather than
particular adaptations, then there are several

important implications for interpreting prehis-

toric subsistence-settlement systems within

the Quemado region.

First, a class of remains which represents spe-

cial-purpose activities could be systematically

excluded from consideration as a component
of later Puebloan settlement systems. Second-
ly, ifonly special-purpose activity locations are

identified as Archaic, then residential com-
ponents of early settlement systems within the

region are going largely unrecognized. Iden-

tifying the full range of settlement types used
in past systems first requires analytical proce-

dures that distinguish among locations used
for residential and nonresidential functions

regardless of Archaic or Puebloan affiliations.

This first step is not a straightforward task,

since as mentioned by the above discussion,

we are focusing on distributions of artifacts,

features, and structures that are admittedly

composites. Therefore, a major analytical goal

addressed by this study involves demonstrat-

ing differences in the behaviors and variable

use histories of places that contribute to the

archeological site data base for inventory
areas.
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Chapter 4

Archeological Resources in Survey and

Reconnaissance Areas

Sites recorded in the Moderate Production

Area include those encountered during

reconnaissance and inventory surveys.
Reconnaissance surveys include transect sur-

veys conducted in 1983 and surveys to relo-

cate previously recorded sites in the SACA.

Inventory survey refers to the intensive survey

of 40-acre sample units with Cultural
Resource Inventory Areas I, II, and III. Sur-

veyed sample units and recorded archeologi-

cal and historical resources are described in

the first two sections of this chapter.

A final section assesses the distribution of

recorded sites in light of a topographic
stratification of the inventory areas and sug-

gests a number of additional sampling proce-

dures for gaining further information on
structural sites within the inventory areas and
for examining distributional patterns in Zone
C with post-inventory samples.

tory are some multi-zone units which include

areas of mesa top in Zone A. Most of the Zone
D sample units (80 percent) were surveyed.

Table 4.1 : Comparison of Completed 6%
Sample With the Selected 10% Sample

# Surveyed # Survey Units
impli

1

1

1

2

2

1

4
1

34
53
10

110

Zone Sample Units
A/B 1

A/C
A/C/D
A/B/C 2

A/B/C/D 3
B 1

B/C 2

B/C/D 1

C 15

C/D 35
D 9

TOTAL 69

Surveyed Sample Units

Surveyed units comprise a six percent sample
of survey quadrats within the inventory areas

(Figures 4. la-4. lc). Sixty-nine 40-acre quad-
rats comprise the sample.

Table 4.1 lists surveyed sample units by
topographic zone. Most severely under repre-

sented are Zone C and Zone C/D: survey was
completed for 44 percent of the units in Zone
C and 66 percent of those in Zone C/D. Also

not represented in the present sample inven-

Another way to look at the sample is to com-
pare the total amount of area surveyed in each
zone with the total area of that zone within the

three cultural resource inventory areas.

Surveyed acreage in each topographic zone is

listed in Table 4.2. The area represents ap-

proximately six percent of the total acreage

within the three inventory areas. The sample
is not randomly distributed and simply repre-

sents the portion ofthe 10 percent sample that

was logistically feasible to survey by April 1

,

1984.
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Archeological and
Historical Resources

An archeological survey of 69 sample units lo-

cated 128 sites (Figures 4.2a-4.2c), while an
additional 18 site locations were recorded
during general reconnaissance of the Mod-
erate Production Area. Inventory procedures
used a "site" designation for surface distribu-

tions of artifacts and features that were readi-

ly located on USGS quadrangles as spatially

discrete entities.

The designation, "site," is not meant to connote
particular activity areas, settlement functions,

or temporally and spatially discrete occupa-
tions. Rather, the use of a site designationwas
a means of facilitating the inventory process

as implemented by federal cultural resource

management policies.

Surveyed Sites and Proveniences

In many cases the spatial structure of artifact

distributions at sites was such that several lo-

calized or concentrated distributions of ar-

cheological materials could be mapped and
analyzed. Each of these distributions was
designated a site "provenience." The percep-

tion of proveniences was in part conditioned

by natural factors, such as ephemeral
drainages or rock outcrops that separated sur-

face scatters of artifacts and features.

In other instances, surface concentrations of

materials recorded as separate proveniences
were the result of past behavior, as in the case
ofmounded refuse or midden deposits or scat-

ters on major architectural features. Adoption
ofrecording procedures utilizing a provenience
system was an attempt to obtain a greater

amount of spatial control for documentation
and analysis purposes. It is not an ideal sys-

tem, however, since designation of a
provenience is arbitrary and dependent on an

in-field subjective evaluation of "where the

scatter ends." Such subjectivity can lead to a

lack of comparability among sampled loca-

tions because some fieldworkers may elect to

record site proveniences whereas others may
record single "sites" at the same location.

In this chapter, a general typology of sites and
proveniences has been applied to survey data

based on categories of structures, features,

and artifacts present in surface distributions.

This typology consists of eight classes. Three
classes include proveniences with prehistoric

features, prehistoric structures, or prehistoric

structures and features. Three classes lack-

ing structures and features are lithic, ceramic,

and lithic/ceramic scatters. Two final classes

consist of locations containing historic struc-

tural remains and those containing historic ar-

tifact scatters and features. Table 3.1 in

Appendix III lists all recorded site/provenien-

ces. Proveniences listed without sample unit

(quadrat) number were not contained within

survey quadrats, but were discovered and
recorded during previous reconnaissance.

Provenience classes recorded by reconnais-

sance and inventory surveys are listed in Table

4.3 by period of occupation as interpreted from
ceramic types present in site assemblages. In-

ventory survey results alone are also listed in

Table 4.4. The Unknown Ceramic (Unknown
CER) category includes proveniences at which
pottery types were not necessarily indicative of

period of occupation using established tem-
poral sequences of ceramic types from west-

central New Mexico and east-central Arizona

(see Chapter 5), as well as several structural

proveniences for which artifactural data were
unavailable. The Unknown category includes

proveniences lacking lithic and ceramic ar-

tifacts. Though proveniences in the Lithic

category lack ceramic artifacts, they are not

necessarily the result of preceramic or ceramic

period occupations.

Table 4.2: Surveyed Acreage in Each Topographic Zone.

Topographic Zone

No. Acres Surveyed
Percent of Zone

44.60
19.22

124.50
13.33

1454.00
5.30

n:

D TOTAL

6.90 2760.00
7.86 6.41
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Pre-ceramic Period Sites

A single Paleolndian style projectile point was
recorded during the sample survey. A com-
plete, modified Scottsbluffor Eden type was lo-

cated and recorded within the limits of an
artifact scatter surrounding three small
basalt-cobble and jacal roomblock founda-
tions. Provenience chronologies that distin-

guish Archaic from later occupations were not

established for SACA sites on the basis of

projectile point form. The use of projectile

point form as a chronological indicator in west-

central New Mexico has been questioned by
recent studies (Nelson 1980). and assignment
of an individual point to a particular style

category is often a relatively arbitrary proce-

dure.

Strong regional variation in Archaic projectile

point forms has also been noted by previous

researchers (Beckett 1973; Irwin-Williams
1967) and has been cited by Nelson (1980:97)

as one reason for the plethora of forms at-

tributed to Archaic occupations. The varied

point forms attributed to San Pedro and
Chiricahua Archaic occupations have been il-

lustrated by Gossett (1985:Figure 9.1) and
Nelson (1980:Figure 3).

Nelson (1980:98) suggests that large point size

may be a useful indicator ofArchaic period oc-

cupation noting, however, that large points

also occur at later sites and that small points

do not occur at Archaic (lithic) sites. In order

to test the idea that small points occur only at

lithic/ceramlc scatters and large points occur
at lithic and lithic/ceramic scatters, a
Fischer's exact test was performed using

projectile point data collected from surveyed
sample units (Appendix V).

Three general point categories are tabulated by
provenience class in Table 4.5. A
length/width index (maximum length /width
measured in mm) was used to segregate large

and small points; the index for complete large

points exceeds 0.50; complete points with in-

dexes lower than 0.50 were placed in the small

category. The length /width index for

stemmed points exceeds 0.60 mm. Fragmen-
tary points were placed in large and small

categories based on a subjective evaluation of

the original outline.

The question of whether a single point form
tends to occur more often at scatters yielding

only lithic artifacts or at lithic/ceramic sites

was asked. Test results (Table 4.6) indicate

that there is no justification for expecting

small points to occur exclusively at

lithic/ceramic sites (p=0.419) or for expecting

large points to occur more frequently at either

lithic or lithic/ceramic sites (p=0.627). Thus,
Nelson's observation that large points occur at

both lithic/ ceramic sites applies to SACA sur-

vey data. Survey data also indicate that with

the few number of points recorded, there is no
significant difference in the occurrence of

small points at lithic and lithic/ceramic sites.

In the group of 60 lithic scatters recorded, a
lanceolate point with a concave base, a large

side-notched point, and a stemmed point each
occur at separate sites; a large side-notched

point and a small side-notched point occur
together at one provenience; and a stemmed
and large side-notched point at another.

Table 4.5. Sampled Proveniences at which Projectile Points Occur

Provenience Class

Lithic Lithic/ Lithic/Ceramic
Lithic Scatter Ceramic Scatter with

POINT GROUP Scatter w/Fea. Scatter Fea. /Structure
Large comer-
& side-notched

& stemmed 2 2 5 8
Small corner &
side-notched 1 8
Lanceolate

concave base 1 1
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Table 4.6: Distribution of Large and Small Projectile Points at Lithic and Ceramic Scatters

Point Group Provenience Class

Lithic Lithic /Ceramic Total
Large

Small

TOTAL

(Frequency=)
(Percent=)

(Row Percent=)

(Col. Percent=)

(Frequency^)

(Percent=)

(Row Percent=)

(Col. Percent=)

4.00

15.38

23.53
80.00

1.00

3.85

11.11

20.00

5.00

19.23

13.00 17.00

50.00 65.38
76.47
61.90

8.00 9.00
30.77 43.62
88.89
38.10

21.00 26.00
80.77 100.00

Fischer's Exact Test (1-tail) p = 0.419 (2-tail) p = 0.627

Ceramic Period Sites

A majority of the Ceramic period proveniences

(37 percent) in the six percent sample have
been assigned to the Pueblo I-II period. These
findings contrast with the percentage ofPueblo
I-II period components in the SACA previously

recorded site inventory (Chapter 1). Some dif-

ferences in the frequency of Pueblo I-II

manifestations are to be expected given the

definitional difference between SACA
proveniences (spatial units) and Museum of

New Mexico site components (temporal but not

necessarily spatial units).

Assigning components to the Pueblo I-II period

based on previous surveys relies by and large

on the presence of Red Mesa Black-on-white
in ceramic assemblages (Elyea 1983; Hogan
1983) similar to the provenience classification

by Ford for SACA sites.

Since the differences among the proportions of

Pueblo I-II period manifestations in SACA and
other survey inventories are relatively great,

they may stem from a distribution of Pueblo I-

II period remains which is more concentrated

in portions of the inventory areas than in pre-

viously surveyed areas.

Within the inventoried areas, surveyed Pueblo

I-II proveniences cluster in three settings.

Moderate densities ofproveniences are located

northeast and southeast of Hawkins Peak at

the bases of mesas and on low ridges. Higher

densities occur in the foothills of the scarp
forming the western boundary of the Con-
tinental Divide. Highest densities are posi-

tioned on ridges tapering between tributaries

of upper Tejana Draw with particularly dense
distributions of structural and nonstructural

remains at the base of the scarp ringing the

head ofTejana Draw between Tejana Mesa and
Mesa Tina] a. This last area lies immediately
north of the Cerro Colorado site, the location

of numerous pithouses and associated
remains dated to the Basketmaker III and
Pueblo I periods.

Proveniences dated to Pueblo II and Pueblo II-

III periods occur at lower percentages, 23 and
22 respectively, in the six percent sample.

Higher frequencies of Pueblo II structural

proveniences occur in the sample than do
those assigned to the Pueblo II-III period. Al-

though very low frequencies of Pueblo III and
late Pueblo III period proveniences are present
in the sample, the frequencies included are al-

most equally divided between structural and
nonstructural categories.

Pueblo II and later proveniences appear to be
distributed predominantly on ridges, both at

the upper reaches of watercourses and along
the edges of alluviated valleys where tributary

drainages enter main watercourses.

A relatively high proportion of Ceramic Period
proveniences (28 percent) contain structural

remains. The types of prehistoric features
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present In the six percent sample are listed in

Table 4.7. Ash stains and scatters of fire-

cracked rock (FCR) are by far the most com-
mon sorts of features in the study area. When
architecture is included in this tabulation,

structures are the next most numerous type of

feature.

Table 4.7: Prehistoric Features in 6% Sample

Features

Hearths
Ash/FCR
Middens
Pit structures

Water control features

Rock art

Rubble features

Other

TOTAL

Frequency
35
140
28
26
5
2

32
5

273

block foundations are the most commonly en-

countered types (Table 4.8). Compound and
core/veneer techniques incorporating
sandstone slab, masonry, and jacal elements
are also relatively common. Combining room
count and construction technique, most struc-

tures recorded are simple sandstone masonry
units of from one to four rooms. High num-
bers ofsimilar sized basalt masonry structures

also occur (Table 4.9). Larger structures of

over five rooms are also predominantly con-

structed of simple sandstone masonry.

Figures 4.5a-4.5c compare room count and
structure area. While most simple masonry
structures (Figures 4.5a and 4.5b) may consist

offew rooms, the range of overall structure size

is rather wide and may be trimodally dis-

tributed. The tendency toward larger struc-

tures is indicated for those built with
compound/core-veneer techniques (Figure

4.5c).

Quite common are one-room to four-room
structures (Figure 4.3); larger architectural

features comprising units of up to 50 rooms
are also present In the reconnaissance and in-

ventory samples (Figure 4.4). The room count
per structure averages 7.24 with an inter-

quartrile range of between two and eight

rooms. Actual structure area averages 227.76
m2

with an interquartrile range of 24 to 162.5

m (from about 5 m to about 12 m on a side).

Construction techniques utilizing simple

sandstone masonry followed by simple basalt

block masonry and sandstone and basalt

Historic Period Sites

Few historic period remains are contained in

the six percent sample. Common features at

historic site locations include one- to four-

room buildings of a variety of constructions

and corrals (Table 4. 10). The "Other" category

includes features associated, for the most part,

with homestead complexes, e.g. chicken
coups, adobe pits, small pens, etc. The history

of land tenure in the Nations Draw area and
the specific functions of particular locations of

historical remains are described in Volume 2

(Kelley 1988).

Table 4.8: Prehistoric Structure Construction Techniques

CONSTRUCTION CLASS
CONTECH Frequency Cum.Freq. Percent Cum Percent

11 11 8.029 8.029

15 26 10.949 18.978

16 42 11.679 30.657
5 47 3.650 34.307

8 55 5.839 40.146
47 102 34.307 74.453

20 122 14.599 89.051

1 123 0.730 89.781

14 137 10.219 100.000

Indeterminate

Sandstone block foundation

Basalt foundation

Adobe /jacal

Compound foundation

Sandstone simple masonry
Basalt simple masonry
Simple compound element
Compound/core-veneer
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Figure 4.3: Basalt and cobble/jacal roomblock foundations of small structures

and the location of the only Paleolndian style projectile point recorded during the SACA survey

at LA 48025 (Site 326)
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Figure 4.4: A moderately large sandstone slab roomblock of 20 rooms at LA 47005 (Site 185)
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Table 4.10: Historic Structures and Features in

the 6% Sample

Feature

Corrals

Trash middens
Windmills
Ovens
Hearths
Outbuildings

Water tanks
Other features

Structures

TOTAL

Frequency
12

3
2
1

3
2

1

11

17

52

Distributional Patterns

Classes of features, structures, and site

proveniences in the six percent sample can be
compared for their distributions with respect

to topographic strata and categories ofvegeta-

tion and terrain as listed on the Laboratory of

Anthropology, Museum of New Mexico ar-

cheological site survey form. Counts ofprehis-

toric, historic, and structural features are first

listed in the following tables by categories of

terrain and vegetation. Inspection of the dis-

tributions of features and structures with

respect to these categories enables identifica-

tion of the dominant landform and vegetation

classes within which features occur. The dis-

tribution of provenience classes can also be
compared to that of individual features.

Terrain

Table 4.11a-c lists prehistoric, historic, and
structural features by terrain categories.

Ridges are the dominant terrain for all types of

features. More than half ofthe prehistoric fea-

tures located are situated on ridges. Moderate
numbers of prehistoric features are also sit-

uated on hill slopes and on mesa tops. Ridges

clearly dominate the pattern presented by his-

toric features with single features also located

on hill slopes and in flats. Highest frequencies

of historic structures are in areas of flats.

Prehistoric structures present the most varied

pattern. Over half (58 percent) of the struc-

tures recorded are located on ridges; hill

slopes, talus bases, and low rises are the other

terrain categories in areas separating al-

luviated valleys and are associated with lower

incidences of structures.
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Figure 4.5a: Distribution of Prehistoric Sandstone Simple Masonry
Structure Area and Number of Rooms
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Table 4.1 1: Distribution of Proveniences in Terrain Categories

(a) Prehistoric Features; (b) Structural Features; (c) Historic Features

(a) Prehistoric Features by Terrain

Terrain Hearths

Pit Water
Ash/ Mid- Struc- Control

FCR dens tures Features
Rock Rubble Other Total

Art Features Features Features
Arroyo/Wash
Flood/Valley

Plain/Flat

Canyon Floor

Low Rise

Ridge

Saddle

Talus Base
Cliff/Scarp

Mesa
Hill Top
Hill Slope

Talus

TOTAL

1 - 3 2 -

20 75 19 19 -

- 15 - - -

- 2 1 - -

- 3 - - -

5 6 - - -

1 - 2 - -

6 38 3 5 1

35 140 28 26 5

1 - 3
- - 1

3 - 9
21 4 158

1 - 16
- - 3
- - 5
- - 11

1 - 4
5 1 59

32 5 273

fb) Structural Features by Terrain

1 Room 2-5 Rm. 6-14 15-50 Total
Total Struc- Struc- Room Room Struc-

Terrain Rooms Klvaa tures tures Structures Structures tures

Arroyo/Wash
Flood/Valley 2 - 1 1

Plain/Flat 2 - 1 1

Canyon Floor - -

Low Rise 16 - 1 1 2
Ridge 176 3 5 21 6 3 35
Saddle - -

Talus Base 11 - 1 1 2
Cliff/Scarp - -

Mesa - -

Hill Top 5 - 1 2 3
Hill Slope 46 - 5 8 3 16

Talus - -

TOTAL 258 3 12 34 10 4 60

(c) Historic Features by Terrain

Terrain _£flirals Xcash.

Wind-
millg _QX£nt Hearths

Out- Water Other Total Total

_bld£g Tanks Features Features Struct*
Arroyo/Wash - - - - - -

Flood/Valley - - - - - -

Plain/Flat 2 1 1 - 2 1

Canyon Floor - - - - - -

Ridge 9 2 1 1 - 1

Hill Slope 1 - - - 1 -

TOTAL 12 3 2 1 3 2

1 1 -

1 1 1

1 9 7
- - 1

5 19 5
3 5 3

11 35 17
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Table 4.12: Distribution of Site/Provenience Types Versus Terrain

Site/Provenience Types
Pre- Prehist. Prehist. Lithic/ Histor- Histor-

hist. Struc- Struct./ Lithic Ceramic Ceramic ical ical

Terrain Features tures Features Scatter Scatter Scatter Fea./Scat. Struct. TOTAL
Talus Base 2 1 1 1 5
Cliff/Scarp 2 2
Mesa 7 2 4 13

Hill Top 1 2 1 4
Hill Slope 13 8 8 3 6 2 3 43
Talus 2 2
Arroyo/Wash 1 1 1 1 4
Flood/Valley 1 2 1 4
Plain/Flat 1 1 2 4
Canyon Floor 1 3 1 1 6
Low Rise 3 1 2 1 3 10
Ridge 50 8 29 12 2 17 2 3 123
Saddle 16 1 17

TOTAL 97 22 41 22 3 37 5 10 237

Site proveniences mirror the above pattern

(Table 4.12). Half of all proveniences are

situated on ridges, with moderate percentages

located on mesa tops and hill slopes.

Provenience classes that occur most frequent-

ly on ridges include prehistoric structure and
structure/feature classes; they also occur in

moderate percentages on mesa tops and hill

slopes. This pattern is not surprising since a

majority of the inventory area (about 64 per-

cent) includes ridges and foothills. A six per-

cent sample is thus most likely to include

remains associated with the dominant
landforms present in sampled areas; a larger

sample is more likely to include archeological

locations on landforms which occur less fre-

quently in the sampling universe.

Vegetation

Of the vegetation categories, woodland and
parklands are the areas where archeological

features and structures occur most frequent-

ly (Table 4.13a-c). Site proveniences are

similarly distributed with respect to vegeta-

tion. About half of recorded proveniences
occur in areas of pifion-juniper woodland
(Table 4.14). A relatively high percentage of

proveniences also occurs in more open pinon-

Juniper parkland settings and in woodland
dominated by juniper rather than pinon.

Shrublands, grasslands, and marshlands con-
tain low percentages of proveniences. This
pattern should be expected given that ridges

and foothills which dominate the inventory

areas are vegetated predominantly by pinon-

juniper woodland.

Assessing Sample Distributions

Patterns of distribution for feature and pro-

venience classes are analyzed here by topo-

graphic zone. All four zones contain survey

units yielding cultural remains: A (Mesa and
Ridge Tops); B (Steep Talus); C (Foothills and
Ridges); and D (Flats).

Prehistoric features and structures occur
predominantly in Zone C (Table 4.15), ridges

and foothills dominated by pifion-juniper

woodland. Historic features and structures

are almost equally distributed between Zones
CandD.

The distribution of prehistoric structures with

respect to topographic zone must be qualified.

Zone C clearly contains the highest frequen-

cies of prehistoric structures; however, recon-

naissance of the inventory areas has noted

relatively high frequencies of structural

remains on mesa tops, a pattern that is not

represented in the six percent sample.

Given the low amount of acreage present in

Zone A, a much higher sampling fraction may
be needed to represent archeological remains
in this zone adequately. Sampling a small

population, in this case zone acreage, has been
considered by Cowgill:
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Table 4.13: Distribution of Preveniences in Vegetation Categories

(a) Prehistoric Features; (b) Structural Features; (c) Historic Features

(a) Prehistoric Features by Vegetation

Vegetation Hearths
Ash/
FCR

Mid-

deast

Pit

Struc-

tures

Water
Control

Features
Rock
Art

Rubble
Features

Other
Features

Total

Features
Grassland
Scrubland
P-j Parkland

P-j Woodland
J-p Woodland
Marshland
TOTAL

- - 2
2 3 1

3 3 3
18 89 20
12 44 2

- 1 -

35 140 28

24

26

4 - 8
2 - 8
3 - 12

21 5 184

2 - 60
- - 1

32 5 273

(b) Structural Features by Vegetation

1 Room 2-5 Rm. 6-14 15-50 Total

Total Struc- Struc- Room Room Struc-

Vegetation Rooms Kivas tures tures Structures Structures tures

Grassland 2 1 1

Scrubland 21 - 2 2 1 5

P-J Parkland 46 - 5 2 1 8

P-J Woodland 178 3 8 25 7 2 42
J-p Woodland 11 - 2 1 1 4
Marshland - -

TOTAL 258 3 12 34 10 4 60

(c) Historic Features by Vegetaion

Vegetation Corrals Trash
Wind-
_mjJll_ Ovens Hearths

Out-

_bJdgs_

Water
JEfljaka.

Other
Features

Total
Features

Total

Struct.
Grassland - - -

Scrubland 1 1 1

P-J Parkland 9 2 1

P-J Woodland 2 - -

J-p Woodland - - -

TOTAL 12 3 2

1 1 1

1 6 3

6 23 12

1 3 1

2 2 -

11 35 17

Table 4. 14: Distribution of Site/Provenience Types Versus Vegetation

Site/Provenience Types
Pre- Prehist. Prehist. Lithic Histor- Histor-

hist. Struc- Struct./ Lithic Ceramic Ceramic ical ical

Vegetation Features tures Features Scatter Scatter Scatter Fea./Scat. Struct. TOTAL
Grassland 3 1 1 3 1 9
Scrubland 2 2 3 3 1 1 12

P-J Parkland 6 2 5 7 7 1 7 35
P-J Woodland 55 15 29 12 2 21 2 1 137
J-p Woodland 30 2 3 3 1 2 1 42
Marshland 1 1 2
TOTAL 97 22 41 22 3 37 5 10 237
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Table 4.15: Distribution of Feature Classes in Topographic Zones
(a) Structural Features; (b) Prehistoric Features; (c) Historic Features

(a) Structural Features by Environment

Topographic

ZOfifi

Total

Rooms Kivflg

1 Room
Struc-

tuna

2-5 Rm.
Struc-

turcs

6-14
Room

Structures

15-50
Room

structure*

Total

Struc-

tures

A
B
C
D
TOTAL

- -

16 - 1 1

228 3 11 30 8
14 - 1 3 1

258 3 12 34 10

2

53
5

60

(b) Prehistoric Features by Environment

Topographic

ZfiflJE Hearths

Pit Water
Ash/ Mid- Struc- Control

FCR dejifi tuxct Features

Rock Rubble Other Total
Art Features Features Features

A
B
C
D
TOTAL

5 6 - -

1 11 2 -

26 123 24 26
3 - 2 -

35 140 28 26

- - 11

5 - 19

20 5 231
7 - 12

32 5 273

(c) Historic Features by Environment

Topographic
Zone Corrals Trash

Wind-
mills Ovens Hearths

Out-
bldgs

Water
Tanks

Other
Features

Total
Features

Total
Struct.

C
D
TOTAL

4
8

12

1

2
3

1

1

2

1 3

1 3

2

2
1

1

7

4
11

19

16
35

8

9
17

... [there is a] persistent delusion that

there is some special merit in a 10%
sample, or in any other preconceived

sampling fraction for that matter ...

unless the sampling fraction is more
than 20% of the total population, the

proportion of the population included

in the sample is of negligible impor-

tance. What is virtually all-important

is the absolute size of the sample; that

is, the number of independent cases

included in the sample. For a popula-

tion of 40, a 50% sample may be bare-

ly adequate, while for a population of

200 million, a 0.01% sample (20,000

cases) may be more than ample
(1975:263).

Thus, the extremely low acreage in ZoneAmay
require a relatively high sampling fraction,

perhaps as high as 50 percent of the total

acreage in that zone in order to obtain a rep-

resentative sample of the archeological

remains there.

Site Distributions:

Management Considerations

The frequencies ofrecorded locations in the six

percent sample can be translated into den-

sities of provenience classes in each
topographic zone (Table 4.16). Likewise, the

densities of rooms, features, and structures

can be calculated for each zone. Based on
limited reconnaissance of unsurveyed areas,

counts for all provenience classes in Zone A
are under represented in the present six per-

cent sample. Large architectural units may
also be under represented in Zone C.

Tables 4.17 and 4.18 list the densities of fea-

tures (rooms and structures in this table are

prehistoric) and provenience classes in each
zone. Densities are given for 40-acre parcels.

In Table 4. 17 densities calculated with a three

percent sampling fraction of the total number
of quadrats are compared with those based on
a six percent sampling fraction. Each sample
is a nonrandom one, that is, quadrats were not
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Table 4.16: Distribution of Site/Provenience Classes in Topographic Zones

Site/Provenience Tvnes
Pre- Prehist. Prehist. Lithic Histor- Histor-

hist. Struc- Struct./ Lithic Ceramic Ceramic ical ical

Zone Features tures Features Scatter Scatter Scatter Fea/Scat Struct. TOTAL

A 7 2 3 12

B 5 1 1 2 9

C 81 18 36 18 3 26 5 4 4 191

D 4 3 4 2 6 6 25

TOTAL 97 22 41 22 3 37 5 10 237

Table 4.1 7: Feature and Structure Density (per 40 acres) in Topographic
Zones Compared for Two Sampling Rates.

jZfins. Feature
3 Percent

annate

6 Percent
Sample

Rooms
Structures

Historic Features

Prehistoric Features 19.66 9.86

Rooms
Structures

Historic Features

Prehistoric Features

5.14

0.64

0.00
6.10

Rooms
Structures

Historic Features

Prehistoric Features

6.09

1.15

0.43

7.14

6.25
1.46

0.22

6.35

Rooms
Structures

Historic Features

Prehistoric Features

0.53
0.40
0.66

0.53

0.49
0.18
0.32

0.08

Table 4.18: Site/Provenience Densities (per 40 acres) by Topographic Zone in the 6% Sample

Zone

Pre- Prehist.

hist. Struc-

Features tures

Prehist.

Struct./

Features

Provenience Class

Lithic Histor-

Lithic Ceramic Ceramic ical

Scatter Scatter Scatter Fea/Scat

Histor-

ical

Struct. TOTALS*

A
B
C
D

* Densities

6.28

1.61 0.32 0.32

2.23 0.50 0.99

0.14 0.11 0.14

per 640 acres given in ( ).

1.79 2.69

0.64

0.50 0.08 0.72 0.14
0.07 0.21

0.11

.12

10.76(172.19)
2.89 ( 46.26)

5.25 ( 84.07)

0.88 ( 14.07)
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surveyed in the order they were initially

chosen, which means that particular features

may be over or under represented in each
sample. In addition, the sampling fractionwas
determined with single and multi-zone quad-
rats (as described above) so that the actual

acreage surveyed in each zone varies. Com-
parison of the samples is nonetheless instruc-

tive for assessing different sampling fractions.

Due to the very low amount of acreage in the

initial Zone B sample, comparisons will not be
attempted with samples of this zone.

The densities of prehistoric features in Zone A
are radically different between samples, due to

the fact that while 15 and 19 percent of Zone
A were surveyed with three and six percent

samples, respectively, these fractions com-
prise only 36.6 and 44.6 acres. In all

likelihood, more than half (or 100 + acres)

would probably have to be surveyed before a
representative picture of the archeological

remains in Zone A is obtained. The percent-

age of Zone D surveyed in the three and six

percent samples is 4.4 and 7.86 percent, or

605.9 and 1136.90 acres, respectively. Fea-

ture and structure densities differ appreciably

between these two samples. All densities are

lower in the six percent sample of Zone D in-

dicating inclusion of more area without cul-

tural remains in the larger sample.

When translated into features per square mile,

sample densities for prehistoric features are

approximately eight and one respectively, in

Zone D using three and six percent samples.

If both samples were randomly selected, this

difference implies that a higher sampling frac-

tion (greater than 7.86 percent) is needed to

obtain a representative sample from Zone D.

Zone C samples, at a three and six percent

sampling rate, are 728.5 and 1454.0 acres,

respectively. The density of prehistoric struc-

tures is higher and that offeatures lower in the

six percent sample than in a three percent

sample in Zone C. While sample densities do
differ, their relative similarity (if they were ran-

dom samples) may point to the adequacy of a
5.3 percent sampling fraction for Zone C.

Certain types of remains, especially very large

architectural units with more than 35 rooms
were not documented with a six percent
sample (Table 4. 19). Given the very high den-

sities of remains in Zone C, these types of fea-

tures may be more realistically detected
through means supplemental to a sample sur-

vey, for even though large architectural com-
plexes may be documented by raising the

sampling fraction to 25 percent, for example,

a higher sampling fraction would also neces-

sitate recording a tremendous number ofother

more mundane features already well repre-

sented.

Table 4.19: Prehistoric Structural

Features in 6% Sample

Total

Total Struc-

structurct Six* Rfi&m turct
Room Frequency
1 2-5 6-14 15-35

12 34 10 4 3 258 60

The strength of the above density calculations

can be assessed only for sample units in Zones
C, C/D, and D (Table 4.20). zones for which
the number of surveyed sample units is high

enough for statistical evaluation. This assess-

ment relies on a nonrandom sample, i.e. one
that under represents structural proveniences

in Zone C, which was sampled at a 5.3 percent

rate. Casual reconnaissance of the area, indi-

cates that large architectural sites in Zone C,

although relatively rare, are not unique. These
sites occur at relatively low frequencies when
compared with one- to four-room masonry
units within the inventory areas. A six percent

sampling rate, and possibly 10 percent rate as
well, will not adequately document these larger

architectural sites.

At a 95 percent confidence interval, the num-
ber of sites (as recorded by this survey) in Zone
C can be expected to range between one and
four, with an average of 2.6, per 40-acre sur-

vey unit (Table 4.20). However, sites are fre-

quently composed of spatially segregated
complexes features and structures and are

thus highly variable in content. It is, therefore,

more instructive to determine the number of

expected proveniences per survey unit (Table

4.20), since proveniences can be as spatially

extensive as "sites."

The average number of proveniences expected

in Zone C is eight. Proveniences are less den-

sely distributed in Zones C/D (bottomland-
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Table 4.20: Summary Quadrat Survey Statistics for Zones C, C/D, and D.

SITES

Type of

Statistic

Mean

I.R.

PROVENIENCES

Type of

Statistic

Mean

I.R.

Zone C Zone C/D Zone D
(n=l5) (n=35) (n=9)

2.66 1.17 0.66

1.16-4.17 1.19-2.23 0.12-1.2

Zone C Zone C/D Zone D
(n=15) (n=35) (n=9)

5.00 2.71 0.77

.45-8.54 1.61-3.81 0.03-1.52

upland margins) and D (alluviated flats).

These figures translate into 136, 60. and 24
proveniences per section for Zones D, C/D,
and D, respectively.

Two recommendations directed toward in-

creasing sample precision and accuracy can
be made. First, several strategies for detecting

large architectural sites might be implemented
in conjunction with a sample survey. These
methods would increase the number of cases
available for study and thus the accuracy of

the survey sample estimates. One strategy

would be to increase survey acreage for these

types of remains alone. This could be ac-

complished by using very expedient recording

procedures for archeological remains en-

countered that do not meet targeted criteria,

such as an estimated room count of over 15.

Survey units are thus given intensive coverage

with in-field data recording techniques
focused on targeted remains. However, wide-

ly-spaced transects, i.e. 200 m intervals,

walked by a single surveyor (as used in the pre-

vious BLM transect surveys ofthe area) are not

desirable for locating and recording complex
architectural features since single crew mem-
bers cannot adequately record the full range of

data necessary for documentation of large ar-

chitectural sites. Alternatively, larger

amounts of acreage can be examined for

monumental architecture through photo in-

terpretation of large-scale aerial photographs
and aerial reconnaissance by low-flying

aircraft. The advantage of the latter method is

that more area can be examined in a shorter

period of time.

A second recommendation involves a post- in-

ventory stratification of topographic Zone C.

Quadrat survey statistics suggest that ar-

cheological remains in Zone C may be the most
diverse and exhibit the widest range of

projected provenience densities in relation to

other zones. Accordingly, in order to increase

the precision of projections based on a survey

sample, the diversity in Zone C could be
reduced by subdividing the zone into areas

with smaller internal variance. This could be
accomplished upon completion of the 10 per-

cent sample survey using environmental or

other parameters mapped and coded for the

SACA landscape within the existing framework
of a geographic information system. Over two-

thirds of the 10 percent sample will be in-

cluded in Zone C and this zone will yield the

highest overall frequencies of proveniences.

The advantage of the post-inventory stratifica-

tion and further study of this zone is an in-

crease in the precision of density projections

for large areas that are also the most likely can-

didates for coal leasing.
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Chapter 5

Ceramic Assemblages

Description and analysis of the ceramics
sampled in the SACA Moderate Produc-

tionArea are presented in this chapter. Chap-
ter sections include a review of previous

ceramic studies in the Quemado region,

description ofin-field analysis techniques, and
an analysis of the ceramics at sites in the

Moderate Production Area. A regional ceramic

typology provides the framework for a
chronological ordering of ceramic as-

semblages, and ceramic assemblages assigned
to chronologically ordered prehistoric occupa-
tion periods are compared. Assemblage
variability among periods of occupation at

structural and nonstructural assemblages as-

signed to these periods are also compared on
the basis ofware and vessel form proportions.

Five sets of proportions include sherd propor-

tions in (1) decorated and utility ware
categories, (2) bowl andjar sherd (all types and
wares) categories, (3) decorated bowl and jar

sherd categories, and (4) proportions of red-

wares and whitewares in decorated ware as-

semblages, and of (5) graywares and
brownwares in utility ware assemblages.

Previous Ceramic Studies in the

Quemado Region

Of particular importance to the ceramic
studies conducted for this project are the sur-

veys and excavations of the Peabody Muse-
um's Upper Gila Expedition (Brew and Danson
1948; Bullard 1962; Danson 1957; McGimsey
1980; Smith 1973) and studies undertaken by
the Chicago Natural History Museum (Martin

et al. 1950, 1952, 1956, 1957). In addition, a
number of recent cultural resource manage-
ment survey inventories and excavations (Eck

1982; Elyea 1983; Hogan 1983; Hunter-
Anderson 1978; Moore et al. 1983; Westfall

1981) have identified sequences or groups of

associated ceramic wares and types within the

region. Comparison ofpreviously documented
ceramic groupings with the ceramic as-

semblage data obtained from the SACA
provides additional support for some group-

ings and calls others into question. The
primary ceramic ware and type associations

identified by previous ceramic studies and the

interpretations of prehistoric archeological

"cultures" or behaviors facilitated by these as-

sociations are reviewed below.

Upper Gila Expedition

Surveys and Excavations

Some of the earliest work devoted to identify-

ing ceramic variability within the immediate
project area was accomplished in conjunction

with the Peabody Museum's Upper Gila Ex-

pedition. Initial reconnaissance by the expedi-

tion In the Zuni Salt Lake area (Brew and
Danson 1948) noted that gray and brown
utility ware occurred together at certain sites.

This association was interpreted as repre-

senting important "intercultural relation-

ships" between Anasazi and Mogollon groups
within the Quemado region. Identifying the

economic and social bases of these inferred

relationships became a major theme of sub-

sequent Upper Gila Expedition projects.

Under the direction of E.B. Danson (1957), the

Upper Gila Expedition conducted a baseline

survey in a large region of west-central New
Mexico which included reconnaissance and in-

tensive survey in the Mariana Mesa-North
Plains area. Based on this survey, Danson
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(1957:69) observed that Pueblo I and Pueblo II

period sites in this area contain higher propor-

tions of graywares than of brownwares com-
pared to sites located to the south of the

Quemado region. In addition, the ceramics
Danson considered "intrusive," or of nonlocal

manufacture, in the more southerly regions of

west-central New Mexico, such as his

Tularosa-Apache Creek area (Brew and Dan-
son 1948:215), were the decorated types ob-

served to occur at highest frequencies at sites

in the Mariana Mesa area. The ceramic type

designated "Reserve-Tularosa-type Black-on-

white" by Danson (1957:69) was noted as rare

or absent in the Mariana Mesa area. In the lat-

ter area, the locally made decorated wares
were believed to resemble the Reserve-
Tularosa type in design, but the slips were
judged to be thinner and to resemble more
closely those of Puerco Black-on-white (Dan-

son 1957:70). Higher proportions of brown
than of gray utility wares were also observed

at Pueblo III period sites (Danson 1957:71-74)

which yielded Tularosa Black-on-white and
Klageto Black-on-white types.

Danson (1957:88-93) discusses a number of

questions and problems concerning the

ceramic associations identified during his sur-

vey. He questions whether the smudged fillet-

rim brownwares present at Mariana Mesa sites

were locally manufactured or whether they

occur at these sites as a result of trade with

areas in the Mogollon Mountains to the south.

In comparison with gray utility wares, most
brownwares exhibit superior craftsmanship
with respect to finer corrugations and surface

finish. Danson (1957:89) believed that the

quality ofbrownware construction and the ap-

parent contemporaneity of neck-corrugated

brownwares (dated as early types in the south)

with plain graywares reinforced the hypothesis

that the inception of pottery manufacture and
the use of neckbanding and corrugations

began earlier in the south than in the north

(Haury 1950:80-83).

It was further concluded that differentiating

specific areas of brownware manufacture was
not possible through petrographic analysis of

the sand and crushed rock temper. These
tempering materials are abundant throughout

the region and no distinctions among areas

could be identified. Subsequent petrographic

analysis (Crown 1980:5) of brownware temper
has presented similar conclusions.

Among the decorated wares, Danson
(1957:90-93) addresses the problem of where
Reserve and Tularosa Black-on-white were lo-

cally made. While no definitive answers
resulted from the Upper Gila Expedition (UGE)
survey, the data indicated local manufacture
of these two pottery types in the Reserve,

Tularosa, and Apache Creek regions, to the

south of the Mariana Mesa sites. Reserve

Black-on-white and Puerco Black-on-white

were concluded to be very similar types, with

design, slip, and surface finishes in some in-

stances indistinguishable between the two.

Generally, the Pueblo II period Cibola
whitewares, including Puerco, Escavada, and
Gallup Black-on-white types and Reserve and
Tularosa Black-on-white types are all

"variants of the same basic wares" (Danson
1957:91). Slips on these types were seen as

thinner and less well polished in the north

than in the south. Several other observations

were made from these data: (1) rate of change
in design styles and surface finish is quite

gradual, thus making it difficult to distinguish

type variants, i.e. early Tularosa B/W from late

Reserve B/W, and (2) a late variant of St. Johns
Polychrome, Springerville Polychrome, is most
often associated with Klageto B/W on post-

A.D. 1250 sites (Danson 1957:93).

Bullard's report on the excavations at the

Cerro Colorado site (1962) provides a general

review of pottery recovered from the various

proveniences at this site with a more detailed

study of the ceramics made by Wasley (1959).

Four ceramic complexes spanning Basket-

maker III through late Pueblo II times were
identified at the Cerro Colorado site on the

basis of stratigraphic positioning and associa-

tions with architectural features. Basket-

maker III ceramic assemblages dating from

A.D. 500 to 750 were identified in the lowest

levels of the pithouse features, and were com-
posed of Lino Gray, Lino Red Wash, and La

Plata Black-on-white, along with a small per-

centage (five to 10 percent) of Alma Plain and
San Francisco Red. Bullard assumed that the

latter brownwares were not locally made, but

were instead traded in from the San Francis-

co and Mimbres drainages. A smaller percent-

age of Little Colorado brownwares, including
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Woodruff Brown, Forestdale Smudged, and
Forestdale Red, were also recovered. Of note

in Basketmaker III assemblages were two
types which share both brown and gray ware
traits. These types were described by Wasley
as Cerro Colorado Plain, a combination of

Alma and Lino characteristics, and Cerro

Colorado Red, a grayware paste with red slip.

The second ceramic assemblage was attri-

buted to a late Pueblo I period occupation

dating in the late A.D. 800s. This assemblage
was associated with structure 201A, a circular

pithouse in the 200 group. Included in this

assemblage are a high percentage of Mogollon
brown and decorated wares, mainly Three
Circle Neck corrugated, Three Circle Red-on-
white, Mogollon Red-on-brown, Alma Neck-
banded, San Francisco Red, and Alma Plain.

Cerro Colorado Plain and Forestdale Smudged
were also included. Lino Gray and a few

sherds of White Mound Black-on-white were
the only graywares in the Pueblo I assemblage.

The proportions of brownwares and graywares
in this assemblage are nearly 80 percent and
20 percent respectively.

The third ceramic complex is an early Pueblo
II assemblage dating from the mid-A.D. 900s
and is composed primarily of Cibola wares in-

cluding Red Mesa Black-on-white, Kiatuthlan-

na Black-on-white, Puerco Black-on-white,

and Kana'a Gray. The only brownware type in

the assemblage is Three Circle Neck cor-

rugated. This early Pueblo II ceramic complex
is associated with structures 20 1C and 410,
both rectangular pithouses.

The final ceramic complex is a late Pueblo II

assemblage dating between A.D. 1000 and
1 100. Socorro Black-on-white. Reserve Black-

on-white, and Puerco Black-on-white, and
plain and indented corrugated wares (gray or

brown not delineated) make up the group.

This ceramic complex is associated with struc-

ture 20 IB, a D-shaped kiva.

The Williams Site, excavated in 1951 as a part

of the UGE, and reported by Smith ( 1973), has
yielded pithouse structures which date from
the mid-A.D. 800s to the early 1000s, and a

masonry pueblo with tree-ring dates from the

mid-A.D. 900s to the early 1000s. Eighty-six

percent of the sherds associated with the

pithouses are Mogollon brownwares, and 14

percent are Anasazi wares, which include

mostly decorated types. The assemblage as-

sociated with the pueblo structure has a some-
what lower ratio of Mogollon to Anasazi wares,

with almost all of the Anasazi wares being

decorated. In the masonry pueblo 77.4 per-

cent of the assemblage is Mogollon and 22.6

percent is Anasazi. Smith believed that the in-

crease in the ratio ofAnasazi to Mogollon wares
indicates a "much more significant Anasazi in-

fluence in the later than in the earlier period"

(Smith 1973:27).

It is interesting to note that almost all of the

pottery types represented at the site are found
in both occupations. Kiatuthlanna Black-on-

white was the only type not found in the

pithouses, and Mimbres Boldface Black-on-

white was the only type not found in the

pueblo. The Cibola whitewares present
(Kiatuthlanna Black-on-white and Red Mesa
Black-on-white), comprising roughly 88 per-

cent of the decorated wares in the entire site

assemblage, were identified by Smith as "Ex-

otic Black-on-White." The remaining 22 per-

cent of the decorated wares are Reserve

Black-on-white and Mimbres Boldface Black-

on-white.

Smith (1973:27-34) provides an exhaustive list

of attributes for Alma Plain and San Francis-

co Red which includes descriptions of surface

finish, temper types, surface colors, and paste

colors for these types. The textured
brownware types are described and illustrated

with the few gray corrugated sherds described

and identified as wares from the Little

Colorado tradition.

The excavation and analysis of seven sites

which include a Pueblo I period jacal struc-

ture, three Pueblo II period structures ofvary-

ing sizes and construction styles, and three

Pueblo II-III period pueblo complexes is

reported by McGimsey (1980). The ceramic

analysis employed a very detailed complex of

attributes which includes paste characteris-

tics, construction techniques, slip, paint, sur-

face finish, and vessel shape and size. The
method of tabulating the variable states of

each of these attribute categories, unfor-

tunately, differs among individual assemblage
analyses. While limited discussions ofthe pot-
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tery at individual sites are provided, there is

no integrated analysis or discussion, making
comparison of attributes among assemblages
difficult. Comparisons of excavated as-

semblages are made here on the basis of ware
and type percentages among the seven as-

semblages:

(1) Site 486, the earliest structure ex-

cavated, was dated to between A.D.

850 and 900 through cross-dating with

the ceramics, since no absolute dates

were recovered. Even though sherds

were not classified into types in the

coded table- of ceramic attributes, the

majority of the sherds in the as-

semblage appear to be Red Mesa
Black-on-white, with a smaller propor-

tion being Kiatuthlanna Black-on-
white. A few Mimbres Boldface
Black-on-white sherds are also

present.

A distinctive local variation of white

slip application, consisting of applying

slip over the entire exterior of all bowls
was noted for most sherds at this site.

In the utility ware category,
brownwares make up 70 percent and
graywares comprise 30 percent of the

assemblage.

(2) Site 188 is a small jacal structure

from which a single three-ring sample
dating to A.D. 1071 (cutting date) was
recovered. This date and the high

proportion ofRed Mesa Black-on-white

in the assemblage suggest use of the

location ended around A.D. 1075. No
beginning date for use of this site was
determined. The decorated pottery is

listed as being primarily Red Mesa
Black-on-white, but one of the il-

lustrated sherds (McGimsey
1980:Figure 101) and the dominant
decorative mode key more closely

resemble the dogoshi style Gallup
Black-on-white. In addition, the Gal-

lup Black-on-white type is in accord-

ance with the AD. 1070 tree-ring date,

which is somewhat late for Red Mesa
Black-on-white. Brownwares make up
56 percent of the utility ware as-

semblage and graywares 44 percent.

(3) Site 601 is a small masonry pueblo
believed to have been occupied during

the periodAD. 1000 to 1 100, based on
ceramic cross-dating. The decorated
pottery is primarily Red Mesa Black-

on-white or late Escavada Black-on-

white, but as with Site 188, illustrated

sherds (McGimsey 1980:Figure 97)

and one of the decorative mode keys
strongly suggests the assemblage may
also include Gallup Black-on-white. A
local variation ofwhite slip on bowl ex-

teriors was noted. In the utility ware
group, roughly 58 percent of the
ceramics are graywares and 42 percent

are brownwares.

(4) Site 494 is comprised of two small

masonry roomblocks and a square
kiva. The ceramic assemblage and ar-

chitecture suggest a late Pueblo II to

early Pueblo III occupation; a single

tree-ring sample dated to A.D. 1191. A
table of ceramic types was provided for

this site: 81 percent Reserve Black-on-

white, four percent Puerco Black-on-

white, two percent Tularosa
Black-on-white, and one percent Gal-

lup Black-on-white. In addition, 12

percent of the assemblage is Wingate
Black-on-red (which includes both
Puerco Black-on-red and Wingate
Black-on-red types).

The high percentage ofbrownwares, 97
percent, as opposed to grayware, three

percent, and the lack of polychrome
ceramics, distinguish the ceramic as-

semblage at this site from those of the

other sites excavated by the Upper Gila

Expedition.

(5) Site 481 is a moderate sized, multi-

component masonry pueblo and kiva

which resulted from several construc-

tion sequences. The nine tree-ring

dates recovered from the structure and
kiva indicate an occupation spanning
from AD. 1151 to 1268, or the late

Pueblo II to mid-Pueblo III periods. The
decorated pottery types present (Mc-

Gimsey 1980:187) substantiate these

dates. Tularosa Black-on-white
makes up 33 percent of the as-
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semblage. Reserve Black-on-white 25
percent, Wingate-Puerco Black-on-red
17 percent, St. Johns Polychrome 10
percent, Gallup Black-on-white nine

percent, and Red Mesa Black-on-white
six percent. Sherds in the utility ware
category include 93 percent brown-
wares and seven percent graywares.

(6) Site 143 is a large complex of at

least five separate masonry
roomblocks, kivas, and a large circular

ceremonial feature. This feature, in-

terpreted as a dance plaza, was the

only structure excavated; no tree-ring

dates were recovered during the ex-

cavations. The architectural styles

and ceramic assemblage indicate a late

Pueblo III occupation at this site,

dating in the A.D. 1200s. Tularosa

Black-on-white dominates the
decorated ware ceramic sample, with

43 percent, followed by 38 percent St.

Johns Polychrome, 14 percent Reserve

Black-on-white, three percent Wingate
Black-on-red, one percent each Socor-

ro Black-on-white and Puerco Black-

on-white, and less than one percent

each Red Mesa Black-on-white, Houck
Polychrome, and Querino Polychrome.
The utility wares at this site were not

systematically recorded, but limited

observations indicated they are similar

to those at Site 616.

(7) Site 616, the final site excavated

in the Mariana Mesa Project, is a large

masonry and adobe compound. The
eight three-ring samples recovered

from rooms and a kiva date from A.D.

1142 to 1286 and suggest an early to

late Pueblo III occupation at this site;

however, a late Pueblo II ceramic com-
ponent is indicated as well (McGimsey
1980:42). The pottery type propor-

tions in the 616 assemblage are as fol-

lows: Tularosa Black-on-white 64
percent, 13 percent St. Johns
Polychrome, 10 percent Wingate-Puer-

co Black-on-red, five percent each

Heshotuathla Polychrome and Reserve

Black-on-white, two percent Pinedale

Polychrome, one percent Springerville

Polychrome, and less than one percent

each Wingate Polychrome, Pinedale

Black-on-red, Klageto Black-on-yel-

low, Klageto Polychrome, Showlow
Polychrome, and Querino Polychrome.

The brownwares make up 96 percent

of the utility ware assemblage and
graywares make up 4 percent. Of par-

ticular interest is the Tularosa Black-

on-white type category described for

Site 616 (McGimsey 1980:125-126). A
number of sherds illustrated (Mc-

Gimsey 1980:Figures 45, 47), and at

least two of the decorative mode keys

(McGimsey 1980:110-112) strongly

resemble or suggest Klageto Black-on-

white type. Klageto Black-on-white is

a late variant of Tularosa Black-on-

white, and examination of the coded
tables (McGimsey 1980:Table 1) indi-

cates a high percentage of this type

date (1 190p-1286w) at the site.

Other Surveys and Excavations

The Sandstone Hill Pueblo was excavated by
the Albuquerque Archeological Society and is

described by Barnett (1974). The site is com-
posed of a masonry roomblock and ramada
area. The ceramic assemblage suggests that

the site was probably occupied from A.D.

1150/ 1200 to AD. 1315/1325. The most fre-

quently occurring decorated ware is Tularosa

Black-on-white. It is difficult to determine

which undecorated types are brownwares and
which are gray, since the sherds are primarily

described by surface texture. It appears that

the grayware and brownware proportions are

roughly 1 1 percent and 89 percent respective-

ly. Barnett believes that Puerco Black-on-

white and its Gallup Black-on-white variety,

Springerville Polychrome, Fourmile Poly-

chrome, and the gray utility wares were prob-

ably imported into the site area, because of

their low frequencies in the assemblage.
Decorated wares in the ceramic assemblage at

this site are present in higher frequencies than
are utility wares.

Of the other studies conducted in areas sur-

rounding the SACA, several have included

specific studies which provide a framework for

interpretation of temporal sequences of

ceramics in the Quemado region. Excavations

by the Chicago Natural History Museum at
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three Reserve Phase sites (Martin and Rinaldo

1950) In the Pine Lawn Valley provide
thorough descriptions of an indigenous pot-

tery type. Reserve Black-on-white, the most
frequently occurring decorated ware recorded

at sites in the SACA. Excavations undertaken
in the early 1950s at Tularosa Cave have also

aided in substantiating the relative temporal

sequence of northern Mogollon pottery types

(Martin et al. 1952). The work at Tularosa

Cave provided a stratigraphic sequence span-

ning pre-pottery levels, i.e. those containing

plain wares and those yielding Reserve Black-

on-white and Tularosa Black-on-white. In the

late 1950s, Martin and others (1956. 1957) ex-

cavated five late Tularosa Phase sites in the

Reserve and Apache Creek Areas. This work
resulted in a comprehensive description of

Tularosa Black-on-white, the second most
abundant decorated type in the SACA.

The surveys and excavations in the Cebolleta

Mesa region by Ruppe and Dittert ( 1952 , 1 953)

are also important for interpreting the ceramic

variability in this study area, since the

presence of gray and brown wares at the same
sites is repeated in this area through Pueblo
III times. Similar to Danson's interpretations

of Mariana Mesa ceramic assemblages, nor-

mative explanations involving diffusion

and/or direct contact of several different cul-

tural groups in the Cebolleta Mesa region were
given as alternative explanations for as-

semblage content.

Westfall (1981) reports on the excavation of 14

sites located north of St. Johns, Arizona. The
only two sites containing substantial ceramic

assemblages are Pueblo II-III period pueblos.

In the ceramic chapter by Crown (Westfall

1981:233-290), decorated wares at these sites

were categorized by style rather than by
ceramic type, although in portions of the

report "style" appears to be synonymous with

"type."

On these two Pueblo II-III sites, the most abun-
dant decorated wares include Tularosa Style

Black-on-white and Reserve Style Black-on-

white, with lesser amounts of Puerco Black-

on-white, Escavada Black-on-white, and
Snowflake Black-on-white. The White Moun-
tain redwares include Wingate Style Black-on-

red, Wingate Polychrome, and Puerco Style

Black-on-red. Grayware and brownware pro-

portions are 65 percent and 33 percent at one
site, and 81 percent and 18 percent at the

other site. Bowl sherd and jar sherd propor-

tions average 35 percent and six percent
respectively in these two assemblages, which
also include a low percentage of ladles.

In an attempt to understand the causes for the

occurrence of brown and graywares at the

same site, Crown (1981:256-269) describes

and compares technological, stylistic, and
functional attributes of the utility wares. Of
particular significance are the petrographic

analyses of tempering materials in the gray

and brown wares, which concluded that

graywares are homogeneously tempered with

crushed sherd and quartz and brownwares are

more heterogeneous with quartz, chert, sherd,

plagioclase, basalt, and muscovite tempering
materials (Crown 1981:269). Based on the

homogeneity ofgrayware tempering materials,

and the relative abundance of graywares over

brownwares, the graywares are interpreted as
local products. The heterogeneity of the

brownware temper and relatively low numbers
of brownwares in assemblages led Crown
(1981:269) to view the brownwares as nonlo-

cal products.

Crown (1981:237-240) resolved the difficulty

in distinguishing Reserve Style ceramics from
Tularosa Style ceramics by using a Reserve-

Tularosa intermediate category. In addition, a

brown/gray corrugated type was identified.

Similar problems were encountered with SACA
site assemblages resulting in the use of a

Reserve/Tularosa Black-on-white category

and a Gray/Brown Indented Corrugated
category.

The Yellowhouse Dam Project (Hunter-Ander-

son 1978) involved a survey ofan areajust east

of Zuni, New Mexico. This report does not con-

tain site specific information on ceramic as-

semblages; however, a series of Ceramic
Groups and Complexes were defined for the

region. The Ceramic Groups, A through Q,
represent "clusters of pottery types recurring

in characteristic frequencies in the study area"

and are based on both presence/absence and
relative proportions of types. The Ceramic
Complexes, 1 through 27, are finer clusterings

of the pottery types and are based on relative
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proportions of types. The Ceramic Groups In-

clude Basketmaker III period assemblages,
those attributed to prehistoric Pueblo periods,

in addition to present-day Zuni potters.

Ceramic Groups A through I follow general

stylistic changes through time from Basket-

maker III up to late Pueblo III times, and thus
are probably applicable to areas outside the

Zuni region. Ceramic Groups J through Q ap-

pear to be quite specific to the Yellowhouse
area.

A total of48 sites or components with ceramics
have been recorded by four cultural resource

management surveys (Eck 1982, Elyea 1983;

Hogan 1983; Moore et al. 1983). Several dif-

ferent methods were used to record the pottery

on these four projects. Eck (1982) chose to

present the ceramic data in "descriptive terms"

rather than to use pottery types; however, he
does use Marshall's Ceramic Groups (as dis-

cussed in Hunter-Anderson 1978) which are

based on standard ceramic typology. Moore
and others (1983) also use a combination of

standard typology and descriptive terms. Un-
fortunately, these descriptive terms, such as

"sand tempered whiteware," used by both Eck
and Moore are relatively vague.

While it is informative to record general ware
type descriptions, i.e. gray, brown, white, or

red wares, tempering materials are of little use
in distinguishing identifiable or datable pot-

tery types within these wares (Bullard 1962;

Danson 1957; McGimsey 1980; Smith 1973).

Recording paint type is also of little value for

helping to identify wares since, with the excep-

tion of several rare types in this region, mineral
paint is present on all examples. Moore
employs very useful design descriptions such
as "Red Mesa style," "White Mound style," or

when known, the ceramic type is listed. Eck's

design descriptions are generalized, i.e.

"solids, hatched, corrugated (1982)." Elyea

(1983) uses a ceramic style horizon classifica-

tion based on Marshall's Ceramic Groups
(Hunter-Anderson 1978). In addition, stand-

ard pottery types are tabulated, making this

report very useful for comparing the ceramic

assemblages with those from other excavated

and recorded sites in the area.

Of the 48 sites recorded in the cultural

resource management surveys, only one Bas-

ketmaker III component was identified. Other
components inventoried include eight Pueblo
I-II period components, 27 early and late

Pueblo II period sites, nine Pueblo II-III com-
ponents, two Pueblo III period components,
and one site which spans the period from

Pueblo I through Pueblo III. Elyea (1983 :Table

1) tabulates the number and proportions of

graywares and brownwares recovered from all

three OCA surveys. Utility ware assemblages
at previously recorded Pueblo I-II period sites

vary, ranging from those composed exclusive-

ly of gray or brown ware to assemblages with

almost equal proportions of each. These
ceramic samples are all small, e.g. three con-

taining less than 15 sherds each. At early

Pueblo II sites, the proportions of gray and
brown wares are more consistent, averaging

80 percent and 20 percent respectively. In

larger Pueblo III samples the gray and brown
ware proportions are quite diverse.

In summary, the surveys and excavations car-

ried out by the UGE have had the greatest in-

fluence on subsequent ceramic studies in the

Quemado region. Danson's (1957) survey laid

the framework for future ceramic studies by
not only identifying and describing the local

pottery type sequences, but by recognizing a

number of research problems having to do
with these assemblages. He focused on the

issue of grayware and brownware sherds co-

occurring on sites, on the identification of the

Reserve Black-on-white and Tularosa Black-

on-white types and their areas of local

manufacture and trade, and on associations

and variations within indigenous and nonin-

digenous pottery types in the region. Bullard's

( 1 962) excavations at Cerro Colorado firmly es-

tablished the presence of Basketmaker III and
Pueblo I occupations in the region and iden-

tified the characteristic ceramic assemblages
for these time periods. Smith's work at the

Williams Site (1973) furthered the hypothesis

presented during the earlier UGE studies that

the influence of Anasazi culture increased

through time. McGimsey's excavation data

(1980) substantiated some of Danson's ideas

of ceramic chronology and demonstrated, con-

trary to early ideas, that Reserve Black-on-
white and Tularosa Black-on-white were
indeed locally manufactured types in the

Quemado region.
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In-Field Ceramic
Recording Methods

The in-field data recording methods for

documenting SACA prehistoric ceramics were

designed to provide a data base for analyses of

ceramic assemblage content and structure.

These analyses emphasize identification and
description ofceramic assemblages segregated

by temporal period using tally sheets incor-

porating ceramic type and vessel form
categories. The data coding format shown in

Figure 5.1 incorporates general provenience

categories and several sample types and
regional ceramic typologies. Descriptions of

these categories, pottery types, vessel form

categories, and dating considerations are

given below.

General Provenience Categories

The types of features associated with ceramics

were used to categorize ceramic assemblages
into those from structural and nonstructural

proveniences. A more detailed description of

different architectural forms is presented in

Appendix II. The seven criteria of features

used to assign a sample to a general
provenience category are described below:

1. Roomblocks are individual multi-

room units which can co-occur with

other such units. Sampled
roomblocks contain from two to 45
rooms. Most are composed of 15 or

fewer rooms; only five of the
roomblocks recorded were estimated to

have 20 or more rooms.

2

.

Pit structures occur as isolated fea-

tures or in association with surface fea-

tures and are visible as depressions on
the site surface.

3. Plazas/great kivas form a category

of large circular depressions integrated

into roomblocks or detached from sur-

face structures.

4. Midden deposits are accumula-
tions or concentrations of artifacts,

ash, building rubble, and other refuse

deposited within a discrete area.

These deposits can be slightly to

moderately mounded, with soil texture

and color distinct from the surround-
ing area.

5. Refuse scatter is applied to surface

artifact distributions with no discern-

ible concentrations or distinct boun-
daries. The three types of refuse

scatters recognized are ceramic and/or
lithic scatters, ceramic/lithic scatters

associated with features, and
ceramic/lithic scatters associated with

structures.

6. Earthworks were located at one

site, LA 48030, and consist of linear

mounds of earthen fill.

7. The exposed fill of some single

rooms within vandalized roomblocks

also yielded ceramic data.

Sample Types

In-field ceramic data collections procedures

employed four types of samples: (1) bounded
or grid samples, (2) samples of 50 percent of

the observed sherds at a site, (3) inventories of

all of the observed sherds at a site, and, in a

few instances, (4) unstructured "grab"

samples. Bounded samples were obtained

from sites or proveniences with features, such

as midden deposits, with high surface artifact

densities. Bounded samples include grids

ranging in size from lxl m to 10x10 m. The
grid size selected was one which would recover

data on a minimum of 50 sherds. Samples of

50 percent of the observed sherds were taken

at sites with moderate artifact densities in-

cluding some roomblocks and refuse scatters.

These samples recorded ceramics on half ofthe

site surface. All of the observed sherds were

recorded at sites with low artifact densities or

with relatively, small, compact artifact dis-

tributions. Unstructured samples in which

both the range of types and type counts were

noted in a purely subjective manner were also

taken.

The type of sampling procedure chosen and
the location of samples were dependent
primarily on the number and size of architec-

tural and other features at sites and the
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presence of spatially discrete scatters thought
to contain different ceramic type inventories.

All ceramics at scatters without architecture

and isolated occurrences comprising from one
to 15 sherds (most representing a single ves-

sel) were recorded as were ceramics at a
majority of small architectural sites for which
sherds were perceived to represent a single

temporal component.

Features at these sites include several pit

structures or slab-based rooms and associated

scatter and pueblos without middens. Most
midden deposits, especially at larger sites with

several proveniences, were sampled with grids.

Grid or "all-observed" samples were recorded

from roomblock surfaces at these sites. Some
large architectural features with high surface

densities were also sampled at a 50 percent

rate.

Ceramic Typology

Ceramics identified by inventory and recon-

naissance surveys include decorated
whitewares, decorated Mogollon wares, White
Mountain redwares, brownwares, and
graywares. Sampled ceramics within these

groups were assigned to type categories as

defined by generally accepted ceramic
typologies for the region. Table 5.1 lists the

major references used to provide type descrip-

tions. These descriptions, abstracted below,

include additional data gained from recent re-

search within the Quemado area and gathered

by this project.

Table 5. 1 : Ceramic References

Decorated Whitewares
Lino Black-on-gray

La Plata/Kana'a/

White Mound Black-on-white

Kiatuthlanna Black-on-white

Red Mesa Black-on-white

Puerco Black-on-white

Escavada Black-on-white

Reserve Black-on-white

Socorro Black-on-white

Gallup Black-on-white

Tularosa Black-on-white

Tularosa-Klagetoh Black-on-white

Decorated Mogollon Wares
Mogollon Red-on-brown
Three Circle Red-on-white
Mimbres Black-on-white

San Francisco Red
White Mountain Redwares

Puerco Black-on-red

Wingate Black-on-red

Wingate Polychrome
St. Johns Black-on-Red

St. Johns Polychrome
Springerville Polychrome

Utility Wares
Mogollon Brownwares
Anasazi Graywares
Mogollon/Anasazi Utility Ware

Hargrave 1932

Kidder and Guernsey 1919
Cibola Whiteware Conf. 1958
Haury 1936
Cibola Whiteware Conf. 1958
Colton 1953
Colton 1953
Colton 1953
Martin and Rinaldo 1950
Mera 1933
Colton 1953
Rinaldo and Bluhm 1956
Smith 1971

Haury 1936
Haury 1936
Cosgrove and Cosgrove 1932
LeBlanc and Whalen 1980
Haury 1936

Carlson 1970
Carlson 1970
Carlson 1970
Carlson 1970
Carlson 1970
Carlson 1970

Colton and Hargrave 1937
Windes 1977
Crown 1981
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The following four attributes are most useful

for identifying pottery types in the Quemado
region: (1) surface finish, (2) tempering
material, (3) decoration, and (4) design layout.

Surface finish on decorated wares refers to

presence/absence or degree of polishing, slip

characteristics, color, and any other distin-

guishing treatments particular to a specific

type.

On utility wares, surface finish refers primari-

ly to various treatments of unobliterated coils.

Tempering materials are listed based on their

identification in the literature since no temper
analyses were attempted on this project.

Description of decoration identifies the paint

characteristics, individual design elements,

and design systems or styles. Layout refers to

the placement of these design elements on the

vessel. These descriptions are not meant as
complete type definitions, but are offered to

help clarify the use of the ceramic typologies.

Decorated whitewares

* Lino Black-on-gray

Surfaces : Scraped and floated but not slipped

or polished, with temper particles protruding

through both surfaces.

Temper: Coarse quartz sand.

Decoration : Carbon painted designs com-
posed of narrow lines which are frequently

ticked or fringed, solid or open triangles with

pendant dots; dot-filled spaces with narrow
framing lines.

Layout : Designs wander across vessel, some-
times pendant to the rim; rarely in encircling

bands.

*La Plata/Kana'a/White Mound
Black-on-white

This category combines several temporally,

stylistically, and technologically similar types.

Surfaces : White to gray surface colors with

protruding temper and either no slip, a float,

or a thin white slip with smooth, light polish.

Temper: Coarse to medium sand.

Decoration : Mineral painted designs includ-

ing filled triangles and bands with solids out-

lined with parallel, barbed, or flagged lines.

Layout : Designs either isolated in groups or

pendant from rim, crossing over to opposite

rim.

*» Kiatuthlanna Black-on-white

Surfaces : White to creamy white medium slip

with good polish.

Temper: Fine quartz sand.

Decoration : Mineral painted designs com-
posed of series of thin parallel lines in zigzag,

stepped, or chevron patterns; some bordering

solid triangles or parallelograms; triangles

with ticked sides or pendant lines at one angle.

Layout : Designs divide vessel into quarters or

thirds and are pendant to the painted rim.

•Red Mesa Black-on-white

Surfaces : Slip is thin to medium, and is white

or streaky white with a good polish.

Temper Sand, sand and sherd.

Decoration : Mineral painted designs include

barbed lines; parallel wide-spaced hatchure,

triangles and solids with dotted borders;

curved hooks and scrolls; wavy and straight

oblique hatchure; usually a combination of

several of these elements.

Layout : Generally banded below the rim,

banded on upper jar bodies.

» Puerco/Escavada Black-on-white

Surfaces : Rough to poorly polished with a

thin or no slip.

Temper: Sand or sand and sherd.

Decoration : Mineral painted elements in-

cluding broad lines, solid triangles, negative

lightning, wide-spaced diagonal hatchure,

checkerboards, parallel hatching; basically a

Sosi style; designs often combine several ele-

ments and paint work is often sloppy.

Layout : Generally banded and often pendant
from rim.

* Reserve Black-on-white (Figure 5.2)

Surfaces : Light gray to white, medium to

moderately thick slip on slightly bumpy sur-

face, with streaky to good polish.

Temper Crushed sherd and sand and sherd.

Decoration : Mineral painted designs com-
posed of diagonal hatched and opposed solid

elements with hatched elements usually wider
than solid element; solid and hatched scrolls,

solid broad lines, solid triangles and sawteeth;

elements fairly large with hatching lines

moderately wide-spaced.

Layout : Generally overall, spread-out designs.

Comparisons : Tularosa Black-on-white —
slip is thicker, crackled, with a more lustrous
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and porcelain-like finish, designs are more
closely spaced with fine parallel hatching; pat-

terns very compact, some negative designs, in-

terlocking and opposed solids, and hatchure
in rectilinear more often than curvilinear pat-

terns.

Puerco/Escavada Black-on-white — thinner

or no slip with less polish and generally poorer

surface finish, no opposed solid and hatched
interlocking designs, more large, heavy solid

elements and painting and design work often

sloppy.

•Socorro Black-on-white (Figure 5.3)

Surfaces : Very hard, vitreous, bluish-gray

paste and thin blue-gray slip which is well

polished but without a lustrous finish.

Temper: Sherd and crushed dark igneous

rock.

Decoration : Dense black mineral paint,

sometimes subglazes, in designs which in-

clude finely drafted opposed solid and
hatchure, broad line and solid figures in con-

junction with hatchure in banded patterns;

generally similar designs and layout to Reserve

and Tularosa Black-on-white, but with distin-

guishing temper, paste hardness, and surface

characteristics.

• Gallup Black-on-white

Surfaces : Moderately thin to thin white slip

with good to streaky polish on smooth surface.

Temper: Sherd and sand.

Decoration : Mineral painted designs are al-

most exclusively composed of diagonal
hatchure in ladders, triangles, steps, and
some interlocking patterns with few solid ele-

ments; basically a Dogoshi design system.

Layout : Open, overall patterns.

••Tularosa Black-on-white (Figure 5.4)

Surfaces : Pearly white to light gray slip which
is thick or moderately thick and often crackled;

lustrous, high polish over smooth surface.

Temper: Sherd or sherd and sand, crushed
rock.

Decoration : Elements are primarily inter-

locking opposed hatchure and solids in steps,

frets, triangles, scrolls, with rectilinear pat-

terns more common than curvilinear; lon-

gitudinal or parallel hatchure with thick

framing lines, some cross hatching, dot-filled

spaces; solid elements are fairly small.

Layout : Designs cover much of the vessel and
are tightly spaced.

Figure 5.2: Reserve Black-on-white
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Figure 5.3: Socorro Black-on-white

Figure 5.4: Tularosa Black-on-white
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«* Reserve/Tularosa Black-on-white

(Figure 5.5)

This category is intermediate between the two
types and is characterized by either a lustrous,

well-polished slip with wide-spaced heavy
designs, or by a streakily polished, bumpy sur-

face with longitudinal hatchure and more com-
pact, fine-line designs. Designs are mostly
interlocking opposed solid and hatchure, or

solids. Surface finish is occasionally irregular,

with polish never attaining the high luster of

Tularosa Black-on-white. Although most
sherds classified as Reserve/Tularosa Black-

on-white do not necessarily exhibit all the

characteristics of Reserve or Tularosa Black-

on-white, they can be placed in either of the

two types. Recognizing that a continuum of

attributes exists between Reserve and
Tularosa types, use of a Reserve/Tularosa

category attempts to overcome classification

difficulties.

•Klageto Black-on-white (Figure 5.6)

Surfaces and Temper : Similar or identical to

Tularosa Black-on-white.

Decoration : Dense black mineral paint;

designs are small and intricate, producing a

negative effect; elements Include solid opposed
stepped triangles, stepped parallel lines, frets.

fine parallel hatchure and diagonal hatching
and opposed solids and hatchure are rare.

Layout ; Very closely spaced, overall designs.

Note : Klageto Black-on-white was first named
and described by Colton and Hargrave (1937)

based on a small sample from Le Roux Wash,
Kintiel Pueblo, in northeastern Arizona. Ofthe
five sherds illustrated (Colton and Hargrave
1937:Figure 61), three appear to be classic

Tularosa Black-on-white, and the authors
admit their sample is small and localized.

Both Danson and McGimsey include sherds
with Klageto style design elements, but they

are lumped into Tularosa Black-on-white. It

is notable that the Klageto style sherds Mc-
Gimsey recovered from Site 616 are associated

with the latest tree-ring sample dates from that

pueblo.

According to Smith (1971:267-268), Danson
later refers to the Klageto style sherds as a "late

version of Tularosa Black-on-White." Al-

though the sample from Awatovi was small,

Smith provides a thorough discussion of

Klageto Black-on-white along with illustra-

tions. The Klageto Black-on-white sherds

recorded during this project are very similar to

those recovered and described by Smith.

Figure 5.5: Reserve/Tularosa Black-on-white
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Figure 5.6: Klageto Black-on-white

Mogollon decorated wares

~ Mogollon Red-on-brown

Surface : Unsllpped, dimpled, polished sur-

faces ranging from light to dark tan.

Temper: Multilithic sand.

Decoration : Light red to red-brown paint (pig-

ment possibly a clay) with solid triangles out-

lined or framed with sets of parallel lines,

series of nested chevrons, and pendant tri-

angles.

Layout : Overall patterns which usually
quarter the vessel.

•mree Circle Red-on-white

Surface : Fairly thick chalky white slip and
streaky polish over an oxidized paste.

Temper: Multilithic sand.

Decoration : Red mineral paint with designs

similar to Mogollon Red-on-brown with addi-

tion of bold, open spirals and scrolls; con-

siderable variability in design, similar to Red
Mesa Black-on-white.

Layout : Isolated elements in overall patterns

and elements which quarter the vessel.

*San Francisco Red

Surface : Slipped with dark blood-red to red-

brown or reddish tan clay over a bumpy or

dented surface; polish has a lustrous sheen.

Temper: Multilithic sand.

•Boldface, Transitional, and
Mimbres Black-on-white

Surface : Moderately thick creamy to chalky
white polished slip with a tendency to spall;

smoothed, oxidized brownware paste.

Temper; Multilithic sand.

Decoration : Boldface B/W — scrolls, bold

thick wavy lines, some anthropomorphs;
designs are pendant from rim with no banding
lines between rim and design, overall system
which divides vessel into quarters or thirds.

Transitional B/W — broad framing lines

enclosing hatching, cross-hatching, zigzag

lines, and chevrons; designs pendant from rim
without banding lines around rim. Classic —
thin framing lines enclosing thin hatchure, op-

posed solids and hatchure, solid stepped and
triangle elements; distinctive banded designs

just below rim, with central figure such as
zooamorphs or anthropomorphs.

White Mountain Redwares

*Puerco Black-on-red

Surfaces : Slip is a deep maroon red with a

good to moderately good polish.

Decoration : Sharp black mineral painted

designs are almost exclusively solids such as
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triangles, broad lines, checkerboards, and
parallel hatching.

Layout ; Generally banded designs.

•Wingate-Black -on-red

Surfaces : Slip is a maroon red with good
polish on well smoothed surface.

Decoration : Sharp black mineral painted

designs are almost exclusively opposed solid

and diagonal hatchure elements.

Layout : Banded or overall systems.

^Wingate Polychrome (Figure 5.7a and 5.7b)

Surfaces : Slip color, polish and surface finish

identical to Wingate Black-on-red.

Decoration : Bowl interiors usually with Win-
gate Black-on-red designs, but can have Puer-

co Black-on-red solid designs; bowl exteriors

decorated with designs in red slip paint on
white or yellow-buff paste, or red slip paint

designs applied over a white slipped exterior.

These slip paint designs are usually simple

banding, large frets, scrolls, terraces, hands,
or birds. Occasionally, exterior is corrugated

with red slip spread over ribs.

•St. Johns Black-on-red and
St. Johns Polychrome

Surfaces : Slip is bright red to red-orange, well

polished, over very smooth surface.

Decoration : Black, brownish-black, or

brownish-orange mineral/carbon paint which
is absorbed by the slip in blotter-like fashion;

designs include Tularosa style interlocking op-

posed solids and hatchure. St. Johns
Polychrome has exterior designs in white
kaolin which include large, broad line bands
of frets, keys, scrolls, or hands, birds, and
other single elements. Occasionally the white

kaolin is used to outline the interior, black
designs.

Layout : Broad banded or overall patterns on
interior, exterior designs are broad bands.

-»Springerville Polychrome

Surfaces : Bright orange slip over well-

smoothed surfaces with a high polish.

Decoration : Paint is a carbon to carbon-

mineral mix which is absorbed by the slip;

designs are similar to St. Johns Black-on-red

and Polychrome; exterior designs are finer

than St. Johns Polychrome and can have ad-

dition of black bands or outlines. The white

kaolin is thicker and creamier, and black

designs are applied over this.

Layout : Interior can be banded or overall and
exterior is banded.

#"*iii

Figure 5.7a: Wingate Polychrome exteriors
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Figure 5.7b: Wingcrte Polychrome interiors

Utility Wares

-Brownwares (Figure 5.8)

The oxidized brownwares have sand temper,

fine pastes, and are separated by various sur-

face textures, which include (1) Plain Brown —
unpolished or poorly polished; (2) Plain

Polished — well polished surface(s); (3) Neck-

banded — slightly flattened plain coils without
an overlapping or clapboard appearance; (4)

Plain Corrugated — generally very narrow
plain unobliterated, unindented coils; (5) In-

dented Corrugated; (6) Patterned Corrugated
— alternate plain and indented corrugations

in banded, diamond, triangular, or chevron
patterns; and (7) Tooled Corrugated — a stick

or other tool used to scribe patterns into or

over corrugations, in sets of parallel lines,

diagonal lines, diamonds, etc.

•Graywares

Graywares are sand or sand and sherd
tempered, generally coarse pastes, and
separated by various surface textures, which
include (1) Lino or Plain Gray — rounded
quartz sand-tempered plainware which is

smoothed and has temper inclusions protrud-

ing through surfaces; (2) Kana'a Neckbanded
— flattened plain coils without clapboard or

overlapping effect; (3) Plain Gray Body —
sherds without distinctive temper and sur-

faces of Lino, lower body sherds from partially

indented corrugated vessels; (4) Plain Cor-

rugated — unindented, unflattened coils,

without obvious overlapping effect, often part

of patterned corrugated vessel; (5) Clapboard
— plain unindented coils with pronounced
overlapping effect; (6) Indented Corrugated;

and (7) Obliterated Corrugated — coils are

rubbed, smeared or otherwise partially

obliterated.

• Gray/Brown Indented Corrugated

This type was noted by Crown (1980) in the St.

Johns area, and has characteristics of both
gray and brown utility wares. The
Gray/Brown Indented Corrugated has coil

width and diagonal indentions typical of

Cibola Indented Corrugated wares, but sur-

face colors range from medium gray to a dirty

gray-brown; temper is a fine gritty sand, with

a fine dark brown paste typical of Mogollon
brownwares.
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Figure 5.8: Mogollon brownwares

-Cheap Johns Black-on-white Variety

(Figure 5.9)

This pottery was recorded at Cheap Johns Vil-

lage, just southwest of the Zuni Salt Lake. It

appears to have characteristics of both
Anasazi and Mogollon wares, and is stylistical-

ly and technologically a Pueblo I pottery. It

should be considered a variety ofboth Kiatuth-

lanna Black-on-white and Mogollon Red-on-

brown, and given a type status until more work
has been done in the region and the charac-

teristics of this pottery are more fully under-

stood.

Paste : Medium to hard, gray to buff; vessel

walls thin (2-4 mm).
Temper : Sand, predominately multilithic

sand (quartz, feldspar, olivine, etc.) or pure
quartz sand; somewhat angular; moderate to

profuse quantities.

Surface : Bowl exterior has lumpy surface

which has been smoothed (similar to San
Francisco Red surface) and is slipped with thin

white to buff slip; polished to matte finish with

temper particles showing through but not

protruding from the surface. Bowl interiors

are very well smoothed without lumps and are

slipped with medium thick white to buff slip;

streaky to lustrous polish; temper does not

show through.

P_aini: Mineral in carbon base; most often red,

red-brown, brown, rarely black; generally good
permanency and moderately thick, but brush
strokes often visible.

Decoration : Almost exclusively parallel lines

2-3 mm thick with roughly equal spacing be-

tween lines, pendant triangles on one of paral-

lel lines, or nested chevrons with solid

triangles.

Layout : Designs diagonally pendant from rim

in overall patterns.

Rims : Primarily direct, pinched rim with solid

painted line; some flattened rims; some have
designs which come up to rim creating ticked

effect.

Vessel Shapes : Simple bowl forms, com-
pound (lobed) bowl form rare.

Vessel Form

Vessel form categories recorded include a

bowl, jar, ladle, and indeterminate. Pitchers

were not distinguished from jars nor were

"seed jar" and necked jar forms separated.

Smudged brownware sherds belonging only to

a category of bowls with polished, intentional-

ly smudged interiors were recorded in a
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separate category from unsmudged bowl
sherds. Bowl sherds were distinguished from
jar sherds based on interior polishing, charac-

teristic rim form (not an everted or inverted

rim), and sherd curvature.

Dating Range

The presence or absence rather than relative

frequencies of pottery types determines the

temporal classification of ceramic samples
(Table 5.2). General time periods thought to

be represented by ceramics at sites were noted

in the field, and this assignment was later as-

sessed with a review of inventoried pottery

types in each sample once these data had been
processed. Assignment of ceramic samples to

specific, narrow time spans based on relative

frequencies of sherds in diagnostic pottery-

type categories can be a misleading dating

method. For example, samples consist of sur-

face materials subject to a number of post-

depositional processes including collection by
archeologists and are, therefore, potentially

not representative of the entire range of

ceramic types originally present at a location.

Furthermore, many types are either poorly

dated or existing dates apply to collections

from outside the Quemado region; Yel-

lowhouse Ceramic complexes (Hunter-Ander-

son 1978), for example, tailored to fit ceramic
associations in the Yellowhouse-Zuni Uplift

region can span as few as 25 to 50 years. Ap-
plicability of these complexes to ceramic as-

semblages in the Quemado area has yet to be
demonstrated.

Table 5.2. Temporal Categories and Ceramic Associations for the SACA.

Period Dating Range Ceramic Association

Basketmaker III AD. 500-700 plain gray (Lino), plain brown (Alma)

Lino B/G, Mogollon R/B, San Franciscan Red

Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I A.D. 500-800 same as above plus Kana'a/Whitemound/
La Plata B/W

Pueblo I AD. 700-900 plain gray, plain brown, neckbanded and
clapboard brown and gray,

Kana'a/Whitemound/La Plata B/W,
Kiatuthlanna Mogollon R/B, Three Circle R/W

Pueblo I-Pueblo II

Pueblo II

AD. 800-1000

AD. 900-1100

same as above plus Red Mesa B/W, no White
Mountain Redwares, few indented corrugated

indented corrugated, patterned corrugated

gray and brown wares. Reserve B/W,
Puerco B/R, Wingate B/R, Puerco B/W,
Socorro B/W, Gallup B/W

Pueblo II - Pueblo III AD. 1050-1150 same as above plus Reserve/Tularosa B/W,
Wingate Polychrome, no other polychromes

Pueblo III - AD. 1100-1250 Tularosa B/W, Reserve/Tularosa B/W,
St. Johns B/R, St. Johns Polychrome,

indented corrugated gray and brown wares,

fillet rim smudged brownware

Late Pueblo III AD. 1250-1300 same as above plus Tularosa/Klageto B/W,
Springerville Polychrome
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Ceramic Data From Quadrat
and Reconnaissance Surveys

Quadrat and reconnaissance surveys collected

ceramic data from 175 site locations and 71
isolated finds in the Moderate Production
Area. Ceramic ware, type, and vessel form

were recorded for 18,242 sherds. Type fre-

quencies encountered by the quadrat survey

(Table 5.3) contrast somewhat with those ob-

tained by both quadrat and reconnaissance

surveys (Table 5.4). These differences and the

sampling methods employed to record ceramic

data at locations in the SACA are described

below.

Table 5.3: Ceramic Wares and Types Recorded in the Project Area

Whitewares Redwares
Ceramic Total %of Ceramic Total %of
XXP£ Sherds Overall Type Sherds Overall

Reserve B/W 1460 8.11 Puerco B/R 66 0.37

Tularosa B/W 1014 5.63 Wingate B/R 281 1.56

Res-Tula B/W 465 2.58 Wingate Poly 20 0.11

Unk Whiteware Body 2054 11.41 St. Johns B/R 473 2.63

Unk Solid B/W 475 2.64 St. Johns Poly 298 1.66

Unk Hatch B/W 125 0.69 Springerville Poly 42 0.23
Lino B/G 11 0.06 UnkWM Redware 472 2.62

LaPlt/Kanaa/WM B/W 27 0.15 Unk Redware 11 0.06
Kiatuthlana B/W 14 0.08 Local Redware 5 0.03
Red Mesa B/W 648 3.60 San Fran Red 3 0.02
Escavada B/W 11 0.06
Puerco B/W 41 0.23 Total
Gallup B/W 43 0.24 Redwares 1671 9.29
Socorro B/W 14 0.08
Mimhres B/W 4 0.02
Three Circle 9 0.05
Cheap Johns 31 0.17
Klagetoh 46 0.26

Brownwares
Total Whitewares 6492 36.07 Ceramic Total %of

Type Sherds Overall

Gravwares
Ceramic Total %of Plain Brown 322 1.79

Type Sherds Overall Polished Brown 745 4.14

Neckbanded 62 0.34
Lino Plain 550 3.06 Indent Corr (Brn) 1435 7.97
Kana'a Banded 334 1.86 Pattern Corrug 85 0.47
Plain Gray Body 1957 10.87 Tooled Corrug 34 0.19
Plain Corrug 178 0.99 Fillet Rim 28 0.16
Clapboard 392 2.18 Unk Brownware 14 0.08
Indent Corr (Gry) 2997 16.65 Brn/Gry Corrug 69 0.38
Oblit Corrug 31 0.17 Plain Corrug 538 2.99

Unk Grayware 20 0.11 Mogollon R/B 7 0.04

Neck Corrugated 33 0.18

Lino Red Wash 1 0.01 Total

Brownwares 3339 18.55
Total Graywares 6493 36.08
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Table 5.4: Ceramic Wares and Types Recorded in the Quadrat Sample

Ceramic
Type

Whitewares
Total

Shfilds.

ReserveB/W 1159
Tularosa B/W 157
Res-Tula B/W 117
Unk Whiteware Body 1283
Unk Solid B/W 249
Unk Hatch B/W 67
Lino B/G 1

LaPlt/Kanaa/WM B/W 25
Kiatuthlana B/W 14
Red Mesa B/W 634
Escavada B/W 9
Puerco B/W 33
Gallup B/W 37
Socorro B/W 4
Mimbres B/W 3

%of
Overall

11.87

1.61

1.20

13.14

2.55

0.69

0.01

0.26

0.14

6.49

0.09

0.34

0.38
0.04

0.03

Ceramic
Type

Redwares
Total

&h£lda_

Puerco B/R 47
Wingate B/R 68
Wingate Poly 3
St. Johns B/R 47
St. Johns Poly 50
Springerville Poly 2
Unk WM Redware 109
Unk Redware 4
Local Redware 1

San Fran Red 1

Total Redwares 332

%of
Overall

0.48

0.70

0.03
0.48

0.51

0.02

1.12

0.04

0.01

0.01

3.40

Total Whitewares 3792 38.83

Ceramic
Type

Graywares
Total

Shfilda.

Lino Plain 418
Kana'a Banded 312
Plain Gray Body 1 575
Plain Corrug 109
Clapboard 332
Indent Corr (Gry) 1140
Oblit Corrug 13
Unk Grayware 9
Neck Corrugated 29

Total Graywares 3937

%of
Overall

4.28

3.20

16.13

1.12

3.40
11.67

0.13

0.09
0.30

40.32

Ceramic
Type

Brownwares
Total

Sherds

Plain Brown 225
Polished Brown 503
Neckbanded 60
Indent Corr (Brn) 460
Pattern Corrug 30
Tooled Corrug 28
Fillet Rim 6
Unk Brownware 1

1

Brn/Gry Corrug 12

Plain Corrug 365
Mogollon R/B 3

Total Brownwares 1703

%of
Overall

2.30

5.15

0.61

4.71

0.31

0.29

0.06
0.11

0.12

3.74

0.03

17.44

Among the whitewares recorded by both sur-

veys. Reserve Black-on-white is the most fre-

quently occurring type, comprising 22.5
percent of the whitewares. Tularosa Black-on-

white follows making up 15.6 percent of the

whitewares. Red Mesa Black-on-white is the

next most abundant type, followed by
Reserve/Tularosa Black-on-white.

The remainder of the identifiable types com-
prise less than one percent of the sherds in the

overall ceramic sample and in the whiteware

category. Redwares are dominated by St.

Johns Black-on-red, St. Johns Polychrome
and Wingate Black-on-red. The remainder of

the identifiable redwares contribute less than
one percent of the total number of sherds
analyzed to the quadrat and reconnaissance

sample. Sampled ceramics include twice as

many graywares as brownwares, with In-

dented Corrugated being the most abundant
type of both wares. Utility wares include rela-

tively high counts of Plain Gray and Plain

Brown types and a variety of sherds with other

utility ware surface treatments.
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Ceramic ware and type counts recorded during
the quadrat survey (Table 5.4) can be com-
pared with those documented by the ceramic
sample from both surveys (Table 5.3). The
greater variety of ceramic types in the com-
bined sample is due to reconnaissance of loca-

tions occupied during a longer time span and
to concentration by reconnaissance survey on
architectural units occupied after A.D. 900.

Three Circle Red-on-white, Klageto Black-on-

white, and Cheap Johns Black-on-white are

present in the combined sample, but were not

recorded in quadrat assemblages. Whitewares
comprise a roughly equal percentage of the

sampled ceramics from quadrats and from
quadrat and reconnaissance survey samples
combined.

Reserve Black-on-white is the most abundant
decorated whiteware type in both the quadrat
assemblages and the combined sample; Tula-

rosa Black-on-white and Reserve/Tularosa
Black-on-white are present in quadrat as-

semblages, but in considerably smaller quan-

tities than in the combined sample. Redwares
in quadrat assemblages are also recorded in

smaller amounts than in the combined
sample. These differences are not surprising

since Tularosa, Reserve/Tularosa, and red-

ware types occur more frequently at later

period sites, the ones yielding the highest

sherd frequencies in the reconnaissance
sample.

Comparison between the combined sample
(Table 5.5) and the quadrat sample (Table 5.6)

indicate very similar bowl and jar sherd pro-

portions for most of the whiteware pottery

types. This is true as well for the redware,

grayware, and brownware types.

In the combined sample, however, the ratio of

whiteware jar sherds to bowl sherds is higher

than in the quadrat sample, a difference

probably due to the inclusion in the reconnais-

sance sample of large architectural sites with

middens yielding high jar counts.

Table 5.5: Bowl and Jar Frequencies Recorded in the Project Area

WHITEWARES

Ceramic Bowl Jar Bowl Jar Sample
Tvpe Total Total Propor. Propor. Total

Reserve B/W 367 1053 0.258 0.742 1460
Tularosa B/W 93 856 0.098 0.902 1014
Res-Tula B/W 85 365 0.189 0.811 465
Unk Whiteware Body 284 1649 0.147 0.853 2054
Unk Solid B/W 122 342 0.263 0.737 475
Unk Hatch B/W 24 100 0.194 0.806 125
Lino B/G 11 1.000 0.000 11

LaPlt/Kanaa/WM B/W 18 6 0.750 0.250 27
Kiatuthlana B/W 9 5 0.643 0.357 14

Red Mesa B/W 255 374 0.405 0.595 648
Escavada B/W 4 7 0.364 0.636 11

Puerco B/W 11 29 0.275 0.725 41

Gallup B/W 17 25 0.405 0.595 43
Socorro B/W 5 9 0.357 0.643 14

Mimbres B/W 3 1 0.750 0.250 4

Three Circle 9 1.000 0.000 31

Cheap Johns 31 1.000 0.000 31
Klagetoh 5 40 0.111 0.889 46

TOTAL WHITEWARES 1353 4861 6492
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Table 5.5: Bowl and Jar Frequencies Recorded in the Project Area (Continued)

GRAYWARES
Ceramic Bowl Jar Bowl Jar Sample
Type Total Total Propor. Propor. Total

Lino Plain 1 399 0.002 0.997 550
Kana'a Banded 334 0.000 1.000 334
Plain Gray Body 5 1950 0.003 0.997 1957
Plain Corrug 178 0.000 1.000 178
Clapboard 392 0.000 1.000 392
Indent Corr (Gry) 17 2980 0.006 0.994 2997
Oblit Corrug 31 0.000 1.000 31
Unk Grayware 20 0.000 2.000 20
Neck Corrugated 1 32 0.030 0.920 33
Lino Red Wash 1 0.000 1.000 1

TOTAL GRAYWARES 24 6317 6493

REDWARES
Ceramic Bowl Jar Bowl Jar Sample
Tvpe Total Total Propor. Propor. Total

Puerco B/R 59 7 0.894 0.106 66
Wingate B/R 254 24 0.914 0.086 281
Wingate Poly 20 1.000 0.000 20
St. Johns B/R 388 82 0.826 0.174 473
St. Johns Poly 298 1.000 0.000 298
Springerville Poly 42 1.000 0.000 42
UnkWM Redware 384 76 0.835 0.165 472
Unk Redware 11 1.000 0.000 11

Local Redware 4 1 0.800 0.200 5

San Fran Red 3 1.000 0.000 3

TOTAL REDWARES 1461 190 1671

BROWNWARES
Ceramic Bowl Jar Bowl Jar Sample
Type Total Total Propor. Propor. Total

Plain Brown 62 195 0.241 0.759 322
Polished Brown 276 348 0.442 0.558 745
Neckbanded 1 61 0.016 0.984 62
Indent Corr (Bm) 383 1036 0.270 0.730 1435
Pattern Corrug 32 52 0.381 0.619 85
Tooled Corrug 7 27 0.206 0.794 34
Fillet Rim 22 6 0.786 0.214 28
Unk Brownware 3 10 0.231 0.769 14

Brn/Gry Corrug 3 66 0.043 0.957 69
Mogollon R/B 5 2 0.714 0.286 7

TOTAL BROWNWARES 940 2170 3339
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Table 5.6: Bowl and Jar Frequencies Recorded in the Quadrat Sample

WHITEWARES
Ceramic Bowl Jar Bowl Jar Sample
Type Total Total Propor. Propor. Total
Reserve B/W 293 841 0.258 0.742 1159
Tularosa B/W 17 131 0.115 0.885 157
Res-Tula B/W 17 99 0.147 0.853 1283
Unk Whiteware Body 223 983 0.185 0.815 1283
Unk Solid B/W 67 178 0.273 0.727 249
Unk Hatch B/W 12 55 0.179 0.821 67
Lino B/G 1 1.000 0.000 1

LaPlt/Kanaa/WM B/W 16 6 0.727 0.273 25
Klatuthlana B/W 9 5 0.643 0.357 14

Red Mesa B/W 246 370 0.399 0.601 634
Escavada B/W 4 5 0.444 0.556 9
Puerco B/W 9 23 0.281 0.719 33
Gallup B/W 15 21 0.417 0.583 37
Socorro B/W 1 3 0.250 0.750 4
Mimbres B/W 3 1.000 0.000 3
TOTAL WHITEWARES 933 2720 3792

GRAYWARES
Ceramic Bowl Jar Bowl Jar Sample
Type Total Total Propor. Propor. Total

Lino Plain 1 394 0.003 0.997 418
Kana'a Banded 312 0.000 1.000 312
Plain Gray Body 4 1570 0.003 0.997 1575
Plain Corrug 109 0.000 1.000 109
Clapboard 332 0.000 1.000 332
Indent Corr (Gry) 17 1123 0.015 0.985 1140
Oblit Corrug 13 0.000 1.000 13

Unk Grayware 9 0.000 1.000 9
Neck Corrugated 1 28 0.034 0.966 29
TOTAL GRAYWARES 23 3890 3937

REDWARES
Ceramic Bowl Jar Bowl Jar Sample
Type Total Total Propor. Propor. Total

Puerco B/R 42 5 0.894 0.106 47
Wingate B/R 59 9 0.868 0.132 68
Wingate Poly 3 1.000 0.000 3
St. Johns B/R 37 10 0.787 0.213 47
St. Johns Poly 50 1.000 0.000 50
Springerville Poly 2 1.000 0.000 2

UnkWM Redware 93 14 0.869 0.131 109
Unk Redware 4 1.000 0.000 4
Local Redware 1 1.000 0.000 1

San Fran Red 1 1.000 0.000 1

TOTAL REDWARES 292 38 332
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Table 5.6: Bowl and Jar Frequencies Recorded in the Quadrat Sample (Continued)

BROWNWARES
Ceramic Bowl Jar Bowl Jar Sample
Tvpe Total Total Propor. Propor. Total

Plain Brown 53 156 0.254 0.746 225
Polished Brown 179 290 0.382 0.618 503
Neckbanded 60 0.000 1.000 60
Indent Corr (Brn) 157 295 0.347 0.653 460
Pattern Corrug 15 14 0.517 0.483 30
Tooled Corrug 3 25 0.107 0.893 28
Fillet Rim 5 1 0.833 0.167 6
Unk Brownware 3 7 0.300 0.700 11

Brn/Gry Corrug 12 0.000 1.000 12

Mogollon R/B 1 2 0.333 0.667 3

TOTAL BROWNWARES 519 1104 1703

Ceramic samples, taken from provenience

classes defined on the basis of associated

structures and features, are listed in Table 5.7.

Artifact scatters comprise the largest
provenience class. Grid and all-observed

samples were recovered from 107 artifact scat-

ters. All observed sherds were recorded at

most of these scatters. Sampling units at the

recorded 26 middens include grids varying in

size from 2x2 m to 5x5 m. Room contents,

scatters on roomblocks and at pit structures,

and other features were recorded with all-ob-

served samples where logistically feasible. The
large number and high density of sherds at

some locations precluded the recording of all

observed ceramics at these places. In these

cases, grids intended to recover a minimum
sherd count of 50 items were used.

The placement of grids on general surface and
midden scatters was accomplished on a sub-
jective basis, every attempt being made to en-

compass the full range of type variability at a
location. As a result, ceramics in high fre-

quency, high variety grid samples represent

relatively small areas. The history of artifact

accumulation in these areas should differ in

many respects from that of low density scat-

ters and should be reflected in the composition

of samples.

Table 5.7: Ceramic Samples by Feature and Sample Type

GRID AND OTHER SAMPLES ^ALL-OBSERVED SAMPLES
FEATURES No. Samples No. Sherds No..Samples NO. Sherds

Ceramic Scatter 3 40
Lithic/Ceramic Scatter 5 530 29 616
Scatters with Features 6 593 28 757
Scatters with Structures 14 1,389 22 1.797

Pit Structures 4 795 3 339
Roomblocks 3 1,477 23 2,947

Rooms ... _._ 5 1.074

Middens 25 4.779 1 188

Dance Plaza 1 76 2 335
Earthworks 1 264 — —
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Ceramic Samples by
Period of Occupation

In this section, ceramic samples from sites or

proveniences which have been classified into

periods of occupation are discussed. The fre-

quency and percentage of pottery types in

samples from sites are presented along with an
analysis of decorated utility, white/red, and
gray/brown ware proportions and of bowl/jar

sherd proportions in samples representing dif-

ferent periods. The relative percentages of pot-

tery types are generally distinctive with respect

to period since these types were initially used

as the definitional criteria for grouping sites

and their samples into periods. Variation in

the proportions of different wares and of bowl

and jar sherds among the time periods is due,

in part, to differences in the sizes of sample
areas and to functional differences among
sampled locations as indicated by the features

and structures associated with surface

ceramic and ceramic/lithic scatters.

The nine periods to which ceramic samples

were classified were given a Pecos classifica-

tion designation. The periods ranging from

A.D. 500 to 1300 are listed in Table 5.8, along

with the kinds of structures and features as-

sociated with sampled areas at sites. Undated
samples and isolated occurrences make up
two additional categories in this analysis.

Definition of the ceramic assemblages indica-

tive of certain periods is based on dated

ceramic collections from the Quemado area

and from elsewhere in the region. Often, ar-

chitectural styles, the presence of certain fea-

tures (e.g. large open plazas), and the

placement offeatures relative to others at sites

were considered in conjunction with the pot-

tery types present in order to classify a ceramic

sample.

Patterns in Sample Content

The most obvious trends noted for pottery

types in samples are those indicated by the

relative percentages oftypes such as Red Mesa
Black-on-white, Reserve Black-on-white,

Tularosa Black-on-white, and Klageto Black-

on-white, used to classify samples initially.

The ceramic samples at locations identified as

Pueblo I occupations are dominated by Red

Mesa Black-on-white and Plain Gray and
Clapboard Gray utility ware types. From late

Pueblo I times and throughout the Pueblo II

period, Reserve Black-on-white is the main
type of decorated ware at sites. White Moun-
tain Redware bichromes and Indented Cor-

rugated Graywares occur at locations during

this time. The Pueblo II period is marked by

an increase in White Mountain Redwares.

Polychrome and Tularosa Black-on-white

ceramics are more abundant in Pueblo III

period samples as are Klageto Black-on-white

sherds in late Pueblo III period samples.

Several patterns and trends have been iden-

tified using proportions of different wares and
vessel forms in samples. Decorated wares are

most abundant in Pueblo I-II samples, while

Pueblo II ceramics are dominated by utility

wares. In contrast to earlier samples, Pueblo

II-III and late Pueblo III assemblages have

slightly higher proportions of decorated wares.

Graywares comprise the majority of sherds in

Pueblo I-II utility ware assemblages, while in

Pueblo II-III through Pueblo III samples the

proportions of graywares and brownwares
vary. Redwares are absent in most of the

Pueblo I-II samples and occur at low frequen-

cies in Pueblo III and late Pueblo III samples.

In addition, redwares comprise an average of

over 25 percent of the ceramics in several of

the later Pueblo II samples. Bowl sherds do

not comprise a majority in samples from any

period, but do tend to increase in relative fre-

quency in samples through time.

These general trends are apparent when varia-

tion in the kinds of structures and features

present at sites or proveniences is held con-

stant. A review of Table 5.8 will indicate that

earlier samples were recorded at scatters

which represent the greatest variety of as-

sociated structures and features. Later

samples are primarily from scatters associated

with features and structures at large, architec-

turally complex sites; thus, the trends noted

from analysis of these later samples may
reflect the functional and other characteristics

of assemblages associated with such features.

Basketmaker III Samples

Basketmaker III components have only been
identified at locations yielding evidence ofmul-
tiple occupations. In the project area, the
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Cerro Colorado site (Bullard 1962: 10-11; Dan-
son 1957:68-69) and a site recorded by Moore
and others (1983) contain Basketmaker III

components. Excavations at Cerro Colorado

revealed a Basketmaker III ceramic complex
associated with most of the structures on the

site (Bullard 1962:10); the complex consists

primarily of plain graywares and a small

proportion of plain brownwares. La Plata

Black-on-white is the only decorated type as-

sociated with this complex. Although the

physiographic setting of the few Basketmaker
III sites in the region is an upland one, i.e. on
high ridge tops or mesas, these sites may also

be covered by the structures and materials of

later occupations. In addition, it is likely that

alluviation may obscure the Basketmaker III

structures and other remains in some lowland

settings. Also, the ceramic assemblage denot-

ing these occupations is composed primarily

of plain brown and graywares and is not easi-

ly distinguishable from assemblages of later

components.

Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I Samples

Two proveniences were recorded as containing

Basketmaker III and Pueblo I components.
Whether these sites are the result of multiple

occupations during two distinct temporal
periods or represent occupations during the

late Basketmaker III and early Pueblo I times

is not known. Cheap Johns Village, Site 429,

is an extensive refuse scatter associated with

possible surface and/or subsurface struc-

tures. Like Cheap Johns Village, structural

features are in evidence on Site 3 16, a smaller

scatter, but are difficult to define from surface

indications. The ceramic samples from Site

316 and Cheap Johns Village are listed in

Table 5.9, and the relative proportions of dif-

ferent wares and bowl and jar sherds are in

Table 5.10. The assemblages are different in

type content and in relative proportions ofgray

and brown wares. The Cheap Johns Village

sample contains a variety of Mogollon
decorated wares, including Mogollon Red-on-

brown, Three Circle Red-on-white, Cheap
Johns Black-on-white (thought to be a Mogol-

lon/Anasazi ware), and San Francisco Red.

Also recorded in this sample are Anasazi
wares, including La Plata/Kana'a/White
Mound Black-on-white, Red Mesa Black-on-

white, and Lino Red Wash types. The Reserve

Black-on-white sherd may result from the
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Pueblo II component located upslope from this

sampled area. The pottery on Site 316 is less

varied, and only Mogollon Red-on-brown and
Red Mesa Black-on-white decorated types are

present. The utility wares, however, include

both brown and gray neckbanded wares,
which were not recorded in the Cheap Johns
assemblage. The decorated /utility ware
proportions are similar, averaging 26.5 per-

cent for decorated wares and 77.5 percent for

utility wares. The gray/brown ware propor-

tions differ between these sites, with a high

percentage of brownwares at Site 316, and
nearly equal percentages of the two wares at

Cheap Johns Village. Redwares are absent at

Site 316 and make up a very small percent at

Site 429. The bowl/jar proportions calculated

for all wares at Cheap Johns Village are ques-

tionable since most of the utility wares at this

site were too eroded to determine vessel form.

Decorated bowl/jar proportions are com-
parable, however, and demonstrate differen-

ces between the two sites.

Table 5.9: Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo 1 Ceramic Assemblages

Site 429
Site 316 Cheap Johns

Pottery Types No. Percent No. Percent

La Plata/Kana'a/Whitemound B/W 10 3.1

Mogollon R/B 2 2.0 4 1.2

Three Circle B/W 8 2.5

Cheap Johns B/W 31 9.6

Red Mesa B/W 18 18.4

Reserve B/W 1 0.3

Unidentified Solid B/W 8 2.5

Whiteware Body Sherd 10 10.2 8 2.5

San Francisco Red 2 0.6

Lino Red Wash 1 0.3

Plain Brown 21 21.4 42 13.0

Plain Polished 30 30.6 82 25.3

Neckbanded Brown 4 4.1

Unident. Brown 2 2.0

Lino Plain 8 8.2 127 39.2
Kana'a Neckbanded 3 3.1

TOTAL SAMPLE 98 324

Table 5.10: Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo 1 Ceramic Ware and Bowl/Jar Proportions

Site No. 316 Site No. 429

Provenience 1-pithouse?, trash scatter 1-pithouse?, trash scatterr

Sample Type all-observed 2x2 m
No. in Sample 98 324
Decorated/Utility 30.6/69.4 22.5/77.5
Graywares /Brownwares 16.2/83.8 50.6/49.4
Whitewares/Redwares 100/0 95.9/4.1

Bowls/Jars 20.8/79.2 N/A
Decorated Bowls/Jars 25/75 96/4
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Unfortunately, with only two sites providing

evidence, few patterns can be recognized for

Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I ceramic as-
semblages. It does appear that Cheap Johns
Village may be the earlier of the two sites, as it

lacks the neckbanded wares and Red Mesa
Black-on-white. The variety of Mogollon wares
may suggest functional, social, and/or tem-
poral differences between sites 316 and 429.

Cheap Johns assemblage compares to the as-

semblages from Basketmaker III and Pueblo I

components on the Cerro Colorado site (Bul-

lard 1962) in several respects. At the latter,

graywares make up 90 to 95 percent of the

utility wares in the Basketmaker III as-

semblage, and Lino Red Wash and La Plata

Black-on-white are the only decorated wares.

Brownwares are 80 percent of the utility ware
sherds in the Pueblo I assemblage at this site,

and Three Circle Black-on-white and Mogollon
Red-on-brown are present along with small

percentages of San Francisco Red and White
Mound Black-on-white. The gray/brown ware
proportions at Site 316 more closely resemble

those of the Cerro Colorado Pueblo I as-

semblage.

The decorated wares would indicate either

temporal period, but the presence of Red Mesa
Black-on-white sherds suggests a later oc-

cupation for Site 316. The sample from Cheap
Johns Village also has characteristics of Bas-
ketmaker III and Pueblo I components at Cerro

Colorado. The gray/brown ware proportion in

assemblages at Cheap Johns Village is be-

tween those of Basketmaker III and Pueblo I

components at Cerro Colorado, and the
decorated wares include both the Basket-

maker III and the Pueblo I types. In contrast

to the pattern noted by Berman (1979) of Bas-
ketmaker III sites situated in upland settings.

Cheap Johns Village and Site 316 are situated

on an alluvial floodplain and on a low bench
above an alluvial flat, respectively.

The presence of Cheap Johns Black-on-white

is described and illustrated in the methodol-
ogy portion of this chapter, but deserves fur-

ther discussion here. The ceramics at Cheap
Johns Village were first recorded by Whalen
(1979) who classified these decorated sherds
as La Plata Black-on-white. The site was
visited by Reggie Wiseman in 1980 (BLM field

notes), who concluded that the pottery iden-

tified as La Plata Black-on-white by Whalen
was more likely Kiatuthlanna Black-on-white.

A third alternative (see Ceramic Typology sec-

tion). Cheap Johns Black-on-white, is believed

to be a local variety of early Pueblo I style pot-

tery; it may more adequately categorize the

black-on-white ceramics at this site. The
sherds have several technological and stylistic

attributes similar to other contemporary
Cibola whitewares. Their technological and
stylistic attributes are also similar to contem-
porary Mogollon decorated wares. Tempering
materials and slip more closely resemble the

Cibola whitewares, but the bumpy surface

finish and designs are reminiscent of Mogollon
Red-on-brown.

Without additional investigation ofceramics at

the site and in the surrounding region, the

adequacy of a Cheap Johns Black-on-white

type cannot be evaluated. The identification

ofsuch a type, one that incorporates attributes

of Cibola and Mogollon Pueblo I ceramics,

could be pivotal to understanding variations in

ceramic production technology and resolving

questions concerning local manufacture of

gray and brown wares in this region during late

Basketmaker III and early Pueblo I times.

Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo II Samples

Two sites are recorded which yielded evidence

of multiple occupations dating from Basket-

maker III to Pueblo II times. Only three sherds
are present at Site 498. and they may have
been transported or eroded from Site 499.

They are a Lino Black-on-gray bowl sherd,

Puerco Black-on-white jar sherd, and an
unidentified whiteware jar sherd. These
sherds occur in a low density prehistoric ar-

tifact scatter at a historic homestead.

Ash stains and burned rock slabs exposed in

a road cut in Site 499 suggest hearths and/or
structural features. An all-observed sample
taken at Site 499 recorded a total of 36 sherds.

Table 5.11 lists the frequency and percentage

of sherd types recorded at the two sites.

Few comparisons can be made with this small

sample. The graywares comprise 95 percent

of the utility wares and the decorated wares
roughly 50 percent of the assemblage at Site

499.
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Table 5.1 1: Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo II Ceramic Assemblages

Site 498 Site 499
Pottery Types No. Percent No. Percent

Lino B/G 1 33.3
La Plata/Kana'a/Whitemound B/W 3 8.3

Puerco B/W 1 33.3
Reserve B/W 2 5.5

Gallup B/W 2 5.5

Unidentified Solid B/W 1 2.8

Unidentified Whiteware Body Sherds 1 33.3 7 19.4

Wingate B/R 2 5.5

Plain Corrugated Brownware 1 2.8

Lino Gray 17 5.9

Plain Gray Body Sherd 1 2.8

TOTAL SAMPLE 3 36

Pueblo I Samples

A single site may represent a Pueblo I occupa-
tion, i.e. Site 226, which is a sherd and lithic

scatter associated with a hearth but without
surface indications of structural features.

Table 5.12 lists the ceramic types in the as-

semblage. A high proportion ofdecorated ware
is present, while brownwares are represented

by a single sherd, and redwares are absent.

Jar sherds make up 91 percent of the sample,

61 percent of the decorated ware sherds.

Utility ware in the Pueblo I assemblage at

Cerro Colorado is 20 percent grayware and 80
percent brownwares.

At Site 486, a Pueblo I site excavated by Mc-
Gimsey (1980:267-277), the utility wares are

represented by 30 percent graywares and 70
percent brownwares. In comparison, the Site

226 assemblage is not similar to known Pueblo

I assemblages in the Mariana Mesa and Cerro

Colorado areas.

Table 5.12: Pueblo I Ceramic Assemblage

Site 226
Pottery Types

La Plata/Kana'a, Whitemound B/W
Kiatuthlanna B/W
Red Mesa B/W
Unident. Whiteware Body Sherds
Plain Brown
Lino Plain

Kana'a Neckbanded
Plain Gray Body Sherds
Clapboard Grayware
Neck Corrugated Grayware

No. Percent

1 .7

2 1.4

16 11.3

9 6.4

1 .7

2 1.4

6 4.2

85 60.3

14 9.9

5 3.5

TOTAL SAMPLE 141

Pueblo l-Pueblo II Samples

Pueblo I-II ceramic assemblages are indicated

by 47 samples. It is not possible to determine

from present data whether sites and
proveniences from which these samples were
obtained represent reuse of locations during

Pueblo I and Pueblo II periods, or whether they
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represent occupations spanning A.D. 750 to

1 150, or both. The site features are primarily

residential; 58 percent of the locations

sampled contain masonry, slab, jacal, and/or
pithouse structures. Nonstructural lithic and
ceramic scatters make up 19 percent of the

sampled locations, 1 1 percent of the scatters

are associated with hearths, and another 1

1

percent ofthe scatters are also associated with

surface indications of structural remains.

Table 5.13 lists ceramic types in assemblages

at Pueblo I-II sites and proveniences. The
most abundant decorated wares are Reserve

Black-on-white and Red Mesa Black-on-white.

Lesser percentages of Reserve/Tularosa
Black-on-white, Puerco Black-on-white, Gal-

lup Black-on-white, La Plata/Kana'a/White

Mound Black-on-white, and Kiatuthlanna
Black-on-white are also present. Redwares
average about five percent or less of each as-

semblage. In the utility ware category, plain

gray body sherds and Lino Plain occur at

highest frequencies, followed by Indented Cor-

rugated Graywares, Plain Polished
Brownware, and Clapboard Grayware.

The relative proportions of different ware cat-

egories, as well as bowl and jar sherd propor-

tions are illustrated in Figure 5.10. Utility

wares are more abundant than decorated

wares in 64 percent of the samples, while in

36 percent of the samples decorated wares
occur in higher proportions. Although there is

a considerable spread, almost half of the

samples are composed of 90 percent or more
graywares (Figure 5. 10b). Most of the samples
do not contain redwares, and 26 percent con-

tain from five to 10 percent redwares (Figure

5.10c). With one exception, jar sherds sig-

nificantly outnumber bowl sherds in samples
(Figure 5.10d). Decorated jar sherds are also

more abundant in samples.

There do not appear to be great differences in

the grayware and vessel form proportions

when samples are segregated by the kinds of

features present at sites or proveniences

(Figure 5.11). However, samples from struc-

tural contexts do not contain less than 20 per-

cent decorated wares, while almost half of the

nonstructural samples are dominated by
utility wares (Figure 5. 1 la); in addition, more
nonstructural samples have higher propor-

tions of graywares than brownwares.

Pueblo II Samples

The Pueblo II period is represented by 52
samples, which comprise the largest sample
group and contain few or no ceramics diagnos-

tic of earlier or later periods. However,
sampled locations do not necessarily represent

single occupations. The Pueblo II period spans
about 200 years in this region, and most cer-
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Figure 5.10: Pueblo l-ll samples: a. decorated/utility ware sherd proportions, b. gray/brownware
sherd proportions, c. white/red ware sherd porportions, d. bowl/jar sherd proportions (samples

with fewer than 15 sherds not included).
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Figure 5.1 1 : Pueblo l-ll samples from structural and nonstructural site/proveniences: a.

decorated/utility ware sherd proportions, b. gray/brownware sherd proportions, c. bowl/jar

sherd proportions (samples with fewer than 15 sherds not included).

tainly some ofthe proveniences represent mul-
tiple occupations during this period. Further-

more, the specific temporal associations of

many of the sampled pottery types in this

region are not well understood.

Most of the Pueblo II samples (73 percent) are

from sites or proveniences containing struc-

tural features. Structures at proveniences in-

clude large masonry pueblos and kivas,

smaller masonry orjacal pueblos, and one- or

two-room masonry and slab units commonly
referred to as "field houses." The majority of

these structuresmay indicate seasonal or tem-

porary use. Masonry pueblos composed of

three or four to eight rooms, with definable

midden deposits may be permanent (year-

round) residential occupations. Sites 227,

228, 248, 314, 328, 453, 467, and 469 are ex-

amples of such sites. Site 331 and
provenience 20 at Site 170 contain large

masonry complexes.

The smaller, seasonal or temporary residences

might be represented by one to two or three

masonry or jacal/masonry units associated

with low-density artifact scatters. Sites 255,

257, 3 18, 32 1 , 329, and 479 contain such fea-

tures. The remainder of the ceramic sample

(27 percent) was recovered from nonstructural

ceramic and lithic scatters some of which are

associated with hearths and small slab fea-

tures.

Table 5.14 lists the percentages of all pottery

types recorded for each Pueblo II sample.

Pueblo II assemblages are characterized by a
predominance of Indented Corrugated
Graywares and Reserve Black-on-white
sherds. Reserve/Tularosa Black-on-white,

comprises from two to seven percent of the

sherds in the samples, the remainder of the

identifiable decorated whitewares being
present in very low percentages. White Moun-
tain Redwares comprise an average of five per-

cent of the sherds in the samples, with Puerco
Black-on-red and Wingate Black-on-red al-

most equally represented. Brownwares repre-

sented by Plain Brown, Polished Brown, and
Plain Corrugated are present in samples in

similar percentages. The brownwares as a

whole, comprise an average of 20 percent of

the sherds in the Pueblo II ceramic samples.

Graywares, dominated by Indented Cor-

rugated and Plain Gray body sherds, comprise

an average of 60 percent of the recorded

sherds. The relative proportions of different

wares and the proportions of bowl and jar

sherds are shown in Figure 5.12. The utility

wares outnumber decorated wares (Figure
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NUMBER OF SAMPLES

Figure 5.12: Pueblo II samples: a. decorated/utility ware sherd proportions, b. gray/brownware
sherd proportions, c. white/red ware sherd porportions, d. bowl/jar sherd proportions (samples

with fewer than 15 sherds not included).

5.12a) — decorated wares averaging 42 per-

cent and utility wares 58 percent of the sherds
in samples. In over 80 percent of the samples,

the graywares are more abundant than
brownwares (Figure 5.12b); the average
proportions of graywares and brownwares
being 75/25 percent. Whitewares consistent-

ly make up higher proportions of decorated

sherds than do redwares (Figure 5.12c), with

the latter averaging approximately seven per-

cent of the decorated sherds. Jar sherds out-

number bowl sherds in almost all of the

samples; jars and bowls average 83 percent

and 17 percent respectively (Figure 5.12d).

Not shown in the figures are decorated
bowl/jar sherd proportions which average

28/72 percent.

Figure 5.13 show ware proportions in Pueblo
II assemblages which have been segregated

into structural and nonstructural groups, i.e.

scatters associated with structures and ar-

tifact scatters or hearth areas. There is a dif-

ference in decorated /utility ware proportions

between these two classes of sites (Figure

5. 13a). The samples from nonstructural con-

texts are extremely variable, ranging from
those with 100 percent decorated wares to

those with no decorated wares. The smaller

size and fewer numbers of nonstructural

samples may account, in part, for the vari-

ability among samples. The decorated/utility

ware proportions from scatters with associated

structures exhibit less variability, with
samples tending to contain less than 60 per-

cent decorated wares. The proportions ofgray

and brown wares are similar for both struc-

tural and nonstructural sites (Figure 5.13b)

and indicate a trend toward a predominance
of graywares in samples. Bowl and jar sherd

proportions at both site classes are also similar

with more jar than bowl sherds present in

samples (Figure 5. 13c).

In summary, Pueblo II ceramic assemblages
tend to contain decorated wares predominated
by Reserve Black-on-white and gray utility

wares, and average less than 10 percent red-

wares. Brownwares make up slightly less

than 25 percent of utility wares in samples,

while jar sherds are more numerous than bowl

sherds in almost every sample.

Pueblo ll-Pueblo III Samples

There are 32 ceramic samples representing as-

semblages from the Pueblo II-III period. The
pottery types in these samples contain types

which occur in assemblages of both periods

and may indicate either several temporally dis-

crete occupations at a location or longer-term
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occupations spanning Pueblo II-III times.

Most ofthe samples (62 percent) were obtained

from sites or proveniences associated with

structures, while fewer (37 percent) were taken
at artifact distributions lacking structures.

The structural sites include large roomblocks,

some with kivas (e.g. Sites 185, 163, and 330).

Smaller five- to 10-room pueblos occur at Sites

233, 262, 280. 326, and 483. A few small one-

to two-room masonry units such as those at

Sites 234 and 235 also yielded ceramic
samples. Some of the sampled artifact scat-

ters were associated with hearths.

Pueblo II-III assemblages are characterized by
a predominance of gray and brown indented

corrugated wares (Table 5.15). Tularosa
Black-on-white. Reserve Black-on-white, and
Reserve/Tularosa Black-on-white are the

predominant decorated types. Gray Indented

Corrugated sherds average the largest per-

centage of all sherds in the samples (19 per-

cent). Brown Indented Corrugated, Wingate
Black-on-red, and Tularosa Black-on-white

sherds follow at about 17 percent each.

Reserve Black-on-white averages 14.3 percent

in samples; the average percentages of Plain

Gray body sherds, and of Reserve/Tularosa

Black-on-white are lower. Redwares comprise
an average of 23.5 percent of sherds in

samples.

Figure 5.14a displays the relative proportions

of decorated wares and utility wares in Pueblo

II-III period samples. This graph indicates that

the samples tend to cluster between in the

70/30 and 30/70 percent decorated/utility

range, withjust over half ofthe samples having

a higher proportion of decorated wares. The
average proportions of these wares are 53/47
percent.

The graph illustrating gray/brown ware
proportions displays the extreme variations

among the samples (Figure 5.14b). Samples
do not cluster along the vertical axis of the

graph; 58 percent of the samples have a

greater number of graywares than
brownwares. Whitewares predominate over

redwares in all but one sample (Figure 5. 14c),

although there is a relatively large range of

variability among samples. Red/white
proportions in samples cluster between 65/35
and 55/45 percent and between 100/0 and
95/5 percent.

The average proportions of white to red wares
are 76/23 percent. The distribution of bowl
and jar sherds in Figure 5.14d indicates that

jar sherds predominate in all samples;
bowl/jar proportions in most samples range

between 35/65 and 20/80 percent. Not il-

lustrated are decorated bowl/jar sherd propor-

STRUCTURAL
SAMPLES

]

NON-STRUCTURAL
SAMPLES

STRUCTURAL NON - STRU C TUR A

L

SAMPLES SAMPLES
STRUCTURAL

SAMPLES
NON-STRUCTURAL
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Figure 5.13: Pueblo II samples from structural and nonstructural site/proveniences: a.

decorated/utility ware sherd proportions, b. gray/brownware sherd proportions, c. bowl/jar

sherd proportions (samples with fewer than 15 sherds not included).
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Figure 5.14: Pueblo II -III samples: a. decorated/utility ware sherd proportions,

b. gray/brownware sherd proportions, c. white/red ware sherd porportions, d. bowl/jar sherd

proportions (samples with fewer than 15 sherds not included).

tions. Decorated wares are represented by
slightly higher numbers ofbowl sherds, butjar
forms still predominate in samples; decorated

bowl/jar proportions average 35/65 percent.

Figure 5.15 separates ware and vessel form
proportions into categories depending on
structural association. Interestingly, there is

a relatively distinct cluster of structurally as-

sociated samples with decorated/utility ware
proportions of 60/40 percent, while there is

extreme variability among the nonstructural

samples. This distribution may be due in part

to the fact that the nonstructural samples
(sherd and lithic scatters, hearth areas) are

typically quite small and may represent single

activity episodes rather than combinations of

events as with larger samples. Over half of

these samples have fewer than 15 sherds and
only one has more than 100 sherds. In con-

trast, all but two of the samples associated

with structural features have more than 15

sherds and most have more than 50 sherds. A
different pattern is seen in the gray/brown
ware proportions within the two sample types.

The samples associated with structures are

just as variable as the nonstructural samples
with respect to gray/brown ware proportions.

A comparison of bowl/jar sherd proportions

between the two site types shows that there is

a similar range evident in each set of samples.

Some nonstructural samples cluster at the 95
to 100 percent jar sherds point on the graph,

a distribution not present on the structural

side of the graph.

In summary, the Pueblo II-III samples are

highly variable with respect to ware propor-

tions, but type percentages are quite consis-

tent. Graywares are slightly more
predominant in samples than brownwares,
with Indented Corrugated gray and brown
sherds the most common types. On the

average, decorated and utility wares are

present in almost equal proportions, with

Tularosa Black-on-white, Reserve Black-on-

white, and Reserve/Tularosa Black-on-white

the most common types. Redwares consist

mostly of bichromes, with a small percentage

of polychromes present. Bowl sherds number
fewer thanjar sherds, though in many instan-

ces comprising 30 to 40 percent of sherds in

samples.

Pueblo III Samples

A total of 1 1 samples have been grouped in the

Pueblo III temporal category; these lack diag-

nostic pottery with earlier or later affiliations.

Some of the samples, however, undoubtedly
are the result ofmultiple occupations ofplaces
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Figure 5.15: Pueblo II -III samples from structural and nonstructural site/proveniences: a.

decorated/utility ware sherd proportions, b. gray/brownware sherd proportions, c. bowl/jar

sherd proportions (samples with fewer than 15 sherds not included).

during this period. Eight are from two large

masonry pueblo complexes (Sites 330 and
472), two from a moderately sized pueblo (Site

468). and one from a later provenience at a

Pueblo II-III pueblo (Site 327).

Table 5.16 lists the percentages of all pottery

types recorded for each Pueblo III sample. In

general, these samples are characterized by a

predominance of Tularosa Black-on-white
sherds, followed by gray and brown Indented
Corrugated types, and St. Johns bichromes
and polychromes. Based on samples in which
the types are present, Tularosa Black-on-

white averages 25 percent of the sherds in

these samples, while Gray Indented Cor-
rugated sherds average 20 percent and Brown
Indented Corrugated wares 16.1 percent.

Redwares average approximately 24 percent.

Figure 5. 16 illustrates the relative proportions

of different wares and of bowl and jar sherds

in samples. Over 72 percent of the samples
are dominated by decorated wares (Figure

5.16a), with average decorated/utility per-

centages at 56/44. Amajority ofsherds injust

over half of the samples are graywares. There
are two fairly distinct utility ware clusters of

samples in Figure 5.16b, one in which
graywares make up from 80 to 100 percent and
another in which brownwares range from 65

percent to almost 100 percent. The average

gray/brownware proportion is 57/43 percent.

All but one of the samples contain more
whitewares than redwares, and there is a
cluster of samples in Figure 5. 16c in which 50
to 70 percent of the decorated sherds are

whitewares. A unique sample contains almost

CC 50/50
O

>

°' io °
i i i i i i -i—i—i—i—

i

"H

^
NUMBER OF SAMPLES

Figure 5.16: Pueblo III samples: a.

decorated/utility ware sherd proportions, b.

gray/brownware sherd proportions, c.

bowl/jar sherd proportions (samples with

fewer than 15 sherds not included).
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92 percent redwares. Jar sherds are more
numerous than bowl sherds In all of the

samples with a group of samples containing

almost 60 percent to 80 percent Jar sherds.

Not illustrated are decorated bowl/jar sherd
proportions. In four (36 percent) of the

samples, decorated bowl sherds predominate;

however, the average decorated bowl/jar
proportion (47/53 percent) indicates a
predominance ofJar vessel forms at Pueblo III

period sites and proveniences.

In summary, the Pueblo III samples are

characterized by a predominance of decorated

wares in which Tularosa Black-on-white and
St. Johns Black-on-red and St. Johns Poly-

chrome are the main types. When the samples
are averaged, graywares are slightly more
numerous than brownwares. There are,

however, two patterns of gray/brown ware
proportions in the Pueblo III samples. For one
set of sites, graywares are considerably more

numerous, and for another, brownwares occur
in higher proportions. The average propor-

tions of gray and brown wares for the entire

group of samples mask these patterns. Red-
wares average roughly 24 percent ofthe sherds

in samples and almost 45 percent of the

decorated wares. Finally, using total counts
from all samples, jar forms predominate over

bowl forms, the bowl/Jar proportions averag-

ing 30/70 percent. In the decorated ware
category alone, an equal number of bowls and
jars occur.

Pueblo Ill-Late Pueblo III Samples

Eight ceramic samples have been categorized

as representing Pueblo Ill-Late Pueblo III oc-

cupations at three sites. These three sites are

composed of large, multiple, masonry
roomblocks. Sites 330 and 472 contain other

proveniences with slightly earlier ceramic as-

semblages, while Site 333 appears to contain

a single late Pueblo III component.

Table 5.16: Pueblo III Ceramic Assemblages

327 330 330 330 330 468 468 472 472 472 472 Mean
2 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 Per-

Pottery Type midd rmbl midd dnpl dnpl rmbl ref rmbl rmbl rmbl rmbl cent*

Reserve B/W 5.1 1.0 0.9 2.3

Socorro B/W 0.9 0.9

Reserve/Tularosa 9.4 7.2 10.1 4.3 2.3 9.4 4.9 3.8 6.4

Tularosa B/W 16.6 15.4 16.1 19.7 30.7 17.2 26.0 13.1 22.5 3.8 25.8

Unldent. Solid B/W 0.5 2.4 1.3 6.4 2.2 2.0 0.9 2.2

Unldent. Hatch B/W 1.2 0.6 1.0 1.9 1.2

Whlteware Body 5.7 8.5 8.1 9.2 8.7 12.1 9.2 21.6 9.4 10.3

Wingate B/R 0.3 1.7 1.6 4.0 1.0 1.7

Wlngate Polychrome 0.9 0.9

St. Johns B/R 1.7 10.2 12.1 10.5 11.3 8.1 25.6 11.6 1.6 13.7 6.6 10.3

St. Johns Poly. 10.9 4.3 3.2 9.2 6.8 4.0 10.4 0.9 5.7 6.1

Unldent. W.M.R.W. 8.6 6.8 5.3 7.8 20.2 21.4 4.6 0.3 3.8 8.7

Other Redware 3.0 0.9 1.9

Plain Brown 3.1 0.8 1.6 1.8

Polished Brown 1.7 4.3 3.2 0.6 2.9 6.6 3.2

Plain Corr. Brown 5.1 6.0 1.6 1.3 5.8 2.3 0.9 3.3

Indent. Corr. Brown 41.3 17.9 21.8 39.5 19.4 0.6 1.2 2.0 0.9 16.1

Patterned Corr. Brown 0.6 1.6 2.6 1.9 1.7

Fillet Rim Brown 7.7 3.7 5.7

Gray/Brown Corr. 0.3 0.3

Kana'a Gray 0.6 0.6

Plain Gray Body 1.1 0.8 4.0 0.3 2.3 2.0 8.5 2.7

Plain Corr. Gray 0.3 2.0 1.7 0.6 0.9 9.8 3.8 2.7

Clapboard Gray 3.9 5.7 4.8

Indent. Corr. Gray 2.3 7.7 16.9 1.3 4.2 21.2 39.3 17.3 69.4 11.8 31.1 20.2

Oblit. Corr. Gray 2.0 2.0

Unldent. Gray 0.3 0.6 0.4

SAMPLE TOTALS 349 117 124 76 309 99 117 173 320 102 106 1,893
• Based on samples In which type Is present.
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Table 5.17 lists the percentages of pottery

types in each ofthe eight samples. As with the

Pueblo III samples, Tularosa Black-on-white

and Brown and Gray Indented Corrugated are

the dominant pottery types. The extremely

high average percentage of Wingate Black-on-

red is due to a room sample from Site 472, in

which 60 percent of the sample is Wingate
Black-on-red. Decorated wares in the Pueblo
Ill-Late Pueblo III samples also include St.

Johns Black-on-red and St. Johns Poly-

chrome, Reserve/Tularosa black-on-white,

and small amounts of Puerco Black-on-white,

Reserve Black-on-white, Gallup Black-on-

white, and Wingate Polychrome. The two
types which distinguish these samples as Late

Pueblo III are Klageto Black-on-white and
Springerville Polychrome. These two types are

not present in any quantity, but appear to be
characteristic of the latest prehistoric occupa-

tion recorded in this portion ofthe project area.

Redwares comprise an average of 27 percent

of the sample and brownwares roughly 20 per-

cent. In the total Pueblo Ill-late Pueblo III

sample, graywares average 25 percent.

In Figure 5. 17, the relative proportions of dif-

ferent wares and of bowl and jar sherds are

contrasted for samples. There is considerable

variability among the decorated /utility ware
samples (Figure 5.17a), with decorated ware
sherds ranging from under 90 percent to just

over 35 percent. Decorated sherds
predominate in approximately 62 percent of

the samples. Greater variability among
samples can be seen in the gray/brown ware

Table 5.17: : Pueblo Ill-Late Pueblo III Ceramic Assemblages

330 330 333 333 472 472 472 472 Mean
3 3 1 5 1 1 2 2 Per-

Pottery Type rmbl midd rmbl rmbl rmbl rm rmbl rm cent*

Mimbres B/W 0.1 0.1

Puerco B/W 0.5 0.9 0.7

Gallup B/W 0.5 0.5

Reserve B/W 1.2 1.2 1.2

Reserve/Tularosa 0.9 1.0 8.0 5.2 1.2 3.3

Tularosa B/W 29.1 15.5 4.2 13.5 19.7 8.6 15.5 3.7 13.7

Klageto B/W 6.7 1.4 5.4 4.5

Unident. Solid B/W 1.0 0.2 3.2 1.1 7.1 1.2 2.3

Unident. Hatch B/W 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.2

Whiteware Body 12.1 8.2 8.1 6.5 10.5 10.2 11.9 19.5 9.6

Wingate B/R 1.9 2.7 8.4 59.8 18.2

Wingate Polychrome 0.2 1.5 0.8

St. Johns B/R 18.8 8.7 5.3 5.3 6.7 3.9 17.8 3.7 8.8

St. Johns Poly. 2.7 1.9 6.7 1.7 3.7 2.1 9.5 4.0

Springerville Poly. 3.7 2.8 0.7 0.4 1.2 1.8

Unident. W.M.R.W. 4.0 2.9 4.1 3.1 5.2 7.0 5.9 4.6

Unident. Redware 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.2

Plain Brown 1.3 1.9 0.2 0.5 1.0

Polished Brown 1.8 0.5 0.3 3.1 0.5 0.7 1.1

Plain Corr. Brown 3.6 8.2 0.3 3.1 1.5 1.9 3.1

Indent. Corr. Brown 18.4 36.9 7.9 25.1 2.0 10.2 16.7

Patterned Corr. Brown 1.0 0.2 0.1 0.4

Tooled Corr. Brown 0.5 0.5

Fillet Rim Brown 1.0 1.0

Gray/Brown Corr. 1.6 0.8 1.0 3.5 3.6 2.1

Plain Gray Body 1.3 1.5 0.2 1.0 0.4 2.4 1.1

Plain Corr. Gray 3.2 0.8 2.0

Clapboard Gray 0.2 0.1 1.2 0.7

Indent. Corr. Gray 5.8 8.2 55.5 33.5 24.2 25.1 21.4 11.0 23.1

Oblit. Corr. Gray 2.0 2.0

Unident. Gray 0.5 1.2 0.8

SAMPLE TOTALS 223 206 657 360 400 747 84 82 2,759
* Based on samples in which type is present.
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proportions (Figure 5.17b); the proportion of

graywares is 100 percent in a single sample,

and just over 16 percent in another, while

brownwares are the majority of utility ware
sherds in only two of the samples. The propor-

tion of redwares clusters between 35 and 55
percent (Figure 5.17c), with only one sample
containing just over 71 percent redware
sherds. Since redwares are usually bowls, this

same sample contains more bowl than jar

sherds, while the proportions of bowl sherds

in the remaining samples cluster between 15

and 35 percent (Figure 5. 17d).

NUMBER OF SAMPLES

Figure 5.17: Pueblo Ill-late Pueblo III

samples:a. decorated/utility ware sherd

proportions, b. gray/brown ware sherd

proportions, c. white/red ware sherd propor-

tions, d. bowl/jar sherd proportions (samples

with fewer than 15 sherds not included).

In general, these Pueblo Ill-late Pueblo III

samples are quite similar to the Pueblo III

samples, both in type content and in relative

proportions of wares and vessel forms.

Only the presence of Klageto Black-on-white

and Springerville Polychrome sherds clearly

distinguishes these samples distinct from ear-

lier samples. Graywares occur at slightly

higher frequencies, andjar forms appear to be
slightly more abundant in samples from this

later period.

Pueblo l-Pueblo 111 Samples

Two samples have been classified as contain-

ing pottery diagnostic of Pueblo I, II, and III as-

semblages. These samples are from sherd and
lithic scatters, at Sites 477 and 232; both lack

associated architecture and other features.

The scatter on Site 477 is associated with

petroglyph panels and is within a quarter of a
mile of Site 232. Both scatters have low ar-

tifact densities and are situated on or below
talus slopes subject to colluviation.

The ceramic samples from these two sites are

listed in Table 5. 18. The presence ofRed Mesa
Black-on-white and Kana'a Neckbanded
sherds in both suggests a late Pueblo I occupa-
tion at each location.

Reserve Black-on-white, Reserve /Tularosa

Black-on-white, and Indented Corrugated
sherds suggest use of the sites during Pueblo
II or late Pueblo II. The types indicating use
during late Pueblo II and Pueblo III periods are

St. Johns Black-on-red and St. Johns
Polychrome.

Ware and bowl/jar proportions are shown in

Table 5.19. It is difficult to assess the be-

havioral implications of these proportions due
to the lack of associated architecture, and be-

cause they fall within the range of variability

previously illustrated for all three of the tem-
poral periods during which these locations

may have been used.

Table 5.18: Pueblo l-lll Ceramic Assemblages

Pottery Type
232
Iref

477
lref

Red Mesa B/W 7.1 24.3

Reserve B/W 14.3 8.1

Reserve/Tularosa B/W 2.4

Unident. White Body 11.9 21.6

Wingate B/R 2.4

St. Johns B/R 4.8

St. Johns Polychrome 2.7

Indent. Corr. Brown 9.5

Kana'a Neckbanded 11.9 10.8

Plain Gray Body 14.3 32.4

Indent. Corr. Gray 21.4

SAMPLE TOTALS 44.0 37.0
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Table 5.19: Pueblo Mil Ceramic Ware and
Bowl/Jar Form Proportions

Site No. 232 Site No. 477

Provenience

Sample Type
No. in Sample
Decorated/
Utility Wares
Graywares/
Brownwares
Whitewares/
Redwares
Bowls/Jars
Decorated
Bowls/Jars

1 talus, refuse

all-observed

42

42.9/57.1

83.3/16.7

83.3/16.7
36.4/63.6

75/25

1 refuse

all-observed

37

56.8/43.2

100/0

95.2/4.8

16.2/83.8

29/71

Undated Samples

A total of 18 samples could not be confidently

categorized, primarily because the pottery

present at locations is not temporally diagnos-

tic.

In addition, all but one sample contain fewer

than ten sherds. Half of these undated
samples are associated with hearths or pos-

sible hearth areas, seven (39 percent) were

taken from sherd and lithic scatters lacking

features, and two (11 percent) are associated

with structures. One of these structures is a

small two-room masonry unit, the other a

single room masonry unit.

Table 5.20 lists the types present in each

sample. Indented Corrugated Gray and
unidentified whiteware body sherds, repre-

senting either Pueblo I, late Pueblo I, Pueblo II,

or Pueblo III occupations, are the most com-
mon pottery in these undated samples

Several of the other types present, such as

Reserve Black-on-white, Puerco Black-on-red,

and Wingate Black-on-red generally indicate

occupations during Pueblo II or early Pueblo

III times. With such small numbers of sherds,

confident temporal assignments cannot be

made.

More than half of the undated samples are ex-

clusively utility wares, while these comprise

the majority of sherds in 13 of the samples.

Seven samples contain only graywares; nine

are predominated by graywares. There are two
samples which contain exclusively
brownwares. Only two samples contain red-

wares, and the decorated sherds in the rest of

the samples are whitewares. Jar sherds form

the majority in 15 samples and 12 contain ex-

clusively jar forms.

Isolated Finds

There are 7 1 locations not recorded as "sites"

at which 246 sherds (Table 5.21) were
recorded. These isolated finds are occurren-

ces ofsherds, usually fewer than 15, which are

found in eroded or otherwise questionable con-

texts and are not associated with hearths,

structures, or other features.

Often, the sherds in an isolated find are from

a single vessel. Indented Corrugated Gray and
Unidentified Whiteware body sherds are the

most common types recorded. Relatively high

frequencies of Reserve Black-on-white and
Plain Gray body sherds were also recorded,

while the remaining types occur in extremely

low frequencies.

The totals of all ceramics recorded at isolated

locations show the proportions of decorated

and utility wares to be 58. 1 and 41.9 percent

respectively. Graywares occur at higher fre-

quencies than do brownwares, i.e. 87.4 per-

cent as compared to 12.6. Proportions of

whitewares and redwares are 88. 1 to 1 1 .9 per-

cent respectively. Bowl sherds (18.9 percent)

are outnumbered byjar sherds (81.1 percent)

.

These isolated finds generally reflect the

ceramics recorded on the sites in the project

area. The sherds in the isolated finds are

mostly late Pueblo I, Pueblo II, and some
Pueblo III wares; utility wares dominate
decorated wares and graywares outnumber
brown and white wares and whitewares are

considerably more common than red. Jar

forms dominate bowl forms.

The contents and proportions at isolated loca-

tions most closely resemble the Pueblo II as-

semblages, which are the most numerous
samples recorded. This may further indicate

that Pueblo II is the most prevalent occupation

in the project area.
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Table 5.21 : Pottery Types and Percentages in

Isolated Finds

Potterv Type No. Percent

Red Mesa B/W 14 5.7

Puerco B/W 1 0.4

Reserve B/W 33 13.4

Tularosa B/W 11 4.5

Reserve/Tularosa B/W 1 0.4

Unident. Solid B/W 11 4.5

Unident. Hatchure B/W 2 0.8

Unident. Whiteware Body 53 21.5

Wingate B/R 4 1.6

St. Johns B/R 1 0.4

St. Johns Polychrome 2 0.8

Springerville Polychrome 7 2.8

Unidentified W.M.RW. 3 1.2

Plain Brown 5 2.0

Polished Brown 4 1.6

Plain Corr. Brown 2 0.8

Indent. Corr. Brown 2 0.8

Lino Plain Gray 1 0.4

Kana'a Neckbanded Gray 3 1.2

Plain Gray Body 23 9.3

Plain Corr. Gray 1 0.4

Clapboard Gray 6 2.4

Indent. Corr. Gray 56 22.8

TOTAL 246 100.0

Summary: Assemblage
Variability Among Periods

Variation in the types present and relative

proportions of types, wares, and vessel forms
in ceramic samples is the basis for characteriz-

ing temporally distinct assemblages. Based
on these attributes, a number of patterns have
been identified for ceramic samples recorded
from Pueblo I-II through late Pueblo III periods

(Table 5.22). The paucity of Basketmaker III

samples and samples reliably attributable to

the Pueblo I period does not allow a very clear

understanding of the contents of assemblages
during these early periods. The Pueblo I-II

through Pueblo III period samples are recorded

in quantities sufficient to define a ceramic data

base which permits recognition of patterned

variability among periods. Collections from
excavated (Bullard 1962; McGimsey 1980;

Smith 1973) and recorded sites (Eck 1982;

Elyea 1983; Hogan 1983; Moore et al. 1983) in

and around the Quemado area can be com-
pared with the surface ceramic samples from

sites in the project area. The types present in

these sites and the proportions of gray and
brown wares in the assemblages are the at-

tributes which can be most reliably compared.

Since the issue of why brownwares and
graywares co-occur on sites is of considerable

interest in this region, comparing relative

proportions of these wares is particularly im-

portant.

Basketmaker III single occupation sites are

rare in the project area. In some cases, Bas-

ketmaker III occupations have been obscured

by the material remains of later occupations.

At least four sites or proveniences have been
identified with Basketmaker III components; of

these, two are multicomponent Basketmaker
Ill-Pueblo II sites that have suffered con-

siderable surface disturbance and have very

low surface artifact densities. Given this con-

dition, they are not particularly useful for

defining the early ceramic assemblages, but do

substantiate the presence of remains from

early occupation of the area.

Although the other two Basketmaker III-

Pueblo I sites provide reliable ceramic
samples, they furnish a confusing picture of

assemblage characteristics. They have very

different ceramic assemblages and differ in site

size and topographic setting as well, variations

which may, in fact, be due to functional dif-

ferences among Basketmaker III occupations

in the area and to the complex occupational

histories (the presence of multiple com-
ponents) of these locations. One of these site

assemblages has a mixture of Mogollon and
Anasazi decorated wares with Mogollon wares
dominating. Utility sherds at this site are ex-

clusively plainwares, with gray and brown
wares occurring in nearly equal quantities. A
small portion of the site assemblage is made
up of redwares as well. Ceramics at the other

site are comprised of a low percentage of an
early Mogollon decorated ware (Mogollon Red-

on-brown), and a high percentage of a late

Pueblo I Anasazi decorated ware (Red Mesa
Black-on-white). Both plain and neckbanded
gray and brownwares are present at the site,

but brown wares comprise 84 percent of the

utility wares.
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The ceramic assemblages at the above sites are

similar to the ceramics from Basketmaker III

and Pueblo I components at Cerro Colorado,

the only securely dated excavated site within

the project area occupied during these periods.

The ceramics from Basketmaker III com-
ponents at Cerro Colorado are mostly Anasazi
gray and decorated wares, with few
brownwares and Mogollon decorated wares.

No neck-corrugated sherds are associated

with early levels ofthe site. The ceramics from
the Pueblo I component consist predominate-
ly of Mogollon brown and decorated wares, in-

cluding neck-corrugated sherds. A few plain

gray and decorated whiteware sherdsmake up
the rest of the assemblage.

One Pueblo I single component site has been
recorded by the SACA survey. The ceramic

types in this site sample include Red Mesa
Black-on-white, Kiatuthlanna Black-on-
white, and La Plata/Kana'a/Whitemound
Black-on-white in order of descending fre-

quency. The graywares make up 99 percent of

the utility wares in the sample. These figures

are not comparable with those obtained for the

ceramic assemblages from the Pueblo I com-
ponent at Cerro Colorado (Bullard 1962: 1 1) or

from Site 486 (McGimsey 1980:267-277), each
of which contains from 70 to 80 percent
brownwares. The decorated ware types,

however, are similar on all three of these

Pueblo I sites. The site recorded on this project

is associated with hearths but not with struc-

tural features, while the features at Cerro
Colorado and Site 486 include pithouses and
surface structures. Therefore, functional dif-

ferences among these sites as indicated by ar-

chitectural remains may account for the

variations in gray/brown ware proportions.

The high degree of variability among Pueblo I

assemblages may also result from intensive

reuse of locations.

A homogenous set of pottery types is present

in the samples at Pueblo I-II sites/provenien-

ces. Almost all of the samples contain Red
Mesa Black-on-white and Reserve Black-on-

white sherds, with fewer sherds of Kiatuthlan-

na Black-on-white, La Plata/Kana'a/
Whitemound Black-on-white, Reserve/Tula-

rosa Black-on-white, Puerco Black-on-white,

and Gallup Black-on-white present. The most
common utility wares are Plain Gray, Neck-

banded Gray, Indented Corrugated Gray, Pol-

ished Brown, Clapboard Gray, and Indented

Corrugated Brown. Small amounts of red-

wares are present. Utilitywares are more com-
mon than decorated wares; jar sherds are

more common than bowl sherds. The gray/

brown ware proportions vary considerably

among samples, while the decorated /utility,

white/red, and bowl/jar proportions are pat-

terned. Graywares predominate in many of

the samples, but utility wares are dominated
by brownwares in over 20 percent of the

samples. Segregating structural and non-

structural samples, it is apparent that there is

much less variation in the latter. Utility wares
in most of the nonstructural samples are

dominated by graywares (most are at least 90
percent grayware). Structural and nonstruc-

tural samples are similarly patterned with

respect to the proportions of other wares as

well as bowls and jars.

Comparing the Pueblo I-II project samples with
the ceramics from the early Pueblo II com-
ponents at Cerro Colorado, the Pueblo I-II sites

recorded in the Hubbell Ranch area (Eck 1982;

Elyea 1983; Hogan 1983), Site 188 (McGimsey
1980:259-265), and the Williams site, all con-

tain similar pottery types. The relative

gray/brown ware proportions are quite vari-

able among all of these sites, as are those cal-

culated using the project samples. Utility

ceramics at the Williams site and the Mariana
Mesa site are dominated by brownwares while

graywares outnumber brownwares at the

remaining sites. While this variation in

gray/brown proportions may be characteristic

ofthese Pueblo I-II assemblages in and around
the project area, the reasons for differences

among sites are unknown.

Pueblo II sites provide the largest group of

samples (134) from the SACA project. These
samples include those with Basketmaker III

and Pueblo I-III components, in addition to the

single component Pueblo II sites and
proveniences. Only the samples from loca-

tions identified as single Pueblo II components
(52) are discussed below. By definition, sherds
of Red Mesa Black-on-white and earlier

decorated types are scarce in the samples;

Reserve Black-on-white, Reserve/Tularosa
Black-on-white are the principal decorated

wares. Puerco Black-on-white, Escavada
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Black-on-white, Socorro Black-on-white, and
Gallup Black-on-white comprise a small per-

centage in these site assemblages. Indented

Corrugated Gray is by far the most common
utility wares, with Plain Gray, Indented Cor-

rugated Brown, and Polished Brown occurring

in lesser amounts. Redwares are present in

very small quantities. Decorated wares are

more numerous than utility wares in just over

half of the samples andjars are the most com-
mon vessel form in almost all of the samples.

The gray/brown ware proportions do not ap-

pear as variable here as they are for samples
in the Pueblo MI category. This period does
include samples in which brownwares are

predominant and those in which graywares
are predominant. It is more common,
however, for utility wares to be dominated by
graywares. thus the gray/brown ware propor-

tions average 75/25 percent.

The Pueblo II site assemblages from project

sites generally compare with other Pueblo II

sites recorded in the region. The ceramic as-

semblages at Pueblo II sites recorded by Eck
(1982), Elyea (1983), Hogan (1983), and Moore
and others (1983), have slightly higher propor-

tions of graywares. There is a higher propor-

tion of the utility wares at Site 601 (McGimsey
1980:249-256). but that is difficult to deter-

mine from descriptions of excavated ceramics
which pottery types make up the utility ware
assemblage.

Decorated wares in Pueblo II-III ceramic
samples are dominated by several types:

Tularosa Black-on-white, Reserve Black-on-

white, and Reserve/Tularosa Black-on-white,

and the redware bichromes which average al-

most 24 percent of the total number of sherds

in all Pueblo II-III period samples. Gray and
brown indented corrugated are the dominant
types of utility wares. As in the Pueblo II

period, there is a slightly greater number of

sherds in the decorated than in the utility ware
category. The gray/brown ware proportions

are even more variable than they are in the

Pueblo I-II samples. Jar sherds outnumber
bowl sherds in most samples.

The ceramics recorded at other Pueblo II-III

sites in the region present a very similar pat-

tern. Pottery types present on the sites are

generally analogous to those in Pueblo II

samples, and the gray/brown ware propor-

tions in samples reflect a similar pattern of

variability. Site 481 (McGimsey 1980:249-

256) has only seven percent graywares in the

assemblage. In the Hubbell Ranch area,

Pueblo II-III sites are variable, but contain an
approximate 50/50 percent proportion ofgray

and brown wares. The Pueblo II-III sites ex-

cavated near St. Johns, Arizona (Crown 1981)

average 77/33 percent gray/brown wares.

Tularosa Black-on-white is the main type of

decorated whiteware in Pueblo III samples,

which also contain small amounts of other

types including Reserve Black-on-white and
Reserve/Tularosa Black-on-white. St. Johns
Black-on-red and St. Johns Polychrome are

the second most common types of decorated

ware. The redwares as a whole comprise an
average of almost 25 percent in Pueblo III

samples and an average of 42 percent of the

decorated wares. Gray and brown indented

corrugated types are the dominant utility ware
sherds. In almost two-thirds of the Pueblo III

samples, decorated wares outnumber utility

wares, and graywares are slightly more
numerous than brownwares.

The Sandstone Hill Pueblo and two Upper Gila

Expedition sites UG143 and UG616 are the

only Pueblo III sites recorded in the area. All

are composed of masonry roomblocks and as-

sociated features. The ceramic type inventory

on these sites is very similar to that of the

project sites, including Tularosa Black-on-

white and St. Johns Black-on-red and St.

Johns Polychrome as major types. In all three

of the ceramic inventories at these sites,

brownwares average 89 to 96 percent of the

utility wares. This pattern would indicate that

brownwares dominated utility ware as-

semblages during the Pueblo III period;

however, project sites suggest a different con-

clusion. The gray/brown proportions in

Pueblo III period samples from roomblocks
range between 100/0 and 0/100 percent.

Samples on the whole average slightly more
graywares than brownwares. Comparing
Pueblo Ill-late Pueblo III period samples to the

previously excavated site assemblages, the

variability among project samples provides a

similar contrast. The type content and the

relative proportions of different wares in
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Pueblo Ill-late Pueblo III samples are very

similar to those of Pueblo III period sites.

Klageto Black-on-white and Springerville

Polychrome are the only later types not present

in the Pueblo III samples.

In conclusion, the decorated ware /utility ware
proportions are not distinctively patterned for

any one period. The general pattern, however,

is that assemblages are dominated by
decorated wares in Pueblo I-II times and in

Pueblo III and late Pueblo III periods, while

utility wares form the majority of sherds in as-

semblages during Pueblo II times. Redwares
become increasingly more common through
time and account for nearly half of the

decorated wares in Pueblo III samples. Jar
sherds represent the most common vessel

form throughout the prehistoric occupation of

the region, although bowl sherds become
somewhat more abundant through time. The
increasing number in samples ofWhite Moun-
tain Redwares is linked with the above trend

since redware vessels are primarily bowls.

The gray/brown ware proportions in samples
reveal some interesting trends. While some of

the previous researchers suggested a fairly

consistent pattern (brownwares dominant in

Basketmaker III, early Pueblo I and Pueblo III

sites, and graywares dominant in Pueblo II

sites), the ceramic sample data do not support
such patterning for ceramic assemblages in

the survey area. The earliest periods are not

well represented by the ceramic samples.

Utility ware proportions in the few samples ob-

tained are highly variable data. In the Pueblo

I-II and Pueblo II periods, although samples
vary considerably, many samples do contain

higher proportions of graywares. However,

variability in gray/brown ware proportions

among samples appears to increase from
Pueblo II-III times on, irrespective of the types

of features or structures at sites. The average

gray/brown ware proportions during each

period indicate that graywares comprise the

majority in utility ware assemblages in most
samples. The sites at which brownwares are

in the majority occur in all periods and at this

point in the analysis of Quemado area as-

semblages do not appear to vary radically (with

respect to other types of remains) from those

at which grayware sherds are in the majority.

Conclusion

The analysis of SACA ceramic data presented

in this chapter has focused on the ceramic as-

semblage content of temporal periods.

Analytical findings are summarized below

along with suggestions for future studies in the

region. Finally, the use of ceramic typologies

in this portion of west-central New Mexico is

briefly reviewed.

Basketmaker II and early Pueblo I occupations

in the project area were found to be quite rare.

Consistent with previous documentation of

early sites in this region, assemblages
dominated either by Anasazi or Mogollon

decorated wares were recorded in the SACA.
The few ceramic assemblages sampled vary

considerably among sites in the relative

proportions of gray and brown wares and of

decorated types present. This variability may
be characteristic of early occupations which
were intensively reused for residential and
other functions. It may also substantiate the

fact that too few documented assemblages
exist for analytical comparison.

Future studies of early ceramic period as-

semblages should focus on the degree of reuse

of locations in order to ascertain whether
segregation and sampling of single occupa-

tions are possible. A substantial number of

late Pueblo I-II sites (47) were sampled in the

project area. Sites representing late Pueblo I-

II period occupations are in fact the most
numerous in the quadrat sample (Table. 4.4)

comprising 24 percent of the recorded pro-

veniences.

Late Pueblo I-II period samples generally con-

tain similar pottery types; however, the rela-

tive proportions of wares, especially of utility

wares, vary considerably among samples.

Decorated assemblages are composed almost

exclusively of Red Mesa Black-on-white and
Reserve Black-on-white sherds. Utility wares
include plain, neckbanded, and clapboard
gray and brown sherds with proportions of

utility and decorated wares probably depend-
ent to a great extent on functional site class.

Ceramic samples from structural sites of this

time contain utility ware assemblages
dominated by gray and brown wares, contrast-
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ing with nonstructural sites of which more
contain higher proportions ofgrayware. While
specific local conditions, such as clay and
temper availability, may result in variable

gray/brown ware proportions at sites in the

project area, these factors have yet to be inves-

tigated. Explaining the above patterns re-

quires specific studies done in conjunction

with documentation of the range of ceramic

types present in a larger sample of Pueblo I-II

assemblages.

The largest group of samples (52) comes from
Pueblo II period sites. In the quadrat sample
15 percent of the proveniences recorded rep-

resent this period. Reserve Black-on-white is

the most abundant decorated type and in-

dented corrugated gray and brown types are

the most common utility wares. Proportions

of gray and brown wares do not appear to vary

with functional site classes of this period.

Although ware proportions do vary somewhat
among sites, the variability exhibited by
Pueblo II period samples appears to be less

than that exhibited by samples from earlier

and later periods. This pattern may be tied to

the large number of cases examined. If, in ad-

dition, it results from similar occupational his-

tories of Pueblo II sites, this pattern would be
well worth pursuing in future studies.

Reserve Black-on-white, Reserve /Tularosa
Black-on-white and Tularosa Black-on-white

make up the whitewares in Pueblo II-III period

ceramic samples. Almost equal numbers of

Pueblo II-III and Pueblo II period proveniences

were recorded in the quadrat sample (35 and
37, respectively), although proportionally

fewer Pueblo II-III assemblages (32) were
sampled for ceramic content. In contrast to

earlier periods, redwares (mostly White Moun-
tain Redware Bichromes) make up an appreci-

able percentage of sherds in these samples.

Variability in the proportions of gray and
brown wares among Pueblo II-III samples is

greater than that exhibited by samples from
any other period. This pattern may be the

result of longer term and more intensive reuse

of locations as suggested by the presence of

pottery types indicative of Pueblo II and Pueblo

III period occupations, and as such may be an
important indicator of composite site as-

semblages.

Tularosa Black-on-white is the most abundant
decorated ware in Pueblo III and Pueblo Ill-late

Pueblo III period ceramic samples; St. Johns
Polychrome and Black-on-red the next most
common types. Gray and brown indented cor-

rugated wares are the predominant utility

wares, and while their proportions are quite

variable among individual samples, several

patterns have been noted. First, of the Pueblo
III sites and provenience samples, half of each
have assemblages dominated either by gray or

by brown utility wares (Figure 5. 16). Second,

of the three Pueblo Ill-late Pueblo III sites

sampled, one (Site 330) yielded roomblock and
midden assemblages dominated by corrugated

brownwares; corrugated graywares dominated
in assemblages at the other two sites.

Klageto Black-on-white and Springerville Poly-

chrome are the two decorated wares that dis-

tinguish the late Pueblo III period occupations;

these types appear to be the latest prehistoric

materials recorded in the project area. Sites

investigated by others in the region contain as-

semblages ofpottery types very similar to those

listed for late period sites in this study.

The set of late samples examined here are few

in number and include ceramic assemblages
from outside the six percent quadrat sample.

Nonetheless, one conclusion in contrast with

previously noted patterns of ceramic content

is worth noting and involves the amount of

variation in the relative proportions ofgray and
brown wares among sites in the project area.

Specifically, (1) a high degree of variability in

the relative contributions of gray and brown
ware to utility ware assemblages seems to

characterize all time periods and (2)

brownwares predominate in utility ware as-

semblages at some but not at all of the later

sites in the project area. This pattern con-

trasts with the claim by previous researchers

of consistently higher proportions of brown-
wares at later sites in the Quemado area.

The area has long been considered a transi-

tional zone between the Mogollon region in the

mountains to the south and the Anasazi

plateau region to the north. The co-occur-

rence of gray and brown utility wares at sites

and the similarity between northern Mogollon

and southern Anasazi whiteware types and
ceramic series have been viewed as indicators
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of the existence of a transitional zone that in

itself is evidence of some sort of interrelation-

ship between the two areas. Understanding
this interrelationship, or determining whether
the co-occurrence of gray and brown wares
does, in fact, indicate significant relationships

between Mogollon and Anasazi prehistoric

groups, has been identified as a major re-

search issue for this region (Stuart and
Gauthier 1980:167).

While this issue has not been directly ad-

dressed by this study, the identification and
description of ceramic assemblages presented

here have defined patterns of ceramic as-

semblage content through time and among
site types in an effort to contribute toward
study of the manufacture and use of gray and
brown wares and their differential use within

the Quemado region. The pattern ofvariability

in the use of both wares through all time

periods, if pursued, may provide the critical

clues to understanding the determinants for

the exclusive use of gray or brown wares in

separate regions.

As a final comment, the use of standard
ceramic typological systems within the project

area can be addressed. Almost all researchers

who have worked in the Quemado region and
surrounding areas have encountered difficul-

ties in use of standardized typologies.

Problems result in part from ambiguous type

definitions, lack of securely dated contexts for

ceramic types, and from the fact that some pot-

tery types exhibit technological and stylistic

attributes assignable to separate archeological

cultures.

The identification by this project of a Pueblo I

pottery type, Cheap Johns Black-on-white,

suggests that at least some of the early locally

made decorated wares may exhibit a combina-
tion ofMogollon andAnasazi technological and
stylistic attributes. During the course of the

SACA project, this phenomenon was noted at

other sites in the region and additional

fieldwork may identify a group of Mogol-

lon/Anasazi transitional wares. Further, type

criteria do not always readily distinguish be-

tween Red Mesa Black-on-white, a late Pueblo

I type, and Reserve Black-on-white. Similar

problems exist for Reserve and Tularosa
Black-on-white types.

The difficulty in distinguishing between
Reserve Black-on-white and Tularosa Black-

on-white sherds is well documented for the

Quemado region. An intermediate category

used in this study, Reserve/Tularosa Black-

on-white, was created to overcome this

problem. Reserve Black-on-white is also

stylistically very similar to Puerco, Escavada
and Snowflake Black-on-white; however, tech-

nological attributes aid in distinguishing these

later types. By presenting type definitions and
a description of the project assemblage, this

study has attempted to at least partially over-

come problems stemming from the use of a

standardized typological system, while
benefiting from its wide applicability

throughout the Southwest.
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Chapter 6

Lithic Analysis

This chapter describes lithic data from
SACA proveniences documented through

systematic survey and reconnaissance and
discusses the results of the lithic analysis.

The site sampling strategies employed during
the project are reviewed. The review focuses
on confidence in sampling procedures and es-

tablishes a framework for presenting the data,
based on sample confidence. It assesses the
potential of each level of sampling to con-
tribute information about lithics in the project

area. Proveniences on which all of the ob-
served lithics were attribute-coded are em-
phasized in these analyses. Data from
proveniences with samples other than all of
the observed attribute samples are also sum-
marized. Recommendations for recording and
reporting lithics on future projects conclude
the chapter.

Chapter 6 includes a brief summary of lithic

source data. Only gross categories of source
materials, most of which are locally available,

were employed during the survey. The
proximity of documented quarry locations, the
ease in obtaining raw materials from local

gravels and lava flows, and the restricted dis-

tribution of nonlocal lithics all point to an ex-

ceptionally circumscribed, local system of
lithic procurement.

Introduction

To date, most analyses of west-central New
Mexico lithics consist of lists of items found on
sites (e.g. Eck 1982; McGimsey 1980). Inter-

pretation of lithic data from the area is rare

and falls into three categories: (1) discussions
of whether west-central New Mexico as-
semblages are part of the Oshara tradition or

the Cochise culture (Berman 1979; Elyea
1983); (2) attempts to define aceramic as-

semblages chronologically by the analysis of

debitage (Elyea 1983); and (3) preliminary
lithic source studies (Wilson 1978).

West-central New Mexico lies midway between
the SanJuan Basin and southeasternArizona.
Like other areas that lie between archeologi-

cally better known areas, the local lithic tech-

nology is likely to be thought of as transitional

or Intermediate. Most workers agree that it is

important to determine whether the San Juan
Basin projectile point sequence (Irwin-Wil-

liams 1973) or the southeastern Arizona se-

quence (Sayles and Antevs 1941) is valid for

this area. Chapman (1980) and Gossett (1985)
have both shown that neither chronology is

well-substantiated, despite devoted adherence
by many fieldworkers since the chronology's
inception. In order to establish projectile point
chronologies firmly, radiocarbon dates from
well-controlled contexts of association are
needed. Even with firm dates, analytical con-
clusions may be ambiguous because of (1) the
multiple occupation and reoccupation of sites,

(2) the widely recognized prehistoric practice

of scavenging earlier projectile points, and (3)

the fact that the meaning of formal variability

in projectile points is unclear. Projectile points
from the San Augustine Coal Area are Il-

lustrated and described in this report, but the
lack of independent dating methods precludes
the confirmation of existing chronologies or
the establishment of new ones.

A related problem is the chronological place-

ment of aceramic assemblages. Recently
Southwestern archeologlsts have differen-

tiated Archaic and Anasazi assemblages by
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means of attributes such as material type, the

amount of cortex on flaking debris, and the

proportion of bifaces to flake tools and debris

(Hogan and Winter 1984; Kemrer and Kemrer
1979; Phagan 1982; Vierra 1981). The mean-
ings different researchers attach to "diagnos-

tic" characteristics are often in total

disagreement (Stlger 1983). Nevertheless, the

identification of chronologically diagnostic as-

semblage types allows archeologists to place

these problematic lithic scatters in a broad
temporal framework that facilitates settlement

pattern studies. The analyses presented
below are not based on chronological differen-

ces between assemblages and, therefore, do
not deal with this question.

Rather than concentrating on the above
problem areas in lithic analysis, this study em-
phasizes the measurement of inter-as-

semblage and intra-assemblage variability, i.e.

the comparison of assemblages among sites

and among areas of the same site. Until

recently. Southwestern lithic analyses have
been so slanted toward classifying temporally

diagnostic artifacts that many aspects of as-

semblages have been completely ignored. As
with some of the chronological studies of as-

semblages cited above, the emphasis here is

on the examination of relationships among
parts of assemblages, initially by constructing

plots or histograms based on assemblage con-
tent. This approach is essentially descriptive.

It consists of a search for patterns in as-

semblage content rather than in spatial struc-

ture, except on large pueblos where gross

spatial distinctions were made on the basis of

architectural units. The causes ofassemblage
variability are not addressed. They may be
rooted in 1) the adaptations of particular tech-

nological strategies, commonly viewed as the

result of chronology or culture; 2) the occupa-
tional history of places, which may reflect

changes in their overall function as well as in

the function of activity areas; 3) the use of a
particular survey methodology; and 4) post-

depositional natural and cultural processes,

for example, the tendency of large objects to

"float" to the surface (Ammerman and Feldman
1978; Baker 1978) or the intensity of artifact

collecting in an area. Until the degree to which
assemblages are different is known, the causes
of assemblage variability remain difficult to

diagnose.

Methodology

Sampling: Considerations

and Problems

The importance of explicit, informed sampling
procedures to the analysis of lithic as-

semblages cannot be overstated. On ar-

cheological projects that deal only with surface

artifact distributions, recovery ofthe entire as-

semblage is prevented by biases introduced

through such factors as crew comfort and ex-

perience, ground visibility, and post-deposi-

tional processes (e.g. differential burial or

deflation). We are left with an uncontrolled

sample of an unknown assemblage. Current
efforts to recognize, understand and eventual-

ly control for these biases are promising (see

Cannon 1983; O'Brien et al. 1982; Schiffer

1976, 1983; Wandsnider 1983; Wandsnider
andEbert 1984). Even ifmany sources ofbias

remain uncontrolled, we can minimize addi-

tional bias by choosing well-founded data
recording procedures, i.e. by employing sys-

tematic discovery methods and avoiding non-
representative artifact sampling.

The discovery and recording methodology
employed on this project and on almost all

other cultural resource management projects

imposes a structure on data recording that in-

fluences how the data are perceived. This
structure limits the possibilities of data
analysis in many ways. Three important
limitations that will be discussed below are (1)

the division of the cultural landscape into

"sites" and "isolated finds"; (2) the emphasis on
assemblage content data at the expense ofspa-

tial structure data; and (3) the emphasis on the

amount of acreage surveyed at the expense of

the quality of data collected. These problems
plague archeological surveys as they are

routinely conducted everywhere (Plog et al.

1978; Schiffer et al. 1978) and are not specific

to the San Augustine Coal Area survey.

Division of the landscape into "sites" and "iso-

lated finds" is an arbitrary practice that fails

to deal with the reality of multiple occupation

and reoccupation of landscapes for durations

much shorter than current ceramic
chronologies can document. Most ar-

cheologists view "sites" and "isolated finds" as
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if they somehow directly reflect single episodes

ofhuman behavior, a view that is incompatible

not only with how people have used the

landscape but also with natural changes in the

landscape since prehistoric occupation. Dun-
nell and Dancey (1983) and Ebert (1983) have
defined the major conceptual problems with a
site-oriented approach to archeological survey

(see also Ebert et al. 1983a, 1984; Wandsnider
and Larralde 1984). A striking example of the

problems caused by the use of inappropriate

units of observation is "site" 270 from this

project, which has 22 arbitrarily defined

proveniences. The reason for this proliferation

of proveniences (and the reason that the site

boundaries conveniently end at the survey

unit borders) is that there is no "site" nor are

there "proveniences" at 270. Rather, there is

a dense artifact, feature, and structure scatter

covering two adjacent sample units and
beyond, with no defensible evidence for divid-

ing it into units of single episode occupation.

The second limitation is that standard survey

methodology employs "sites" and "provenien-

ces" as major units of observation, but these

units often lack consistent definition. Conse-
quently, spatial analysis cannot be conducted
at a scale finer than the "site" or "provenience"

level; it is biased by the fact that the units have
been neither well-defined nor consistently ap-

plied. Analysis is limited to assemblage con-

tent. The spatial structure of artifact

distributions can be examined in terms of the

content of site and provenience areas versus
other site and provenience areas (in square
meters), but even at this relatively gross scale

of analysis, the quality of results suffers be-

cause ofthe inconsistent definition ofthe units

of observation.

Third, the emphasis on covering acreage has a
detrimental equalizing effect on artifact

recording procedures for very large sites and
very small sites at the expense of data quality

and sample comparability at both ends of the

size spectrum. Small sites suffer because of

the pressure to limit search time, therefore to

relegate single items or small scatters to iso-

lated occurrence status or dismiss them en-

tirely as "noise" from larger sites nearby. Large

sites suffer because time constraints rarely

permit the thorough recording ofthe hundreds
or thousands of artifacts found on them.

Sampling such sites becomes a necessity, but

in the absence ofsamples ofall-observed items

from large sites and of an understanding of

large-site spatial structure, the meaning ofthe

samples is unclear. This major problem was
not solved on the SanAugustine CoalArea sur-

vey and it is probably unresolvable with tradi-

tional survey methods.

A hierarchical sampling strategy was devised

on the SACA survey for dealing with these

problems, i.e. sample comparability and infor-

mation content decreases as site size in-

creases. As a result, all-observed samples are

poorly represented for some site types, mainly

large architectural sites surrounded by dense
scatters, while other site types (small scatters)

are well represented. It is important that fu-

ture projects rectify this gap in information by
conducting intensive artifact analyses on as
many sites as feasible in the poorly sampled
site type categories.

Sample Types and
Sample Confidence

Field methods for lithic data collection are

detailed in Appendix 4. This summary in-

cludes a description of the data format, ex-

amples offorms used on the project, a glossary
of attribute definitions, and a discussion of in-

field sampling procedures, training, and
coding error.

Three major sample types were defined for the

San Augustine Coal Area survey and are dis-

cussed below in order ofsample reliability from
least to most reliable.

Narrative Samples

This type includes sites with ( 1) narrative-only

samples (i.e. a qualitative description of the

lithic assemblage with no quantification); (2)

tools-only samples; (3) quadrat samples; and
(4) all-observed tallies.

1. Narrative-only data are based on
qualitative impressions of reduction

sequences and material types and on
estimates of numbers of tools and
debitage present, gained from walking
over the site. These sites or provenien-

ces are generally so large and amor-
phous that other sampling procedures
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were not feasible, or circumstances at

the time the provenience was recorded
prevented other kinds of sampling. An
example is the enormous quarry at Site

258 that takes in a band of con-

glomerate gravels below a mesa rim
and covers an area of approximately

360,000 square meters.

2. The tools-only sample consists of

all formal and informal tools located on
a site's surface. Tools-only sample
reliability is compromised in the follow-

ing ways: (a) occasionally tools were
located by conducting systematic nar-

row sweeps over a site, but thiswas not

regularly done. There was no sys-

tematic discovery procedure for finding

tools; (b) When all lithics are not ex-

amined (and sometimes even when
they are), informal tools (i.e. retouched

or utilized flakes) are likely to be under-

represented in a sample because they

are more difficult to recognize than for-

mal tools, and because all edges of an
item must be checked in order to recog-

nize them. Formal tools in the early

stages of manufacture are subject to

the same problems; (c) The size of the

item is likely to be directly proportion-

al to its chance of being discovered.

The tools-only assemblages (and
probably all the assemblages) are

biased towards groundstone and ham-
merstones and against small chipped
stone tools. Counts of small items in

these samples are likely to be too con-

servative.

3. Quadrat sample data primarily

provide presence/absence information

about assemblage content. One must
assume that sites lack spatial struc-

ture (cf. McAnany et al. 1984) to ex-

trapolate from the sample to the entire

site. Quadrat sampling is an intensive

look at a small part of a site, with no
way of knowing how the part is related

to the remainder.

4. All-observed tally refers to sites

where every item located was ex-

amined, but only two attributes were
recorded: artifact type and material.

The data are useful for density calcula-

tions and assemblage content sum-
maries but lack attribute information

that is needed for other kinds of

analyses. Again, informal tools are

likely to be missed.

All-observed Attribute Samples

The highest quality data base for lithics con-
sists of proveniences at which all of the ob-

served lithic artifacts were coded. This data

base and the all-observed tally are the only

samples for which assemblages are com-
parable because all surface lithics were
recorded. Comparability is a problem even for

the all-observed proveniences because the

search for items to flag was not conducted sys-

tematically and search intensity varied from
site to site (Ebert et al. 1983a). We are present-

ly unable to measure the amount of bias intro-

duced by these methodological
inconsistencies. Compared with narrative

samples, search time is likely to have been
longer for the all-observed samples.

An advantage of the all-observed attribute

samples is that the identification of reduction

stage can be independently supported by
several attributes, including size, cortex, dor-

sal scar count, and platform type. Other at-

tributes document item completeness, use,

and breakage.

Problems in Sample Comparability

A variety of sampling procedures was
employed during the project as a solution to

the time constraints presented by large, dense

sites and the need to incorporate lithic data

from sites recorded during the reconnaissance

stages of the survey. The resulting sample
types are not equally reliable, and the degree

of comparability of site assemblages other

than those in the all-observed category is dif-

ficult to assess. The two important problems
in sample comparability are (1) the wide range

in the way high artifact density sites were
sampled, and (2) the limited usefulness of

sample data in general. An assumption made
here is that artifact distributions at sites have

a spatial structure, i.e. different areas of a site

are used for different purposes during one or

several occupations, and these differences are

reflected in the content and density of surface

assemblages (cf. Lewarch and O'Brien 1982);
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therefore a sample from a small area of a site

is not likely to be representative of the entire

assemblage. This basic assumption challen-

ges the practice of extrapolating from samples
to entire assemblages. Similar sampling
problems are acute for most surface ar-

cheological projects. It is, consequently, high-

ly desirable to collect systematic all-observed

data from as many sites as possible so that the

data are methodologically comparable and so

that assumptions about the surface spatial

structure of artifact distributions at sites can
be confirmed or rejected.

Because the following analyses concentrate al-

most exclusively on the all-observed sample, it

is important to explore the relationship be-

tween the all-observed sample and the other

lithic samples and also the extent to which the

sampled proveniences are representative of all

the proveniences. Table 6.1 is a comparison
of sample types (all-observed/other types/un-

sampled) by provenience type. Because the

criteria for defining proveniences were not con-

sistent, all proveniences with architecture are

grouped together. Architectural proveniences

include small structures, roomblocks, mid-
dens, and pitstructures. Scatters are broken
down by the presence or absence of features.

The unsampled proveniences include those

without lithic artifacts. Also, proveniences

may not have been sampled because others at

the same site were sampled.

This comparison of sample types indicates a

strong bias in all-observed sampling towards
scatters, regardless of area. The bias is based
on artifact density, which is often too high on
architectural proveniences for all-observed

samples to be feasible, given the time con-

straints of standard CRM field methodology.

Lithic Raw Materials

Lithic Resources in the Project Area

The most complete description of lithic

material types that occur in and near the San
Augustine Coal Area was compiled by Wilson

(1978). He elaborates on Warren's (1971) list

of material types found in Catron County.

These material types include varieties of chert,

chalcedony, basalt, rhyolite, other crystalline

volcanics, petrified wood, and quartzite. Al-

though the distribution of common material

types has not been plotted within the project

boundaries, all occur as chunks or cobbles in

conglomerate formations and on alluvial ter-

races, and all are readily available within the

40 km radius enclosed by the project.

Known Quarry Locations in

or Near the Project Area

The Laboratory ofAnthropologyARMS file was
searched for quarry locations recorded over an
extensive area that includes the project area

and stretches north to Zuni, east to include

the Northern Plains area, west to the New
Mexico-Arizona border, and south to Highway
160. Results were minimal, probably because
quarries are often not recorded, very little CRM
work has been done in the area, and local raw
material deposits in the form of cobble gravels,

petrified logs, and basalt caprock are abun-
dant in the area. Three basalt quarries at out-

crops were recorded during the Quemado
Class II survey (USDI.BLM 1979). OtherClass
II survey sites, inT. IS., R. 18W., Section 17 are

listed on the ARMS output as quarries are

early stage basalt reduction sites.

Table 6.1: Sample Type by Provenience Type

Provenience Type Sample Type
N All Observed Other Unsampled

Architectural 170 25 (14.7%) 82 (48.2%) 63(37.1%)
Scatters 180 85 (47.2%) 51 (28.3%) 44 (24.4%)

w/features 119 43 36 40
w/o features 61 42 15 4

Other 9 3* 2 4
TOTAL 359 113 135 111
*not included in all-observed attribute analysis.
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One geologically-defined gravel deposit cover-

ing several hundred thousand square meters
was recorded during the San Augustine Coal

Area survey.

A second extensive deposit encompassing over

400 cubic yards of gravel (DCA-83-302) was
recorded by the Division of Conservation Ar-

cheology (Moore et al. 1983). These quarries

consist of cobble deposits of quartzites, crys-

talline volcanics, and cherts.

The gray chert that Elyea (1983) refers to as
coming from a local, noncobble source was not

recognized during the survey, and no outcrops

of this material were found.

Known Quarry Locations for

Nonlocal Lithic Materials

Three exotic, or nonlocal, lithic materials were
recognized during the San Augustine Coal

Area survey: obsidian, brown-spotted chert,

and Zuni wood. Brown-spotted chert (some-

times referred to as Chinle chert) is a lustrous

dark orange jasper-like chert with dendritic

black inclusions. Zuni wood is a distinctive

lustrous chert ranging in color from dark pink
to purple. All three materials are rare on
project sites, although some obsidian may be
local. The Red Hill volcanic plug, an obsidian

source documented by Wilson (1978:28), is on
the south boundary of the project area.

Brown-spotted chert outcrops have been ob-

served west of Zuni (C. Cameron, personal

communication 1984), but no specific raw
material procurement sites have been
recorded for this material or for Zuni wood.
Brown-spotted chert is commonly found as

cobbles in arroyos throughout the Zuni area

(R. Anyon, personal communication 1984).

Zuni wood occurs in the Butte Mountain mem-
ber of the Petrified Forest formation, and a

source near Zuni is postulated (H. Warren,
personal communication 1984).

Without more accurate sourcing information,

little can be said about mobility, trade, or other

forms of interaction except that the above non-
local materials are found in the Zuni area and
had to be procured through one of these

means. Their rarity in the Quemado area as-

semblages (maximum occurrence for brown-

spotted chert is six pieces on one site) suggests
that they were not the basic commodities for

stone tool manufacture. Elyea (1983:28) ob-

served that brown-spotted chert was most
often found on Pueblo II-III and Pueblo III

period sites, and that this material type was
absent from Archaic assemblages. It is un-
known whether this trend is confirmed by the

current project data.

Brown-spotted chert frequently occurs as tools

or tool fragments (16.6 percent of 33 pieces)

and heat spalls (11.1 percent) ; Zuniwood often

occurs as utilized flakes (13.3 percent of 23
pieces). Also noteworthy is the mutually ex-

clusive distribution of the two nonlocal
materials, which occur together at only two
sites of the 28 on which they were found.

Obsidian accounts for 1.1 percent of lithic

materials in the all-observed coded samples.

If Red Hill was a prehistoric obsidian source,

the distance fall-offmodels (e.g. Renfrew et al.

1968; Sidrys 1977) for correlations between
proximity of source material and frequency in

assemblages fail to explain the rarity of this

material type in local assemblages.

Perhaps the quality of Red Hill obsidian is so

poor that it was rarely sought, or perhaps

nearly all lithic tool needs could be better satis-

fied by materials that were closer at hand. In

any case, the presence of an obsidian source

in the project area seems to have had little ef-

fect on the proportion of obsidian in local lithic

assemblages.

Summary

Two conclusions of interest can be drawn from
lithic source locations: (1) lithics that account

for approximately 99 percent of project as-

semblages can be obtained locally; (2) nonlo-

cal lithics seem to have come predominately

from the Zuni area some 50 miles to the north.

This evidence suggests a very sedentary, local-

ly-bounded system of lithic procurement in

which neither wide-ranging trade nor special

task-oriented mobility (i.e. embedded lithic

procurement strategies) has introduced a sub-

stantial quantity of lithic material of nonlocal

origin.
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Assemblage Variability in the

All-Observed Sample

Attributes of all items observed at a
provenience were coded for 110 proveniences,

and data from 109 proveniences are included

in the analyses. This sample includes 2,187
chipped and groundstone items. Assemblage
size for any one provenience ranges from one
to 132 items, with a mean size of 19 items; the

mean number of tools in each assemblage is

four.

Provenience Types

The first step in looking for patterning in as-

semblage content was to define the charac-

teristics of the proveniences. The size

distribution of proveniences was examined by
plotting provenience area in square meters,

resulting in a tri-modal distribution. Figure

6.1 demonstrates the basis for provenience

size definitions: small is to 65 m2; medium
is 85 to 650 m2; and large refers to 800 to

12,000 m2. This pattern and the distribution

of structures and features within proveniences
are the bases for the following provenience

type definitions.

7000-12000

2250-5000 .

800-2000

<
UJ

<

1 1 1
1 I I

10 20 30

FREQUENCY OF PROVENIENCES

Figure 6.1: Provenience area distribution.

Nonstructural Samples

1. Small scatters are nonstructural
proveniences, with or without features and
with an area of 65 square meters or less.

2. Scatters are 85 to 650 square meters in

area and have no features. Ceramics are

usually, but not always, present.

3. Scatters with features fall in the same size

range as the above category; however, hearths,

firecracked rock, or ash stains are present.

4. Large scatters are 800 to 12,000 square
meters in area.

5. Large scatters with features fall in the

"large" size range and include hearths,
firecracked rock, or ash stains.

Structural Samples

1. Small structures are those proveniences

with one to four rooms, surrounded by refuse

scatters but with no apparent dumps or mid-
dens. Three proveniences with a higher room
count, but no associated middens, were also

placed in this category.

2. Roomblocks are proveniences with five or

more rooms; items in this category occur on or

immediately surrounding the roomblock.

3. Middens are proveniences where surface

density ofceramic and lithic artifacts indicates

repeated dumping of trash. They occur only

on architectural sites and are associated with

roomblocks.

4. Pitstructures are defined by roughly cir-

cular depressions or roughly circular areas

with high concentrations of burned jacal,

stained soil, and artifacts.

The provenience definitions are not based on
the frequency of artifacts in assemblages. The
most significant aspect ofthe list of provenien-

ces in each category (Appendix 5) is the wide
range in artifact frequency within each
provenience type (Table 6.2), e.g. many
proveniences have fewer than 10 items. For
this reason, assemblages are grouped by
provenience types in the following analyses so
that frequencies will be large enough to com-
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pare. Even when grouped, some provenience
types (notably pitstructures. middens, and
roomblocks) have a low frequency of lithic

items and are poorly represented.

In addition, no conclusions were formulated as

to the meaning of the provenience types in ad-

vance of the analysis. Designation of the

provenience types is based solely on field

description, not on inferred function. It is

clear, however, that defining provenience
types prior to the analysis influences the

results. Data from the all-observed provenien-

ces are categorized by the above provenience

types (Appendix 5) and are also presented in

numerical order by provenience number (Ap-

pendix 6).

Assemblage Variability

Variability in reduction stage, material type,

tool frequency, tool breakage patterns, and
lithic artifact density are considered below.

Lithic Reduction

Recently, lithic analysts have been concerned
with defining reduction stages of debitage by
size and other attributes, as a means of

characterizing site function (Jeffries 1982;

Magne 1983; Pokotylo 1978; Raab et al. 1979).

Since lithic tool manufacture is reductive, i.e.

it consists of removing flakes from a core or

blank to make a tool, the manufacturing
stages can be inferred from characteristics of

the debris. Researchers may be able to infer

from reduction stage data whether early or

later stages of tool manufacture occurred at a

place, or whether tools were used or reshar-

pened but not manufactured there. With the

exception of Magne's work (1983), these
studies have emphasized biface reduction.

However, debitage may result from a wide
range oflithic production and maintenance ac-

tivities that include but are not limited to

biface reduction. Furthermore, the effect of

material type on debitage attributes has not
been well controlled and is not well under-
stood. Preliminary studies of whole flakes

(Raab et al. 1979; Stahle and Dunn 1982;
Stiles et al. 1974) indicate, nonetheless, that

early reduction stages are characterized by a

large range in flake size, amount of cortex, and
dorsal scar count, while later stages are

characterized by uniformity in these at-

tributes. A mix of reduction stages resulting

from several occupations of the same place

might appear to be an early sequence, given

these assumptions. Following analyses em-
phasize the measurement of the degree of

variability in flake size, amount of cortex, and
dorsal scar count. The analyses presume that

differences in the range of these attributes are

archeologically significant, but do not directly

reflect behavioral episodes. Variability in

reduction stage may instead reflect differences

or redundancy in the use of a place over time.

» Flake size:

The flintknapper starts with a large piece of

raw material from which he strikes flakes that

either will become tools themselves or that

must be removed in order to shape the large

piece itself into a tool. Both large and small

pieces of debris result from this process. As
the flintknapper shapes and finishes the tool,

it becomes smaller and so does the associated

debris; therefore, a wide range in flake size is

inferred to indicate early reduction stages and

Table 6.2: Assemblage Frequencies and Proportions by Provenience Type

N
Whole Flakes Chipped Stone Groundstone

Provenience Type X No. % X No. % X No. % Total

Small Scatters 20 4.6 92 36.5 11.3 225 89.3 1.4 27 10.7 252
Scatters 12 3.8 46 37.9 7.8 94 91.3 0.8 9 8.7 103

Scatters w/Features 9 13.9 125 37.8 35.3 318 96.4 1.3 12 3.6 330
Large Scatters 20 5.3 105 32.1 15.2 304 93.0 1.2 23 7.0 327
Large Scatters w/Features 17 9.5 161 36.3 23.3 396 89.2 2.8 48 10.8 444
Small Structures 16 6.1 98 30.2 17.1 274 84.3 3.2 51 15.7 325
Roomblocks 6 6.5 42 41.9 15.2 91 97.9 0.3 2 2.2 93
Middens 7.2 36 26.9 23.4 117 87.3 3.4 17 12.7 134

Pitstructures 4 7.5 30 44.7 19.3 77 89.5 2.3 9 10.5 86
Isolated Occurrences 93 20 24.1 83 89.2 10 10.8 93
TOTAL 755 1,979 208 2,187
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a narrow range to Indicate late reduction
stages. If many items are made at the same
location, variability in the size of debris may
indicate overall trends of lithic manufacture
there, i.e. whether the place was a locus of

early or late reduction stage manufacture or

encompassed all reduction stages.

Flake size data collected during the San
Augustine Coal Area include length and thick-

ness in millimeters for whole flakes and
proximal (platform-bearing) flake fragments.

The length-to-thickness ratio was calculated

from these data. A high length-to-thickness

ratio indicates long, thin flakes; a low ratio in-

dicates short, thick flakes. The length-to-

thickness ratio may indicate different

manufacturing strategies, for example, blade

versus b iface production. It may also indicate

varying levels of skill in flintknapping, with

skilled knappers consistently producing long

thin flakes and beginners producing short

thick flakes. Variability in fracture charac-

teristics of local raw materials is also likely to

be an important factor.

Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the range in length

and thickness means for each provenience

type. All the means fall into a narrow range of

variation, with an anomalous high mean
length and thickness for flakes recovered from
pitstructures.

Flakes are uniform in size at middens and
roomblocks, while scatters and isolates exhibit

the widest range in flake size. Flakes from
other kinds of scatters and those from small

structures fall between these extremes. It is

interesting to note that flake size is more vari-

able at small structures than it is at some scat-

ters.

The mean length-to-thickness ratio provides

information about the shape of flakes charac-

teristic of each provenience type. Figure 6.4
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Figure 6.2: Range of mean flake length

among provenience types. Black circle rep-

resents overall mean per provenience type.
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Figure 6.3: Range of mean flake thickness

among provenience types. Black circle rep-

resents overall mean per provenience type.
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Figure 6.4: Overall mean length-to-thickness

ratio versus range of mean length-to-thick-

ness ratios per provenience type.

contrasts the mean flake length-to-thickness

ratio with the range in the means for this ratio

per provenience type. High values in the range
of length-to-thickness means indicate a wide
range of flake shape from one provenience to

another within each provenience type.

Scatters, for example, may include provenien-

ces with only long, thin flakes as well as
proveniences with only short, thick flakes.

Pitstructures, on the other hand, exhibit a low

range ofmeans and appear to be characterized

uniformly by assemblages of short, thick

flakes. Isolates, scatters, and roomblocks
have the widest range in length-to-thickness

ratios among proveniences, while pitstruc-

tures and middens have the narrowest range.

Scatter and pitstructure flakes are alike in

their low mean length-to-thickness ratio. In

contrast, roomblocks and small scatters have
both have ratios above five, indicating the

production of long, thin flakes.

Tables 6.3 and 6.4 place the provenience types

by flake size variability characteristics. Note

that for flake measurements alone,

roomblocks and middens exhibit the least

variability, while scatters exhibit the most.

For the two dimensions of variability in the

length-to-thickness ratio (mean and range),

pitstructures are least variabile, while
roomblocks are most variable.

Table 6.3: Range of Flake Size by Provenience Type.

Length Range
Low

Thickness Range
Medium High

Low Roomblock
Midden

Medium Scatters with

features

Pitstructures

Large scatters

Small structures

Large scatters

with features

High Small scatters Scatters
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Table 6.4: Range of Flake Length-to-

thickness Ratio by Provenience Type.

Mean L-T Ratio
Low (<5) High (>5)

(short thick) (long thin)

Range of L-T Ratio

Low (<4.8) Pitstructures Small scatters

Middens
Scatters with

features

High (>4.8) Scatters Roomblocks
Small Isolated

structures occurrences

Large scatters

Large scatters

with features

Gross patterns in the flake size data point to a

narrow range in flake size for structural sites

and a wide range for scatters, although the

patterns are not clear-cut. Though the range

in the size of flakes from roomblocks is nar-

row, the range in their shape is wide.

Conversely, pitstructures show a wide range

in item size but a greater degree of uniformity

in shape. Small structures are far more vari-

able than other structural provenience types

in both flake size and flake shape.

The scatter provenience types range from low

to high variability in flake size and shape, with

scatters showing the most variability.

-Cortex cover:

As with flake size, the amount of lithic reduc-

tion debris decreases as tools are made. The
cortical rind is present on tools in the early

stage of manufacture and is trimmed away as

the flintknapper finishes the tool; therefore, a
high proportion ofcortex on flaking debrismay
represent early reduction stages, while no cor-

tex may indicate late reduction stages.

Noncortical flakes can occur at any stage of

manufacture, so that the range in cortex cover

within an assemblage is a better indicator of

reduction stage than the percentage of cortex

present on an item.

<
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Figure 6.5: Variability in cortex cover of

whole flakes among provenience types.

Cortex on the SACA flakes was measured (in

percent) on a four-interval scale: 0, 1-50, 51-

99, 100.

Figure 6.5 is a noncumulative graph ofthe cor-

tex cover categories for flakes in each
provenience type. Four kinds of proportions

appear on the graph:

1

.

A high frequency of high percent

cortex (51-99) flakes — scatters, small

structures.

2. A high frequency ofmedium percent

cortex (1-50) flakes — roomblocks,

pitstructures.

3. A high frequency of low percent cor-

tex (0) flakes — middens, scatters with

features.
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4. Intermediate frequencies of all cor-

tex categories — small scatters, large

scatters, large scatters with features.

Dorsal scar count:

As flake size and cortex cover decrease on
flakes in the final stages of tool manufacture,

the number of dorsal scars increases. The
knapper produces more small scars on tools

as he finishes them, and the final trimming
flakes have the highest scar count of all.

The dorsal scar count is influenced by flake

size. A small trimming flake may only

evidence one or two scars, while a larger trim-

ming flake may have nine or more.

Dorsal scar data are plotted on Figure 6.6.

Three patterns may be discerned:

1. High Frequency of 0-1 Scars —
scatters;
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Figure 6.6: Variability in dorsal

scars on whole flakes among
provenience types.

2. High Frequency of 2-3 Scars -
small structures, small scatters, room-
blocks, pitstructures, large scatters

with features, scatters with features;

3. High Frequency of 4+ Scars —
large scatters, middens.

A high frequency of flakes from roomblocks
and pitstructures also exhibit four to five dor-

sal scars; the frequency of flakes with six-plus

scars from roomblocks remains high.

* Platform data:

Platform morphology changes as flintknap-

pers approach the final stages of tool-making.

Cortical platforms are proofthat enough of the

cortical rind remained to serve as a striking

platform, and may therefore indicate early

reduction stages. At the opposite end of the

manufacturing trajectory are multifacet plat-

forms produced through the careful prepara-

tion of a platform during the final trimming of

tools. Acute angles, typical of multifacet plat-

forms, usually result from the use of a trimmed
biface edge as the striking plane.

Mange (1983) found that platform scar count
was one ofthree most reliable indicators of the

reduction stage. In this analysis, platform

scar count is represented by two categories:

cortical (no scars) and multi-facet (many
scars). Other platform types, notably single-

facet platforms (one scar), fall in between these

extremes or may occur at any stage of reduc-

tion (e.g. crushed or missing platforms).

In Table 6.5, the frequencies of cortical, mul-
tifacet, and other platform types are tallied by
provenience type. For scatters, small struc-

tures, and roomblocks, the proportion of cor-

tical platform flakes is high (22.5 to 38.2

percent) while the proportion of multifacet

platform flakes is low (2.0 to 4.7 percent). The
same is true for pitstructures and middens, al-

though the difference is not as pronounced.

Large scatters, large scatters with features,

and small scatters have approximately equal

proportions of both platform types. Scatters

with features have a higher proportion ofmul-

tifacet platforms (12.7 vs 8.7 percent cortical

platforms).
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Table 6.5: Platform Type for Whole Flakes by Provenience Type

Provenience Type
c

Platform Tvue
ortical Multi-faceted Other Total

Small scatters 13 12.0% 13 12.0% 82 75.9% 108 100%
Scatters 21 38.2% 2 3.6% 32 58.2% 55 100%
Scatters w/features 13 8.7% 19 12.7% 118 78.7% 150 100%
Large scatters 24 18.8% 28 21.9% 76 59.4% 128 100%
Large scatters w/features 38 21.1% 35 19.4% 107 59.4% 180 100%
Small structures 32 25.0% 6 4.7% 90 70.3% 128 100%
Middens 8 16.7% 3 6.3% 37 77.1% 48 100%
Roomblocks 11 22.5% 1 2.0% 37 75.5% 49 100%
Pitstructurcs 5 14.3% 0.0% 30 85.7% 35 100%

» Discussion:

Current researchers agree that both a multi-

variate approach and large debitage samples
in well-controlled experimental contexts are

necessary for defining reduction stages with

confidence. Archeological data, however, are

more problematic. Multiple occupations at the

same location are likely to influence reduction

stage data by mixing stages, so that the goal

of reconstructing reduction stage events is of

questionable value. It might be more useful to

try to determine whether the same kinds of

events were repeated in the same places, or

whether a mix of different kinds of events oc-

curred. Unfortunately, the mean assemblage
size is so small in the Quemado sample that

the differential use ofplaces is difficult to com-
pare. When assemblages are grouped by
provenience type, we might be able to look at

the degree of redundancy of reduction stage

events by observing the proportions of flakes

in each inferred stage. Equal proportions of

flakes in each reduction stage could be con-

strued as a mix of many reduction stage

events, while unequal proportions of flakes per

stage could indicate either single or redundant
events.

The reduction stage rankings suggested by the

data and summarized in Table 6.6 indicate

that most of the nine provenience types can be
categorized with some consistency. Middens
form a late stage, low variability category, as
inferred from narrow flake size range, no cor-

tex, and a high dorsal scar count. Pitstruc-

tures and roomblocks form a middle stage, low
variability category, as inferred from wider
flake size range, more cortex, and a higher dor-

sal scar count. Scatters and small structures

comprise an early stage, high variability

category, as inferred from wide flake size

range, a high percentage of cortex cover, a low
dorsal scar count, and a high proportion ofcor-

tical platforms. Small scatters are an
anomalous mix of reduction stages, with con-

trasting results in length and thickness range,

cortex cover, and dorsal scar count. Dorsal

scar count and cortex cover covary among the

provenience types, strengthening the pattern-

ing. Platform type patterning is strongest only

for proveniences inferred to represent early

reduction stage activities. Different kinds of

scatters are dispersed in early, middle, and
late reduction stage categories, which points

to significant variation in function and occupa-
tional history for this group.

Table 6.6: Summary of Reduction Stage Data

Provenience Flake Average Inferred

Type Attribute Attribute Values Reduction Stage
Thick- Cort.:Multifac

Length ness L/T Ratio Platform % Cortex f Scars
x range

Scatters M-H M-H LH H:M 50-99 0-1 early-middle
Sm. Structures

Roomblocks L-M L-M LL-H L-H : L 1-49 2-3 middle-late

Pitstructures

Scatters/Fea. M L-H L-H L-H L-H : H 2-3 middle-late

L. Scatters/Fea.

Middens L-M L-M L-H L-H M: M-H 4+ late

L. Scatters

Sm. Scatters H L HL L:M 0-1 late/mixed stages
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•Words of Caution:

One problem with this scheme lies in inferring

the reduction stage from several variables that

yield conflicting results, as shown in Tables

6.3 and 6.4. Three factors may contribute to

this problem. The meaning of "reduction

stage" may be ambiguous among the at-

tributes themselves; for example, noncortical

flakes that occur early in the reduction process

inflate the percent cortex category and give

an inaccurate impression of a high proportion

of late stage flakes. Also, the definition of the

provenience types may be internally inconsis-

tent and confusing. Finally, a mix ofreduction

stages may in fact be present at proveniences.

Material Types

As discussed early in this chapter, ap-
proximately 99 percent of the lithic raw
materials were obtained locally. This em-
phasis on local procurement suggests that dif-

ferences in the proportions of lithic materials

on proveniences may be related to (1) local

mobility patterns (i.e. the patchy distribution

of raw materials with a 40 km radius of

residences and the strategies devised to get the

raw materials to the consumer) or (2) the

choice ofparticular materials for certain tasks.

In Figure 6.7, proportions of the five lithic

material types are graphed for each
provenience type. Silicified wood is a coarse-

grained material with a distinct tabular frac-

ture pattern; the category also includes
chalcedonic silicified wood, a milky white, fine-

grained high quality material that fractures

conchoidally. Quartzite is a "sugary" cryp-

tocrystalline with visible coarse to fine grains.

Chert/chalcedony encompasses a wide range

of quality, from weathered and chalky material

to grainy material difficult to distinguish from
quartzite to translucent, glossy material.

Crystalline volcanics are made up of basalts

and rhyolites. "Other" includes all other docu-

mented lithic materials, notably obsidian and
indeterminate cryptocrystallines.

All provenience types have a high proportion

of silicified wood and a low proportion of

"other" materials. Patterns for three other

common material types, quartzite, chert/chal-

cedony, and crystalline volcanics, can be dis-

cerned. In the first pattern, the proportion of

chert/chalcedony is high, and quartzite and
volcanics are poorly represented at small scat-

ters, scatters with features, large scatters, and
large scatters with features. In the second pat-

tern, volcanics constitute a high proportion of

the total material types at roomblocks, mid-
dens, and pitstructures. In the third pattern,

quartzite is the most common material type,

although chert/chalcedony and volcanics also

occur frequently. Provenience types charac-

terized by this pattern include small struc-

tures and scatters.

Chi-square tests were run to determine
whether there were significant differences in

frequencies of the four common material types

within each provenience type (Table 6.7). No
significant difference was found at the 0.001

level for roomblocks, pitstructures, and scat-

ters, that is, no one material type was found
more likely to occur than any other type. The
chi-square value for middens is significant at
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Figure 6.7: Variability in material type among
provenience types.
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the 0.001 level due to the high proportions of

silicified wood and crystalline volcanics, but
the value is still far lower than the chi-square

values for nonstructural provenience types.

At nonstructural provenience types, high fre-

quencies of silicified wood and chert/chal-

cedony are responsible for significant
differences in the occurrence of lithic raw
material types. Except at small structures,

low frequencies of quartzite are present at

these proveniences.

Table 6.7: Chi-square Test Results:

Distribution of Common Material Types at

Provenience Types

Small scatters X = 40.6
Small structures X = 31.6
Scatters X = 1.6»

Roomblocks X = 9.9*

Scatters w/features X = 285.6
Middens X = 18.5

Large scatters X = 108.5

Pitstructures X - 15.4*

Large scatters w/features X = 63.5

df=3. X = 16.3 (p = 0.001)
* = No significant difference

In summary, structural provenience types
(roomblocks and middens) have random dis-

tributions of common material types, while

nonstructural provenience types have dis-

tributions that depart significantly from ran-

dom distributions. Scatters are anomalous.
The chi-square value for scatters is the lowest

of any provenience type, indicating that, as for

structural proveniences, common material

types occur in frequencies that suggest ran-

dom distributions.

Material types may have properties that lend

themselves to specific uses, regardless of the

overall adaptation or place of use. Looking at

the entire whole flake sample is a way to dis-

cern clues about manufacturing trajectories

specific to each material type.

In order to assess differences among material

types by reduction stage, the sample of all

whole flakes was examined. In Figure 6.8, the

amount of cortex on whole flakes is plotted for

four of the five common material types.

In Figure 6.9, the dorsal scar count on whole
flakes is plotted for the four material types.

The results suggest that silicified wood occurs

more frequently than other material types in

later reduction stage categories, although dif-

ferences are not great among silicified wood
and chert/chalcedony. Quartzite, however,

has a different plot, with high proportions of

this material type occurring in early reduction

stage categories.

Table 6.8 compares the proportion of cortical

and multi-facet platforms by material type.

Chi-square tests were run on four of the five

common material types. No significant dif-

ference was found at the 0.001 level among
material types for cortical platform flakes, that

is, cortical platforms are equally likely to occur
on flakes of any material type. For multi-

faceted platforms, however, there is a sig-

nificant difference among material types.

Silicified woods, cherts, and chalcedonies

occur far more frequently in this later reduc-

tion stage category than do quartzites and vol-

canics.

KEY:

SILICIFIED WOOD
QUARTZITE

CHERT/CHALCEDONY
CRYSTALLINE VOLCANICS

5 1-99 1-50

% CORTEX COVER

Figure 6.8: Variability in cortex cover of

whole flakes by material type.
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Table 6.8: Platform Type by Material Type for All Whole Flakes

Material Type Platform Type
Cortical Multifacet

No. % No. %
Silicified wood 43 27.9% 45 45.0%
Quartzite 39 25.3% 2 2.0%
Chert/chalcedony 26 16.9% 40 40.0%
Crystalline voice nlc 38 24.7% 11 11.0%
Other 8 5.2% 2 2.0%
Chl-square test results based on four common material types: df = 3, X = 16.3 (p = .001)

cortical platform

multi-facet platform

X=4.5, no significant difference

X=55.1, significant difference

KEY.
SILICIFIED WOOD
QUARTZITE

CHERT/CHALCEDONY
CRYSTALLINE VOLCANICS

DORSAL SCAR COUNT

Figure 6.9: Variability in dorsal scars on
whole flakes by material type.

When this information is compared with the

provenience type plots in Figures 6.2 through
6.6, quartzite appears to be the material type

most strongly correlated with attributes repre-

senting early reduction stages, followed by vol-

canics. Quartzites and volcanics occur in high

proportions at scatters and small structures.

Assemblages at these provenience types are

highly variable and are inferred to be early

reduction stage assemblages. The material

type attributes at these proveniences strongly

influence the amount of assemblage
variability. Middens, however, have a high

proportion of inferred late reduction stage

debris, yet they also have a high proportion of

volcanics.

At scatters with features and large scatters

with and without features, inferred middle to

late and later reduction stages correlate with

an abundance of silicified wood and
chert/chalcedony. We can conclude that

lithic raw material type is a determinant of

reduction stage trajectories and that the in-

ferred reduction stage of assemblages at dif-

ferent provenience types is influenced by the

proportions of lithic materials at those
provenience types.

Tools and Assemblage Composition

Since the first lithic studies, archeologists

have pondered the meaning of stone tools as

time markers, as culture markers, and as in-

dicators of site function. Tools have been con-

sidered individually and groups of tools have

been viewed proportionately in assemblages.

The tools from the SACA project are analyzed

as assemblages and examined for several tool

assemblage attributes, such as frequency,

proportion, diversity, and breakage.

—Tool Types:

A count of tool types present at proveniences

yields some gross trends; for example, ham-
merstones, manos, and bifaces occur most
commonly at proveniences, while unifaces.

projectile points, and metates are the least

common items. Bifaces occur at 36.4 percent

of all proveniences, hammerstones at 44.2 per-

cent, and manos at 35.5 percent. In contrast,
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unlfaces occur at 14.3 percent of all provenien-

ces, projectiles points at 18.5 percent, and
metates at only 9.3 percent. Metates and
unlfaces do not occur at scatters or at scatters

with features; metates and informal tools (util-

ized and retouched flakes) are not found at

pitstructures; and middens do not yield

projectile points.

Provenience types were ranked by tool occur-

rence and the results of the ranking are

presented in Table 6.9. Provenience types in

the "common" category rank high with respect

to the number of locations at which each tool

type occurs. Provenience types in the "rare"

category rank low with respect to the number
of locations at which each tool type occurs.

Small structures and middens have high
ranks for all types except projectile points. For
most tool types, scatters of various kinds and
sizes rank low.

While these results are intuitively obvious for

most tool groups, there are anomalies that

may have more to do with use history than
with individual activities at the locations.

Large scatters with features rank high for

groundstone tools, while other scatters rank
low; roomblocks rank high for hammerstones
and cores. Artifact distributions at pitstruc-

tures frequently include projectile points while

those at other structural proveniences do not.

These patterns will be interpreted in greater

detail below.

•Tool Assemblages:

Although Table 6.9 summarizes the distribu-

tion of tool types at proveniences, tool frequen-

cies must be examined for information about
assemblage composition.

Tool frequencies are grouped into provenience

types because sample assemblages often con-

sist of fewer than 10 items. An advantage to

this procedure is that these groupings may be
more justifiably interpreted when viewed as

the cumulative debris resulting from a series

of events and activities, or as the material his-

tory of the use of a place with scatter sizes and
the presence or absence of features held con-

stant.Figures 6.10 and 6.11 present the tool

proportions for major tool groups. Proportions

are calculated in relation to the entire as-

semblage (including debitage), rather than the

tool component.

Large scatters with features and scatters with

features show very high proportions of infor-

mal tools while scatters exhibit the highest

proportion of groundstone. The highest

proportions of formal tools and the lowest

proportions of informal tools occur at pitstruc-

tures, roomblocks. small scatters, and isolated

occurrences.

Small structures, middens and large scatters

appear to be relatively even in proportions of

informal tools, groundstone and formal tools.

Table 6.9: Common and Rare Tool Types at Proveniences

Tool Informal Unlfaces/ Projectile Cores/Ham- Manos/
Occurrence Tools Blfaces Points merstones Metates

Common large scatters

w/features

roomblocks pitstructures roomblocks large scatters

w/features

sm. structures sm. structures small scatters sm. structures sm. structures

middens middens small scatters middens
w/features

middens

Rare pitstructures scatters scatters scatters scatters

small scatters large scatters

w/features

middens large scatters large scatters

roomblocks scatters large scatters small scatters scatters

w/features w/features w/features
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Small scatters, roomblocks, middens, scat-

ters, and Isolated occurrences all have high

proportions of cores in relation to ham-
merstones. At small structures, large scat-

ters, large scatters with features, and scatters

with features, the proportions of cores and
hammerstones are nearly even; however, at

pitstructure proveniences, hammerstones
outnumber cores. Implications of these
proportions will be discussed in the interpreta-

tion section below.

• Assemblage Diversity and Density:

Another way to look at assemblage variability

is through the measurement of the diversity of

tool types within each provenience. Two diver-

sity measures were applied to the nine
provenience types: the Shannon-Weaver
index (Pielou 1975) and a variety index. The
latter is simply a proportion calculated by
dividing the number of tool types.

The Shannon-Weaver index controls for even-

ness as well as for variety, so that high values

indicate an even dispersion of types in the as-

semblage as well as a large number of types

present. The 1 1 tool types used in the calcula-

tions are single platform core; multiple plat-

form core; other core; informal tool; uniface;

biface 1; biface 2; projectile point/biface 3;

mano; metate; and hammerstone. In Table

6.10, provenience types are listed by index
value from lowest to highest. Both indexes

result in similar low, middle, and high rank-

ings, with assemblages from structural

proveniences and large scatters with features

consistently more diverse than assemblages
from other kinds of scatters.

Table 6.10: Provenience Type Rank
by Diversity Index-low to High

Mean Shannon-Weaver Index Mean Variety Index
Scatters with features

Small scatters

Large scatters

Scatters

Roomblocks
Pitstructures

Large scatters with features

Small structures

Middens

Scatters with features

Small scatters

Large scatters

Scatters

Pitstructures

Roomblocks
Small structures

Middens
Large scatters w/features

In Figure 6.12, the mean variety is plotted

against the total number of tools per
provenience type assemblage, resulting in a

plot of the evenness of tool distribution. Large

scatters with features, small structures, and
middens are all outliers, with high variety in-

dexes. Other provenience types cluster along

a regression line with a negative slope, indicat-

ing an increase in variety as the tool totals

decrease. These results are interesting, since

Jones and others (1983) recently demon-
strated a strong relationship between frequen-

cy and diversity in their assemblages, arguing

that artifact diversity is a long linear function

of sample size, i.e. as sample size increased in

their assemblages, diversity increased. Figure

6. 12 demonstrates the opposite effect — as the

tool frequency decreases, the tool diversity in-

creases for six of the nine provenience types.

140

• LG SCAT/FEA

• SM STR

• LG SCAT

SCAT/FEA

• SM SCAT

• SCAT

• RMBLK

PIT STR

0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45

MEAN VARIETY PER PROVENIENCE TYPE (K/11)

Figure 6. 12: Mean variety index vs. tool

frequency among provenience types.

The diversity relationships ofJones and others

(1983) suggest a set of expectations that link

assemblage size with assemblage diversity,

based on sampling bias. Principal expecta-

tions are the following:

1. Large total assemblage size corre-

lates with high assemblage diversity.

2. Large tool assemblage size corre-

lates with high tool diversity.
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Other possible expectations are:

3. Large total assemblage area corre-

lates with high assemblage diversity.

4. Large total assemblage area corre-

lates with large total assemblage size.

5. Large total assemblage area corre-

lates with large tool assemblage size.

In order to examine these relationships in the

SACA assemblages, several correlations that

are relevant to this problem were calculated for

the total assemblage from all nine provenience

types (Table 6.11), using sample area, as-

semblage size, and tool frequency variables.

Results indicate that assemblage diversity cor-

relates strongly with both total artifact fre-

quency and tool frequency, while tool

frequency correlates stronglywith total artifact

frequency, as shown in Figure 6. 13; however,

there is a low correlation between sample area

and diversity. These relationships are in line

with the expectations of Jones and others

(1983). Sample area is also weakly correlated

with tool frequency, total assemblage size, and
the proportion of formal tools in assemblages.

Figures 6.12 and 6.13 offer contrasting pat-

terns in the relationship between tool frequen-

cy and diversity. Tool frequency increases

with total assemblage size (Figure 6. 13). Given
the above sets ofexpectations, we could expect

tool variety to increase as well; however, in six

of nine cases tool variety decreases as tool fre-

quency increases (Figure 6.12). If sampling

bias (as construed by Jones and others (1983)

were an important factor influencing these

relationships, we would expect the opposite

pattern, i.e. tool variety would increase as tool

frequency increases. Other factors appear to

be responsible for these patterns and will be
addressed in the conclusions to this chapter.

•Breakage:

Data on breakage of formal tools — unifaces

and bifaces — can inform us about discard be-

havior. When these data are combined with

provenience information, patterns which rep-

Table 6.11: Correlations Relevant to Assemblage Size Diversity Relationships

Sample Area
Assemblage

SiZfi_

Tool

Frequency
Informal Tool total

Formal Tool Total

(unifaces + bifaces)

Assemblage Diversity

- Variety

Shannon-Weaver Index

Tool total (includes cores)

Assemblage Total

0.276* 0.381 0.301

0.003 0.0001 0.001

112 112 112
0.311 0.162 0.153
0.007 0.172 0.198

73 73 73

0.175 0.509 0.827
0.090 0.0001 0.0001

95 95 95
0.210 0.482 0.751

0.026 0.0001 0.0001
112 112 112

0.207 0.694
0.028 0.0001
112 112

0.188
0.047
112

* Correlation coefficient

Probability

Number of proveniences in sample
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resent differences In the loci of retooling may
be discerned. As with many recent typologies

of assemblage variability (e.g. Camilli 1983;

Leonard et al. 1984; Nelson and Camilli 1984;

Vierra and Doleman 1984), concepts of land

use and the organization of technology (Bin-

ford 1978, 1979, 1980, 1982) form the basis

for the following assumptions. For the sake of

simplicity, it is assumed that informal tools are

expediently manufactured, that formal tools

are curated, and that bulky, heavy tools

(manos, metates) are site furniture, or facilities

that "go with" a place (see Binford 1979).

If the role of places in subsistence planning is

examined, the assumption may be made that

residences are the sites of retooling and dis-

card of broken items, especially curated items

that involve repair or insertion into compli-

cated hafts (Keeley 1982), whether they are

classified as formal or informal tools. Special

task or other short-term occupation loci are

likely to be the sites of the use and discard of

expedient tools (unhafted items like backed
blades or sharp-edged flakes, or easily

replaced broken hafted items) and of the dis-

card of useless pieces of curated tools (e.g. tips

and midsections of projectile points). All sorts

of items that have nothing to do with the func-

tion of a place may be manufactured there

(Binford 1978) and discarded after manufac-
turing errors.

At the nine SACA provenience types, counts
for tool breakage categories other than "whole"

or "indeterminate fragment" are low, although

some trends that are not statistically sig-

nificant are evident in the distribution ofwhole
and broken tools. Bases ?nd whole items with

broken bases occur more often in structural

contexts, while tips and midsections occur ex-

clusively at scatters. This supports the above
assumptions about retooling or recycling tool

bases and tools with broken bases at resi-

dences. It appears, however, that retooling

may have occurred at scatters as well because
of the presence of bases at scatters. However,
the breakage patterns at scatters may be the

result of tool discard at the loci of use rather

than at the retooling site. Whole items with

broken tips occur at scatters, but are not

found in structural contexts. A high propor-

tion (96.4 percent) of isolated tools are whole
items; the remaining items include a tip, a
midsection, and an indeterminate fragment.

Chi-square tests were run first on whole items

and then on indeterminate fragments to deter-

mine whether or not there are significant dif-

ferences in the distribution of these kinds of

items among provenience types. No sig-

nificant difference was found among
provenience types for either whole items or in-

determinate fragments. In order to ascertain

whether there were significant differences in

the occurrence of other breakage types such
as bases, tips, and midsections (excluding

whole items and indeterminate fragments),

another chi-square test was run. Again,

results indicate no significant differences

among provenience types. Additional chi-

square tests were run to determine whether
whole items and indeterminate fragments are

distributed evenly among all formal tool types.

Results indicate no significant difference for

whole items or for indeterminate fragments.
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^Density:

Figure 6. 14 plots the density distribution for

each provenience type. Scatters, large scat-

ters, and large scatters with features lie at the

low density, narrow range end of the graph;

middens, roomblocks, small structures, and
scatters with features are in the low density,

medium range area, while pitstructures and
small scatters have a much higher overall

mean density of items as well as a far greater

range in density.

Summary

Results of the analyses have been discussed

and presented in table and graphic form.

Several observations can be made concerning

the patterns summarized in Table 6.12.

» Reduction sequence:

Late reduction stage is inferred from a narrow
range in flake length and thickness, from high

dorsal scar counts, from a low proportion of

cortex, and from high proportions ofmultifacet

platforms on flakes.

Proveniences with inferred late reduction stage

assemblages are middens and large scatters.

Assemblages from roomblocks, pitstructures,

large scatters with features, and scatters with

features consist of middle to later reduction

debris. Small scatters are comprised pre-

dominately of late stage debris, with a mixture
of debris from other stages.
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PROVENIENCE TYPE

Figure 6.14. Range of lithic artifact density

among provenience types. (Black tic or

circle represents overall mean per

provenience type.)

An early to middle reduction stage is inferred

from the wide range of flake length and thick-

ness, low dorsal scar counts, a high proportion

of cortex, and from high proportions of corti-

cal platforms on flakes. These characteristics

fit the assemblages from small structures and
scatters.

Structural and nonstructural proveniences do
not fall neatly into late and early reduction

stage categories. Rather, the inferred reduc-

tion stage cross-cuts the provenience types.

Table 6.12: Assemblage Composition Patterns for Provenience Types

Assemblag e Room- Pit Small Lg. Scat. Scatters Large Small
Attribute Middens blocks Struc. Struc. w/Fea. w/Pea. Scatters Scatters Scatters

Reduction Middle- Middle- Early- Middle- Middle- Early- Late-

Stage Late Late Late Middle Late Late Late Middle Mixed
Material Nonmdm Random Random Nonrndm Nonrndm Nonrndm Nonrndm Random Nonrndm
Types Selection Selection Selection Selection Selection Selection Selection Selection Selection

% Formal
Tools High High High Medium Medium Low Medium Medium High
% Informal

Tools Medium Low Low Medium High Medium Low Medium Low
% Ground

-

stone Medium Low Medium High Medium Low Low High Medium
% Hammer
stones Low Low Medium Medium Medium Low Low Low Low
% Cores High High Low High Medium Low Medium High High
Diversity High Medium Medium High High Low Low Medium Low
Density Medium Medium High Medium Low Medium Low Low High
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Middens consist of late reduction stage debris,

as expected, because they are formal dumps
from household maintenance and flintknap-

pers generally work outdoors, except perhaps
to resharpen tools. The "indoor-outdoor
debris" rationale is less successful for room-
blocks, pitstructures, and small structures,

since their surfaces may consist of post-depo-

sitional fill and they may have been scavenged
or reused by later occupants. Small struc-

tures not only do not fit the late reduction stage

expectation for residences, but appear to be
the loci of early stages of lithic manufacturing.
Scatters of all types are extremely variable as
to inferred reduction stage. This variability

may be a result ofboth the wide range in func-

tions and in use-histories of scatters.

«* Material type:

Structural proveniences have the widest range

of material types, as would be expected in a
logistical system where retooling takes place at

residential sites. Most scatter types are high-

ly variable in material type proportions. This
variability may result from the reduction of

lithic material procured nearby to enhance
core portability, or from the expedient use of

nearby materials to the exclusion of other

materials.

-•Tool proportions:

Tool proportions are even at small structures,

middens, and large scatters. Elsewhere, for-

mal tool proportions are inversely related to in-

formal tool proportions. Small scatters,

roomblocks, and pitstructures have high
proportions of formal tools and low propor-

tions of informal tools; large scatters with fea-

tures and scatters with features exhibit the

reverse. Groundstone tool proportions remain
fairly constant across all provenience types,

except for a low proportion in roomblocks and
a high proportion in scatters. Manos, ham-
merstones, and bifaces are ubiquitous tools.

While manos and hammerstones are assumed
to be site furniture, the function of bifaces is

ambiguous. They may be core resources,

failed tool blanks, or failed or exhausted tools.

The distribution of cores and hammerstones
differs from that of formal tools, informal tools,

and groundstone. Equal proportions of cores

and hammerstones are found at small struc-

tures, scatters with features, and large scat-

ters with features. High core proportions at

small scatters and scatters resemble the

proportions at roomblocks and middens. High
core proportions may indicate a caching
strategy for raw materials (ad hoc storage on
the surface). Core and hammerstone propor-

tions seem to bear little relationship to

groundstone or formal tool proportions among
the provenience types.

In sum, the tool and debitage assemblages of

middens and the tool assemblages of small

structures seem to be characterized by redun-

dant, even distributions. Assemblages from
other provenience types are more variable.

-•Diversity and density:

Diversity indexes bear out the expectation that

trash assemblages associated with structures

will reflect a variety of domestic activities; as-

semblages from middens and small structures

are most diverse. Assemblages from large

scatters with features are also diverse, which
suggests that these scatters may have func-

tioned as residential camps or may represent

multiple occupations of the same place for dif-

ferent functions. Scatters dominate the low

density ranks, while pitstructures and small

scatters represent the highest densities but
also the highest degree ofvariability in density.

In some respects, assemblages from small

scatters and pitstructures seem to parallel one
another. Both are high density, later reduc-

tion stage assemblages with high formal tool

proportions, low informal tool proportions,

and medium groundstone tool proportions.

*Breakage:

The breakage data offer few patterns in the dis-

tribution of whole and indeterminate frag-

ments at provenience types. Projectile points,

however, conform to our expectations ofretool-

ing at residential (i.e. structural) locations,

since bases and whole items with broken bases
occur more often at these proveniences.

Interpretation: Growth Models and
Occupational History of Scatters

The all-observed sample is an extremely ver-

satile data base that lends itself to an array of

manipulations. The patterning reported here

is based on only one means of organizing the

data, that of grouping them into descriptive
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provenience types. The results suggest a

number of hypotheses regarding the occupa-

tional history of SACA.

The relationships among provenience area, as-

semblage frequency, and assemblage com-
position form the basis for models of the

occupational history of places, i.e. how small

scatters grow into large scatters over a period

of use. The linear size/variety relationship

that Jones and others (1983) describe in

reference to sampling bias can be rephrased in

terms of occupational history, for example,

small sites cover a small area and have a small,

low variety assemblage. As sites grow in size

(through reoccupation), assemblage size and
variety increase (Camilli 1983). Thomas
(1983) observes the same relationship in his

MonitorValley assemblages, but he also points

out that it is not a necessary relationship (i.e.

reoccupation of sites could as easily result in

no increase in assemblage variety) and that the

causes for this kind of distribution are poorly

understood.

Model 1

If the SACA data conformed to a growth -in-

size:increase-in-diversity model, small scat-

ters would be highly variable, since each one
would represent a single occupational episode

with a small, low diversity assemblage even
though a wide range of differences exists

among the assemblages. Variety and frequen-

cy would increase with assemblage area.

Scatters without features do, in fact, conform
to this model. They exhibit a consistently high

variation in attribute values and encompass a

variety of artifact types as well as, notably,

early reduction stage debris. This high degree

ofvariability is not shared by scatters with fea-

tures, large scatters, or large scatters with fea-

tures. These provenience types cluster in the

middle range of variability along with small

scatters.

Model 2

A contrasting model might be termed the

"linear growth" model (that Vierra and
Doleman 1984 interpret as indicating foraging

behavior), in which there is little change in as-

semblage diversity or tool proportions between
small scatters and large scatters. This model
suggests that large scatters are composites of

many similar smaller scatters, i.e. large scat-

ters result from extremely redundant use of

the same area. In contrast, the Jones and
others (1983) model (Model 1) is one in which
the content of a scatter changes as it grows.

An examination ofthe tool proportions in scat-

ters versus large scatters and in scatters with

features versus large scatters with features

reveals strong patterns that correspond with

each model. Scatters without features con-

form to Model 1 , while scatters with features

conform to Model 2.

Tool proportions at scatters are not the same
as those at large scatters — the proportions of

formal tools and groundstone tools are

reversed at large scatters from their propor-

tions at scatters (Figure 6.10). This pattern

negates a linear growth model, i.e. large scat-

ters are not composites of many similar

smaller scatters with constant rates of discard

for each tool type, rather they change in com-
position as they grow because tool types are

not discarded at constant rates. Groundstone
forms a disproportionately large proportion of

the assemblages only at scatters. This dif-

ference may be a result of the use of ground-

stone as site furniture at scatters during all

stages of growth. Since groundstone imple-

ments "go with" a place in the same way that

hearths do, theymay not be carried in and dis-

carded during each occupation as are chipped

stone tools. Instead, site furniture and insur-

ance gear (e.g. groundstone, hammerstones,
cores) may be stored at a place depending on
the likelihood of reuse of that particular loca-

tions. Consequently, as the overall item fre-

quency increases through the addition of

chipped stone tools and debris, the
groundstone count stays the same (Camilli

1983).

Cores behave similarly to groundstone. Cores

are ubiquitous at scatters but their proportion

drops at large scatters. In contrast, ham-
merstones do not appear to function as site

furniture since they increase in proportion

from low at scatters to higher at large scatters.

The range in the proportion of hammerstones
among provenience types ismuch greater than
it is for groundstone. The function of ham-
merstones is likely to cover a broad range of

activities, from resharpening groundstone
items to manufacture of chipped stone to a
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variety of chopping and pounding chores in-

volving other hard and soft materials.
Variability in hammmerstone proportionsmay
reflect these multiple roles, while high propor-
tions ofhammerstones at small structures and
pitstructures may indicate specialized or in-

tensely performed tasks at these locales.

SACA hammerstones are often made of
petrified wood with an obstructive grain. The
grain may have predisposed them to perverse
fractures or to difficulties in resharpening that

shortened their use life and had the net result

of inflating their proportion in assemblages.

Large scatters with features conform to a linear
growth model (Model 2). They appear to con-
sist of many redundant smaller scatters with
features. The consistently high proportion of

informal tools (Figure 6. 10) in association with
both small and large scatters with features,

but not scatters without features, suggests
that differences between these provenience
types can be attributed to behavioral factors,

not merely to differential preservation orburial

of hearths or to sampling bias. Core and ham-
merstone proportions on scatters with fea-

tures and large scatters with features remain
relatively constant (Figures 6.10 and 6.11).

along with groundstone and informal tool

proportions.

Smaller scatters with features seem to accrete

proportionately into large scatters with fea-

tures, perhaps by the addition of more of the
same units that consist of hearth-based as-

semblages; scatters without features do not
accrete this way. Instead, some tool types in-

crease in proportion while other remain con-
stant, suggesting that the constant tool types
(groundstone, cores) function as site furniture.

If principles (similar to the concept of site fur-

niture) that govern the rate of accretion of par-

ticular tool types can be devised, our
understanding of prehistoric patterns of land
use over time will be enhanced.

One would expect small scatters to share the

characteristics of scatters, i.e. high variability

in most assemblage attributes, but they do
not. Scatters without features constitute a
highly variable provenience type, possibly be-

cause they represent different stages in the

Model 1 redundant use of landscapes. Per-

haps If small scatters with features were

separated from small scatters without fea-

tures, the pattern would split into the two
models described above. A provenience typol-

ogy that separates lithic scatters from sherd
and lithic scatters might also result in insights

about the growth of scatters. As would be ex-

pected, isolated occurrences exhibit the
greatest degree of variability, but tool propor-

tions are similar to those for small scatters.

Structural Provenience Types:

Ideas about Occupational History

A third model should address the occupation-

al history of structural proveniences. We have
no basis, however, for longitudinal com-
parisons of structural proveniences using only

lithic data. The samples are too small, and
there is no reason to assume that small struc-

tures grow into roomblocks or refuse scatters

grow into middens, although they may. No
model is presented here, but this discussion
broaches some ideas about the occupational

history of structural provenience types.

1. Middens conform to our expecta-

tions about residential dumps. The
high proportion of cores at middens
may indicate disposal of exhausted
items. The even proportions of other

tool types at middens suggest constant
discard rates for domestic tool types.

2. Roomblocks are far more variable

than middens for most lithic at-

tributes, as are pitstructures. These
two structural provenience types share
a history of dynamic post-depositional

processes, i.e. massive fill accumula-
tion through the collapse of walls,

structural collapse caused by fire, or

trash dumping by later occupants.
These processes make it problematical

to infer prehistoric activities at the time
of occupation from present surface as-

semblages. Yet surface assemblages
— sometimes dense ones — are found
on roomblocks and pitstructures. In

terms of tool proportions, the main dif-

ference in these two provenience types
Is in the reversal of core and ham-
merstone frequencies: roomblocks
have a high proportion of cores, while

pitstructures have a high proportion of
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hammerstones. The high proportion of

cores at roomblocks may represent a
stock or cache of raw materials in the

form of cores to be used for retooling or

as insurance gear.

View characteristics ofroomblocks and
pitstructures may account for some of

these patterns. Roomblocks are often

prominent landmarks with a good
view, which may give them a high
potential for use as logistical outposts

or special task sites by later occupants
after initial abandonment. Their high

visibility also adds to their chances of

being picked over by casual artifact col-

lectors. Pithouses are not highly

visible, which may account for their

higher artifact density and the fact that

they are the only structural
provenience type at which projectile

points were found.

3. Small structures lack the charac-

teristics of other structural
provenience types and share many
characteristics with scatters. These
traits point to significant differences

between the occupational history of

small structures and that of other

structural provenience types.
Seasonal or sporadic reoccupation by
special task groups may account for

the differences.

Assemblage Variability in the

Remainder of Samples

Most of the effort in lithics analysis has been
expended on data from the all-observed

samples, because these samples are the most
reliable and offer the strongest basis for in-

ference. The other samples make up a large

portion ofthe data base, but their potential for

contributing information about lithic technol-

ogy in west-central New Mexico will remain lar-

gely untapped by this study.

Appendix 3 lists all lithics data, including the

all-observed attribute data discussed in the

preceding sections. It is clear from the reduc-

tion sequence and material type counts that

structural proveniences have a higher propor-

tion of primary reduction debris as well as a
high proportion of quartzite and rhyolite

material types than nonstructural
provenience types. As discussed above,
quartzites and volcanics occur most frequent-

ly in early reduction sequences.

A high proportion of nonstructural provenien-

ces have cores and projectile points; a low
proportion have metates. informal tools, and
unifaces. Other tool types occur in nearly

equal proportions on structural and nonstruc-
tural proveniences. These gross trends paral-

lel the results of the all-observed sample
analyses.

Projectile Points

Figures 6. 15 through 6. 17 illustrate the SACA
projectile points, loosely organized by size and
shape, that are complete enough to be tem-
porally diagnostic. Unnotched points (Figure

6.15a-c) and stemmed points (Figure 6.15d-k)

may be of Paleolndian and Archaic manufac-
ture (the exception is 6.15a, which is probab-

ly a small nondiagnostic biface). Large and
medium-sized corner-notched points (Figure

6. 16a-g) and side-notched points (Figure

6. 16h-n) may be of Archaic manufacture.

Small corner-notched points (Figure 6.17a-c)

and side-notched points (Figure 6. 17e-n),

many of which are asymetrical and bear mul-
tiple notches or serrations, are likely to be of

the Puebloan and later prehistoric period.

Gossett (1985) has recently sythesized projec-

tile point data from west-central New Mexico
and has compared them with the Oshara se-

quence (Irwin-Williams 1973) and the Cochise

sequence (Sayles and Antevs 1941). Mor-
phological comparisons will not be detailed

here.

The morphological range for projectile points

found in the SACA is broad and includes forms
believed to be diagnostic of Paleolndian
through Puebloan times. Examples of projec-

tile points similar to those of the Bajada, San
Jose, Armijo, and En Medio complexes of the

Oshara tradition (Irwin-Williams 1973:Figures

3-6) are represented, as well as examples of

points similar to those of the Cazador, San
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Figure 6.15: Unnotched and stemmed projectile points.
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Figure 6.16: Large and medium-sized corner-notched and side-notched projectile points.
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Figure 6.1 7: Small comer-notched and side-notched projectile points.
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Pedro, Chiricahua, and Early Pottery horizon

stages of the Cochise culture (Sayles 1983:

Figures 6. 16, 9.4, 10.4, 11.3). As has been fre-

quently documented on previous surveys (e.g.

Eck 1982) these points often occur in contexts

that do not reflect their supposed antiquity,

e.g. the reworked stemmed point (Figure 6.15

j), found on a Puebloan site, appears to be a
modified Scottsbluff type of late Paleolndian

original manufacture. This was the only lithic

artifact collected and it will be curated at the

Laboratory of Anthropology in Santa Fe.

sample equal and comparable proportions of

different provenience types adequately.

Surface data have a tremendously under-ex-

ploited potential to contribute to lithic studies.

Sampling priorities for project areas and for

"sites," which are in many ways outmoded,
misleading and unworkable observational

units, need to be worked out and put into prac-

tice. Use of a movable grid system (cf. Mc-
Anany et al. 1984) can make on-site analyses

of high artifact density areas feasible.

Recommendations

The most pressing problems encountered with

on-site lithic analyses are (1) how to sample
proveniences with high artifact densities ade-

quately; (2) how to define proveniences consis-

tently so that lithic samplesmesh with ceramic

and other artifact analyses; and (3) how to

A small quantity of high quality data recovered

from well-controlled contexts is more valuable

in terms of information content and research

potential than a large quantity of low quality

data. Collecting all-observed attribute data,

especially from the under-represented ar-

chitectural provenience types, should be a

priority for future work, even if other aspects

of lithic analysis are sacrificed.
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Chapter 7

Settlement Components in the Moderate

Production Area

Chapter 7 examines ceramic and lithic as-

semblage content at inventoried sites in

the SACA. Analysis focuses on assemblages
of all-observed sherds at sites with a range of

feature and architectural associations and on
grid samples of sherds from middens.

The first section of the chapter describes

ceramic ware and vessel form proportions at

sites and proveniences and how these vary

among sites lacking features and those with

features, structures, and middens. Variations

in ceramic ware and vessel form proportions

will be used to gauge the potential that site

groups contain places that were reused or in-

tensively used in the past.

The second section of Chapter 7 offers models
of occupational history and its effect on as-

semblage content at sites. Analyses identify

site groups with associations of ceramic wares
and vessel forms. Lithic assemblage attributes

and types of features and structures charac-

teristic of each ceramically-categorized site

group are used to assess the applicability of

use-history models to archeological sites or

proveniences in the Moderate Production Area.

Ceramic Assemblage
Descriptions

Given the expected composite nature ofthe ar-

cheological record as discussed in Chapter 3,

occupational histories will probably vary

among sites in the Quemado area. This sec-

tion describes ceramic assemblage variability

at sites classified in groups based on the

various types of features and structures.

These groupings represent an initial control

over some of the variability in occupational

history among sites, but do not automatically

distinguish among long-term versus short-

term use of site locations. The ceramic at-

tributes of assemblages examined in this

section are proportions of various decorated

and utility wares and of sherds representing

diverse vessel forms. Differences in vessel

form and ware proportions are compared
among assemblages grouped by associated

features and structures with the goal ofunder-

standing variations in assemblage content and
how they may stem from site use-history.

Site/Provenience Analysis

Ceramic assemblages are compared among
the following six site classes: artifact scatters

(1) with and (2) without associated features; (3)

at structures; (4) at rooms; (5) at roomblocks;

and (6) at middens (Tables 7.1a and 7.1b).

Each class has previously been described in

Chapter 5. All recorded assemblages in the

Moderate Production Area are compared
graphically.

Descriptive statistics in Tables 7.2 through 7.6

are offered only for "all-observed" ceramic in-

ventories that recorded 100 percent of the

ceramics at sites in each class and for grid

samples from middens (Table 7.1b). Samples
from pitstructures and other types of features

are too few to be dealt with in this manner and
are not discussed here.
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Table 7.1a: Ceramic Samples by Features and Sample Type

FEATURES GRID + OTHER SAMPLES
# Samples f Sherds

ALL-OBSERVED SAMPLES
# Samples # Sherds

Ceramic
Scatter —
Lithic/Ceramic

Scatter 5
Scatters with

Features 6
Scatters with

Structures 14

Pit structures 4
Roomblocks 3
Rooms —
Middens 25
Dance Plaza 1

Earthworks 1

530

593

1389
795
1477

4779
76

264

29

28

22
3

23
5
1

2

40

616

757

1797
339

2947
1074
188
335

Table 7.1b. Sherd Frequencies in All-observed Inventories and Midden Samples

Site Class N Total Mean Minimum Maximum

29 616 21.24 1 71

28 757 26.85 1 148

22 1,797 81.68 247
23 2.947 128.13 5 400
5 1,074 214.80 2 747

26 4,967 191.38 8 654

Lithic/Ceramic

Scatter

Scatters with

Features

Scatters with

Structures

Roomblocks
Rooms
Middens

Ceramic Assemblage Variables

The five assemblage variables compared here

are differentiated by relative proportions of

sherd categories. Classes are based on rela-

tive percentages of (1) utility wares, (2)

graywares, (3) redwares, (4) jar sherds, and (5)

decoratedjar sherds. The utility ware category

includes both graywares and brownwares; the

proportion of sherds in this category was cal-

culated by assigning all whiteware, redware.

and decorated Mogollon wares to a decorated

category. Grayware proportions were calcu-

lated based on the total number of grayware
and brownware sherds, thus this variable

gauges the contribution of graywares and
brownwares to the utility ware category. Red-
ware sherd proportions are based on a com-
bined total of redware and whiteware sherds.

Jar sherd proportions are based on a com-
bined total of bowl and jar sherds, which does

not include ladle sherds or sherds of indeter-

minant form. The figures in this section il-

lustrate proportions of both types of sherds
contributing to each category.

The mean percentage, coefficient of variation

(C.V.), and interquartile range (I.R.) of each
variable are listed for each site class. The C.V.

,

expressed as a percentage, indicates the

variability among assemblages and samples
relative to the central tendency, rather than
relative to the mean (Thomas 1976:82-84).

The I.R. divides the range of variability into

quarters and presents the lowest and highest

average percentages relative to these quarters,

rather than the absolute extremes of percent-

ages.

If utility ware and jar sherd frequencies are

functional characteristics of ceramic as-

semblages, then we could expect variation in
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the proportions of different vessel types among
site classes. The functional determinants for

the occurrence of these sherd types differ from
those of brownwares and redwares in that

proportions of the latter increase at some sites

occupied after about A.D. 1050 within the

study area, indicating trends in the social and
functional character of occupations after this

time. It is important to note which classes of

structures and features occur with
brownwares and redwares in order to under-
stand these trends. Variation in proportions

of utility ware and jar sherds in assemblages
may more directly reflect the types of activities

and sequences of events at site locations used
in the past, than do the wares which reflect

changes in regional ceramics through time.

Relationships among ware proportions, struc-

tures, and features are addressed below.

Site Classes

Artifact scatters at rooms, roomblocks, and
middens and relatively low density scatters

with and without associated features and
structures yielded inventories of recorded

ceramics. All observed sherds at sites were

recorded at these places with the exception of

midden deposits.

•Artifact Scatters:

Artifact scatters comprise the largest site class

sampled. This class is divided into three

groups: scatters without associated structures

or features, those associated with features

only, and those associated with structures but
without discernible dumps or middens.

Utility ware proportions at scatters with and
without features vary considerably (Figure

7.1). The C.V. and I.R. for utility wares (Table

7.2) express the high degree of variability

among these two scatter classes. This
variability is probably determined to a great

degree by differences in the occupational his-

tories of sites in these groups as well as by dif-

ferences in activities performed at places; that

is, assemblages from single use and multiple

use locations, are included in the ceramic as-

semblage inventories examined here.
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NO FEATURES FEATURES
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Figure 7.1 : Decorated/utility ware proportions in scatter assemblages.
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Table 7.2: Utility Ware Sherd Proportions in All-

observed Inventories and Midden Samples

Site/Proveni- N Mean C.V. I.R.

ence Features Percent

Lithic/Ceramlc

Scatters 29 50.21 65.10 27.6-73.2

Scatters

with Features 28 57.32 62.47 28.8-100.0

Scatters

with Structures 22 48.41 34.71 35.7-63.07

Roomblocks 23 45.29 44.04 32.3-61.3

Rooms 5 46.18 56.44 22.0-70.80

Middens 26 57.72 21.26 50.5-67.05

In contrast, scatters associated with struc-

tures seem to cluster with an I.R. of between
36 and 63 percent utility wares and a C.V. of

about half of that of the other two scatter clas-

ses. Ceramic assemblages at scatters with

structures may as a group represent site loca-

tions with occupational histories which are

more similar to each other than do scatters in

the other two site classes.

The presence of relatively small, one- to six-

room, structures at sites in this class indicates

a potential functional similarity among as-

semblages.

Structural sites may represent places used
repeatedly and/or long-term residences com-
pared with assemblages from scatters without

associated structures. Accordingly, a fuller

range of activities in the repertoire of possible

domestic and processing activities at seasonal

or longer-term residences may be represented

in assemblages as greater numbers of vessels

and wares. In comparison to assemblages at

sites used only once or twice, the redundant
character of activities at more intensively used
places will ensure that, over time, general

proportional similarities in classes ofitems will

occur among sites.

Grid samples taken at structural scatters

(Figure 7.1) tend to reinforce this inference,

since they exhibit an even tighter clustering of

utility ware percentages. Grid samples are

generally more similar to each other than are

the all-observed inventories, and counts from
grid samples average 145 sherds compared
with an average of 40 from all-observed inven-

tories. Samples from grids would be the ones

most likely to represent reused places since

grids are used to sample high density scatters

(see Chapter 5 sampling discussion), which
are most likely to represent multiple events

and areas where repeated artifact deposition

has occurred.

While it seems that the conclusion of intensive

or repeated use of site locations with struc-

tures is only natural, because we think of

areas around structures and the structures

themselves as good candidates for seasonal

reuse or long-term habitations, the scatters

associated with structures are a good control

case. That is, they represent the extreme case

in which most are used for more than a single

event.

It is highly likely that other areas where struc-

tures were not built were also used in a cycli-

cal fashion for many different activities. Given

this possibility, high variety, high frequency

assemblages from nonstructural scatters that

represent event composites will exhibit similar

proportions of sherd classes due to the

repeated occurrence of similar activities and
events forming composite distributions.

To examine this idea more closely, as-

semblages from 29 scatters lacking features

were inspected for sherd frequency, number of

sherd types, and utility ware proportions. The
number of types for these all-observed inven-

tories ranges from one to 18 types (Figure 7.2)

and sherd frequency between one and 98
items. Seventeen low variety assemblages
(one to four types) in this group are, not

surprisingly, low frequency assemblages as

well, representing a maximum of between one
and three vessels and potentially fewer events

or activities than high variety assemblages.

Only 18.75 percent of the low variety (one to

four types) scatters exhibit utility ware propor-

tions in the 35 to 65 percent range (the range

in which assemblages from scatters with

structures cluster), most being made up of al-

most 100 percent utility or decorated wares.

Twelve assemblages from scatters with no fea-

tures have five or more sherd types. Of these,

66 percent cluster in the same range of utility

ware proportions as do the assemblages from
structural scatters.
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Figure 7.2: Distribution of number of ceramic
types for assemblages lacking associated

structures and features.

In a manner similar to structural scatters, the

nonstructural artifact scatters containing a
relatively high variety ofpottery types and rela-

tively equal proportions of utility and
decorated wares could potentially represent

multiple activity episodes not necessarily un-
dertaken during the same occupation. This is

an important point since multiple-event scat-

ters are not equivalent on an analytical or in-

terpretive level to artifact distributions
resulting from single events or activities. Ac-

cordingly, understanding past use of

landscapes on a regional scale requires that

this distinction be made. Patterns like the

ones above should be viewed as at least par-

tial evidence for the differential use of site loca-

tions which are similarly classed as "scatters."

The variable histories of large, high variety as-

semblages are addressed in the next section of

this chapter.

Artifact scatters vary least with respect to jar

proportions in assemblages (Table 7.3).

Figure 7.3 indicates thatjar sherd proportions

in all three scatter groups are quite similar and
tend to cluster above 75 percent. Assemblages
from scatters with structures exhibit the

lowest C.V. since most contain high propor-

tions ofjar sherds, though few are composed
entirely ofjar sherds. The occurrence of both
bowls and jars at scatters with structures

should be due to the wider range of activities

undertaken at these places as well as to

longer-term use of locations with structures.

Scatters with structures are also the least vari-

able of the three groups with respect to

decorated jar sherd proportions (Table 7.4).

Table 7.3: Jar Sherd Proportions in All-

observed Inventories and Midden Samples

Site/Provenience Mean C.V. I. R.

Features N Percent

Lithlc/Ceramlc

Scatters 29 83.79 21.54 73.27 - 100.0

Scatters

with Features 28 76.86 39.10 70.6 - 100.0

Scatters

with Structures 22 82.75 11.50 75.35-91.22
Roomblocks 23 78.46 15.18 70.5 - 87.2

Rooms 5 49.52 67.16 18.1 -79.25

Middens 26 75.84 12.03 66.98 - 82.7

Table 7.4: Decorated Jar Sherd Proportions in

All-observed Inventories and Midden
Samples

Site/Provenience Mean
Features N Percent C.V. I.R.

Lithic/Ceramic

Scatters 24 74.49 36.59 61.67-100.0
Scatters

with Features 19 58.70 57.18 50.00 - 100.0

Scatters

with Structures 22 72.99 21.25 5.57-81.22
Roomblocks 23 67.13 25.56 55.4 -80.5

Rooms 5 67.32 67.16 14.1 -69.3

Middens 26 59.92 21.54 48.60 -68.97

Table 7.5 lists grayware proportions for artifact

scatters. The mean and I.R. are almost iden-

tical for all scatter groups. These measures in-

dicate that graywares occur at frequencies

which are consistently much higher than
brownwares in assemblages at artificat scat-

ters. Half of the scatters without features and
structures and those with features have utility

ware assemblages composed entirely of
graywares. Only about one quarter of the

utility ware assemblages at artifact scatters

associated with structures are entirely

graywares.

The pattern noted by LeBlanc (1982: 117-118)

of an increase in brownwares through time is

also evident in these structural assemblages
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Figure 7.3: Bowl/jar sherd proportions in scatter assemblages.

with graywares averaging 86 percent in as-

semblages typologically assigned to Pueblo I-

II, 74 percent to Pueblo II, and 35 percent to

Pueblo II-III. As discussed in Chapter 5,

however, not all later period assemblages con-

tain high proportions of brownwares.

Table 7.5: Grayware Proportions in All-

observed Inventories and Midden Samples

Site/Provenience Mean
Featwreg fl Percent C.V. IE,

Lithlc/Ceramlc

Scatters

Scatters

with Features

Scatters

with Structures

Roomblocks
Rooms
Middens

25 79.32 34.80

25 75.00 54.23

22
22
5

26

75.39
70.37
67.32
55.80

42.95
40.98
48.94
45.55

56.65-100.0

54.15-100.0

51.45-100.0
39.3 -94.95

36.95-100.0
6330-74.17

The lower redware C.V. for scatters associated

with structures (Table 7.6) is caused mainly by
the fact that redwares occur in over half of

these assemblages. The highest redware
proportions occur at two ofthe three Pueblo II-

III scatters in this sample.

Redwares are virtually absent at artifact scat-

ters without structures and features and occur

at only nine ofthe scatters associated with fea-

tures.

Table 7.6: Redware Proportions in All-

observed Inventories and Midden Samples

Site/Provenience Mean C.V. I.R.

Features W Percent

Lithic/Ceramic

Scatters

Scatters

with Features

Scatters

with Structures

Roombloks
Rooms
Middens

24

19

22
23
5

26

3.84 223.6

14.35 184.1

10.00

23.71

47.98
19.9

149.0

81.5
80.9

124.9

0-2.9

0-14.3

0-17.45
-38.00

13.4 -85.3

-38.02

* Roomblocks:

Twenty-three inventories of all-observed

ceramics were obtained from roomblock sur-

faces. In contrast to artifact scatters with and
without features, roomblock scatters exhibit

lower utility ware proportions, averaging about
45 percent (Table 7.2 and Figure 7.4). The
mean percentage of utility wares and the I.R.

are quite similar to those ofscatters with struc-

tures. Slightly more bowl sherds occur in

roomblock scatters than in scatters associated

with smaller structures (Table 7.3). Fewer
graywares and more redwares also occur. This

pattern is expected since most roomblocks
represent later occupations and yield the

highest redware counts.
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a. decorated/utility ware sherd proportions,
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Figure 7.5: Room assemblages:
a. decorated/utility ware sherd proportions,

b. bowl/jar sherd proportions.

* Rooms:

An all-observed sherd inventory was obtained
from each of five vandalized rooms within

larger structures (Figure 7.5).

Since room inventories are from vandalized

contexts, their representativeness of room
contents in general can be questioned. The
few number of examples in this group also

make it difficult to assess patterns in room
content. It is reassuring, however, that room
inventories also exhibit the trends shown by
roomblock assemblages.

Utility ware proportions fall well within the

range of those for roomblocks, with grayware
proportions slightly lower and redware propor-

tions appreciably higher than those of

roomblocks, although not significantly so

(Tables 7.2 through 7.6). On the average fewer

jar sherds also occur in rooms.

These patterns reinforce those exhibited by
roomblock assemblages, i.e. fewer graywares,

more redwares, and more bowls in as-

semblages in comparison to scatters, and in-

dicate that roomblock surface scatters may be

generally representative of room fill contents.

Further work is needed to confirm this con-

clusion.

Middens:

With one exception, middens were sampled
with grids. Midden samples are characterized

by an extremely tight clustering of utility ware
and jar sherd proportions (Figure 7.6). The
C.V. and I.R. for these measures indicate low

variability (Tables 7.2-7.6) as well. Over half

(58 percent) of these middens have been dated

ceramically to the period A.D. 800 to 1 100 and
the rest to between A.D. 1050 and 1300.

Ford (see Chapter 5) attributes high bowl
sherd frequencies in middens to the fact that

later period occupations (those with middens)
show a trend toward increased occurrence of

White Mountain Redwares which are almost

exclusively bowl forms.

While redware bowls are more frequent in mid-
dens and roomblocks of later occupations, this

fact does not explain whyjar sherd proportions

from middens should exhibit a low C.V. If the

occurrence of redwares is the reason for high

bowl frequencies in assemblages, then
roomblocks which average higher percentages

of redwares than do middens (Table 7.6)

should also average higher percentages of

bowls; but this is not the case (Table 7.3). One
reason for less intra-assemblage variability

among midden samples may stem from repeti-
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tive use ofmiddens for dumping and the recy-

cling of items such that there is a greater

chance that middens in general will exhibit

more regularity in the proportions of items

they contain in comparison to other feature

classes. In other words, like the scatters as-

sociated with structures discussed above,

middens are a more intensively used, multiple

event phenomena.

o/ioo -|—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i -\—\—i—i—i—i—I—I—i—r-i

5 10 5 10

NUMBER OF SAMPLES

Figure 7.6. Midden samples:

a. decorated/utility ware sherd proportions,

b. bowl/jar sherd proportions.

Summary

Vessel form and ware proportions were com-
pared for all site classes using a Wilcoxen two-

sample test (two-tailed). Significant
differences between site classes wereJudged to

exist at a 0.05 probability level (Table 7.7).

Greatest contrasts among site classes can be
found between midden samples and scatter

assemblages. On the basis of utility ware
proportions alone, scatters without associated

features and structures differ from midden
samples—middens averaging highest utility

ware proportions and artifact scatters the

lowest. This indicates that there are a num-
ber of relatively small ceramic assemblages
from nonstructural contexts with high propor-

tions of decorated wares. Higher utility ware
proportions also occur at middens than at

roomblocks. Scatters of all types also differ

from middens with respect to jar and
decorated jar sherd proportions; the former

contain significantly higher proportions of

jars. A predominance of activities involving

processing, caching, and storage with utility

and decorated ware jars, and little use of serv-

ing containers (bowls) can be inferred for most
scatters including those with structures. Of
the structural assemblages, only rooms differ

from scatters of all types with respect to jar

sherd proportions; rooms yield more bowl than
jar sherds.

Table 7.7: Significantly Different Site Class Combinations Based on Ware & Vessel Form Proportions

Utility Wares:

Jars:

Decorated Jars:

Graywares:

Redwares:

middens
middens
middens
rooms
middens
middens
rooms
rooms
middens
middens
lithic/ceramic

scatters

rooms

(p=0.05,* indicates p=0.01)

*roomblocks
lithic/ceramic scatters

all scatter types(lithic/ceramic scatters*)

all scatter types(scatters with structures*)

*lithic/ceramic scatters

scatters with structures

lithic/ceramic scatters

•scatters with structures

*all scatters

roomblocks
middens
rooms
•roomblocks

scatters with structures

scatters with structures
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Middens differ from all scatter types in that

grayware proportions are significantly lower

than at scatters. This pattern can be linked

with the late occurrence of brownwares in the

region as represented by late period midden
samples. However, grayware proportions are

unexpectedly and significantly higher at

roomblocks than at middens. Since
roomblocks and midden inventories were
taken from distributions each thought to rep-

resent late occupations, the period of occupa-

tion alone cannot be used to account for the

occurrence of high brownware proportions at

site locations in the Quemado region. These
patterns will be further examined in the next

section of this chapter.

Redware proportions at middens, rooms,
roomblocks, and scatters associated with

structures are all significantly higher than

those at artifact scatters lacking structures

and features. Rooms also have significantly

higher redware proportions than scatters as-

sociated with structures. Ceramically defined

temporal differences and redware proportions

follow similar patterns.

This description has shown that the degree of

difference among sites within each class varies

among the functional site classes. Within

three site classes, scatters with structures,

roomblocks, and middens, the assemblages
are more similar to each other than are those

at scatters with and without features. Similar-

ly, roomblock assemblages are less variable

than are those at scatters with structures.

There is also considerable overlap in the actual

proportions ofwares among site classes, which
suggests that features and structures, or lack

of them, at site locations may not be the op-

timum criteria on which to base functional

analyses of sites.

In the following section of this chapter, site as-

semblages are examined from another
perspective, using techniques that first estab-

lish groups of similar assemblages and then

determine types of features, structures, and
lithic assemblages characteristic of each

group. In this way several independent lines of

evidence, including the patterns of ceramic as-

semblage content demonstrated above, are

used to inquire further into the cumulative

histories and functions of site assemblages.

Lithic/Ceramic Assemblages
and Site Occupational History

In this section, two lines of evidence have been
pursued in order to explore the potential for

variability in the functional and historical

composition of site assemblages containing

lithic and ceramic artifacts. First, a multi-

variate approach for grouping ceramic as-

semblages based on the five ware and vessel

form proportions presented in the previous

sectionwas applied to all-observed inventories

and to grid samples from middens. The goal

was to define groups of ceramic assemblages

with the least amount of internal variability

with respect to the five ceramic attributes.

Descriptions of each of the resulting as-

semblage groups identify types of features and
architectural remains associated with ceramic

ware and vessel form associations. Flake and
tool attributes recorded in all-observed lithic

inventories (100 percent of the lithic artifacts)

from sites in each of these groups were ex-

amined. Analysis of flake attributes and in-

dexes of tool, core, and flake types were used
to ascertain whether strategies for production

and maintenance of stone tools varied among
ceramically grouped locations.

Types of features, architectural remains, and
inferred tool production strategies suggest

that patterned variability among
lithic/ceramic assemblages in the Quemado
area represents functionally distinct settle-

ment components, which in turn can be
viewed as parts of relatively sedentary sys-

tems.

Modeling Assemblage Content and
Structure: Ethnographic Observations

Reuse of locations and facilities by a residen-

tial (consumer) group for similar functions is

characteristic of settlement patterns in

seasonally sedentary systems. Moore (1979)

documents considerable reuse of fieldhouses

and shelters among Southwestern Puebloan
groups.

Ellis (1974b: 16) maintains that less reuse is

made at pinon camps since crops cannot al-

ways be expected in the same location from
year to year. The increasing permanence of
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the main residential base has been used to ex-

plain repetition in the use of particular places

in such systems (Binford 1982:21).

Since the function or "economic potential" of a

place varies with movement of the residential

group, establishing a permanent residence

results in stabilization of the economic poten-

tial of other use areas as well, e.g. fieldhouses.

Reoccupation of locations for other kinds of

subsistence activities has been described for

relatively sedentary systems: saguaro cactus
camps among the Papago (Underhill 1979:40);

corral facilities among the Navajo; herding

shelters among Keresan groups (Ellis

1974: 175); and overnight camps used during

salt-gathering expeditions by the Hopi (Titiev

1937:247).

Kelley's (1982:202-284) documentation of the

reuse of winter residences, corral, sheep
camps, and herding campsites by Navajo
families near Gallup, New Mexico, indicates a

period of use lasting over 30 years for several

types of seasonal occupations. Anderson (see

Camilli 1983:65-67) has recorded similar

reuse patterns among Navajo families living on
Black Mesa in northeastern Arizona. Sum-
mer/fall and winter/spring residential sheep
camps are located in the same place for periods

as long as 35 years in this area.

Reuse of seasonal camps that are essentially

residential in nature may result in relatively

heterogeneous assemblages of tools and
debris generated during routine domestic
maintenance tasks. Although some bias may
exist at these places toward seasonal equip-

ment, the variety of domestic maintenance
gear at seasonal camps may be relatively

similar to that which is produced and dis-

carded at more permanent habitations. The
activities undertaken at Navajo agricultural

fieldhouse and pinon campsites have been
described as primarily social, domestic, and
recreational. Powell (1980: 155) states that the

activities carried out at such campsites in-

clude a variety of domestic activities, such as

food storage, preparation, and consumption,

child care, sleeping, and tool maintenance.

Comparison of Navajo agricultural field camps
with pinon camps indicates a similar frequen-

cy and range of artifact types, most of which

are used during domestic activities like these

(Blomberg 1979). Blomberg (1979:20) main-
tains that "an equal probability for the discard

of domestic activity-related artifacts exists

regardless of the season." This observation

has recently been made by Sebastian
(1983:406) in arguing for similarity among
residential ceramic assemblages generated at

fieldhouses and more permanent habitations.

If domestic activity-related artifacts are

produced and discarded in a similar manner
at seasonal and permanent residences, given

occupation through an entire season and the

redundant nature of domestic activities, max-
imum assemblage diversity should be ob-

tained at some point in a season or period of

use at temporary and more permanent
residences.

Although tools and debris may be generated

continually during the occupation, the types

generated would eventually recur, reinforcing

the range of types already present. A tool

diversity threshold can thus be expected for

residential assemblages at which point as-

semblage size would continue to grow;
however, the range of tool types would remain
constant.

Heterogeneity in assemblage content is not an
exclusive property of residential assemblages.

The potential for differences in the use his-

tories of places may result in the generation of

assemblages at some sites which will be much
more complex than at others. Reuse of loca-

tions for functionally different purposes could

result in a direct relationship between as-

semblage size and tool variety, more frequent-

ly reused areas containing more items of

different types. This set of circumstances has
been termed a "growth in size: increase-in-

diversity" model of occupational history (see

Chapter 6).

In more mobile contexts, variability among as-

semblages at residential camps could be
responsive to major changes in subsistence

activities at different times of the year (Binford

1978:491). Major differences in group size

and camp duration, as expressed in the num-
ber ofconsumer days of occupation, could also

produce variability among residential camp
assemblages. In general, assemblages at

short-term residential camps where foraged
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resources are introduced should Increase in

variety and size with longer occupations. In

contrast, it has been argued (Binford 1979;
Camilli 1983:57-58) that nonresidential as-

semblages, those resulting from the use of

locations by producer groups organized in a

logistical fashion, do not necessarily increase

in variety with larger assemblage size.

Assemblages produced during task-specific

activities should also represent the technologi-

cal strategy carried out at special-purpose

camps in a more direct manner than at

residential assemblages, due to two factors.

First, activities associated with special-pur-

pose occupations represent a segment of a

resource procurement continuum.

For example, hunting stands and kill and
processing sites are all occupied for the pur-

pose of game procurement with a different

aspect of the procurement strategy repre-

sented at each place. Second, the amount of

time each place is occupied is relatively short

when compared to the amount oftime required

to perform the entire continuum of procure-

ment activities.

Translating these ideas into expectations for

tool assemblages suggests that tool main-
tenance should be more directly represented

by assemblage content at some places, raw
material procurement and tool production at

others. In comparison, tool production and
repair is an ongoing process at residences, so

while debris from these activities is present at

residences no single aspect of the technology

should be any more heavily represented than
another.

Analysis of Lithic/Ceramic

Assemblages

There are 137 ceramic assemblages for which
100 percent of the sherds at site locations in

the Moderate Production Area were recorded.

Proportions of sherds in five ware and vessel

form categories (utility ware, grayware, red-

ware, and decorated jar and all jar sherds)

were calculated for each sample and a hierar-

chical cluster analysis performed using the

average linkage method (Sokal and Sneath
1963:182-185). The cluster analysis defines

morphologically similar samples based on

these proportions. Using the average linkage

method, the distance between any two clusters

is calculated as the average squared Euclidean

distance between all pairs of observations,

consisting of one observation from both

clusters (Sarle 1982:423; Sokal and Sneath

1976:184). Euclidean distance is measured
as the sum of the squared distance across the

five proportions. This analysis, thus, enables

comparison of ceramic assemblage composi-

tion among surface distributions associated

with different features, no structures.

The numerical index used to aid in the deter-

mination of the number of clusters is an ap-

proximation to the expected value of the

within-clustersum ofsquares and is called the

cubic clustering criterion (CCC) (Sarle

1982:419-420). Using the CCC to delimit the

number of clusters resulted in the grouping of

the sample into 16 clusters; five clusters con-

tained only one sample each. The rare occur-

rences of bowl sherds of various wares alone

or in combination with whiteware or grayware
jars in low frequency samples is responsible

for these few outlying clusters.

Cluster Descriptions

As reported by Sebastian (1983:408) for

Puebloan sites in the north-central San Juan
Basin recorded by the Navajo Mine Archeologi-

cal Program (NMAP), the cluster analysis

segregated samples into jar-dominant as-

semblages and those with relatively high

proportions of bowl sherds, argued by Sebas-
tian to represent domestic assemblages based
on an equation of the number of bowls with

meal preparation and consumption at residen-

ces. The SACA analysis also defined a small

set of assemblages dominated by bowls of

various wares. This result is not necessarily in

contrast to Sebastian's data set since she
notes, but does not present data for, excep-

tions to the average of 40 percent decorated

bowls at NMAP sites.

Hogan (1985:166) described a bimodal dis-

tribution for bowl percentages at Puebloan
sites in the Hubbell Draw area that peaked at

10 to 14 and at 25 to 29 percent bowls. Based
on this distribution, two "site categories" were
defined: those with less than 20 percent bowls
corresponding to Sebastian'sjar-dominant as-

semblages and those with greater than 20 per-
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cent bowls representing "normal" or domestic

assemblages as defined by Sebastian (1983).

Pairing these categories with features and ar-

chitecture, Hogan ( 1985: 163-164) posits func-

tional categories of Puebloan sites in the

Hubbell Draw area ranging from day-use field

locations and facilities to fieldhouse/camps
and seasonal and permanent habitations.

Similar associations of assemblage types and
features were identified in the Moderate
Production Area survey data and are

presented below.

Cluster interpretations describe ware, jar, and
bowl proportions and feature and architec-

tural types associated with ceramic as-

semblage groups. Average ware and vessel

form proportions are listed for each of 16
clusters of site assemblages (Table 7.8). Per-

centages ofjar sherds average greater than 60
percent for all but the smallest clusters, i.e.

those with low frequency samples. Utility

ware proportions vary more radically,

however. Small clusters containing low fre-

quency samples vary from those composed en-

tirely of decorated wares to those containing

only utility wares. Larger assemblages tend to

contain at least 40 percent decorated wares.

These patterns correspond remarkably well

with types of features and structures as-

sociated with samples in each cluster (Table

7.9).

Table 7.8: Mean Ware and Vessel Form Proportion by Cluster

Cluster Mean Proportions

Gravware Jars Pe c. Jars Redware Utility Ware
I n=6
2n=2
3n=19
4n=ll
5n=2
6n=41
7n=17
8n=15
9n=14
10n=2
II n=3
12n=l
13n=l
14n=l
15n=l
16n=l

0.00

0.00
0.81

0.91

0.00

0.93

0.41

0.76

0.22

0.00

1.00

0.33
1.00

1.00

0.00
0.00

0.92 0.92

0.00 0.00
0.94 0.93

0.97 0.00

1.00 0.00

0.85 0.68

0.77 0:71

0.70 0.54

0.66 0.57

0.37 0.37

0.59 0.14
0.20 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.36 0.28

0.00 0.00
0.29 1.00

•Cluster 3

0.02

0.00
0.01

0.00

0.00
0.05

0.04

0.36

0.41

0.47

0.05

0.00
1.00

0.71

1.00

0.00

0.00
1.00

0.36

0.99

1.00

0.57

0.60
0.44

0.39

0.00

0.52

0.60

0.33

0.11

0.00

0.71

•Cluster 1:

Assemblages in this cluster are composed al-

most entirely of decorated whiteware jar

sherds, redwares occurring in one case. No
utility wares are present in these samples. All

were recorded at lithic/ceramic or ceramic

scatters two of which also contained FCR. A
rubble feature was also recorded at one of the

scatters containing FCR.

-Cluster 2:

Both sites in this cluster are lithic/ceramic

scatters associated with rubble features one of

which also included FCR. The assemblages

are composed entirely of brownware bowls.

Decorated whitewarejars dominate in ceramic

assemblages in this cluster with utility wares
occurring in low proportions. Most utility

wares present are grayware jars. Ap-
proximately half of the assemblages were
recorded at lithic/ceramic scatters, while the

other half have structural associations.

Construction techniques and elements are

varied: a pitstructure, basalt cobble founda-
tion outlines, basalt or sandstone block simple

masonry, and simple masonry incorporating

jacal elements were observed in association

with surface scatters.
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Table 7.9: Cluster Descriptions

Cluster Dominant Ceramics Dominant Features

1 n=6 decorated whiteware jars
2n=2 brownware bowls
3n=19 decorated whiteware jars;

low utility ware proportions

dominated by grayware jars
4n=ll graywarejars

5n=2 brownware jars

6n=41 30% decorated whiteware
bowls and graywarejars; few
redwares and brownwares

7 n=17 30% decorated whiteware bowls
and brownware jars; few

redwares and fewer graywares
than brownwares

8 n=15 decorated whiteware bowls and
jars in equal proportions;

redware bowls; graywarejars
9 n=14 decorated whiteware bowls

and jars in equal proportions;

high redware bowl proportions;

brownware j ars

10 n=2 redware bowls; decorated

whiteware bowls and jars

1

1

n=3 whiteware bowls and grayware
jars

12 n=l brownware and
whiteware bowls

13 n=l redware and grayware bowls
14 n=l redware bowls; graywarejars
15 n=l redware bowls
16n=l brownware bowls; whiteware jar

scatters with and without FCR
rubble features

artifact scatters with and
without small structures

(5 rooms average)

artifact scatters with and
without hearths, ash, and FCR
artifact scatters with and
without ash and FCR
artifact scatters associated with

rubble features and small

structures (4 rooms average)

artifact scatters associated with

small structures (8 rooms average)

roomblocks and midden samples

(13 rooms average)

roomblocks and midden sample
(2 1 rooms average)

artifact scatter; small

structure

artifact scatters

artifact scatter

room sample
room sample
artifact scatter w/ash; FCR
artifact scatter w/ash; FCR

A midden deposit was identified in only one
case, in all other cases the surface distribution

fell into a "refuse scatter" category.

The estimated room count for structures ran-

ges from one to seven rooms and 15 rooms for

the structure associated with the single iden-

tified midden.

•Cluster*

This cluster is the most ceramically uniform,

composed entirely of grayware jar as-

semblages. Hearths or ash/FCR scatters are

present at a majority of the proveniences.

Cluster 5:

Each of the two assemblages in this cluster

contains only brownware jars. Ash and FCR
are present at one site.

Cluster 6:

Assemblages in Cluster 6 are dominated by
whiteware and grayware jars with decorated

bowls making up about 30 percent of the

decorated ware assemblage. Utility wares
(graywares) form slightly more than half of

these inventories. A few assemblages also

contain very small proportions of redwares.

This cluster is the most varied architecturally.
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Surface distributions lacking associated fea-

tures or structures yielded nine assemblages.

Locations containing features which include

rock art, hearths, rubble features, or ash and
FCR are represented by eight site as-

semblages. Two assemblages were recorded at

a surface distribution covering 11 pitstruc-

tures and an associated midden.

The remaining samples were recorded at

structural proveniences from surface distribu-

tions perceived as scatters rather than as mid-
dens, with only one exception. Foundations of

one to six rooms in size were recorded at nine

sites. Basalt cobble or block and sandstone

block, slab, or masonry comprise the founda-

tion materials. Sandstone or basalt block and
basalt cobble simple masonry characterizes

two- to five-room structures in the case of 10

sites.

Assemblages from two compound masonry
structures of 1 1 and 13 rooms are included in

this cluster as is the single midden sample as-

sociated with a four-room core/veneer mason-
ry structure.

Cluster 7:

Ceramic assemblages at sites in Cluster 7 cor-

respond to those in Cluster 6 with the excep-

tion that brownwares rather than graywares

make up a majority of utility wares in the as-

semblages. All but two of these assemblages
were recorded at middens, roomblocks, or

scatters associated with structures. As-

sociated architecture consists for the most
part of simple masonry structures from two to

14 rooms in size.

Cluster 8:

Decorated jars and bowls occur in almost

equal proportions in assemblages in Cluster 8

and overall utility ware proportions are low in

comparison to those in Clusters 4 through 7.

Graywares dominate utility ware assemblages
at sites in this group and redware proportions

are moderately high. These assemblages were
recorded at roomblocks, middens, and scat-

ters associated with structures. Associated

structures consist of simple, compound, and
core-veneer masonry structures of from two to

38 rooms. Construction elements are varied

and include basalt cobble or block and
sandstone slab or block.

~ Cluster 9:

Assemblages in Cluster 9 correspond to those

described for Cluster 8 with the exception that

brownwares constitute a majority of the utility

wares. Redware proportions are the largest of

any assemblage group. Features and struc-

tures include a lithic/ceramic scatter with as-

sociated ash and FCR concentrations and
roomblock and midden samples.

In contrast to sites in Cluster 8, architectural

remains are those from simple masonry struc-

tures of from four to 45 rooms, perhaps in-

dicating slightly more rooms per structure and
different construction techniques associated

with structural assemblages having high

proportions of brownwares and bowls. A
single adobe/jacal roomblock also occurs in

this cluster. Construction elements include

basalt cobble and block, sandstone slab, and
block and masonry/jacal for other structures.

Differences between sites in Clusters 8 and 9
do not include period of occupation as defined

by ceramic types present in assemblages.

Equal numbers of sites dated to Occupation
Period 3 from A.D. 1050 to 1350 occur in each
cluster. In comparing sites from different

periods. Ford (Chapter 5) presents similar

findings.

Clusters 10-16:

Most of the remaining clusters consist
primarily of bowl sherds from single or a very

small number of vessels and some jar sherds.

Associated features and structures vary.

Similar to findings in the previous section red-

wares dominate assemblages from the two
rooms in this group.

Summary

Table 7.9 summarizes the patterns presented

by the cluster analysis. The major patterns

are as follows:

1. The association of utility ware jars

(Clusters 4 and 5) with nonstructural

scatters.

2. Assemblages dominated by
whiteware jars (Cluster 1) at nonstruc-

tural scatters.
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3. Whiteware jars and very low utility

ware proportions (Cluster 3) at non-
structural scatters and small struc-

tures.

4. Assemblages with about 60 percent

utility wares and 30 percent whiteware
bowl sherds (Clusters 6 and 7) at small

to moderate-sized structures and some
scatters.

5. Decorated jar and bowl sherds in

roughly equal proportions, with utility

wares making up less than half of the

assemblage (Clusters 8 and 9) at

moderate to large structures.

6. Small assemblages composed ex-

clusively or primarily of bowl sherds

(Clusters 2, 10-16) at scatters, rooms,

and a small structure.

The first four patterns apply to assemblages
from sites assigned to Occupation Periods 1

and 2 from about A.D. 800 to 1 100. The fifth

pattern applies to Occupation Period 3 (A.D.

1050 to 1350) assemblages and all occupation

periods contribute assemblages to the sixth

pattern. Thus, redwares segregate typologi-

cally later assemblages in Clusters 8 and 9
with the added result that average utility ware
proportions are lower and bowl sherd propor-

tions higher (in part due to higher redware fre-

quencies) in assemblages in these clusters.

With very few exceptions. Occupation Period 3
assemblages (typologically defined in Chapter

5) do not occur in Clusters 1 through 7.

At this point, we cannot conclude that pattern

1-4 assemblages are "characteristic" of earlier

and pattern 5 assemblages of later occupa-
tions in the area; first, because the full range

of assemblage types from any one time span
may not be represented in the six percent in-

ventory sample of the Moderate Production

Area. More importantly, though, is the fact

that the equation of past settlement com-
ponents with archeological sites and as-

semblages cannot be made without
understanding the diverse use histories of

these places. Identifying those sites in all

clusters with similar cumulative histories will

be attempted in the following section.

Flake Assemblages at

Clustered Locations

This section presents evidence for differences

in tool production and maintenance among
lithic/ceramic sites. Morphological attributes

of flakes and ratios of tool, flake, and debris

types are compared among assemblages that

have been grouped by the above cluster

analysis. With some qualifications (see Chap-
ter 6), flake attributes can be used to infer

lithic reduction stage and variability among
locations in the form of core materials from
which flakes are produced. Ratios of tool,

flake, and debris types gauge the contribution

of different aspects of overall lithic manufac-
turing and tool use strategies to assemblages,

providing an additional line of inquiry into

technological variability among sites.

The three flake attributes compared among
clusters are percent dorsal cortex cover, dor-

sal scar count, and platform morphology (see

Appendix 4 for descriptions of recording pro-

cedures and definitions of each). The percent-

age of cortex cover on the dorsal surface of

flakes is analyzed in four categories: none, 1-

50 percent, 51-99 percent, and 100 percent.

The number of scars on the dorsal flake sur-

face representing previous flake removal was
classed into three groups: 0- 1 scar, 2-3 scars,

and 4 or more scars. Flake platform charac-

teristics compared include presence of a corti-

cal platform, a smooth, noncortical
single-facet platform indicating decortication

of the striking platform surface, and a noncor-

tical multifacet platform indicating previous

flake removal from the striking platform sur-

face and/or preparation of the striking plat-

form for flake removal. Tool and debris ratios

compared include five indexes: flake/core,

tertiary flake, angular debris, utilized flake,

and a formal tool index. The relative contribu-

tion of flakes and cores to assemblages was
measured by the flake /core index obtained by
dividing the number of flakes present by the

number of flakes and cores in an assemblage.
Lower measures of the index represent greater

proportions of cores at locations. The propor-

tion of flakes classed as biface thinning and
pressure flakes (see Appendix 4) in the entire

flake assemblage is the tertiary flake index.

The angular debris index was obtained by
dividing the frequency of angular debris by a
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combined total of complete and fragmentary
flakes and angular debris. The contribution of

unifaces, bifaces, and projectile points to the

tool assemblages was measured by a formal

tool index obtained by dividing the number of

facially flaked implements (unifaces and
bifaces) by the total number of tools (including

cores and hammerstones).

Cluster Descriptions

Lithic assemblages at sites clustered on the

basis of ceramic content are described by
averaging flake attribute proportions and tech-

nological indexes of the sites in each cluster

group. Several of the clusters have been com-
bined to obtain a higher number of sites in the

groups compared (Tables 7.10 and 7.11).

Combined clusters are essentially similar on
the basis of proportions of utility and

decorated wares and jar and bowl sherds but
differ with respect to whether graywares or

brownwares have dominant frequencies in

utility ware assemblages. Combined clusters

include 4 and 5 as one group, 8 and 9 as

another, and all small clusters dominated by
bowl sherds (2, 10, 11, 12, 15, and 16) as a

third. Room inventories from sites in Clusters

13 and 14 were not examined. Flake attribute

percentages and technological indexes
presented have been averaged for assemblages
in each group, thus controlling for variation in

overall assemblage size among locations so

that no one large assemblage is responsible for

flake attribute values. The flake attribute

values of all whole flakes recorded in the

Moderate Production Area have also been
averaged and are listed in Table 7.10 along

with averaged values for site groups.

Table 7.10: Averaged Reduction Stage Data for Clustered Proveniences

Cluster Percent Cortex

1-50 51-99

Dorsal Scars

100 0-1 2-3

Platform
single mult.

4+ cort. facet facet

1 n=5 .47 .30 16 .06 .19 .55 .26 .17 .44 —
3 n=8 .45 .27 19 .08 .18 .39 .43 .23 .52 .01

4 + 5 n=9 .68 .15 11 .15 .29 .34 .38 .08 .20 .20

6 n=19 .42 .28 18 .10 .32 .31 .40 .21 .51 .07

7 n=10 .47 .29 10 .12 .30 .22 .45 .18 .51 .07

8 + 9 n=6 .38 .35 24 .04 .13 .43 .44 .34 .53 .05

2,10,11. n=5 .67 .21 09 .06 .20 .29 .52 .07 .51 .36

12,15,16
All Flakes .51 .27 13 .08 .24 .38 .38 .18 .54 .12

Table 7.1 1 : Averaged Technological Indexes for Clustered Proveniences

Cluster Flake/
Core

Index

Tertiary

Flake
Index

Angular
Debris

Index

Utilized

Flake

Index

Formal
Tool

Index

1 n=5 .93 .03 .25 .01 .92

3 n=8 .86 .01 .23 .03 .71

4 + 5 n=9 .80 .07 .18 .13 .42

6 n=19 .88 .02 .25 .09 .46

7 n=10 .81 .04 .28 .07 .76

8 + 9 n=7 .85 .04 .23 .07 .50

2,10,11, n=5 .97 .15 .24 .07 .17

12,15,16
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«* Cluster 1:

Cluster 1, the whiteware jar group, contains
flake assemblages with moderate amounts of

cortical material; flake proportions in cortex

categories have middle values when all

clusters are compared. The highest numbers
of flakes occur in the 2-3 dorsal scar category,

higher than any other cluster, while low to

moderate numbers of flakes were recorded in

the 0- 1 and 4+ categories.

Flake platforms are distributed between the

cortical and single-facet categories with
moderate percentages of both in comparison
to other clusters. Flake production using
cores which were partially to wholly decorti-

cated may be responsible for these patterns.

«* Cluster 3:

Moderately high numbers of flakes with 5 1-99

percent dorsal cortex and cortical platform dis-

tinguish this cluster which is also distin-

guished by whitewarejars and low numbers of

utility wares. These measures indicate early

stages of lithic manufacture; however, most
flakes are included in the high scar count
category as well.

Taken together, flake attributes indicate vari-

able production strategies (from use of raw
materials to decorticated cores) for flakes at

locations in this cluster with some emphasis
on decortication of raw materials. Few flakes

in the multifacet category and a low tertiary

flake index suggest little platform preparation

and/or manufacture of facially flaked imple-

ments.

Clusters 4 and 5:

Nonstructural scatters containing utility ware
jars comprise sites in these clusters. This

group is distinctive in that the highest propor-

tions of flakes occur in attribute categories

suggesting late stage flake production and
maintenance and production of facially flaked

implements. More flakes occur in the per-

cent cortex category than in others and flake

proportions in the multifacet category are

high.

A relatively high tertiary flake index and low

angular debris index also point to late stage

manufacturing activities (e.g. Nelson and

Camilli 1984). Few cores and formal tools are

present in assemblages, possibly indicating

tool recycling and the curation of tools in per-

sonal tool kits. In this situation, tools and
cores are carried and used between special-

purpose camps with exhausted and recyclable

items returned to a home base for refurbish-

ing or replacement.

-Cluster 6 and 7:

These clusters were not combined for analysis,

but are so similar that they are described

together. Clusters 6 and 7 include scatters

and small to moderate-sized structures with

about 30 percent decorated bowls and slight-

ly more utility wares than decorated wares.

The values of flake attributes in cortex and
scar count classes are moderate when com-
pared to those of other clusters with a majority

of flakes in classes with less than 50 percent

cortex and two or more scars.

Flake proportions in the multifacet category

represent a moderate value. Moderate
amounts ofcortex present on flakes is coupled

with relatively high dorsal counts. These pat-

terns suggest that all stages of lithic manufac-
ture are represented, although the focus

seems to be on flake production from partial-

ly decorticated core material.

Clusters 8 and 9:

The presence of roomblock and midden
samples in these clusters may be responsible

for a distribution of flakes among attribute

classes that is inconsistent for representing a

single reduction stage. Lowest percentages

occur in the percent cortex category and lit-

tle late stage reduction is indicated by few mul-
tifacet platforms and a high proportion of

cortical platforms. One would suspect, there-

fore, emphasis on early stage reduction;

however, decortication flakes (those with 100
percent cortex) and flakes with one or no scars

are relatively few in assemblages. A mix of

production strategies is probably represented

here with most flakes produced after core

material has been decorticated.

A larger number of attribute-coded inventories

are needed from roomblocks and middens in

order to compare these two feature types and
to determine consistent patterning in flake

morphology.
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-Clusters 2, 10, 11, 12, and 15

(Bowl Assemblages):

The distribution of flake attributes from these

assemblages is comparable to that of Clusters

4 and 5. The highest percentages of flakes

occur in noncortical, high scar count, and
multifacet platform categories. The tertiary

flake index is also quite high and formal tools

are few in these assemblages. Patterns are

represented by a small number of as-

semblages—one problem with a small number
of cases in any analytical grouping is the pos-

sibility that a single assemblage with a high

proportion of late stage reduction flakes can
determine the patterning in grouped as-

semblage content. This possibility has been
controlled for, however, by standardizing as-

semblage counts using flake proportions from
individual assemblages rather than by com-
bining counts and then calculating flake per-

centages in each attribute class.

With this method high averages indicate that

all cases contribute late stage reduction flakes

to the proportions in Tables 7. 10 and 7. 1 1 , and
suggest that late stage tool production and
maintenance was the primary manufacturing
activity at locations in this group. More ex-

amples are needed to understand the
variability in ceramic and lithic content of low
frequency-low density distributions with high

percentages of bowl sherds.

Summary

Inferences concerning production stage made
on the basis of flake attributes and technologi-

cal indexes of clustered locations are rein-

forced by Larralde's (Chapter 6) findings for

lithic assemblages associated with small
structures, roomblocks, and middens. Com-
parison of these findings is useful for describ-

ing clustered assemblages and elaborating on
the general categories of small structures and
roomblocks.

Cluster 3 corresponds to Larralde's "Small

Structure" category, although not all locations

grouped in this cluster contain structural

remains. "Small Structures" (one to four

rooms) form an early reduction stage, high

variability category as inferred from a wide
range in flake size and a high proportion of cor-

tical platforms. Common at small structure

scatters were a high proportion of early stage

flakes, i.e. flakes with two to three scars and
cortical platforms. With the exception of

projectile points, most tool types are common-
ly found at small structures with equal propor-

tions of groundstone and informal and formal

chipped stone tools.

Larralde's "Small Structure" category was also

distinguished by quartzite as the dominant
material type with chert and chalcedonies oc-

curring in lesser amounts. Although average

room count is a little higher (five rooms) for

structures in Cluster 3, flake assemblage com-
position remains similar to that of "Small

Structures." Course-grained volcanics and
quartzites are the common material types in

most assemblages in Cluster 3. Clusters 6
and 7 contain a number of locations that

would qualify, based on room count, for in-

clusion in the "Small Structure" category and
are similar to small structures on the basis of

most flake attributes.

It should be noted, however, that low-to-

moderate amounts of multifacet platforms

occur in Cluster 6 and 7 assemblages, thus an
inference of only early to middle stage reduc-

tion activities does not always apply to these

assemblages.

Clusters 6, 7, 8, and 9 correspond for the most
part to Larralde's roomblock category.

Roomblocks were found to exhibit the least

variability in flake length and thickness when
compared with other provenience types with

volcanics as the dominant source material.

Roomblock assemblages were also found to

represent a middle reduction stage, low
variability category as inferred from a narrow
flake size range, moderate amounts of cortical

flakes, and flakes with moderately high dorsal

scar counts.

"Middens" form a late stage, low variability

category as inferred from the narrow flake size

range, high frequencies of flakes with low per-

centages of dorsal cortex, and the presence of

four or more flake scars. The inclusion ofmid-
den samples among the few examples in

Clusters 8 and 9 may be responsible for the

low proportions of flakes in the 100 percent

cortex and 0-1 scar count classes in the

averaged reduction stage data for this group.
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Clusters 1, 4, and 5, and bowl sherd clusters

(2. 10, 11, 12. 15, and 16) correspond to

Larralde's "scatters" and "scatters with fea-

tures" categories. The few cases In these
clusters cannot be further subdivided into

those with and without features without com-
promising statistical applications. Many are

associated with ash, FCR, or formal hearths
and correspond to "scatters with features"

categories of all sizes. Larralde found scatter

categories to be highly variable with respect to

inferred reduction stage.

Clusters 4 and 5 and bowl sherd clusters form
a subgroup of these locations with lithic as-

semblages that, while somewhat variable,

reflect emphasis on late stage reduction in-

cluding final production and maintenance of

facially flaked tools. Fine-grained cryptocrys-

tallines and quartzites are the main material

types at these locations.

is listed in Table 7.12 for Clusters 4 and 5;

Clusters 2, 10, 11, 12, 15, and 16; Clusters 3;

Clusters 6 and 7; and Clusters 8 and 9. As
the graphed data (Figure 7.7) indicate, the

flakes in Clusters 4 and 5 and in Clusters 2,

10, 11, 12, 15, and 16 are the thinnest ones
recorded. A high percentage of noncortical

flakes and multifacet platforms in these as-

semblages is coupled with the high tertiary

flake index, warranting an interpretation of

late stage tool production and maintenance.

The distribution of flake thickness for Cluster

3 corresponds well with an interpretation of

early and middle stage reduction activities; the

peak at 19-20 mm represents early stage

decortication flakes. These patterns indicate

that a number of production strategies were
implemented at sites in this group, but that

reduction of partially or wholly cortical

material is most common.

To further assess the above conclusions, the

maximum thickness of all measurable flakes

in clustered assemblages was examined by
treating flakes from each cluster as a single as-

semblage. The distribution of flake thickness

Clusters 6, 7, 8, and 9 are very similar to

Cluster 3, but lack a high percentage of thick

flakes. A very even distribution of flake thick-

nesses from 2 to 10 mm characterizes these

assemblages.

Table 7.12: Distribution of Flake Thicknesses for Clustered Assemblages

Thickness (mm) Cluster

2,10,11
4 + 5 12,15,16
n=55 n=34

.25 .26

.35 .41

.13 .09

.02 —

.05 .03

.11 .09

.04 —

.02 .06

__ .06

3
n=!56

6 + 7
n=188

8 + 9
n=66

1-2

3-4

5-6

7-8

9-10
11-12

13-14
15-16

17-18

19-20
21-22
23-24
25-26
27-28
29-30

.02

.02

.05

.15

.13

.16

.12

.07

.01

.05

.03

.19

.02

.01

.01

.06

.33

.15

.19

.13

.07

.02

.05

.04

.02

.02

.02

.01

.01

.09

.24

.20

.11

.20

.03

.03

.05

.02

.03

.02

.01
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The lower mean thickness of flakes in as-

semblages at Clusters 8 and 9 compared to

that of Clusters 3,6, and 7 may indicate the

prevalence of late reduction stage material at

middens as demonstrated by Larralde for this

group (see Lithic Narrative Data in Appendix
6).

Lithic Assemblages

The flake attributes of 25 lithic assemblages
recorded (Table 7.13) have been analyzed as
components of several provenience categories

(see Chapter 6) and will not be further ex-

amined here. This section presents flake at-

tribute data for each assemblage and a
description of flake assemblage types at lithic

scatters. Flake assemblage types are based on
a hierarchical cluster analysis (Average
Linkage Method) ofthe data presented in Table

7.13.

Four assemblages (sites 486-4, 492-1, 494-1,

and 495-3) are characterized by high percent-

ages of noncortical, multifacet platform flakes

with dorsal scar counts of four or more. A

second group of scatters includes moderate
numbers of flakes in all cortex and scar count

categories most ofwhich have single facet plat-

forms. Sites 245-1, 267-1, 268-4, 268-9,451-

1, 452-1, 459-1, and 495-1 comprise this

group. The third group has four assemblages
with flake percentages in attribute categories

which are inconsistent for interpreting reduc-

tion stage, thus probably indicating a mix of

production techniques. Flake assemblages in

this group have highest percentages in the one

to 50 percent dorsal cortex range, more than
four dorsal scars, and cortical platform
categories. Sites 243-1, 449-1, 488-1, and
495-2, the only attribute-recorded lithic scat-

ter to yield a projectile point that could be
classed as an Archaic type (see Table 5. 17, Ap-
pendix 5), make up this group. The last group
of four assemblages is characterized by
moderate percentages of flakes in cortex

categories under 100 percent, the 0-1 dorsal

scar, and cortical platform category. These as-

semblages include those from 240-3, 249-1,

268-1, and 496-1. The other five lithic as-

semblages are highly variable with respect to

all flake attribute categories.

Table 7.13: IFlake Attributes in Lithic Assemblages

Site

Percent Cortex Dorsal Scars
Platform

Provenience
Cort.

single

facet

mult.
Sample o 1-50 51-99 100 0-1 2-3 4+ facet

2 1 2 100.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .. 50.0
240 2 1 100.0 -- — — 100.0 -- - - -- -
240 3 4 50.0 25.0 25.0 — 50.0 - 50.0 25.0 25.0 --

243 1 3 33.33 33.33 — 33.33 33.33 — 66.66 66.66 - —
245 1 4 61.36 20.54 13.63 2.27 33.63 54.54 32.82 4.54 43.18 29.54
249 1 8 25.0 50.0 25.0 « 37.50 37.50 25.0 50.0 50.0 -

267 1 5 60.0 -- 20.0 20.0 40.0 40.0 20.0 20.0 60.0 --

268 1 6 33.33 16.67 16.66 33.33 66.66 33.33 -- 16.66 16.66 -
268 4 3 66.66 — 33.33 -- 33.33 66.66 -- - 100.0 -
268 5 2 — 100.0 - -- 50.0 50.0 - -- 100.0 -

268 9 4 50.0 — 25.0 25.0 75.0 25.0 -- -- 100.0 -

449 1 10 30.0 50.0 20.0 — 30.0 - 70.0 -- 20.0 50.0

451 1 4 25.0 50.0 25.0 - -- 50.0 50.0 - 100.0 --

452 1 7 57.14 14.28 14.28 14.28 14.28 42.85 32.68 14.28 71.42 --

459 1 5 40.0 -- 40.0 20.0 40.0 60.0 - -- 100.0 -

486 4 1 100.0 -- — — - -- 100.0 -- 100.0 -

486 5 1 - 100.0 - - 100.0 - -- -- 100.0 -

488 1 5 40.0 60.0 - - - - 100.0 60.0 20.0 --

492 1 7 57.14 28.57 14.28 - - -- 100.0 - 85.71 14.28

494 1 7 71.42 14.28 14.28 - -- 14.28 85.72 - 71.42 28.57

495 1 7 57.14 14.28 28.57 - 14.28 28.56 57.15 - 85.71 -

495 2 7 42.85 42.85 14.28 - - 28.57 81.43 42.85 42.85 14.28

495 3 9 66.66 33.33 -- - - 22.22 87.78 - 55.55 33.33

495 4 1 100.0 -- -- - -- - 100.0 - - 100.0

496 1 3 33.33 -- 66.66 -- 66.66 - 33.33 33.33 33.33 -
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Implications for Site Use-History

and Function

Models of residential and nonresidential as-

semblages presented at the beginning of this

section addressed two aspects of assemblage
content and structure expected to contrast

locations with domestic functions and com-
plex occupational histories and those with
special-purpose functions. The ideas of as-

semblage specificity and heterogeneity were
applied to residential and nonresidential as-

semblages and linked with characteristic

relationships between item variety and the size

of assemblages. These models will be reviewed

below. Ceramic assemblage and flake at-

tribute data from lithic/ceramic distributions

in the Moderate Production Area will then be
compared to modeled expectations. Models
focus on permanent and seasonal residences

and nonresidential or special-purpose loca-

tions in relatively sedentary systems.

Assemblage Models

Long-term residential assemblages were
viewed as relatively heterogeneous, that is,

containing a wide range of types in relatively

even proportions, due to the accumulation of

domestic debris throughout the period of oc-

cupation. The expectation was that domestic
garbage would be quite redundant typological-

ly for most discard events. With this model,
assemblage variety (the number of different

types of items forming assemblages) should
vary among locations and be dependent on the

length of time a residence was used. A variety

threshold was anticipated for residential as-

semblages within a certain period of debris ac-

cumulation afterwhich assemblage size would
continue to increase and variety would not.

Reused locations at which artifact distribu-

tions represent the debris from multiple over-

lapped events incorporating nonresidential

activities were also expected to exhibit a degree

of heterogeneity dependent on the intensity of

reuse and functional variation among reuse

episodes. In the case of composite distribu-

tions such as these, a direct relationship be-

tween assemblage variety and size was also

posited.

In contrast, technologies in which activities

are organized logistically, with tasks involving

planned activities partitioned among different

locations, were believed to result in more
specific types of assemblages. Assemblage
specificity was linked with the potential that

assemblages resulting from specific tasks
would more directly reflect tool production
strategies than would those resulting from a
range of production techniques. While
planned resource procurement activities in-

volving logistical considerations, i.e. special-

ized personnel and task localization, have been
described as characteristic of mobile hunter-
gatherer settlement systems (Binford 1980;
Kelly 1983), logistically organized resource
procurement trips could also be expected in

more sedentary systems.

It could be argued that due to reliance on a
relatively permanent home base, resources not
available within a day's walk of the permanent
residence must be obtained in an organized

fashion. Such long-distance trips are
described by Moore (1979) and reviewed by
Sebastian (1983). Formany agricultural prac-

tices — cultivation and surveillance of ripen-

ing crops — nonspecialized labor is used. The
deployment of the labor force is organized

around the growing season and the special

needs of the fields. In the case of nonagricul-

tural practices, such as hunting, resource

procurement trips would also require plan-

ning, gearing up, and task partitioning among
different locations with the degree of labor

specialization dependent on the target

resource. The extent to which logistic

strategies like these dominate seasonal ac-

tivities is related to the importance of a
resource to technological and subsistence re-

quirements. Not only will debris from agricul-

turally-related activities comprise the
archeological record ofPuebloan groups, there

should also be some evidence of strategies by
which relatively sedentary groups equip them-
selves for nonagricultural resource procure-

ment in the archeological record of a region.

Ceramic & Lithic Assemblage Content

Ware and vessel form proportions are the most
heterogeneous (exhibit the most even propor-

tions of most wares and vessel forms) for

ceramic assemblages recorded at surface scat-
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ters on large roomblocks and middens
(ceramic Clusters 8 and 9). Heterogeneity is

somewhat less for assemblages recorded at

surface scatters on and around smaller struc-

tures or features (Clusters 6 and 7) and lower

yet for assemblages at the smallest structures

or at nonstructural scatters (Cluster 3). The
most specific ceramic assemblages, or those
representing a single or few wares and
dominated by a single vessel form come from
nonstructural scatters (Clusters 1, 2, 4, 5, 10,

11, 12, 15, and 16).

Comparison ofthese assemblage groups to the

Anasazi site functions posited by Sebastian

(1983) for ceramic assemblages and associated

features is instructive. Two major categories

of ceramic assemblages were identified by
Sebastian: those with jar-dominant decorated

wares and those with 30 percent or more
decorated bowls.

Within these two categories, the presence of

associated features and structures was used
to separate locations into categories of places

used on a daily basis and for seasonal or year-

round habitation. Daily use is thought to be
represented by ephemeral shelters and little

trash; continual use would be suggested by
substantial structures, greater volumes of

trash, and evidence of a wider variety of ac-

tivities (Sebastian 1983:406). Hogan
(1985:168) applies these categories to sur-

veyed locations in the Hubbell Draw area using

a cutoff of 20 percent bowls to separate jar-

dominant and domestic assemblages.

The archeological manifestations of six major
functional classes were defined by Hogan
(1985:168) as follows:

tures with light to moderately dense
surface scatters were give a storage

function.

4. Domestic assemblages without as-

sociated structures were classed as

fieldhouse/camps.

5. Fieldhouse/seasonal habitations in-

clude domestic assemblages as-

sociated with one- to three-room
structures lacking dense middens.

6. The presence of structures larger

than three rooms or one- to three-room
structures with a midden deposit led to

inclusion of these locations in a year-

round habitation category.

With Moderate Production Area ceramic as-

semblages it is usually true that locations with

the most substantial types of architecture

(Clusters 8 and 9) have a higher proportion of

decorated ceramics and bowls in assemblages
than do other locations. The presence and sub-

stantiality of architectural remains is also cor-

related with the percentage of decorated bowls
in most assemblages (see Clusters 1 and 3-9).

except for those containing single or very few

numbers of vessels. These results are not

necessarily contrary to findings for NMAP sites

(Sebastian 1983) which include lack of

covariation between decorated wares and
bowls, there are small decorated and utility

ware assemblages made up entirely of bowls
at nonstructural scatters. Decorated Jar-

dominant assemblages with low utility ware
proportions also occur. Jar-dominant as-

semblages (utility ware and decorated ware)

include Clusters 1, 3, 4, and 5.

1. Jar-dominated assemblages as-

sociated with small artifact scatters or

scatters with hearths were interpreted

as day-use field locations.

2. Jar-dominated assemblages as-

sociated with ephemeral structures,

such as ramadas and single jacal

rooms, were placed in the category of

day-use field facilities.

3. Jar-dominated assemblages at the

locations of one- to three-room struc-

Based on types of features and structures

present and on bowl proportions, site clusters

are compared with settlement category defini-

tions (Table 7. 14) as outlined by Hogan (1985).

Table 7. 14 is subdivided into jar-dominant as-

semblages; and those with relatively high
proportions ofbowl sherds (overall bowl sherd
proportions exceed 15 percent and/or
decorated bowl proportions exceed 30 per-

cent). Inclusion in the decorated ware
category requires that more than 40 percent of

the assemblage consist of decorated wares.

Because the presence of structures and fea-
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tures varies among sites within each cluster,

a single cluster can be assigned to several of

Hogan's categories.

Table 7.14: Comparison of Ceramic
Analysis Results with Settlement Categories

Based on Bowl Proportions and Associated

Architectural Remains

Settlement
Categories* Ceramic Cluster

Jars Decorated WaresUtllity Wares
Day-use
field locations 1,3 4,5
Day-use
field facilities 1,3 4,5
Storage

facilities 3
Bowls
Fieldhouse/

camps 6, 7, 10, 11,

12, 15 16

Fieldhouse/

seasonal

habitations

Year-round
habitations
* Hogan 1985

6, 7, 10

8,9, 13, 14

This categorization can be assessed in light of

flake and technological attribute data com-
piled for each cluster (Tables 7.10 and 7.11).

In general, flake assemblages from locations in

Clusters 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, and 9 (all those includ-

ing but not limited to structural locations)

were inferred to represent early-middle and
middle reduction stages, while for Clusters 2,

4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 15, and 16 (including a struc-

tural assemblage in only one case) flake

production occurs predominantly during mid-

dle and late reduction stages.

If all ceramic-bearing locations in the
Moderate Production Area are considered re-

lated to agricultural activities (with day-use

activities not necessarily centered around fea-

tures or structures), one might not expect the

second set of assemblages. This set of as-

semblages should be similar to assemblages at

roomblocks, middens, and small structures;

that is. flake attributes from assemblages in

Clusters 10. 11, 12, and 15 should be similar

to those in Clusters 6 and 7 (Hogan's

fieldhouse category). Similarly, flake at-

tributes in assemblages from Clusters 1, 3, 4,

and 5 (jar-dominated assemblages) should be
similar since all are assignable to a field loca-

tion/facility category given Hogan's criteria.

In fact, while somewhat more variable due to

differences in length of occupation and place

reuse, all nonstructural assemblages should

resemble those at structural locations, if one
views the range of artifacts discarded at field

locations and facilities as "a microcosm of the

domestic trash found on habitation sites and
on fieldhouses occupied for the whole agricul-

tural season" (Sebastian 1983:406).

In order to assess differences between flake as-

semblages from structural and nonstructural

contexts, flake attributes were compared be-

tween assemblages in Clusters 4 and 5 and
those in Clusters 6 and 7 (groups with the most
inventoried assemblages). It was found that

nonstructural scatters with grayware jars in

Clusters 4 and 5 differed from nonstructural

and structural scatters containing 30 percent

decorated bowls in Clusters 6 and 7 with

respect to flake thickness and platform mor-

phology. Flake assemblages in Clusters 4 and
5 are composed ofmore thin, noncortical, mul-

tifacet platform flakes (p=0.008, t=3.36 for

thickness; p=0.021 for noncortical flakes and
p=0.035 for multifacet platform flakes with a

Wilcoxen two-sample test with direction

predicted).

These results suggest organizational differen-

ces in stone tool manufacturing and main-

tenance among ceramic-bearing locations and
that the use of some ofthese locations may not

have been related to agricultural activities.

These findings also call into question assign-

ment ofsites to settlement categories based ex-

clusively on jar proportions.

In addition, flakes in Clusters 4 and 5 have a

mean flake thickness of 6.01 mm similar to

that of Archaic-designated assemblages
(mean=5.77) analyzed by Elyea (1985:63).

Elyea (1985:62-64) makes a case for evidence

of biface reduction as reflected by flake thick-

ness, amounts of noncortical material and
prepared platforms at Archaic sites in the Hub-
bell Draw area as opposed to core reduction at

Puebloan sites.
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Significant differences were demonstrated be-

tween analyzed Puebloan and Archaic as-

semblage groups in that "Archaic assemblages
are composed of thinner flakes with more
prepared platforms and less cortical materials

than the Puebloan assemblages. Flake-size

differences are also apparent in the con-
tinuous thickness variable in both the median
and mean values..." (Elyea 1985:62).

The Moderate Production Area lithic data
provide a contrast to this generalization, i.e.

flakes consistently associated with utility ware
jar assemblages fall within the range of

variability exhibited by Elyea's Archaic as-

semblage group. Lithic/ceramic assemblages
consistently associated with either utilityware
jars (Clusters 4 and 5) or small numbers of

bowls with and without jars (Clusters 2, 10,

11, 15, and 16) have high tertiary flake indexes

indicating emphasis on formal tool manufac-
turing processes. On the other hand, the

mean thicknesses of flakes from assemblages
in structural clusters (Table 7.12) are similar

to those presented for Elyea's Puebloan site

types.

Several factors may be responsible for flake at-

tribute patterns in the Hubbell Draw as-

semblages. First, flake size at Puebloan
day-use sites in the Hubbell Draw sample
(Elyea 1985:63) is radically different from that

of Moderate Production Area nonstructural

scatters with small, late stage reduction flakes,

which, according to the site criteria outlined

above, should be in a day-use category. This

may mean that lithic/ceramic scatters of the

types contributing to Clusters 2, 4, 5, 10, 12,

15, and 16 are few or lacking in the Hubbell
Draw sample due to the differential

topographic settings of the survey areas.

The SACA survey areas have considerably

higher proportions of acreage in ridged

uplands and, therefore, higher archeological

visibility for small and moderate-sized scat-

ters, due to their exposure on slopes and ridge

tops, than do Fence Lake Coal Lease survey

areas in the Hubbell Draw vicinity.

Second, by grouping flake attributes into site

type categories for comparison, large as-

semblages with flakes produced during early

and middle stages of the reduction process

may contribute more materials to Elyea's com-
parison of sites than do smaller assemblages
with flakes resulting from late stage reduction.

The Hubbell Draw day-use category (less than
20 percent bowls and no structures) probably

contains assemblages that would belong to

Clusters 1 and 3 (jars and early and middle

stage reduction flakes) as well as locations

belonging to Clusters 4 and 5 (grayware jars

and late reduction stage assemblages).

Combining of flake debris from both as-

semblage types may have resulted in the over-

shadowing of small assemblages with thin

flakes by large assemblages with larger, thick-

er flakes. Given these circumstances,
analyses would have to be particularly directed

toward detecting patterns of association be-

tween utility ware jar assemblages or single

bowl assemblages and formal tool manufac-
turing processes. In other words, if this as-

sociation is not pursued, it will not be found.

On the basis of these observations, the value

of formal tool manufacturing debris alone for

diagnosing pre-ceramic occupations remains
to be demonstrated. Further subdivision of

the Archaic-diagnosed assemblages into

residential and hunting stands would com-
pound the problem. A standard typology for

assigning locations to the functional
categories of base camp versus hunting camp
uses the presence of whole formal tools at the

latter (Elyea 1985:69). In light of recent

models of tool production strategies and
studies of technological variation (Binford

1979; Camilli 1983; Camilli and Nelson 1983;

Magne 1983; Pokotylo 1978) typological

criteria should be reversed.

If residences are the sites of gearing-up ac-

tivities including tool maintenance and
recycled tool discard, these locations should
contain formal tools and tool fragments as well

as tool manufacturing and maintenance
debris. In contrast, hunting camp as-

semblages should be dominated by main-
tenance debris and nonrecyclable tool

fragments. Thus, typologies which rely on the

presence of whole formal tools to indicate

hunting camps may be in large part misiden-

tifying at least one component of past settle-

ment systems.
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Assemblage Variety and
Occupational History

Several models of the occupational history of

places relating scatter size, assemblage
variety, and tool frequency have been proposed
in Chapter 6 and in this chapter. In Model 1

,

a growth-in-size:increase-in-diversity model,

low diversity-low frequency scatters accrete

into larger, diverse, high frequency scatters.

With the "linear growth" model. Model 2, there

is little change in the proportion of tools and
debris between small scatters and large scat-

ters. A third model could also be proposed.

Model 3, a "growth-in-size: decrease in diver-

sity" model, proposes that the highest as-

semblage frequencies correlate with the lowest

diversities.

The processing of single products in a redun-

dant fashion, possibly throughout a number
of occupations in conjunction with tool recy-

cling, may be responsible for a pattern in

which few tools occur with large amounts of

debris. With this model, continued or redun-

dant use of a location contributes to as-

semblage specificity rather than
heterogeneity. Several correspondences can
be made when applying these models and ex-

pectations for residential and nonresidential

assemblage content to lithic/ceramic as-

semblages from the Moderate Production Area.

Lithic assemblages from Clusters 1, 3, 6, 7, 8,

and 9 may fit the linear growth model, that is,

the proportion of tools to tools and debris is

maintained from smaller- to larger-sized scat-

ters, since large and small assemblages may
be of similar functions. With redundant use

of places for domestic purposes, assemblages
would also achieve a variety threshold after a

certain period of site use. Bowl proportions

are low for Clusters 1 and 3 and high for the

other clusters; all have relatively diverse flake

assemblages representing early-middle and
middle stage reduction sequences.

Assemblages in Clusters 1 and 3 correspond

to Sebastian's (1983) "day-use" category and
those in Clusters 6, 7, 8, and 9 are within the

"fieldhouse /habitation" category. The as-

semblages should vary in size, but not in con-

tent, due to the presumed predominance of

domestic-related activities.

Thirty-three assemblages from Clusters 1, 3,

6, 7, 8, and 9 were inspected for patterning in

lithic assemblage variety, tool assemblage size,

and total assemblage (tools and debris) size.

Figure 7.8 illustrates the relationship between

the average proportion of tools in assemblages

and assemblage variety, (number of different

types possible out of 1 1 types present in the

assemblages). Tool proportions (tools/tools

and debris) were averaged for assemblages

with the same number of types and then

graphed against the number of types present.

Clusters 6, 7, 8, and 9 were first graphed

separately (Figure 7.8a) and then with

Clusters 1 and 3 (Figure 7.8b).

The graphs indicate slightly positive (Figure

7.8a) and erratic (Figure 7.8b) ratios of tools to

total assemblage size with increases in variety.

Although variety may be higher in the larger

assemblages in these site groups, the propor-

tions of tools and debris do remain relatively

similar between small and large structural as-

semblages.

Assemblage variety also appears to threshold

at about five types in larger assemblages.

Given these patterns, an interpretation of the

redundant use of places for domestic-related

purposes would be warranted for assemblages

in Clusters 1,3.6, 7, 8, and 9. The conclusion

could also be drawn that, based on lithic as-

semblage content, low density scatters inter-

preted as briefly used agricultural locations

and facilities host domestic activities similar

to structural scatters — the locations of

presumed permanent or seasonal habitation.

Model 1 may apply to some assemblaes in this

group as well. With this model, large scatters

represent debris from multiple, functionally

diverse occupations, and have a strong posi-

tive relationship between assemblage size and
variety. This pattern is not strongly apparent

however, possibly due to the prevalence of

domestic-related activities at most of the sties

studied here.

Sixteen assemblages in Clusters 2, 4, and 5

and 10. 11, 12, 15, and 16 fit Model 3 in which

assemblages become more specific rather than

heterogeneous with repeated or intensive use.

Figure 7.8c illustrates that tool proportions

and variety appear to be negatively correlated

in these assemblages; that is, assemblages
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with high tool proportions have the lowest

variety. Larger assemblages in this group are

characterized by a positive relationship be-

tween variety and overall size (Figure 7.9b),

but tool proportions are lowest in large as-

semblages.

Large assemblages that fit Model 3 should
have the highest proportions of nonrecyclable

tool fragments, since low tool proportions at

large scatters should be caused by repeated

"mining" of scatters for useable implements.

Because only six assemblages contain formal

tools (Table 7.15), it is not possible to con-

clusively demonstrate the differential occur-

rence of whole and broken tools at locations.

Locations with high tool proportions do con-

tain complete Biface types 1-3, while locations

with lower tool proportions include a mix of

whole and broken items. The variety of low

tool proportion assemblages in this group may
thus be partially accounted for by used, dis-

carded tools. The reuse of places for similar

nonresidential functions, during which imple-

ments from personal tool kits are maintained
and recycled and previously deposited tools

are "mined" from existing scatters, is sug-

gested as responsible for this pattern.

Table 7.15: Whole and Broken Formal Tools in

Model 3 Assemblages

Site Variety Tool Pro - Tool Types
portion Present

238/1 4 0.36 Biface 2

Biface 3
237/1 3 0.19 Biface 1

312/1 4 0.13 Biface 1

246/2 8 0.13 Biface 3, base
Biface 3,

midsection

237/1 5 0.11 Biface 1

241/1 4 0.07 Biface 3
Biface 3,

tip & midsection

Biface 3,

broken tip

Consequently, assemblages represent a

reliance on strategies for tool procurement,

maintenance, and discard that may be redun-

dant, but do not result in tool assemblages

with high or even proportions of all types of im-

plements.

To complete this analysis, lithic scatters were
also examined for relationships between as-

semblage size and variety. No strong correla-

tions between size and variety are evident

among these diverse scatters (Figure 7.9c).

Tool proportions also vary erratically in rela-

tion to the number of types present in as-

semblages (Figure 7.8d); proportions are low
for low- and high-variety scatters and highest

for scatters of moderate variety. These pat-

terns point to diverse occupational histories

among lithic assemblages lacking ceramics.

Summary

The analysis presented here has concentrated

on the archeological materials categorized into

"functional" site groups and how these
categories relate to patterns in the content of

inventoried assemblages. Residential and
nonresidential activities were seen as em-
bedded in strategies for repositioning groups
on a landscape, with the consequent con-

clusion that the occupational history of most
places used in the past is complex rather than
directly equatable with imagined activities.

Some of the strongest patterning in lithic and
ceramic materials was exhibited by lithic as-

semblages composed of flakes produced
during late stages of the reduction process,

which are associated in a very consistent

fashion with ceramic assemblages of ex-

clusively graywarejars or predominately single

bowls. There are a number of alternative in-

terpretations of such associations.

Grayware jars may have functioned as cook-

ing, food storage, water, and caching con-

tainers in nonresidential contexts, while lithic

debris denotes ongoing maintenance of per-

sonal tool kits. Similarly, single bowls in such
contexts may be those recycled from the

household container inventory for use in the

field.

Alternatively, the jar assemblage may indicate

food preparation as a primary activity at non-
structural residences, with the same sites
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reused in a nonresidentialmanner on separate

occasions during which tool maintenance was
the predominant activity.

Whichever interpretation may be correct, the

consistent co-occurrence of grayware jars and
late reduction stage flake assemblages does
suggest that the same places were used
repeatedly, whether or not ceramics and lithics

were used concurrently.

To understand the use-histories of these
places, more specific types ofinformationmust
be brought to bear on questions concerning
the use-history of such locations, i.e. data on
jar form (seed jars or necked vessels) and ves-

sel size, core reduction technique, feature con-

tent, and so on. In addition, a much larger

inventory of cases is also required for study
since all patterns demonstrated in this chap-

ter rely on small numbers of cases from the six

percent survey inventory.

The repetitive use of places for a wide range of

domestic activities has been interpreted for

heterogeneous ceramic and lithic as-

semblages. Patterns demonstrated include

higher decorated ware and bowl proportions

(independent of the type of utility ware) in

larger assemblages associated with struc-

tures.

A difference between assemblages associated

with larger structures is the association of

core-veneer and compound masonry con-

struction techniques with relatively high

grayware proportions in contrast to the use of

simple masonry construction at locations with

higher brownware proportions. Simple
masonry architecture and higher brownware
frequencies may also be linked with slightly

higher room counts. These patterns are based

on 29 roomblock and midden samples (in

Clusters 8 and 9).

The potential for reuse of places containing

variable proportions of utility ware types has
also been considered. The presence of late

stage production debris as demonstrated for

middens (Chapter 6) was suggested to indicate

reuse of middens in nonresidential contexts.

Nonresidential use and reuse of places might
also be linked to alternative strategies for

producing and using containers.

With a greater number of examples, utility

ware assemblages could be compared with

lithic assemblage data to pursue ideas about

the reuse of locations that incorporate dif-

ferent ceramic technologies, building
episodes, and tool requirements.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and

Recommendations

The San Augustine Coal Area encompasses
a distant watershed of the Little Colorado

River, a landscape of open bottomlands and
ridged uplands bordered by mesa scarps.

Bureau of Land Management archeological

surveys in the SACA Moderate Production
Area were designed to provide reconnaissance
level data concerning the location of large ar-

chitectural sites and a sample inventory of site

data which would provide information on the
distribution and density of archeological
remains in areas slated for inclusion in a
federal coal leasing program.

General patterns of distribution for inven-

toried archeological remains consisting of 303
site proveniences, the smallest spatial unit

recorded, are described in this report. The
survey project also attempted to go further in

describing the content of inventoried resourc-

es than is customarily accomplished with a
standard site survey.

Documentation of project area artifact as-

semblages was also undertaken, including the

in-field attribute coding of lithic and ceramic
artifacts and architectural features, and was
directed toward developing a data base which
could contribute to explaining the complex
use-histories of locations. In addition, in-field

documentation of ceramics permitted an as-

sessment of assemblage variability within the

study area. A thorough review of the regional

ceramic typology was presented in Chapter 5.

The relatively dense and complex nature of ar-

cheological remains documented by this

project is indicative of repetitive, and to some
extent, overlapping use of the area during the

prehistoric occupation ofthe region. Intensive

residential occupation is evident in the rela-

tively high proportion, about 28 percent, of

structural remains in the site inventory.

Structural remains, attributed primarily to

Pueblo I-II and Pueblo II periods, are densely
distributed in the areas designated as
topographic Zone C, ridge systems and low
hills that separate major aggraded valleys.

This zone comprises over half (about 63 per-

cent) ofthe inventory area. The six percent, ad-
mittedly nonrandom, sample reported on here
indicates a density of 84 site proveniences per
square mile, a density that includes about 25
structures per square mile, in Zone C.

Given that this area hosted repeated residen-

tial occupation, analyses in this report have
focused on modeling the occupational his-

tories of places used in the past and identify-

ing the associations of artifacts, features and
structures that can result from different use-
histories. These analyses are seen as a first

step towards unraveling patterns ofsettlement
and mobility that are commonly described
with reference to archeological site distribu-

tions.

The view here was that reconstruction of set-

tlement systems cannot rely on the direct

equation of site location with settlement pat-

tern. It held, rather, that archeological sites

must be viewed as potential composites of

debris from overlapped occupation of places.

Accordingly, analyses have focused on a mid-
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die range inquiry into the mode of place reuse
using several models of "site growth". This
middle range level of analysis has sought to

give meaning to archeological manifestations

that have been uniformly recorded as "sites"

before higher level theoretical inquiry into the

nature of past systems is attempted.

Fieldwork organized around a coding system
for general site and architectural attributes

and for artifact type and attribute data has
permitted examination of assemblage
variability in the Quemado area. While more
time consuming than procedures limited to

narrative description of remains, in-field

coding results in the recovery of architectural

and artifact-specific data at the same time.

Coding consistency is facilitated by simul-

taneous training of a few expert personnel who
then work together in the field recording ar-

tifact and other site characteristics within a

short time frame. What is more, coding is ac-

complished during the course of the survey,

insuring that upon completion of field work,
pertinent data have been recovered and the

need for extensive post-fieldwork analyses has
been mitigated.

The data recovery effort is not limited to a few

commonly recorded site characteristics that

include, for the most part, only nominal data.

Much more specific data consisting ofnominal
as well as continuous variables can be gained
through in-field artifact analysis. Once com-
piled, field-recorded attribute data constitute

a qualitatively and quantitatively superior

source of information with which to examine
the archeological variability within a region.

In this vein, recommendations for future re-

search in the Quemado area by the Bureau of

Land Management center around the need for

acquisition of additional data from large ar-

chitectural sites and from much smaller low-

density artifact scatters. Inventories of

roomblock and midden assemblages, especial-

ly from later occupations, are needed in greater

numbers than analyzed here, for investigation

of ceramic and lithic variability among struc-

tural locations.

These additional data will enable assessment
of lithic reduction sequences and possible

reuse ofmidden debris at structural locations

and the more accurate comparison of a larger

number of structure-associated ceramic as-

semblages in assessing the differential occur-

rence of brownwares within the region. The
Quemado area may offer one of the best oppor-

tunities to study the differential and localized

occurrence ofgrayware and brownware in New
Mexico, if not in the Southwest.

Although in-field and other recording proce-

dures may be labor-intensive and time con-

suming, the information gained in terms of

understanding the differential use of ceramic

technologies in the area is well worth the effort

expended and is more cost-effective than col-

lecting materials for later analysis.

The composition oflow- density, low-variety ar-

tifact scatters is another potentially productive

avenue of research. Interpretations presented

in this study suggest more variation in later

period technological systems than is normally

expected and, therefore, demonstrated by
most researchers. Since assemblages from
locations apt to inform on this question in-

clude small numbers of artifacts, a large

sample of redundant cases is needed to

evaluate use-history interpretations for such
manifestations.

Variation in the use-histories of low-density,

low-frequency artifact scatters must also be
confirmed, in part, through examination ofthe

spatial arrangement of items in such distribu-

tions. Lacking data on the spatial structure

and internal contents of spatially extensive,

but low-density distributions, suspected use-

history differences among locations cannot be
confirmed. Although the technology required

to map individual artifacts contributing to

such distributions was not available during

this project, the use ofelectronic measurement
devices and computerized data loggers is be-

coming widespread in archeological fieldwork.

This equipment provides the ideal technology

for recording spatially extensive archeological

materials such as those encountered in the

study area.

Ideally, the above investigations should be
conducted in conjunction with a program of

surface survey of relatively large, continuous

areas. Answering questions about the intra-
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site structure of extensive archeological dis-

tributions requires that large, continuous por-

tions of the landscape be documented. This
kind of intensive documentation may not be
possible within a management framework
designed to sample a tremendous amount of

acreage; however, it could definitely be carried

out during later, more intensive stages of ar-

cheological research within areas slated for

coal leasing.

The shifting goals of this stage of archeological

survey, from only attempting to identify "sig-

nificant" resources to recovering as much ar-

cheological information as possible within the

framework of available time and funding,

provide a more well-founded basis for assess-

ing the scientific merit and research potential

of encountered archeological resources.

The keys to extracting more information than
is normally obtained within a sample survey

framework include having a "theoretical" goal

planned prior to project initiation, pursuing

this goal through the rigorous application of

available technology, and logistical planning to

facilitate combining these goals with directed,

systematic hard work in order to answer ques-

tions important to managers and archeologists

about the nature of the resource which is

present. Using proper pre-project and within-

project planning, we can extract such informa-

tion during the course of nominal Phase II

surveys.
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Site Survey Recording Forms
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LA/Field No

LABORATORY OF ANTHROPOLOGY, MUSEUM OF NEW MEXICO
ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY FORM

LA No Site Name

MNM Pro j . #_ UTM= Zone E

Other Inst.f.

N

Legal Desc. T N/S R E/U Sec._

1/4 of the 1/4 of the 1/4

Unplatted Grant Owner £ Address

*Map Reference: Date:

County State Nearest Named Drainage

Locational Desc. : Recognized Landmarks

I .0

Scale

:

Site Type

Site Size : Length. Width

Topographic Settiny (Location £ Access):

Elevation (# of Feet)

_ar royo/wash
base of cliff
.bench
.blowout
_c any on rim
.cave
.cliff/ scarp
.constricted cyn
dune

flood plain/
.valley bottom
.hill top
.hill slope
_lou rise
.mesa
.mountain
_mt. front/foothill
.open canyon floor

.plain/flat
p 1 ay a

.ridge

.saddle
base talus slope
terrace

other (specify ).

Local Vegetation.

Ecological Zone: forest woodland scrubland grassland.

desertscrub marshland other (specify)

*Form must be accompanied by photocopy portion of USGS map showing T

R., scale and quad name.

Figure Al .1 : Laboratory of Anthropology site survey form.
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LA/Field No.

Soil Type: rocky gravelly sandy clayey other

Local Outcrops : sandstone shale limestone basalt tuff.
other (specify)

Nature and Depth of Fill:

Arch. Status: Amount and Type of Work Past and Present

.National and/or State Register Status:
On State Register
On National and State Register
Recommended for National by State, on State Register
Recommended for National and State Register
In District. National and State
In District, National
In District, State
Recommended and rejected
Insufficiently evaluated, potential unknown
Not nominated

Condition of Site : intact grazed eroded mech. disturbance.
vandalised other

Mitigation: avoid monitor test excavate not required

Surveyed for

Record Form: Surv. Forms Excav. Forms Sketch Map Photos

Loc . of Forms, Maps, Photos

Surface and/or Subsurface Collections: yes no Strategy

Location of Collected Artifacts

Previous Collections? When Repository.

Is there another site close by? LA or Field Identif.f

Artifact Density: o, 10's, 100's, 1000's.

Time Diagnostic Artifacts:

Figure Al .1 : Laboratory of Anthropology site survey form (Continued).
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LA/Field No

No. of Temporal Components.

(Earliest to Latest)

Temporal Component (1)

Features

Culture Period Phase

Site Function: Best Date

Method of Data:

Temporal Component (2)

Feature s

Culture Period Phase.

Site Function Best Date

Method of Date

Temporal Component (3)

Feature s

Culture Period

Phase

Site Function Best Date

Method of Date

Additional Temporal Components

Figure AT .1 : Laboratory of Anthropology site survey form (Continued).
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LA/Field No

Published Reference

Date

Institution

Author and Title

Remarks "•

Field Recorder Date

Lab Recorder Date

Figure Al .1 : Laboratory of Anthropology site survey form (Continued).
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SACRAP Unit Description

Environmental Description of Unit No.

Date Surveyors

Location

Elevations _

Terrain %s

Soils %s

Vegetation

General Exposure

Environmental Summary

Present Conditions:

I.O.s No.

Sites No.

Archaeological Summary

Access:

Figure Al .2: SACRAP Unit Description torm.
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San Augustine Reconnaissance Project — Ceramic Recording Form

Field No. LA No. Provenience

Sample Description

Recorder Date

Brownwares Ceramic Type Bowl Jar Indt Smudged
Plain Brown

Plain Polished

Neckbanded

Plain Corrugated

Indented Corrugated

Tooled Corrugated

Fillet RM
Unidentified Brown

Graywares Ceramic Type Bowl Jar Indt Smudged
Lino Plain

Kana'a Neckbanded

Plain Gray Body Sherd

Plain Corrugated

Clapboard

Indented Corrugated _
Obliterated Corrugated

Unidentified Gray

Cibola White Warea. Etc.: Bowls Jare Lfidk I&dl

Lino B/G 575-875 (carbon)

La Plata/Kana'a/Whitemound B/W 575-875

Kiatuthlanna B/W 825-925

Red Mesa B/W 800-1000

Puerco B/W 925- 1 150

Escavada B/W 950- 1 150 (sosi)

Reserve B/W 950- 1 1 50

Mimbres B/W 1000-1130

Socorro B/W
Gallup B/W 1000- 1200 (hatchure)

Tularosa B/W 1150-1250

Reserve-Tularosa B/W
Unident. Solid B/W (PI 1)950-1 150

Unident. Hatchure B/W (PI 1)950- 1 150

Unident. Whiteware (body)

Other

White Mountain Redwares: Bo_wJs J&J2 Ladle Indl

solids, checkers,

Puerco B/R 1000-1200 parallel lines

blood red

Wingate B/R 1050-1200 hatchure

red or white

Wingate Poly 1 175- 1300 on exterior

orange-red

St. Johns B/R 1 175-1300 Tularosa style

large white

St. Johns Poly 1 175-1 300 exterior des. _
Unident. WMRW B/R
Unident. WMRW Poly

Other

Figure A 1.3: San Augustine Reconnaissance Project — Ceramic Recording Form
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Appendix 2

Architecture Recording Format

By John R. Stein

The documentation of architectural
remains has been approached in a man-

ner consistent with that described for the more
portable items of material culture. Observa-
tion of surface remains will allow for definition

of the range of architectural variation, both
prehistoric and historic, to be found within the

survey area (Appendix 1, Figure A1.4).

Methods

A survey inventory of archeological resources
involves no subsurface testing. Documenta-
tion of architectural remains must, therefore,

be made from the surface perspective. Details

of architectural form and construction, while

not readily visible in a reduced structure, can
often be inferred from the surface expression
of the rubble mound.

Due to the vagaries of natural processes, van-

dalism, and other factors, it is often not pos-

sible to collect important categories of

information such as room size or structure

ground plan. This is particularly true ofbelow
grade architectural forms such as pit rooms or

structures with perishable superstructures.

Direct evidence of these types of architectural

forms is often in the form of amorphous ash
stains, shallow depressions or scatters of

foundation elements. Obviously there are

limitations to an analysis of architecture based
solely on surface evidence, as differential

preservation will mitigate against discovery

and categorization of some structural forms.

Glossary of Architectural Terms

Rooms

Rooms can be generally divided into two
categories: surface and subsurface. Rooms
are defined by Lekson ( 1 984) as a roofed area

(space) separated from other areas by walls or

partitions.

Rooms might be considered as the basic ar-

chitectural unit (and something which can
stand by themselves) or articulate so as to form
the structural fabric for a larger structure.

Room sizes (interior dimensions) vary con-

siderably between contemporary but function-

ally dissimilar architectural forms and
noncontemporary but functionally similar

forms. Room dimensions provide a good index

of space use, information pertinent to ques-

tions of cultural affiliation. Temporal affilia-

tion and function can be addressed using room
dimensions.

Field observations of room dimensions are

often speculative in nature. Occasionally wall

alignments are clearly visible, such as in a

deflated surface exposing the foundation ele-

ments of ajacal structure.

The number ofrooms within a building is often

inferred from a few visible alignments within a

roomblock. In these instances the actual

number of visible rooms should be noted.
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Construction Elements: Prehistoric

Masonry — Lithologies utilized in the con-

struction of masonry buildings are predom-
inantly sandstones of the Gallup member of

the Mesaverde Group and sub-angular basalts
originating in the Datil formation as clastic

bombs in a welded tuff matrix, ultimately

reduced to a high surface lag. Angular basalts

from numerous volcanic intrusions abound.
Both sandstones and basalts are virtually u-

biquitous within the survey area; however, the

quality of the available sandstone is highly

variable.

Dense, durable sandstone with tabular frac-

ture occurs principally within the northwest

portion of the survey area. In the study area,

the variability in sandstone conditions is, to a

large degree, the architectural character of

buildings.

Evidence from surface remains suggests that

soft friable sandstones (probably obtained

from weathered talus deposits) were utilized

extensively. This is in contrast, for example,

to similar buildings in the San Juan Basin
constructed ofdurable sandstone with an even
tabular fracture.

Adobe — Very large buildings constructed

wholly or in part of adobe are known from the

survey area. Adobe construction from the

Pueblo III period is documented by McGimsey
(1980) at Site UG616. Walls were constructed

of adobe blocks which were apparently hand
formed. It is reasonable to assume that other

forms of adobe construction were also utilized.

Surface evidence suggests that masonry was
occasionally mixed with otherwise
predominantly adobe walls. Soils suitable for

durable adobe construction are widely avail-

able throughout the survey area. The use of

adobe in construction, except in very large

buildings where a mound is still visible, is ex-

tremely difficult to verify from surface
evidence.

Jacal — Jacal construction utilizes upright

posts as wall elements. Jacal construction is

common in the SACA as a construction tech-

nique during historic and prehistoric times.

Jacal is often used in combination with other

construction techniques such as adobe or

masonry. Alignments of foundation stones in

the absence of a rubble mound usually indi-

cate a structure with a perishable superstruc-

ture, such as jacal or wattle-and-daub.

It is likely that evidence forjacal construction,

save for structures which have burned, will be
minimal from the surface perspective. Hough
(1919) excavated the remains of a jacal pal-

lisade, surrounding a dance plaza located

southwest of the survey area. It is probable
that jacal was extensively utilized prehistori-

cally in both vernacular and public architec-

tural forms within the study area.

Wattle-and-daub — Wattle-and-daub con-
struction differs fromjacal in that the diameter
of upright posts are smaller and vertical ele-

ments are evenly spaced but not contiguous.

Horizontal elements such as reeds or willows

are woven into the wall fabric and then heavi-

ly plastered with adobe.

Surface evidence for wattle-and-daub con-

struction differs little from jacal and consists

of alignments of surface foundation elements
and occasional upright slabs, which probably

served originally to stabilize the walls and
protect them from moisture. Many structures

constructed of wattle and/or jacal burned,
leaving the impression of the wall fabric in the

vitrified adobe. While the load-bearing spine

of a pueblo is usually constructed of masonry
or adobe and thus well preserved as a rubble

mound, the evidence for jacal and/or wattle

construction will likely not be present.

Storage rooms, pens, shades, and other con-

structions of jacal and wattle are almost cer-

tainly much more prevalent than surface

evidence would indicate.

Survey documentation notesjacal and/or wat-
tle-and-daub construction when surface
alignments of upright slabs or simple align-

ments of stones indicates a structure with a

perishable superstructure. Structures of this

type are also inferred from surface scatters of

slabs or stones found in association with scat-

ters of ceramic and lithic debris. Jacal build-

ings are almost never found in association with

formal middens.

Because jacals burned, vitrified fragments of

the adobe wall mortar will sometimes be found
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among the fire-reddened slabs of foundations.
In the documentation process, the term jacal

will be utilized to imply any structure utilizing

upright posts in the wall fabric.

Construction Elements: Historic

Board and Batten — Board and batten con-

struction is essentially a frame type of build-

ing utilizing broad, usually rough cut planks
placed in a vertical position and abutting to

form the wall. Cracks between the boards are

sealed by nailing on narrower vertical ele-

ments.

Board and batten is a very cheap form of con-

struction used extensively during the early

twentieth century primarily for bams and out-

buildings. Very little framing is necessary to

construct a building of this type.

Bark Slab — The first cut through a log results

in a rough cut plank with a bark surface on
the outside. These were very cheaply obtained

and are utilized extensively in outbuildings.

Unsurfaced Log/Hewn Log — Horizontal

notched log structures are common in the sur-

vey area.

Masonry — The use of masonry historically is

common in the survey area. Sandstone is the

preferred material of construction. Wall types

are equivalent to those described for the

prehistoric periods. Compound construction

is most common.

Adobe — Adobe construction is commonly
utilized in the survey area. All known build-

ings to date are built of moulded block.

Jacal — Construction of large upright posts

set into a notched horizontal bond beam is

present within the survey area. Often this type

of construction is found in combination with

masonry or adobe.

Wall Types

Lekson (1984) describes masonry wall types

for Chaco Canyon in northwestern New
Mexico. Because prehistoric construction

techniques are relatively uniform throughout
the Colorado Plateau, these types can easily be
applied to the SACA.

Wall types vary considerably in Anasazi con-

struction and are useful indicators of time

period and function. Because details of wall

construction are difficult to obtain from the

surface perspective, only basic construction

categories will be utilized for this analysis.

The following three construction techniques

can be inferred from wall width and the mound
relief or masonry buildings.

Simple Construction — Simple masonry
walls are a single stone in width. The arran-

gement of masonry elements and surface

treatment can vary considerable. The width

for these types of walls averages at 0.30 m.

Compound Construction — Compound walls

are two and sometimes more stones in width.

Wall elements overlapping and interdigitating

on the interior of wall and individual elements

are visible on only one surface of the wall. This

type of construction allows for a very strong

load-bearing wall that can support several

stories.

Although wall widths can vary considerably, a

width of 0.40 to 0.50m will often indicate com-
pound construction. McGimsey (1980) noted

walls of compound construction that utilized

differing element composition within a single

wall and resulted in two opposite surfaces of

entirely different character. It was further

noted that these different treatments of the

wall face alternated from interior to exterior

and from room to room.

Rubble Core — Rubble core walls include

several construction techniques. This type of

wall, commonly known as core-and-veneer

construction, is usually carefully faced with

essentially nonstructural coursed slabs and
spalls. Rubble core walls were used almost ex-

clusively in public forms of architecture during

the Pueblo Period. Examples to 2.5m in thick-

ness are known from the survey area. Not all

faced walls within the survey area, however,

are of rubble core construction. A massive
wall ofsimple block construction supported an
interior veneer at the Al-Lin site (NM-02- 1 555)

.

The size of the rooms within this building, the

period (Pueblo II), and the location suggest a

small public building.
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The following wall types are seen in buildings

with perishable superstructures:

Upright Slabs — The presence ofupright slabs

usually indicates either a slab-lined feature

such as a hearth or bin or a jacal structure.

(See descriptions of jacal, wattle-and-daub,

and adobe.)

Coarsed Slab (Low or Surficial Alignments)

Surficial alignments of horizontally laid slabs

are interpreted as foundations forjacal, adobe,

or wattle-and-daub structures.

Ground Plan

The plan is the formal layout of a structure

(Figure A2. 1). The plan of a reduced building

is determined by plotting the visible wall or

foundation remnants. In many instances, the

alignments of walls are not visible from the

surface perspective. Under these circumstan-

ces, the plan can be inferred from the

topographic expression of the rubble mound.
The following are variations in plan for prehis-

toric structures within the SACA. Although
not discussed here, these categories are also

applicable to a wide range of structural varia-

tion extant during the historic period.

Arc — Contiguous surface rooms arranged in

an arc is a common plan for the early seden-

tary period throughout the Eastern Anasazi

province. Good examples of this type of build-

ing have yet to be documented within the

SACA due possibly to a general lack of occupa-

tion dating to this period. Usually this type of

structure is evidenced by massive upright

slabs indicative of jacal and/or wattle-and-

daub construction. Occasionally, the arc is

found in association with coursed masonry
construction, particularly public architectural

forms of the late Pueblo occupation.

Rectangular — Rectangular can be applied to

both single room structures and multi-room

structures which exhibit a rectangular plan.

Single rows of contiguous rooms will be dis-

cussed under the linear section. Rectangular

surface rooms and blocks of surface rooms are

common throughout the later pueblo periods.

Although rectangular and subrectangular
(rectangularly shaped with rounded corners)

subterranean rooms are known from the sur-

vey area, they will most always appear from
the surface perspective to be circular.

Square — Both single-room and multi-room
structures may exhibit a square plan. As dis-

cussed above, some subterranean rooms may
be square in plan but exhibit a circular sur-

face expression.

Rectangular with Wings: Bracket, "U" "L" "E"

and "T" Shapes — The addition of rooms per-

pendicular to the long axis of a linear or rec-

tangular row of contiguous rooms can result

in a variety of geometric shapes. As a general

rule, the "wings" added to a roomblock will not

exceed the length of the long axis of the build-

ing; however, the enclosure formed by the

wings of a building may contain a subter-

ranean room or kiva. In later public forms of

architecture, this space may be further formal-

ized by the addition of a retaining wall to create

a plaza, giving the structure an overall "D"

shape.

Circular — Circular plans are primarily con-

fined to subterranean or semisubterranean ar-

chitectural forms. Fully subterranean pit

rooms and kivas occur in a variety of shapes.

Circular, square, subrectangular and tadpole

shapes are common. These features will

usually appear to be circular in plan from a

surface perspective,. Public forms of architec-

ture, such as great kivas and dance plazas

(discussed below), are known to be circular in

shape within the survey area. For purposes of

identification in the field, depressions in close

association with a roomblock will be termed a

kiva. Depressions not associated or indirect-

ly associated with surface roomblocks will be

designated pit rooms.

Irregular — Growth by accretion often results

in roomblocks that are irregular in plan.

Various combinations of contiguous and non-

contiguous rooms may be included in this

category.

Linear — Simple arrangements ofrooms form-

ing a roomblock, which is a single room in

width, are termed herein as linear. Although
this is a common plan for surface roomblocks
throughout the Puebloan occupation, it is lar-

gely restricted to jacal and wattle-and-daub

constructions and is often only evidenced by
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ARC RECTANGULAR SQUARE

RECTANGULAR WITH WINGS

L" SHAPE "T" OR "E" SHAPE BRACKET OR "U" SHAPE

CIRCULAR IRREGULAR LINEAR

Figure A2.1 : Variations in Ground Plan for Prehistoric Structures.
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surficial alignments of coursed or upright
foundation stones. In the early Pueblo period,

this type of roomblock might be considered a
variation of the arc plan and is usually as-

sociated with multiple pit rooms.

Other Features and Forms
of Architecture

Middens

Concentrations of ceramic and lithic debris in

formal "middens" is a time diagnostic trait of

habitation and complex architectural forms in

the mid- to late-Pueblo periods. A midden is

an element of the architectural fabric of a
structure, if it is composed in part of construc-

tion materials or a sterile earthen matrix and
exhibits a positive topographic expression.

Formal middens are an aspect of architectural

expression closely associated with the Eastern
Anasazi.

The presence of formal midden features with

architectural forms associated with the Mogol-
lon archeological culture will be addressed in

this analysis.

Complex Architectural Forms

Various public or communal residential forms
are represented in the Study Area from the

mid-Pueblo II to the mid-Pueblo III periods.

One inferred form of public architecture is

known primarily from the San Juan Basin and
Zuni Cibola and Mesa Verde areas (Lekson
1984; Marshall et al. 1979). Structures of

similar character and proportions have been
identified within the Study Area. These build-

ings are characterized by massive construc-

tion, elevated surface kivas, multi-story
construction, and association with great kivas

or dance plazas. In the San Juan Basin, this

complex architectural form has been
demonstrated to be consistently associated

with prehistoric roadways (Kincaid et al.

1983).

Great Kivas — Great kivas are a semisubter-

ranean architectural form, circular in shape
and ranging from 12 m to greater than 20 m
in diameter. Although square great kivas are

known to the south and west of the survey
area, only the circular variety is known from
the Quemado Region. Great kivas are formal,

roofed, masonry structures with consistent

treatment of the interior furniture over a very

broad area. A northern antechamber is usual-

ly present as a large surface alcove or room
which serves as an entrance to the structure.

Additional surface alcoves are often appended
to the kiva to the south, east, and west.

To date no great kivas earlier than the late

Pueblo II period are known from the project

area. For a description of great kiva architec-

ture, see Kincaid et al. (1983:9-16 to 9-18),

Lekson (1984). Marshall et al. (1979), and
Vivian and Reiter (1960).

Dance Plazas — Very large circular subter-

ranean features ranging to greater than 25 m
in diameter have been interpreted as dance
plazas and occur within the Study Area during

the late Pueblo II and earlyPueblo III periods.

One such structure at UG143 was partially ex-

cavated by McGimsey (1980:172-175) and
found to be unroofed and lacking the charac-

teristic floor features of the great kiva. Dance
plazas represent a variation of the great kiva

form and may have functioned in similar man-
ner.

Compounds — Compound is used to refer to

several very large (300+ rooms) structures

which date to the Pueblo III period. McGimsey
(1980) reports on two of these structures, the

Shipman site and Trechado Spring site. The
Spring site and Unit No. 2 of NM-02-1622 also

appear to represent structures of the com-
pound type. Compounds consist of large open
air plazas fully enclosed by roomblocks or

massive masonry walls.
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Appendix 3

Site, Feature and Architectural Data
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Appendix 4

Lithic Analysis: Field Methods

and Data Format

By Signa Larralde

Data Collection Strategy

Data Format

Two forms were employed during the project.

The first (Figure A4.1) is an attribute coding
form for chipped and groundstone that has the

major advantage of separating chipped stone

data down into eight basic attributes for most
items (16 for chipped stone tools, six for

groundstone items).

These attributes can be manipulated to yield

reduction stage information, breakage infor-

mation and use/wear information.

This format produces a flexible, descriptive

data base designed for computer entry, and it

demands few functional decisions ofthe coder.

The form has been used extensively on other

projects (cf. Ebert et al. 1983a) and the

precision of the coded variables has been
tested (Larralde 1984).

The major disadvantages of the form are that

it is time-consuming (a maximum of 30 items

can be recorded per coder per site, assuming
that a total of no more than one hour per site

is allotted for finding, flagging, and coding

lithics) and assemblage characteristics are dif-

ficult to reconstruct intuitively because of the

numerical code format.

The second lithics form has two parts (Figure

A4.2). The front page is completed for every

site and consists of a sample description and
a narrative that stresses spatial distribution

and the recorder's ideas and impressions
about the assemblage.

The back page is completed in lieu of the code
form on large sites. It has the advantage of

summarizing the material and type composi-
tion of the entire assemblage in an easy-to-

read tally format and is faster to complete than
the code sheet (the maximum number of items

that can be inventoried per coder in the situa-

tion specified above Jumps to approximately

90).

The disadvantage is the loss of key attribute

data for analyses of reduction sequence and
tool breakage. Also, the "type" attribute was
found to be relatively imprecise on a previous

project's coder consistency test, with a 22.9

percent disagreement rate among coders (Lar-

ralde 1984). Another disadvantage is that

data from the in-field lithic narrative /tally

sheet must be subsequently coded in yet

another format (Figure A4.3).

Both forms were continuously modified to

reflect the kinds of objects frequently found in

the project area.
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Record for aLl items:

Column
3~3

6

7-8

Variable
Site Number
Provenience/Grid Number
Material Type

Column
34

01

02

03

cryptocrystai lines
glassy volcanics
crystalline

04
05

metamorphics
other

10

11

chert
chalcedony

12
13

quartzite
sandstone

Variable
Cortex

none
L 1/2

2 1/2
3 total
4 indeterminate

35

36

10-L1
14-16

18-20

Length to the nearest 5mm
Width to the nearest 5mm

Thickness to the nearest 1mm

(record above measurements on whole flakes

22 Completeness
1 1/2
2 1/2
3 whole
4 not applicable
9 indeterminate

*R.ecord for chipped stone:

31-32

Dorsal Scar County
(9=9 and greater than 9)

Platform Characteristics
missing

1 cortical
2 crushed
3 single-facet

non-cortical
4 multi-faceted

non-cortical
5 ground
6 other
7 indeterminate

Record for tooLs:

37-33

Type
L0 core

il bipolar
L2 single platform
13 multiplatform
14 blade core
20 \ngular debris
30 Flake
30 Flake

31 biface thinning
32 bipolar

33 pressure flake
40 Tested Cobble
50 Biface
51 Biface 1

52 Biface 2

53 Biface 3

60 Uniface
70 Other

Breakage
while

1 tip

2 base
3 midsection
4 whole, tip crushed
5 whole, tip snapped
6 whole, base broken
7 reworked
8 base + midsection
9 tip + midsection

10 indeterminate fragment

39 Edge modification
1 unifacially utilized

bifacially utilized
unifacial marginal

retouch
bifacial marginal

retouch
ground

(For tools with more than L modified
edge use a separate line for

description of each edge.)

*Note for angular debris and proximal end flakes only cortex, completeness, and
materiaL type are recorded.

Figure A4.1 : Chipped and Groundstone Coding Format
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Record for Groundstoae: Dimensions of interior grinding

surfaces on metates (cm)

Column Variable
Column Variable

51-52 Type
10 Metate

11 slab

L2 basin
13 bedrock.

14 trough

18 other, specify

58 Wear
1 ground
2 battered
3 polished
4 crushed

5 striations
20 Mano

21 ovate handstone
22 Subrectangular

handstone
23 two-hand

6 1+2 above
7 1 + 5 above
8 other, specify
9 indeterminate

24 other, specify 60-52 Length

30 Mortar 64-66 Width

31 bedrocK 68-70 Depth
32 other, specify

40 Pestle 75-80 Comments

50 Hammerstone
51 spnere
52 disK

53 oblong
54 irregular
55 other, specify

60 Worked slab

70 Abrade

r

80 Polishing stone

54 Preparation
none

1 pecking on ground
surface

2 edges f laked/pectced

3 grooved
4 1 + 2 above

5 other
9 Indeterminate

55 Wo:

1

2

3

4

rn surface
unif aciai

bif aciaL

edge margins
other, specify

Figure A4. 1 : Chipped and Groundstone Coding Format (Continued)
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LITHICS NARRAHVE

Sample (Jait # Date Recorder

Sine # # Items Present: L-9 10-25 26-100 10L-500

501+ Sample or Prov. #

Sample: Sample Type: none aLl observed quadrat tools only

tools outside sample area midden/trash other, specify
Dimensions x m
Sample Location and depositional context

Lithic Distribution : Summarize entire distribution, describe and locate concentrations
note variability observed in distribution of chipped and ground stone, note spatiaL
relationships to architecture and/or topography. Mote tool distribution, reduction
stage distributions.

Draw projectile points and other tools of interest to scale below:

Figure A4.2: Lithics Narrative Form
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(% or count)
ASSEMBLAGE SUMMARY

c
* *" ^

N
<v

> ^
r**

A V
«6*

Angular Debris

Flakes
Primary

Secondary

Tertiary

BFT

Pressure

Bipolar

Cores
Blade

Multlplat.

Bipolar

fools
Uniface

Biface 1

Biface 2

Biface 3

Proj. Pt.

(% or count)

Ground Stone: Type Frequency Material Total

Comments: Include especially breakage estimates for chipped and ground stone
assemblages (i.e. percentage whole, more than 50% present, less than 50% present),
also observations about assemblage composition and general reduction technique.

Figure A4.2: Lithics Narrative Form (Continued)
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Field Form Attribute Definitions

A glossary of attributes found on the field

forms follows. The code sheet is described first

(Figure A4. 1), and attributes are defined in the

order that they appear on the sheet.

All Items

Provenience data, material type, and com-
pleteness attributes are recorded for all

chipped stone and groundstone items.

••Site Number:

The temporary field number assigned to the

site.

«* Provenience Number:

Intrasite provenience labels assigned by the

crew during recording. Provenience numbers
are usually assigned to different architectural

components, but may also refer to hearths,

middens, drainage unit or artifact concentra-

tions.

•Sample Number:

Intra-provenience labels assigned to samples.

Example: Aroomblock and associated midden
are assigned a provenience number. If

sampled separately, each would receive a
sample number.

» Material Type:

The first six material type codes are generic.

The last seven codes are the most frequently

employed on this project, along with "03." crys-

talline volcanics, which includes a wide range

of basalts.

Chalcedonic petrified wood appears to be the

heartwood of the petrified logs that occur lo-

cally. Nevertheless, it is differentiated from
the lower quality log exteriors because of its

superior flaking qualities and distinctive ap-

pearance.

Exotic materials not coded on the form are tal-

lied and described on the lithics narrative

form.

Completeness is coded for all items and refers

to the portion of the item that is present. "Not

applicable" is coded for items which are by
definition impossible to judge as complete or

incomplete, such as angular debris.

The recorder codes the form to this point for

both chipped and groundstone, then makes a

decision to go to the chipped stone section or

to the groundstone section, or both, if the item

is a composite chipped/groundstone artifact.

Chipped Stone

» Measurements:

Whole and proximal end fragments of flakes

are measured in millimeters, with length to the

nearest 5 mm and thickness to the nearest

millimeter. Measurements are also taken on
formal tools. Length, width, and thickness

measurements to the nearest millimeter are

taken on projectile points.

Type:

'Typing" an item combines a variety of at-

tribute decisions. As a result, types are higher

order variables than attributes and can be ex-

pected to be less precise. The type list is

designed to monitor only morphology of items

not function. Many definitions are adapted
from Camilli (1981, 1983), Camilli and Nelson

(1983), and Chapman and Schutt (1977).

Core: Camilli's (1981:55) definition is "pieces

ofmaterial which exhibit no bulb ofpercussion

and (which have) two or more negative scars

at least two centimeters long which originates

from one or more surfaces." On this project,

an item must have at least three negative scars

to be considered a core.

Bipolar Core — A core with platform

remnants on opposing ends and with

opposing negative scars and/or bulbs
of percussion, resulting from force

rebounding from two directions (see

"bipolar flake" for more discussion).

Single Platform Core — A core with

flakes removed from only one platform

plane.

Multi-platform Core — A core with

flakes removed from numerous plat-

form planes.

Blade Core — A core with blades (flakes

more than twice as long as they are

wide) removed from one platform
plane.
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Angular Debris: "Debitage on which no
ventral surface can be defined but which does
exhibit unquestionable negative scars charac-

teristic of the percussion technique" (Camilli

1981:54).

Flake: A lithic artifact which exhibits a dorsal

and ventral side. Whole flakes exhibit a recog-

nizable bulb of force and a platform. Debitage

refers to flakes and angular debris and is a

comprehensive term for the products of core

reduction.

Biface Thinning Flake: A long, thin, curved
flake with numerous dorsal scars, ventral lip-

ping, a multifaceted platform resulting from
removal from a worked edge, and no cortex.

This is an "ideal type" definition for biface thin-

ning flakes, which encompass a wider range of

variability than the definition suggests.

Bipolar Flake: "Bipolar debris is defined by
the presence of two positive bulbs of percus-

sion on the same or different surfaces, or the

existence of one positive bulb of percussion at

one end of the artifact and a negative scar

originating from the opposite end of the same
or a different surface. Crushing at opposite

ends of the item is often evident.

Flakes also often exhibit a conical bulb of per-

cussion" (Camilli and Nelson 1983:4). Bipolar

flakes are characterized by "orange slice" mor-
phology; i.e., a lateral strip of cortex separates

opposing platforms. Bipolar flakes may be dif-

ferentiated from bipolar cores by this trait.

Pressure Flake: A flake resulting from final

biface thinning, similar to a biface thinning

flake but less than 1.0 cm in length and 0. 1 cm
in thickness and with a decreased number of

dorsal scars due to small size.

Tested Cobble: Camilli's (1981:55) definition

is "cobbles from which a single flake has been
removed as if the material had been tested for

suitability as a tool medium, and cobbles

which appeared to have been intentionally

broken in half."

On this project, cobbles from which two flakes

have been removed were also considered to be

tested cobbles.

Chunk: A surficially unmodified cobble or

piece of lithic material.

Uniface: "Any artifact that has flake scars

which extend over one-third or more of only

one surface of the artifact" (Camilli 1981:55).

Biface: Any artifact "which has flake scars ex-

tending over one-third or more of both the dor-

sal and ventral faces of the artifact" (Camilli

1981:55).

Bifaces undergo various changes in morphol-

ogy from the bifacial core or roughout stage

through the perform stage to the finished tool

stage (Thomas and Bierwirth 1983). These
were recorded as Bifaces 1,2, and 3 following

Callahan (1979).

Biface 1 — A biface which exhibits

primary thinning - a bifacially worked
edge, irregular outline, widely and
variably spaced flake scars (Nelson

1983:4).

Biface 2 — A biface which exhibits

secondary thinning - a bifacially

worked, semi-regular outline, and
closely and/or semi-regularly spaced
flake scars (Camilli and Nelson
1983:4).

Biface 3 — A shaped piece which is

bifacially worked with a regular outline

and closely and /or quite regularly

spaced flake scars (Nelson 1983:4).

* Dorsal Cortex:

The presence of dorsal cortex was indicated as

either covering greater or less than half of the

dorsal face of the flake. Absence of dorsal cor-

tex was also monitored, as was presence of

total dorsal cortex.

•Dorsal Scar Count:

The number of negative flake scars on the dor-

sal face of a flake, counted from zero to nine

with more than nine scars recorded as nine.

Some researchers, e.g. Nelson (1983), require

that dorsal scars more than 4mm in length be
recorded, but this stipulation was not made
during the San Augustine Project.
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•Platform Characteristics:

The platform is the remnant of the original

striking platform of the core from which the
debitage was detached.

Platform types include single-faceted (charac-

terized by a smooth, single-plane noncortical

surface), multifacet (characterized by a multi-

planed noncortical surface), and cortical (cor-

tex is present on the platform)

.

Multifaceted platforms usually have acute

platform angles because the platform repre-

sents a worked edge that is being thinned or

resharpened.

Crushing and grinding of the platform surface

were also monitored and may indicate
preparation of a better striking surface.

All the chipped stone categories reviewed

above are completed only for whole flakes,

flakes with the proximal (platform) end
present, and formal tools.

Only "type" and "cortical covering" variables

are recorded for cores, angular debris, tested

cobbles, and chunks.

Chipped Stone Tools

The following section is recorded for formal

and informal tools alike.

~ Breakage:

The tool portion present. This list of attributes

or characteristics is specific to projectile points

and is less useful for bifaces, unifaces, or in-

formal or composite tools.

Two columns provide room to code combina-
tions of attribute states, for example, a

reworked base.

••Edge modification:

Use, sharpening, or manufacture of a tool

edge, as opposed to the tool surface. The next

five attributes are coded for each modified edge
of a tool, regardless of the absence or amount
of surface modification.

Utilization:

Systematic edge scarring extending up to 2
mm from the tool edge.

-Marginal retouch:

Systematic edge scarring extending 2 mm or

more from the tool edge but covering less than
one-third of the dorsal or ventral artifact sur-

face.

Edges may be bifacially or unifacially modified

by marginal retouch or utilization. They may
also be ground or battered, in which case the

modification takes place on the edge itself

rather than on one or both faces. Types ofedge

modification are quantitatively defined in

terms of number of millimeters from the tool

edge so as to avoid decisions about wear pat-

terns, which are problematical even under
magnification (Rowan and Thomas n.d.) and
very difficult to observe in the field.

•Location of modification:

Location of utilization or retouch scars distin-

guishes between utilization and retouch on
lateral flake margins versus proximal and dis-

tal (the platform end and its opposite) margins.

Location may be possible to define even when
proximal and distal ends are difficult to distin-

guish, as on biface fragments.

* Edge shape:

Edge shape refers to the morphology of the

modified edge, and to the presence of projec-

tions or other retouched alterations ofthe flake

margin. A point is an acute modification

greater than 4 mm in length. A spur is an
acute modification less than 4 mm in length.

A notch is a concavity greater than 4mm wide.

Denticulations are teeth or serrations on an
edge.

•Original edge angle:

The cross section of the edge prior to retouch

or utilization and is recorded as less than or

greater than 45 degrees.

• Modified edge angle:

The cross section of the edge after retouch or

utilization and is also recorded as less than or

greater than 45 degrees.

The remaining two chipped stone tool

categories are completed for all tools that are

surficially shaped and all tools with edge

modification. A distinction is made between

edge modification and surface modification.
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In both cases, for flake tools, "post detach-
ment" refers to edge and surface modification

initiated after the flake left the core and does
not include pre-detachment dorsal scars.

•Percent of Post-detachment
Edge Modification:

The percentage of total linear edge modifica-

tion on a tool compared to the total quantity of

edge line. Post-modification breaks are not in-

cluded in estimation of total quantity of edge
line.

«* Percent of Post-detachment
Surface Modification:

The percentage of the total area of modified

surface on a tool compared to the total area of

surface. Post-modification breaks are not in-

cluded in the estimation of total surface area.

Groundstone

Groundstone includes a wide range of imple-

ments whose morphology is related to grind-

ing and battering.

•Type:

Metate: "Oval or rectangular sandstone slabs

which are sometimes intentionally shaped by
flaking, grinding, or pecking the slab edges"

(Camilli 1983:191).

Milling surfaces may vary from flat to deeply

concave. Metates are classified by the shape
of the milling surface: slab, basin, or trough.

Bedrock metates are ground concave surfaces

in bedrock outcrops and are consequently im-

mobile tools.

Mano: An artifact "which has at least one sur-

face characterized by one or more smooth
facets produced through grinding. Mano form
varies from oval to rectangular and is

produced either through intentional shaping
by grinding and pecking of the natural surface

or from the use of an unmodified cobble"

(Camilli 1983:191).

Whole handstones are 15 cm or less in length;

two-hand manos are longer than 15cm in

length.

Mortar: A steep-sided circular milling basin

designed as a vessel for mashing, pounding, or

grinding.

Pestle: A cylindrical milling stone over twice

as long as its diameter, with grinding or bat-

tering scars on one or both ends produced by
grinding or pounding in a mortar.

Worked slab: A thin, flat block of material in-

tentionally shaped but with no apparent mill-

ing surface.

Abrade r: An object generally made of an
abrasive material like sandstone, with a

grooved surface for dulling edges of chipped

stone tools, presumably to facilitate hafting.

Polishing stone: A smooth-surfaced cobble

or pebble less than 10 cm in length.

Hammerstone: Artifacts which exhibit bat-

tering with accompanying scars on edge mar-
gins (the intersection of two plane surfaces) or

on convex surfaces. The artifact may or may
not be prepared by unifacial or bifacial reduc-

tion. No "chopper" classification was
employed during this project, so the distinc-

tion Chapman (1977:913) and Camilli

(1981:55) make between choppers and ham-
merstones based on bifacial flaking of an edge

for use in chopping or on location of battering

(edges vs. surface) must be made here by look-

ing at the chipped stone attributes described

above and at the "preparation" attribute

described below.

Hammerstones are often composite tools that

have been employed as hammers after other

uses. Examples are core/hammerstones and
mano/hammerstones. Classification is by
shape.

Anvil: An item greater than 15cm in length

with a flat, convex, or concave surface and with

battering scars or deep (greater than 4mm)
pecking scars on the surface. This wear is a
result of use of the surface to stabilize an ob-

ject being struck by a hammer, as in bipolar

reduction or in the processing of nuts.

Other groundstone: Items that do not fit into

any of the above categories. These items are

described by the coder in the margins of the

form.

Indeterminate groundstone: Ground or bat-

tered items that cannot be classified into the
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above categories, usually because they are so

fragmentary that their original morphology is

indistinct.

Preparation:

Morphological or surface modification of

groundstone objects during their manufacture
or use to shape them. It includes pecking or

flaking to sharpen milling or battering sur-

faces and edges.

•Worn Surfaces:

Location of wear.

• Cross section of utilized face:

This attribute refers to items with ground or

battered surfaces rather than edge margins.

The form provides room for two entries, i.e.,

two surfaces per item.

•Wear:

Modification ofgroundstone objects as a result

of their use. One object may exhibit several

kinds of wear. A "ground" surface is one that

has been smoothed through coarse abrasion,

resulting in an even but dull texture. A "bat-

tered" surface or edge is one with coarse scar-

ring and distinct spalls and crushing from
hammering, or pounding. A "polished" sur-

face is one that has been smoothed through

fine abrasion resulting in a lustrous gloss. A
"crushed" surface or edge is one with fine scar-

ring and indistinct spalls and fractures from
hammering, pounding, or abrasion, usually on
an edge.

Differences in wear between battering and
crushing may be due to groundstone material

properties (striking force, angle, motion, and
duration of use) or properties of materials that

are being manufactured or processed. Stria-

tions are fine parallel lines on the worn sur-

face, usually resulting from a reciprocal

grinding motion.

• Dimensions of interior grinding

surface of metates:

Measurements are taken only for whole
metates on interior surfaces exhibiting wear.

Additional Definitions

The following additional definitions are for

terms that appear on the tally sheet but not on
the code sheet.

• Debitage:

Primary flakes have over 50 percent cortex on
the dorsal surface. Secondary flakes have less

than 50 percent cortex on the dorsal surface,

but some cortex is present. Tertiary flakes are

noncortical flakes. Size of flake was not a
criterion for distinguishing reduction stage.

• Projectile Point:

"A symmetrical, bifacially flaked implement
with a pointed distal margin and basal
modification which enables hafting" (Camilli

1983:188).

Intrasite Sampling Strategies

The procedure for recording lithics on a site is

as follows: Once a site is located, crew mem-
bers pinflag lithics while forming a general im-

pression of site type and lithic density and
distribution. The sampling strategy is based
on this general impression. Time constraints,

a basis for the choice of sampling strategy, are

conditioned by (1) the number of items on the

site; (2) the distribution of items, i.e., the

feasibility of intrasite sampling and ease with

which a sampling unit is perceived; and (3) the

site type, which determines how much time

other crew members will be spending on the

site.

The preferred option is always an "all-ob-

served" inventory using the code sheet. This

has been feasible only on small lithic sites,

ceramic and lithic sites, and architectural sites

with few lithics. When sampling is necessary,

the lithic recorder decides what area to

sample, based on culturally relevant criteria

such as architectural units or features. The
decision is not based on density of lithics, i.e.,

dense areas are not necessarily preferred

sample areas. Sampling options include the

following:

1. No items are coded, and the as-

semblage is described on the narrative

form. This option has been chosen for

very large, amorphous assemblages

where use of the tally sheet is not

feasible. In this case, only the first

page of the narrative/tally sheet
(Figure A4.2) Is completed.
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2. Both sides of the narrative/tally

form are completed in instances where
the assemblage numbers approximate-
ly 30 to 150 items.

3. A sample of items is recorded on the

code sheet and the front narrative page
(Figure A4.2) is completed. The sample
may or may not reflect the rest of the

assemblage, but the narrative data ap-

plies to the entire assemblage.
Samples may be tallied, rather than
coded.

At the day's end the lithic data for sites is coded
on a lithic narrative summary sheet which
abstracts sample type and assemblage infor-

mation (Figure A4.3) for each site.

Training and Coding Error

Inconsistencies in the recording of attributes

may account for a large part of the variability

in lithic assemblages (Fish 1978; Larralde

1984) and may obscure cultural patterning.

The number of coders, the intensity of coder
training, and the use of well-defined, mutual-
ly exclusive attribute codes are the three most
important factors that influence coder incon-

sistency.

Two kinds of efforts to reduce inconsistency

and nonrandom bias in the lithic data base

were emphasized. First, the extensively lab

and field tested attribute codes described

above were used on this project. Secondly,

lithics coders were trained and scheduled as

follows: Signa Larralde coordinated lithics

sampling and coding; Jim Brandi expressed

an interest in lithics and the two scribed

together for three initial days of training com-
paring attribute calls on some 200 artifacts

and using the code form. During this period,

site sampling strategies and problems were

discussed in detail.

This discussion continued throughout the five

field sessions. The result was that after the

training period, each crew was staffed with a

trained lithics coder (Larralde or Brandi). This

was the preferred and usual crew roster, al-

though three other crew members occasional-

ly coded lithics. These coders were trained in

the same way but not as intensively.

A consistency test in which Larralde, Brandi,

and Donaldson coded the same 25 artifacts

was conducted midway through the third field

session. Results of the test pointed out areas

of misunderstanding in coding. One known
area of confusion was material types. Material

samples were collected and compared with the

UNM Office of Contract Archeology type collec-

tions so that inaccuracies in material type

identification could be reduced.
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Figure A4.3: Lithic Sample and Narrative Coding Format
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Appendix 5

Summary of Lithic Data

by Provenience Type
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Table A5.1 Distribution of Non-local Lithics

Slifi_ Sample Prov.

226 1

228 1

229 2
232 1

233 1

235 1

248 1

249 1

254 1

262 1

263 1

263 3
273 4

291 1

327 1

327 2

330 2

331 1

333 26

452 4
452 5
452 6
453 1

467 1

472 3

472 3

489 1

490 1

491 1

493 1

495 2

Totals No. Items

Totals No. Provs

R

Brown-Spotted Chert

JJfii Form
Zuni Wood Other

unlface

flakes

heat spall

flakes

flake

uniface

flake

single platform

unrecorded
unrecorded
unrecorded
unrecorded

chunk
unrecorded
unrecorded
unrecorded

angular debris

modified flake

heat spall

flake

33 items

19 proveniences

JSflx. Form _Ko^ Form

angular debris

biface thinning

flake

1 Washington Pass
chert projectile pt.

unrecorded

flakes

modified flake

unrecorded
unrecorded
unrecorded

flake 1 turquoise chunk,
unworked

flake

flake 1 malachite chunk,
angular debris unworked
flakes

modified flake

flake

23 items

12 proveniences

3 items

3 proveniences

Table A5.2: Proveniences in Each Provenience Type (Site/Sample/Provenience)

Small Proveniences* (n=20)

Site Sample Prov.

2 1 1

229 2 1

236 1 1

240 1 1

246 2 1

268 1 1

268 4 1

Non-Structural Samples

Large Scatters (n=20)

Site Sample Prov.

1

3
225
232
241
250
260

Large Scatters with
Features (n=17)

Site Sample Prov.

230
237
238
243
245
246
252
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Table A5.2: Proveniences in Each Provenience Type (Continued)

Non-Structural Samples
Large Scatters with

Small Proveniences* fn=201 Large Scatters fn=201 Features (n=17l
Site Sample Prov. Site Sample Prov. Site Sample Prov.

268 5 1 277 1 1 254 1 1

268 9 1 313 1 1 267 1 1

451 1 1 319 1 1 272 1 1

459 1 1 325 1 1 293 1 1

486 3 1 455 1 1 294 1 1

486 4 1 461 1 1 449 1 1

486 5 1 474 1 1 457 1 1

486 7 1 475 1 1 477 1 1

486 8 1 487 1 1 478 1 1

495 1 1 488 1 1 491 1 1

492 2 1 489 1 1

495 3 1 493 1 1

495 4 1 494 1 1

Scatters (n=12) Scatters with Features fn=91

240 2 1

240 3 1 257 1 1

242 1 1 269 1 1

244 1 1 295 1 1

249 1 1 312 1 1

261 1 1 333 25 1

292 1 1 333 26 1

293 2 1 470 1 1

452 1 1 488 2 1

496 1 1 492 1 1

498 2 1

499 1 1

*Provenience 9/1/1 is omitted from analysis because the areai is unknown.
Structural Samples

Roomblocks (n=61 Small Structures fn=16)

Site Sample Prov. Site Sample Prov.

248 1 A 233 1 1

253 1 B 239 1 1

270 9A 247 1 1

291 1 A 251 1 1

472 2 Roomblock 255 1 1

472 3 Roomblock 270 5A
Middens fn=5) 270 9B
235 1 1 296 1 1

253 1 A 318 1 1

253 1 C 321 1 1

290 1 1 327 2A
472 3 Trash 333 1 1

Pitstructures (n=4) 476 1 1

270 9C 479 1 1

270 12 A 480 1 1

270 12 B 490 1 1

316 1 1
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Table A5.3: Flake Length (mm) Per Provenience Type

Prov.

Type
X Whole
Flakes

X Proximal
Frags.

Overall

X
Maximum

X_

Minimum
X_

Range
of Means

Small Prov. 38.4 25.1 31.3 85.0 15.0 60.0

Small Struct. 39.7 30.2 35.0 55.6 20.0 35.6
Roomblocks 35.6 30.6 33.1 41.3 26.7 14.6

Middens 31.1 30.3 30.7 40.5 25.0 15.5

Pitstructures 41.6 37.5 39.6 57.5 25.0 32.5

Scatters 35.7 36.5 37.8 72.0 10.0 62.0

Scatters w/Fea. 29.7 27.5 28.5 45.0 11.7 33.3

Large Scatters 31.2 25.7 28.4 46.3 14.3 32.0

Lge Scat.w/Fea. 35.0 27.2 31.1 47.8 12.8 35.0

Isolated Occur. 38.3 28.2 33.3 95.0 10.0 85.0

Table A5.4: Flake Thickness (mm) Per Provenience Type

Prov.

Type
X Whole
Flakes

X Proximal
Frags.

Overall

X
Maximum

X_

Minimum
X_

Range
of Means

Small Prov. 7.8 5.8 6.8 13.0 2.0 11.0

Small Struct. 10.3 6.9 8.6 17.0 3.0 14.0

Roomblocks 7.4 7.0 7.2 10.8 4.6 6.2

Middens 7.5 7.2 7.4 9.7 4.8 4.9

Pitstructures 11.1 10.4 10.8 19.0 7.6 11.4

Scatters 11.0 9.8 10.4 35.0 2.0 33.0

Scatters w/Fea. 5.6 6.1 5.9 10.0 2.7 7.3

Large Scatters 8.0 6.6 7.3 14.0 2.3 11.7

Lge Scat.w/Fea. 10.0 7.7 8.9 24.0 2.2 21.8

Isolated Occur. 11.7 7.8 9.8 35.0 1.0 35.0

Table A5.5: Flake Length to Thickness Ratio Per Provenience Type

Prov.-

Type
X Whole
Flakes

X Proximal
Frags.

Overall

X_

Maximum
X_

Minimum
X_

Range
of Means

Small Prov. 5.48 5.49 5.49 2.14 3.18 5.26

Small Struct. 4.72 5.16 4.94 8.75 2.06 6.67

Roomblocks 6.99 5.29 6.14 10.00 3.33 6.67

Middens 4.75 5.37 5.06 6.29 4.10 2.19

Pitstructures 4.25 3.74 4.00 4.79 3.29 1.50

Scatters 5.24 3.59 4.73 9.00 0.77 8.23

Scatters w/Fea. 5.61 4.85 5.23 6.96 3.75 3.21

Large Scatters 4.96 4.91 4.94 8.75 2.86 5.89

Lge Scat.w/Fea. 5.15 4.65 4.90 7.22 2.22 5.00

Isolated Occur. 5.43 5.18 5.31 15.00 1.70 13.30
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Table A5.6: Cortex on Whole Flakes by Provenience Type

100% 50-99% 1-49% 10% Total
Provenience Type No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent Number

Small Proveniences 7 7.7 17 18.7 21 25.1 45 49.5 91
Small Structures 12 12.4 21 21.7 31 32.0 33 34.0 97
Roomblocks 5 11.9 4 9.5 17 40.5 16 38.1 42
Middens 3 8.3 3 8.3 6 16.7 24 66.7 36
Pitstructures 3 10.0 2 6.7 12 40.0 13 43.3 30
Scatters 5 10.9 12 26.1 13 28.3 15 32.6 46
Scatters w/Features 2 1.6 8 6.4 26 20.8 89 71.2 125
Large Scatters 3 2.9 12 11.4 29 27.6 61 52.1 105
Large Scatters

w/Features 9 5.6 21 13.1 51 31.9 79 49.4 160

Table A5.7: Dorsal Scars on Whole Flakes by Provenience Type

0-1 Scars 2-3 Scars 4-5 Scars 6+ Scars Total
Provenience Type No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No.

Small Proveniences 28 30.4 33 35.9 20 21.7 11 12.0 92
Small Structures 31 31.6 36 36.7 22 22.5 9 9.2 98
Roomblocks 6 14.3 17 40.5 11 26.2 8 19.0 42
Middens 6 16.6 7 19.4 15 41.7 8 22.3 36
Pitstructures 5 16.6 15 50.0 8 26.7 2 6.6 30
Scatters 22 47.8 12 26.1 8 17.4 4 8.7 46
Scatters w/Features 22 17.6 57 45.6 28 22.4 18 14.4 125
Large Scatters 18 17.1 31 29.5 41 39.1 15 14.3 105
Large Scatters

w/Features 41 25.5 66 41.0 34 21.1 20 12.3 161

Table A5.8: Cortex by Material Type for All Whole Flakes

Percent Cortex
0% 1-49% 50-S 100%

Material Type No. _Eercent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent

Silicified Wood 207 62.4 78 23.5 30 9.0 17 5.1

Quartzite 28 21.5 49 37.7 36 27.7 17 13.1

Chert/Chalcedony 116 56.3 44 21.4 30 14.6 16 7.8

Crystalline Volcanic 81 48.2 51 30.4 21 12.5 15 8.9

Table A5.9: Dorsal Scar Count by Material Type for All Whole Flakes

Dorsal Scar Frequency
0-1 2-3 4-5 6+

Material Type No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent

Silicified Wood 56 16.9 118 35.5 100 30.1 58 17.5

Quartzite 51 39.2 53 40.8 19 14.6 7 5.4

Chert/Chalcedony 47 22.8 83 40.3 51 24.8 25 12.1

Crystalline Volcanic 47 28.0 64 38.1 41 24.4 16 9.5
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Table A5.13: Diversity Indexes Per Provenience Type

Provenience Mean l/OW mgn
Type SW* Var** SW Var SW Var

Small
Proveniences .215 .205 .000 .091 .602 .364

Small

Structures .543 .364 .301 .182 .759 .545

Roomblocks .369 .258 .000 .091 .687 .455

Middens .617 .419 .577 .364 .678 .455

Pitstructures .372 .228 .301 .182 .452 .273

Scatters .292 .215 .000 .091 .673 .455

Scatters

w/Features .166 .195 .000 .091 .545 .364

Large Scatters .219 .205 .000 .091 .649 .455

Large Scatters

w/Feats. .387 .422 .000 .091 .783 .636

*Shannon-Weaver Index
"""Variety Index

Table A5.14: Lithic Artifact Density by Provenience Type

Provenience

Type Overall Mean Low Mean High Mean Range

Small Proveniences .55

Small Structures .06

Roomblocks .11

Middens .10

Pitstructures .63

Scatters .04

Scatters w/Features .12

Large Scatters .01

Large Scatters

w/Features .01

.03

.01

.02

.01

.02

.01

.01

.00

.00

1.44

.37

.36

.33

2.13

.09

.44

.04

.05

1.41

.36

.34

.32

2.11

.08

.43

.04

.05
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Table A5.17: Diagnostic Projectile Point Data

Provenience Material L W Condition
Unnotched
268 9 1 chert 25 18 whole

Lanceolate, concave base
264 1 1 chert 31 17 tip missing
452 8 1 chert 32 16 tip missing, lateral edge broken

Stemmed
234 2 1 chert 17 20 tip missing
241 1 1 chert 31 16 tip & one corner of base missing

326 3T chert 32 20 whole, reworked, ground stem
241 1 1 petrified wood 29 22 whole
246 2 1 basalt 38 26 tip missing

453 1 1 basalt 46 22 tip missing

458 1 1 petrified wood 39 17 whole
495 2 1 chert 32 19 tip missing

Large Corner Notched
240 1 1 rhyolite 48 20 tip missing
253 1 1 chalcedonic

petrified wood 42 22 base broken
291 1 1 chalcedonic

petrified wood 42 23 whole
321 1 1 chert 42 25 tip missing
322 1 1 chalcedonic

petrified wood 49 28 whole
458 1 1 chert 28 17 tip missing
458 1 1 chert 33 19 tip missing

Large Side Notched
234 2 1 chert 29 25 tip missing, base broken
274 1 A chert 34 18 tip missing
280 chert 32 16 whole
322 2 1 chalcedonic

petrified wood
24 18 tip missing

452 5 1 chalcedonic

petrified wood
38 20 whole

461 1 1 chert 36 19 whole
464 1 2 obsidian 32 21 whole

SmaU Corner Notched
185 1 1 chalcedony 25 16 whole
266 1 1 chalcedony 21 15 tip and one tang missing
333 26 1 obsidian 19 14 base broken
490 1 1 obsidian 20 18 tip, part of base, tangs missing

SmaU Side Notched
248 1 B chalcedony 19 19 whole
270 9C chert 10 15 tip and tangs missing

270 12 A obsidian 22 11 whole
270 12 B chalcedony 21 12 whole
270 12 B obsidian 25 10 whole
270 17A chalcedony 20 12 tip missing
270 17 A chalcedony 25 12 whole
294 1 1 chert* 22 15 tip missing; *possibly Wash.Pass
322 2 1 petrified wood 29 16 whole
457 1 1 petrified wood 21 12 whole
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Appendix 6

Lithic Data from All-Observed

and Other Samples
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